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Moððe word fræt.    Me þæt þuhte 
wrætlicu wyrd,   þa ic þæt wundor gefrægn,  
þæt se wyrm forswealg    wera gied sumes,  
þeof in þystro,    þrymfæstne cwide  
ond þæs strangan staþol.    Stælgiest ne wæs  
wihte þy gleawra,    þe he þam wordum 
swealg.  
“A moth devoured words. To me it seemed a fantastical event, when I learned 
about that wonder, that this worm, a thief in the darkness, swallowed an utterance of 
men, a glorious statement with a strong foundation. The thieving stranger was not a 
bit the wiser for having swallowed those words.” (c1000. Riddle 47 (Exeter book)) 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Scope of the study 
The present dissertation is the first systematic study that describes the distribution of 
the (intransitive) verbs that are mainly used in (what are traditionally known as) copular 
and passive constructions in Old English (OE) and Middle English (ME), namely is ‘is’ 
(no infinitive), beon ‘be’, wesan ‘be’ (mainly used as the counterpart of is and beon in 
the past tense), weorðan ‘become’, geweorðan ‘become’, becuman ‘become’ and 
weaxan ‘grow, get’. For reasons of consistency I will refer to these verbs by their 
indicative present third person singular form (in small caps, to distinguish them from 
the third person singular token), as follows: IS, BIÐ, WESEÐ (or WÆS in analyses of the past 
tense only), WIERÐ (WEARÐ), GEWIERÐ (GEWEARÐ), BECUMEÞ, WEAXEÞ. A thorough analysis of the 
use of the first five of these verbs (all excluding BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ) will show that their 
distribution in Old English is conditioned by two distinct systems. The first system, to 
which I will refer as the Old English bounded system, is the particular structuring in 
Old English of narrative sequences. The second, which may be referred to as the 
double paradigm IS-BIÐ, is the particular encoding of the contrasting features ‘future’ 
versus ‘present’ and ‘generic’ versus ‘specific’. The nature of these systems will be 
analysed, and their loss and the consequences thereof in the course of Middle English 
(ME) will be accounted for.  
The first of the two systems is particularly relevant for what is considered by the 
literature the most spectacular development among the verbs under examination, 
namely the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ ‘becomes’, which constitutes my first case 
study.1 While ranging among the top five of most frequent verbs in Old English, 
(GE)WIERÐ rapidly decreased in frequency to have fallen almost entirely out of use by the 
end of the fourteenth century. In 1992, two authoritative handbooks on the history of 
the English language summed up about a century of research on this striking 
phenomenon as follows: "The ousting of worthen from important functions as an 
auxiliary of the future by shall and will and of the passive by be has never yet been 
satisfactorily explained and remains one of the major puzzles of English historical 
syntax” (Kisbye 1992: 127), and “why wurthen disappeared is still unclear” (Fischer 
1992: 262). In this study I argue that the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ should be 
accounted for in terms of changes in the Old English bounded system. This system 
consisted of a number of grammaticalized constructions that provided a coherent 
system for structuring or construing narrative. Specifically, it employed bounded 
                                               
1
 Most studies do not distinguish between WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ. I will generally follow this tradition, and 
refer to both of them together as (GE)WIERÐ, though I will point out in what ways they differed whenever 
appropriate.  
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clauses for this purpose — briefly put, clauses which express an event with the 
inclusion of its endpoint or goal (Declerck 2007). In this system, which is operative 
especially in the past tense, the distribution of (GE)WIERÐ versus IS, BIÐ, and WESEÐ 
correlates with the distinction between change-of-state predicates and predicates not 
involving a change of state. In the past, (GE)WEARÐ is typically used to express a change 
of state, as in (1), whereas WÆS is most often used to express a state without change, 
as in (2) — even if it may occasionally be used in contexts that overall express a 
change of state as well.2  
 
(1) Good wæs se man gesceapen Adam: Ac þurh his agenne cyre 
good was the man created Adam but through his own choice 
 & deofles tihtinge he wearð yfel & eal his ofsprincg.  
and devil:GEN deceit he became evil and all his offspring 
‘The man Adam was created good: But through his own choice and the 
deceit of the Devil he became evil as did all his offspring.’ (a1020(c995). 
ÆCHom I, 18: 322.159) 
(2) Yfel wæs Iudas ðe Crist becheapode.  
evil was Judas who Christ.ACC betrayed 
 ‘Evil was Judas who betrayed Christ.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 21 (B): 
351.181) 
 
In Old English narratives, change-of-state predicates such as those involving (GE)WEARÐ 
were strongly associated with certain other lexemes and constructions occurring in its 
usage environment (or constructional environment), and forming part of the bounded 
system, in particular the bounding time adverb þa ‘then’ — among other such time 
adverbs — and the verb-second construction with inverted subject. During the Middle 
English period, these time adverbs and the verb-second construction were gradually 
lost, and (GE)WEARÐ was, because of its high degree of association with them, lost with 
them. A detailed analysis of how this development took place constitutes the main 
course of chapter 4 of this study.  
The second system is related to a phenomenon ranked second if counted by the 
number of studies devoted to it, though it is no less tantalizing. It is the merger of the 
verbs IS and BIÐ (and WESEÐ) in Old and Middle English. It is discussed in chapter 5. The 
verb WESEÐ appears between brackets here, because its present tense forms will not be 
analysed any further. It had already lost most of its distinctive semantic properties by 
the time of Old English and had largely been reduced to a suppletive verb providing 
the past tense forms for IS and BIÐ. Finite forms of WESEÐ in the present are exceedingly 
rare; the form weseð itself only occurs once — in the poem Phoenix — in LEON-alfa 
(the corpus used for this study), as compared to several thousands of occurrences of 
                                               
2
 For a description of the citation system I use, and other details of the sources used, I refer to the 
Appendix, and to chapter 3, section 3.4.4.3.  
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wæs, its past indicative counterpart. Because the integration of WESEÐ with IS and BIÐ 
thus largely predates Old English, my focus in this study is on the merger of IS and BIÐ 
only. This merger took place in the transition from Old to Middle English. In Old 
English the prototypical uses of IS and BIÐ were clearly distinct, and the two verbs were 
to a high extent in complementary distribution. Very briefly, IS was most typically used 
in specific statements that hold at the time of the utterance (as in (3)), whereas BIÐ was 
used for about everything else, most markedly for the expression of either future 
situations or general truths (as in (4)) (compare what is said s.v. beon under paragraph 
E. “characteristic uses of b-forms and non-b-forms in the present indicative” in the 
Dictionary of Old English [DOE 2008 [1991]]).  
 
(3) Ic þæt gehyre þæt þis is hold weorod frean Scyldinga.  
I that hear that this is true troop lord:DAT Shilding:GEN.PL 
‘I understand that this is a troop friendly to the Lord of the Scyldings.’ 
(c1000. Beo: 291) 
(4) Til biþ se þe his treowe gehealdeþ.  
good is he who his promise keeps 
‘Good is he who keeps his promise.’ (c1000. Wan: 112) 
 
From late Old English onwards, however, the distinction between the two verbs became 
increasingly blurred, and roughly by the end of the thirteenth century, IS was no longer 
semantically distinct from BIÐ in the indicative present. Instead, IS was now used for the 
singular and BIÐ for the plural, both for the expression of specific statements and 
general truths. Finite BIÐ also ceased to express futurity, and was gradually replaced in 
this function by SCEAL BEON ‘shall be’ (and, at a later stage, WILL BEON ‘will be’).  
In addition to these two major developments, I also provide the first detailed 
analysis so far of the two verbs (besides WÆS in the past tense) that replaced (GE)WIERÐ, 
namely BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ. This completes an account of the loss of (GE)WIERÐ (in 
chapter 6). The lack of previous studies is particularly striking in the case of BECUMEÞ, 
given its prominent presence as a function word in Present-Day English. Specifically, I 
show how BECUMEÞ developed into a Copula meaning ‘become’ out of an original sense 
‘arrive’, and WEAXEÞ, originally meaning ‘grow’ also came to be used as a Copula 
meaning ‘become’. Intriguingly, these verbs became fully productive Copulas in a very 
short period of time. I will argue that this happened after a pre-copular stage had 
reached a threshold value. The occurrence of this threshold can be related to the fact 
that the Copular Constructions featuring BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ were not the end result of 
a single diachronic lineage of constructions (i.e. one construction developed out of a 
previous one, one at a time). Instead, the copularization of these verbs was the result 
of an interaction between lineages of constructions, which belong to two groups: (i) 
argument structure constructions involving BECUMEÞ or WEAXEÞ, which gradually changed 
and interacted with each other; (ii) constructions involving already existing copulas, 
notably (GE)WIERÐ ‘become’, which provided a template of general productivity upon 
which the newly emerging copulas could graft.  
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1.2 Research questions 
The main research questions and aims of the present study can be summed up as 
follows.  
With respect to the synchronic situation in Old English, there are two major 
questions to be asked. What does the distribution of IS, BIÐ, (GE)WIERÐ and WESEÐ look 
like in Old English? What is the nature of the underlying systems conditioning this 
distribution?  
On a diachronic level, this study wants to get at a comprehensive analysis of the 
three developments sketched under 1.1. First: how to explain the decline of (GE)WIERÐ, 
highly frequent in Old English, all but lost by the end of the fourteenth century? On a 
more theoretical level, such an explanation may improve our general understanding of 
why function words or other elements situated at the interface between syntax and 
lexicon (e.g., affixes) at a certain point in time disappear from a language. The second 
major question is: how to account for the merger of IS and BIÐ in Middle English? On a 
more theoretical level, an answer to this question may also contribute to insights in the 
general phenomenon of suppletion, or into how a single paradigm can arise from 
multiple sources. The third major question is: how to account for the abrupt 
introduction of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ as new Copulas? Answering this question may 
likewise contribute to insights in the importance of a multiplicity of sources in 
accounting for a certain grammaticalization process. By answering each of these 
questions, I also aim at finding out whether or not, and, if so, in what way these 
developments are interrelated, and relate to other developments in the English 
language.  
On a very general plane, this study aims to enhance our understanding of 
language change per se, with a focus on the phenomena of competition between 
lexemes and the impact of constructions belonging to the usage environment of these 
lexemes on their history. In previous research, the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ has been 
recurrently accounted for by appealing to its competition with the other lexemes when 
used in the passive construction. Similarly, the merger of IS and BIÐ might be the final 
stage of a process of competition. By taking this approach, this study also aims at a 
clearer understanding of the concept and role of competition, concluding that 
competition plays only a marginal part among the factors that determine the outcome 
of a certain development. More specifically, I endeavour to show that some changes in 
the use of function words can best be accounted for through the interaction with their 
environment, e.g., certain constructions with which they are associated. This 
interaction, it is shown, is not limited to their immediate constructional context, but 
extends to the constructional apparatus in which they are employed, at the level of the 
clause and even of the text (construal of genre). Interestingly, this conclusion ties in 
with recent studies in evolutionary biology (see e.g. Townsend et al. 2003), which also 
emphasize the importance of environmental change in accounting for the extinction of 
a species, and warn against overrating the role of competition between species in this 
process.  
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1.3 Theoretical framework and notational conventions 
As stated above, one of the major hypotheses resulting from my research will be that 
the fate of function words is inextricably tied in with that of the constructions 
constituting their typical usage environment. To operationalize this hypothesis, my 
analysis is conducted within a constructionist framework throughout. Specifically, I use 
Croft’s Radical Construction Grammar (as expounded in Croft 2001). This introduction 
is the appropriate place to briefly introduce some of the terminology and notational 
conventions I use throughout my dissertation as a consequence of adopting this 
framework. A more elaborate description of this model and justification for its use is 
given in chapter 3, section 3.2. Within the framework of Radical Construction 
Grammar, constructions are considered to be language-specific. To signal this 
language-specific status, capitals are used. Hence the Old English and Middle English 
constructions at stake are referred to as Copular Construction, Passive Participial 
Construction, etc. Similarly, capitals are used for word classes as well, which are 
considered derivative of constructions. Thus I use Copula, or Passive Auxiliary, to refer 
to all verbs if (and only if) used in a Copular Construction or a Passive Participial 
Construction respectively. Furthermore, common to all constructionist approaches is 
the view that a construction is a combination of form and function/meaning. 
Therefore, whenever I want to refer to a construction analytically, I make use of the 
following notational convention: [[X Y Z] [x y z]], in which the first set of signs within 
square brackets refers to the formal part of a construction, the second to its functional 
and/or semantic part. (Basically the same system, sometimes slightly varied, is used 
by, among others, Langacker 1991, Croft 2001.) The following list is a first sketched 
characterization of the most important constructions that are discussed in my 
dissertation.3  
 
(i)  The Nominal Copular Construction ([[NounPhrase IntransitiveVerb NP] [Subject 
Copula SbjComplement]], e.g., He is a teacher);  
(ii)  The Adjectival Copular Construction ([[NP IntrV AdjectivalP] [Sbj Cop 
SbjComp]], e.g., Your baby is adorable);  
(iii)  The Passive Participial Construction ([[NP IntrV PastParticiple] [Sbj 
Cop|Auxiliary SbjComp|Passive]], e.g., He was killed) — while this 
construction is usually simply referred to as passive construction, I use this 
name to cover the two (non-exclusive) possible functions of the participle, 
the adjectival one ([Cop SbjComp]) and the verbal, passive one ([Aux Pass]);  
(iv)  The Perfect Participial Construction ([NP IntrV PstPtcp] [Sbj Cop|Aux 
SbjComp|Perfect], e.g., He is come) — for reasons similar to those given 
under (iii), this construction is not simply named Perfect Construction; also 
note that, in this dissertation, this construction only includes basically 
                                               
3
 Abbreviations have been expanded with a smaller italic font at their first appearance; a full list of 
abbreviations is given on p. xi.  
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intransitive finite verbs, and thus excludes the related construction with 
have; 
(v) The Prepositional Copular Construction ([[NP IntrV PP] [Sbj Cop SbjComp]], 
e.g. The princess turned into a frog);  
(vi)  The Locational Construction ([[NP IntrV PP] [Sbj Cop Comp<location>]], 
e.g., They stood on a bridge); 
(vii)  The Existential/Happen Construction ([[NP IntrV] [Sbj Predicate]], e.g. God 
is).  
 
The entire body of these constructions is sometimes referred to as the group of 
Intransitive Constructions, on the basis of a shared form, namely [NP IntrV (X)], and 
meaning, in that they all instantiate an act of intransitive predication, which can be de-
fined as “the application of a general concept to a particular entity” (Stassen 1997: 12).  
 
 
1.4 Structure of the study 
With the introduction of the lexemes to be examined as well as the terminological 
apparatus, all the necessary equipment is there to take off. The concrete structure of 
the study, then, consists of two parts.  
The first part is largely methodological in nature and paves the way for the actual 
analysis of the second part. In chapter 2, I first go into the philological research 
tradition related to (i) the functions of (GE)WIERÐ in Old English and its subsequent loss, 
and (ii) the distinction between IS and BIÐ and its subsequent merger. I briefly evaluate 
their findings and show in what way all these studies fail to fully account for the data. 
In chapter 3, I first provide an overview of the constructional framework used and 
provide arguments why the constructionist approach is well suited for analysing 
copular and related constructions. I then show how the framework can be fruitfully 
applied to diachronic linguistics, in that it provides the conceptual apparatus (i) to 
chart the impact of the constructional environment on function words on top of 
possible competing activities, (ii) to see the unity of a lexeme throughout its various 
uses and (iii) to treat genre differences and their impact on function words as 
constructional subsystems of grammar, enabling for instance the operationalization of 
the impact of the narrative genre on the history of (GE)WIERÐ. Finally, I explain the 
methodology I used in compiling a new corpus, LEON-alfa, which should make 
comparisons between Old and Middle English more reliable, and I also explain how I 
extracted relevant data from this corpus.  
The second part contains the actual analysis of the data and consists of four 
chapters. Chapter 4 accounts for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the past tense, chapter 5 for 
the merger of IS and BIÐ and the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the present tense. Chapter 6 
discusses the development of the two most prominent alternatives to (GE)WIERÐ, namely 
BECUMEÞ ‘becomes’ and WEAXEÞ ‘waxes, grows’. Finally, chapter 7 formulates four claims 
or hypotheses that constitute the essence of this study, and briefly discusses their 
importance for constructionist and evolutionary theories of language change.  
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To conclude this introductory chapter, I wish the reader may have a good read, and 
hope that they will not need to make, because of too many incomprehensible 
constructions along the way, my own text into the object of linguistic study, rather 
than its contents.  
 
  
 
 
Chapter 2: Previous studies 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of previous studies and some ongoing work on the 
verbs (GE)WIERÐ, WESEÐ, IS AND BIÐ. I only discuss studies within the philological research 
tradition — other relevant studies, especially those of a typological or theoretical 
orientation, will be introduced when appropriate. While many of the analyses that have 
been put forward in these studies will be extensively revised or even discarded 
altogether in the course of my own analysis, this overview conveniently introduces 
many of the important issues and possible distinctions that will return throughout this 
study.  
The chapter consists of two sections. The first (2.2) presents a survey of the 
philological research that relates to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ, and will prove to be mostly 
relevant for the analysis given in chapter 4. It addresses the following issues. Section 
2.2.1 briefly discusses earlier work on the loss of (GE)WIERÐ as a Copula, which has so 
far only been examined in any detail by Biese (1932, 1952). Section 2.2.2 discusses the 
large number of studies that include discussion relating to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the 
Passive Participial Construction. In section 2.2.3, I zoom in on the phonotactic 
approach to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ, set out most systematically in Lutz (1991). I then 
briefly present my own findings concerning this type of approach, which will show that 
it is not empirically adequate. On that account, I will not return anymore to this 
approach in my own analysis of chapter 4. Some miscellaneous linguistic accounts 
related to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ are presented in section 2.2.4. A brief evaluation of all 
earlier work is given in section 2.2.5. This evaluation is not definite — and neither is 
the one given in 2.3.4 —, and criticism on earlier work will be established on a more 
principled basis in chapter 3. Besides the more systematic studies on the distribution 
and loss of (GE)WIERÐ, it is worth noting that briefer discussions — often containing 
original reflections — on the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ abound in handbooks of 
English. Interesting examples include Jespersen (1927: 384; 1931: 98-99), Kisbye 
(1971: 46-47, 1992: 126-27), Mustanoja (1960: 437-443, 615-619), Visser (1970: 
vol. 1, 161, 201, 208; vol. 2, 673), Mitchell (1985: 267-269, 298-304, 324-334, 435-
438) and Fischer (1992: 261-262).  
The second section (2.3) focuses on studies that are of significance for my 
analysis on the merger of IS and BIÐ. The research on IS and BIÐ so far has not really 
focused on this process of merger. Instead, it has been concerned with the synchronic 
distribution of these verbs in Old and Middle English. These earlier studies are still of 
major importance for my own analysis, because the process of merger can only be 
properly analysed on the condition that their original distribution prior to their merger 
is well understood. Section 2.3.1 concentrates on synchronic analyses of Old English 
(especially Jost 1909, Exter 1911, Kilpiö 1993, 1997, as well as briefer discussions: 
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Campbell 1959: 350f., Mitchell 1985: 256-263, Traugott 1992: 182 and Petré & 
Cuyckens 2009: 325-331; 343-345, an updated version of which forms the subject 
matter of chapter 5). Section 2.3.2 summarizes work on the Celtic hypothesis, stating 
that the Old English distinction is due to language contact with Celtic (especially 
Schumacher 2007, Lutz 2009, Wischer in press). Finally, the few studies on the Middle 
English situation (Forsström 1948, Kilpiö 1997, Laing in press), are dealt with in 
section 2.3.3, which is followed by a brief evaluation (2.3.4).  
 
 
2.2 Studies related to (GE)WIERÐ 
2.2.1 (GE)WIERÐ IN COPULAR CONSTRUCTIONS 
Research focusing exclusively on (GE)WIERÐ in Copular Constructions is limited to two 
studies by Biese (1932, 1952). Biese explained the loss of the Copula (GE)WIERÐ (to 
which he refers with its ME form worthe) rather succinctly as a consequence of both 
competition with the much more frequent WESEÐ/IS/BIÐ-cluster and replacement  
— especially when the emphasis was on the change-of-state — by more expressive 
Copulas such as BECUMEÞ, COMES, FALLS, GETS, GOES, GROWS, RUNS, TURNS, WEAXEÞ, of which he 
provides some early attestations. In the next section, I will return to the argument that 
in some of its uses, (GE)WIERÐ was crowded out by the far more frequent WESEÐ/IS/BIÐ-
cluster in some of its uses. In this section, I will concentrate on the list of change-of-
state Copulas given by Biese as alternatives for (GE)WIERÐ.  
The first of these Copulas replacing (GE)WIERÐ is taken by Biese (and by general 
consensus) to be BECUMEÞ, whose introduction in the Copular Construction is believed 
to date from the end of the twelfth century.4 The sentence that is mentioned frequently 
as the first attestation is given in (5).  
 
(5) Þa bi-com his licome swiðe feble. 
Then became his body very weak 
 ‘Then became his body very weak.’ (a1225(OE). Lamb.Hom.VA [Lamb 487]: 
47) 
 
Of Biese’s list, BECUMEÞ is not only the most frequent alternative to (GE)WIERÐ, it is the 
only one that occurs with some frequency in Copular Constructions before about 1300. 
However, to what extent BECUMEÞ is more expressive than (GE)WIERÐ is not explained by 
Biese, nor is it clear from early examples such as (5). A more detailed account of 
BECUMEÞ’s development will be presented in chapter 6. Other verbs besides BECUMEÞ, 
such as WEAXEÞ, TURNS, GROWS, more clearly show a higher degree of expressivity — 
which may briefly defined as a higher degree of specific semantic content — in Copular 
Constructions, especially as they are initially only used with subject complements that 
                                               
4
 To my knowledge, Jespersen (1927: 384) is the first one to assume that BECUMEÞ constitutes the main 
replacement of WIERÐ.  
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are semantically closely related to the type of change expressed by their original lexic-
al semantics. For instance, it is by waxing ‘growing’ that one waxes old. It is this kind 
of semantic transparency that led Biese (1952) to the hypothesis that (GE)WIERÐ had 
bleached to such an extent that these more expressive alternatives were looked for.  
And yet, the bleaching of (GE)WIERÐ and a higher degree of expressivity of its 
alternatives can hardly explain why in Dutch and German cognates of (GE)WIERÐ — 
WORDT and WIRD respectively — still exist with much the same array of applications as 
OE (GE)WIERÐ, and these factors are even less plausible if it is taken into account that 
(GE)WIERÐ still showed very concrete meanings such as ‘mount (e.g., a horse)’ (see the 
MED, s.v. worthen, sense 7) during its swan song in Middle English. More importantly, 
(GE)WIERÐ’s alternatives, with the exception of BECUMEÞ, are not frequent at all in Copular 
Constructions before the end of the fourteenth century. By that time, (GE)WIERÐ had 
already declined considerably, and this fact in effect prevented Biese from postulating 
an immediate causal relationship between the rise of these verbs in Copular Con-
structions and the decrease of (GE)WIERÐ: “Whether the introduction of new verbs used 
as ingressives was due to the gradual decline of worthe or whether, on the contrary, 
the gradual introduction of new ingressives made worthe superfluous, is a complicated 
problem on which I am not going to enter here” (1952: 10). Eventually, then, Biese did 
not commit himself to a unequivocal account of the loss of copular (GE)WIERÐ.5  
 
2.2.2 STUDIES ON THE PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION IN OLD ENGLISH 
By far the largest part of all the existing studies related to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ examine 
this phenomenon within the context of an analysis of the Passive Participial 
Construction in Old English, and — to a far lesser extent — Middle English. 
Significantly, nearly all studies account for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in this construction as 
the result of competition with WESEÞ. After a period of lively interest in the 1920’s and 
1930’s (Klaeber 1923, 1931, Frary 1929, Zieglschmid 1929, 1930, Kurtz 1931, 
Timmer 1934, Klingebiel 1937), the Old English Passive Participial Construction and 
the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in it went out of vogue, as did many other philological studies on 
Old Germanic languages around that period. However, in more recent times it has been 
intermittently picked up again (Mitchell 1985, Kilpiö 1989, Green 2009, Müller 2009). 
What is most debated In all earlier studies is the distinction between the 
WESEÐ/IS/BIÐ-cluster (usually indiscriminately referred to as wesan) and (GE)WIERÐ. 
Klaeber (1923, 1931), Frary (1929) and Kurtz (1931) — clearly inspired in this by a 
similar situation in Present-Day German — argue that the two verbs are basically in 
complementary distribution, WESEÐ being used for statal Passives, i.e. Passives that 
either express existing/enduring states or states that held prior to a certain event 
(pluperfects), and (GE)WIERÐ for Actional Passives, which put the emphasis on the 
                                               
5
 Biese concludes his discussion with the following words: “The development and use of the ingressive 
auxiliaries is an interesting chapter in the history of English. [...] I have collected an extensive material to 
be used in a forthcoming work” (1952: 10). However, to my knowledge no such work exists.  
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moment of the action (change-of-state) and its immediate result.6 Examples that 
illustrate this distinction are given in (6) (featuring WESEÐ) and (7) ((GE)WIERÐ) 
respectively.  
 
(6) Gehwa wundrað hu se hælend become into his apostolum. & 
everybody wonders how the saviour become:SBJV.PST into his apostles & 
wæron þeahhwæðere þa dura belocene.  
were yet the doors closed 
‘Everybody wonders how the Saviour got by his apostles, and yet the doors 
were closed.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 16: 308.27) 
(7) Hi urnon on æfnunge ut of ðissere byrig, mid ðam ðe ða 
they ran in evening out of this city at time-point that the 
burhgata belocene wurdon.  
city-gates closed became 
‘They ran out of this city in the evening, just as the city-gates were closed.’ 
(c1005. Josh: 2.5) 
 
In sum, in the view of these early scholars both verbs are in some form of stable 
complementary distribution. The implication is that there is no language-internal 
motivation for change. Consequently, they all accounted for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ by 
appealing to external influence as a deus ex machina. Influence from Old Norse was 
argued for most frequently, because this language was held to lack an equivalent of 
(GE)WIERÐ and expressed both types of Passives by vera (the Old Norse cognate of WESEÐ) 
alone:  
 
Thus in the direct contact of daily conversation between the 'Danes' and the 
English, there must have been a negative influence which would tend towards 
the disuse of weorðan in the common speech. Such an influence would not be 
noticed for some time in the literary language, especially since most of the 
literature of the time was composed in the monasteries of the southern section 
of England where there was little contact with the 'Danes'. (Frary 1929: 71) 
 
This hypothesis, however, is not very well worked out, and, as Klaeber (1931) later on  
conceded, the Old Norse verb VERÐA (the cognate of (GE)WIERÐ) is occasionally used in 
Actional Passives in the oldest documents available — which appear, unfortunately, 
                                               
6
 Note that the way this distinction is made in Frary and has been adopted more or less afterwards is not 
in line with more recent theoretical views on various types of passives, according to which passives with 
pluperfect implications would also be considered ‘actional’. This has caused a lot of confusion in the 
discussion. For instance, Kilpiö applies the terms actional and statal in accordance to the recent 
theorizing, but does not observe that this is not the distinction made by Frary. In order to avoid 
confusion I will introduce the terms Adjectival and Resultative Passive in section 3, where I will also 
discuss the confusion related to the earlier distinction.  
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centuries later than the relevant OE documents.  
Starting from the same basic distinction between statal WESEÐ/IS and actional 
(GE)WIERÐ, Mustanoja (1960: 440) tentatively attempts a language-internal explanation 
for the decline of (GE)WIERÐ. He argues that the periphrastic constructions of WESEÐ/IS/ 
(GE)WIERÐ with the Past Participle were not really Passive Constructions in Old English, 
and underwent some form of reanalysis in the transition to Middle English. In a first 
stage, phonetic erosion caused the adjectival endings on Participles to be lost. 
Concomitantly, any agreement marking between Subject and Subject Complement is 
lost as well. This gave rise to a new syntactic pattern, a Passive Construction proper, in 
which the degree of verbhood of the Participle was enhanced, and the actional or statal 
aspectual quality of the Construction had shifted from the Auxiliary to the Participle. 
As a consequence, the semantic content of the Auxiliary was bleached, and due to this 
bleaching process, (GE)WIERÐ became synonymous with IS/WESEÐ, with the loss of 
(GE)WIERÐ as a consequence. Although hardly worked out in detail by Mustanoja, this 
kind of reasoning to a great extent tunes in with recent research on the English Passive 
(Langacker 1991:127-147, Denison 1993), and I will return to this hypothesis in 
chapter 4, section 4.2.4.  
The idea of a clear basic distinction between statal WESEÐ/IS and actional (GE)WIERÐ 
is disproven by Zieglschmid (1929), who shows that both WESEÐ and BIÐ (perhaps not so 
much IS, see also Petré & Cuyckens 2009) had always been used in Actional Passives 
too, and even in all the Germanic languages, a property it inherited from Proto-
Germanic and probably even from Proto-Indo-European (PIE). Elaborating on this 
observation, Zieglschmid (1930) tries to give a language-internal account of the 
disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ in Passive Constructions.7 Though interesting in its 
assumption of a relationship between the development of BIÐ and the decline of 
(GE)WIERÐ, Zieglschmid’s argument is not developed in a clear way and lacks a detailed 
analysis of the respective distributions of these verbs. In his account he maintains that 
the persistence of (GE)WIERÐ during most of the Old English period “is easily explained” 
by its existence “side by side of the ‘bridge-form’ to be which primarily meant 
weorþan” (1930: 114). By the concept of “bridge form”, Zieglschmid means that BIÐ was 
used to express both change-of-state and non-change-of-state predication in Old 
English. After Old English, BIÐ’s increase in frequency put pressure on this peaceful co-
existence and eventually BIÐ replaced (GE)WIERÐ entirely. This increase, starting early in 
the twelfth century, was the correlate of a development whereby BIÐ replaced the 
subjunctive, imperative and non-finite forms of the IS/WESEÐ-cluster, and encroached 
upon the indicative present of this cluster. While BIÐ lost most of its original semantics 
of change-of-state, it was retained in Actional Passives, thus being aligned with WESEÐ, 
which also occurred in Actional Passives. The loss of (GE)WIERÐ, then, is the result of its 
competition with BIÐ and WESEÐ as markers of the Actional Passive (this point is made 
                                               
7
 Interestingly, his examples are not restricted to the passive and also include intransitive uses such as 
the one occurring in the phrase geweorþe þin willa ‘may your will happen’. His focus remained on 
Passives, however, and no Copular instances are given.  
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more explicitly in Zieglschmid 1931: 396). (GE)WIERÐ was bound to disappear once BIÐ 
and WESEÐ had merged and BIÐ no longer ‘sympathized’ with (GE)WIERÐ.8  
Klingebiel (1937), too, concludes on the basis of Zieglschmid’s (1929) 
observation that WESEÐ/IS/beon and (GE)WIERÐ are involved in some kind of language-
internal competition in Old English. Unlike Zieglschmid, however, Klingebiel – in line 
with Klaeber (1923, 1931), Frary (1929) and Kurtz 1931) – does not go beyond the 
language-external approach. Klingebiel differs from these other scholars in that he 
opts for French as the major player, a view recently revived by Green (2009).  
Mitchell (1985: 324) takes a radically different position from most early studies, 
and maintains that (GE)WIERÐ and BIÐ/WESEÐ were in free variation for most of the OE 
period. To illustrate this, he gives a list of examples such as the one given in (8), where 
both WESEÐ and (GE)WIERÐ express an Actional Passive with seemingly no difference in 
context whatsoever (the two instances are only separated by two sentences and are 
written by the same scribe).  
 
(8) (Annal 651) Her Oswine kyning wæs ofslægen [...] (Annal 654) Her 
 here Oswine king was slain here 
 Onna cyning wearþ ofslægen.  
Onna king got slain 
‘In 651 King Oswine was slain [...] In 654 King Onna was slain.’ (c891. 
ChronA: 651 & 654) 
 
Under this assumption, a straightforward explanation for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ would be 
that it was gradually ousted by the far more frequent BIÐ/WESEÐ-cluster, without any 
need for the complex development internal to BIÐ proposed by Zieglschmid. Sheer 
frequency is indeed considered the main culprit by Wattie, who calls the ‘redundant’ 
presence of (GE)WIERÐ the ‘only false start’ in the OE tense system (Wattie 1930: 143). 
Mitchell does not consent to Wattie’s statement and recognizes that the two verbs were 
probably still felt to be semantically distinct (on the basis of the existence of such a 
distinction) in their copular and intransitive uses. At the same time Mitchell’s claim that 
the two were in free variation in the Passive boils down to claiming that whatever their 
semantic distinction, this distinction was of no relevance whatsoever in Passive 
Constructions (where it was possibly made irrelevant by the eventive nature of the 
construction as a whole). Therefore he fails to give any kind of explanation for the 
side-by-side existence of both verbs in this construction.9 Thanks to the rise of corpus 
                                               
8
 After a while though, this new situation of a merged IS/WESEÐ/BIÐ-verb used both in statal and Actional 
Passives was felt to be indistinct, and from the sixteenth century onwards new change-of-state verbs, 
such as BECUMEÞ, COMES, GETS, started to occur in passive constructions. Thus, unlike what Biese argues to 
be the case for copular constructions, these new verbs had no part in the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ, as 
they only emerged in passives after (GE)WIERÐ had already disappeared.  
9
 In chapter 4, section 4.2.4.5, I falsify Mitchell’s claim that the two verbs were in free variation in the 
passive by showing that, while the two clauses in (8) do not show any differences in linguistic context, 
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linguistics, more recent work by Kilpiö (1989: 63, 85) has been able to provide at least 
part of such an explanation. Specifically, Kilpiö points out the preference of (GE)WIERÐ 
for negatively connoted situations (like dying, getting slain, angry etc.) as well as its 
preference for sudden changes — unsurprisingly so, as sudden changes are often for 
the worse, by the very nature of being unexpected and therefore out of control.  
Recently, Müller (2009) has made some new suggestions as to how (GE)WIERÐ was 
lost through competition with WESEÐ. In his paper, he tries to show that WESEÐ was more 
versatile in the Passive Construction.10 An interesting feature of his study is that it is 
restricted to the past tense. His analysis deserves attention because it assumes that 
the aspect of passive (GE)WIERÐ at some point shifted from perfective to imperfective 
(durative). This is contrary to my own analysis presented in chapter 4, which relates the 
loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the past tense precisely to its exclusively perfective use in bounded 
contexts. The present chapter, then, is the most appropriate place to briefly present 
here my own findings and criticism on a possible durative use of (GE)WIERÐ as a reply to 
this type of hypothesis.  
Müller’s analysis goes as follows. WESEÐ was used mainly to express resulting 
states or pluperfects, in which cases it was arguably more like a Copula (combined with 
an Adjectival Participle) than a Passive Auxiliary. However, it was also sometimes used 
in contexts that seemed to express durativity. This is made particularly clear if a 
durative adverb accompanies the Passive Construction, as in (9).  
 
(9) A þær he læg, he hæfde his handa upweardes & mid his eagum 
always where he lay he had his hands upwards and with his eyes 
 up to heofenum locade, þyder his modgeþanc a geseted wæs.  
up to heaven looked thither his moodthought always set was 
‘Always, wherever he lay, he held his hands upwards, and with his eyes 
looked up to heaven, to which place his mind was always oriented.’ 
(971xc1010. LS 17.1 (MartinMor(BlHom 17)): 227.288) 
 
(GE)WIERÐ did not occur in durative contexts such as these. Instead, the verb was 
generally less productive and was mainly used as a construction “particularly suited for 
important, quick and sudden actions in narratives (i.e. in the past tense)” (Müller 2009: 
34). However, at some point (GE)WIERÐ seemed on the verge of extending its scope to 
durative contexts as well. From this point onwards, according to Müller, (GE)WIERÐ was 
fated to disappear, as this extension brought about bleaching of its prototypical 
semantics of sudden change to such an extent that it lost its reason of existence vis-
à-vis the much more frequent WESEÐ. Müller gives the following examples in support of 
his claim (the first originally appeared in Denison 1993: 419).11  
                                                                                                                                         
the two can still be shown to differ in the kind of event they refer to.  
10
 On a more implicit level, this hypothesis may also underlie Mitchell’s discussion on free variation 
between WIERÐ and WESEÐ specifically in the past and the subsequent loss of (GE)WIERÐ (1985: 331).  
11
 Frary (1929: 47) gives a few additional examples – not mentioned by either Denison or Müller. Three 
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(10) & hi wurdon þa utan ymbsette mid romaniscum here swa lange 
and they were then outside besieged with Roman army so long 
 þæt ðær fela þusenda mid hungre wurdon acwealde.  
that there many thousand:GEN.PL with hunger were killed 
‘And they were then from-outside besieged with/by Roman army so long 
that there many thousands were killed by hunger.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 
28: 411.39) 
(11)  His ban æfter langum fyrste wurdon gebrohte to þære mæran byrig 
his bones after long period became brought to the famous city 
 alexandria.  
Alexandria 
‘His bones after a long period were brought to the famous city of 
Alexandria.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 32: 456.160) 
(12) Fram þissere weorlde anginne ne wearð nefræ ihyred þ æni  mon 
from this:GEN world:GEN beginning NEG became never heard that any man 
 mihte þone mon ihælen.  
might that man heal 
‘From the beginning of this world it has never been heard that any man 
could heal the man.’ (c1175(?OE). Bod.Hom.(Bod 343): 72/16) 
 
None of these examples is entirely beyond doubt, however. In (10) the sense of 
‘get in the state of being besieged’ might still have been the intended one, in which 
case swa lange etc. could be interpreted as an afterthought concerning the duration of 
the siege (as already suggested by Frary 1929: 41). (11) is very doubtful, as it only 
involves durativity of the event preceding the (GE)WIERÐ-clause. Finally, unlike the 
example with WESEÐ in (9) the duration involved in (12) is limited by an opening 
boundary (‘from the beginning of this world’) and a terminal boundary (the time of 
speaking). Unlimited duration, or real imperfectivity, as expressed in (9), is never 
expressed by (GE)WIERÐ.  
Two other observations suggest that the extension to durativity does not play an 
important role in the loss of passive (GE)WIERÐ. The first one relates to its attestation in 
other constructions than the Passive, and the question this raises if durativity is the 
right way to account for these uses. The second observation is that the frequency of 
these possible durative instances is overall very low and therefore not likely to have 
                                                                                                                                         
of these contain time adverbs similar to ‘four years’ in (14) (they are Judg: 10.8, Judg: 6. 2 (1), Intr. 11. 
35). Her other examples are less compelling, as they lack a time adverbial that makes the durative 
meaning explicit. A possible instance from early Old English, which has not been mentioned so far, is: hio 
gedon meahte þæt ða lichoman lange þrage onwend wurdon ‘It [= magic] might bring about that these 
bodies became changed for a long while’ (a960. Met: 26.98). The example is somewhat unclear because 
the past tense is unexpected, and wurdon is likely an error for the subjunctive wurden ‘would become’, 
but the sentence seems to belong to the same group as the other ‘durative’ instances discussed here.  
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had a great impact on the use of (GE)WIERÐ.  
First, the durative sense is not restricted to Passives, and therefore it might not 
be related to semantic bleaching in the Passive at all, as Müller suggests. The use of 
‘durative’ (GE)WIERÐ outside the Passive is also mentioned by Mitchell (1985: 331), who 
gives example (13) — from early Old English — of the independent use of (GE)WIERÐ 
accompanied by a time adverbial of limited duration. Ælfric’ letter to Sigeweard (Z), 
from a late Old English manuscript (c1075), contains an almost identical example 
(ÆLet 4 [SigeweardZ]: 299), this time about Egyypt’s subsequent seven year famine.  
 
(13) Ær ðam ðe Romeburh getimbred wære eahta <hund> wintra, mid 
before that that Rome built were eight hundred winters with 
 Egyptum wearð syfan gear se ungemetlica eorðwela.  
Egyptians occurred seven years this immeasurable earth-prosperity 
‘Eight hundred years before Rome would be built, there (had) occurred/had 
been for the Egyptians an immeasurable earthly prosperity for seven years.’ 
(c925(c891). Or 1: 5.23.19) 
 
While the reference in this sentence is clearly to a state pertaining for a certain period 
over time, (GE)WIERÐ in this example could still be translated by ‘occurred’, and it seems 
not too far-fetched that this occurrence of earthly prosperity was mentally construed 
as an event rather than a state of limited duration.12 Another example not mentioned 
by Mitchell contains copular (GE)WIERÐ, seemingly with a sense ‘remain’. It is found in 
the table of contents to Orosius, which precedes the main text and is an original Old 
English addition not found in the Latin source.  
 
(14) Hu Gaius wearþ casere iiii gear.  
‘How Gaius became/was/remained emperor four years.’ (c925(c891). 
OrHead: 6.3) 
 
Note that this sentence is the only one like this among a series of instances of 
the idiomatic expression fon to rice, as in the preceding line Hu Tiberius feng to 
Romano anwalde ‘how Tiberius took to Roman power’, all of which clearly express a 
change of state. In its context this apparently odd exception might actually give a clue 
                                               
12
 Mitchell gives two other examples but these do not contain a time adverbial of duration. The claim 
made by Mitchell about these other instances is that (GE)WIERÐ in them has to be translated as a 
pluperfect state ‘had been’ instead of the process itself. However, there are very few of such examples. 
The overwhelming majority of contexts in which a pluperfect translation is appropriate make use of 
WESEÐ. The occasional occurrence of (GE)WIERÐ in such contexts moreover is not proof that (GE)WIERÐ was 
used to express states but only shows that when the reference is to past before past, the distinction 
between process and state is a very fuzzy one. Since there is no separate grammatical form for 
pluperfect (like PDE had been), it is perhaps not surprising that (GE)WIERÐ pops up in past before past 
contexts, where the idea of a change of state in the remote past is not far away.  
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as to why (GE)WIERÐ sometimes occurs with these adverbs of limited duration. Basically, 
the list in which (14) occurs lists all events of Roman emperors coming into power and 
is therefore about changes in the history of the Roman empire. For a reason that can 
only be guessed the scribe wanted to add in the case of Caius Caligula the duration of 
his reign — perhaps it was because he had in mind Caligula’s insane behaviour and 
wanted to stress how devastating to the empire it must have been that Caligula was in 
charge for a full four years. In fact, a similar interpretation might also apply to (10) and 
(13).  
Given the absence of (GE)WIERÐ outside explicitly limited durative contexts, the 
question may be asked if (GE)WIERÐ in the above instances really expresses durativity at 
all. I believe the above cases can better be explained through a metonymic shift in the 
semantics of (GE)WIERÐ, from merely expressing a change-of-state to expressing the 
entering into a new state plus its continuation for a limited time after the change. This 
brings the semantics of (GE)WIERÐ closer to that of an ingressive verb such as BEGIN. 
Indeed, Frary (1929: 41) relates the ‘durative’ use of (GE)WIERÐ to the semantics of 
beginning and mentions some cases in which (GE)WIERÐ translates Latin coepere ‘begin’. 
However, we shall see that this translational strategy is an unrelated phenomenon and 
is more likely the result of the inability of Old English to make full use of ingressive 
construal (see chapter 4, section 4.3). (GE)WIERÐ, then, is still clearly different from a 
verb such as BEGIN, because (GE)WIERÐ in this use still views a certain situation as a 
whole, only now not only the change itself but also the result of the change up to its 
end. Admittedly, it is hard to prove conclusively that this is how (GE)WIERÐ has to be 
interpreted in these cases.  
Second, the phenomenon of ‘durative’ (GE)WIERÐ remains exceedingly rare 
throughout OE and early ME, with only 7 clear instances out of 1334, or 0.5%, in LEON-
alfa (an overview of this corpus is given in section 3.4). It seems very unlikely that a 
peripheral use such as the durative one could have had such a great effect on (GE)WIERÐ 
as a whole.  
In the end, Müller’s side remark that there was a particular correlation between 
(GE)WIERÐ and past tense narratives, which he calls ‘constructional’ is more interesting, 
as it largely corroborates with my own observations in chapter 4 — for instance, he 
also points out the remarkable co-occurrence of (GE)WIERÐ and þa ‘then’ (Frary [1929: 
35] mentions this too).  
 
2.2.3 THE PHONOTACTICAL APPROACH 
An altogether different kind of study is that by Lutz (1991: 114-116). Hers is the only 
account which explains the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in terms of its unstable phonotactical 
structure.13 Specifically, Lutz argues that the Passive Auxiliary (GE)WIERÐ is lost because 
                                               
13
 Before Lutz, the phonological structure of (GE)WIERÐ had already been mentioned occasionally as a 
possible factor at play, though never very systematically (e.g. Kurtz 1931: 111, as well as several 
references in Klaeber 1931).  
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its Middle English reflex worth(e) was unstressed and ended in the voiceless fricative 
/θ/. This sound, if unstressed and in final position, proved to be very unstable in 
Middle English. It shifted to an occlusive /d/ or /t/ (for instance morðor > murder [p. 
88]), was replaced by another sound (for instance /s/, which replaced /θ/ as the 
inflection of the present third person singular [p. 105-113]), or was lost altogether. 
Lutz’ conlusion — though she is not very explicit on this point — seems to be that the 
instability of final unstressed /θ/ made speakers uncertain of how to pronounce 
(GE)WIERÐ. In her view, this gave the advantage in the cognitive process of word 
selection to the competing Passive Auxiliaries IS/WESEÐ, which in the end took over 
completely. Lutz also remarks that (GE)WIERÐ was retained significantly longer as a full 
verb in idioms like woe worth the day ‘evil will come over the day’; also, it was retained 
longer in its copular uses than in its passive uses, especially in the North. She explains 
this fact as the consequence of (GE)WIERÐ carrying stress in these uses, in which case no 
difficulties in pronouncing /θ/ arose (as can be seen by the conservation of the 
adjective worth — with which (GE)WIERÐ was homophonous in most of its later Middle 
English appearances).  
Whereas most of the existing research will be addressed — either confirmed or 
revised — in my own analysis in chapters 3 through 5, this is not the case with Lutz’ 
study. I will therefore present now my own findings and misgivings concerning her 
hypothesis. At first glance, my corpus data do her credit. Most of the pronunciation 
difficulties she predicts for unstressed worth are in some way evidenced in LEON-alfa 
and additional material, from texts not examined by Lutz. Various manuscripts contain 
occasional scribal evidence for the shift of /θ/ to an occlusive, as in (15) and (16), its 
replacement by the velar fricative /x/ spelt <h>, as in (17) and (18), or (though rarely, 
and possibly only signalling scribal errors) the omission of this sound altogether, as in 
(19).  
 
(15)  Eueir asse mon liuit lengore, so is dom iwrt strengore.  
ever as man lives longer so his judgment becomes stronger 
‘The longer man lives, the stronger his judgment becomes.’ (c1250. Eueir 
asse mon [Trin-C B.14.39]) 
(16)  & ðat oþer dei þa he lai an slep in scip, þa þestrede þe dæi ouer 
and that other day when he lay on sleep in ship, then darkened the day over 
 al landes & uuard þe sunne suilc als it uuare thre niht ald mone.  
all lands and became the sun such as it were three night old moon 
‘And the next day when he lay asleep in the ship, the day darkened over all 
countries and the sun became as if it were moon of three nights old.’ 
(?a1160. Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.1135.54) 
(17) Hail wurh þu Belin king.  
heil be you Belin king 
‘Be you safe, king Belin.’ (c1275(?a1200) Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 2317) 
(18) Al mankin. þe was. and wurh. and nu is; cumen to one 
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All mankind which was and becomes and now is come:SBJV.PRS.3PL to one 
 mote.  
meeting 
‘Every human being, which was, and will be, and is now, would come to a 
single meeting [i.e., the Last Judgement].’ (a1225(?a1200) Trin.Hom. [Trin-
C B.14.52]: 67) 
(19) Þa maxence iherde þis þt he wes of him siker ant of his cunne 
when Maxencius heard this that he was of him safe and of his kin 
 carles; war king of þt lont.  
sorrowless became king of that country 
‘When Maxencius heard this, that he was safe from him and safe from his 
kin, he became king of that country.’ (c1225(?c1200) St.Kath.(1) [Bod 34]: 
17) 
 
At the same time, these examples make it clear that Lutz’ theory is not accurate. While 
instability in the pronunciation of /θ/ can also be found in instances of (GE)WIERÐ in its 
passive function, this cannot be the whole story. First, many instances of instability, 
including all those given in (16)-(19), feature (GE)WIERÐ in other functions. This is in 
contradiction with Lutz’ restriction of the confused pronunciation of /θ/ to the Passive 
Auxiliary (GE)WIERÐ. Specifically, (16), (17), (18) and (19) have (GE)WIERÐ in a Copular 
Construction, and in (20), (GE)WIERÐ is used intransitively, as a full lexical verb meaning 
‘(shall) exist’. One could argue that Lutz got the phonotactic explanation right, but did 
not observe that (GE)WIERÐ as a copula was also unstressed, the lack of stress being the 
main cause for phonetic instability.14 That the copular function of (GE)WIERÐ was indeed 
unstressed is suggested by the lack of the verb’s vowel in (15). However, lack of stress 
cannot be the only factor at play, since (19) contains wurh as a lexical verb, which, 
being the only word of the predicate, was inevitably stressed. Even if it is assumed that 
the occasional occurrence of pronunciation confusion in stressed environments is the 
result of haphazard analogy, other evidence suggests that the stress-pattern of 
(GE)WIERÐ does not follow at all the demarcation lines between (unstressed) Auxiliary-
like (both passive and copular) and (stressed) full Verb. Judging from the manuscript 
evidence for vowelless (GE)WIERÐ, the best independent indication for lack of stress, an 
entirely different pattern reveals itself. Spread over various manuscripts, I have found 
thirteen occurrences, all falling in the period 1275-1300, and all of them possibly 
West-Midland. None of these are past tense (attested are the indicative and subjunctive 
present, and once the infinitive), and most of them occur in wishing or cursing idioms, 
                                               
14
 Although this raises the question as to why WIERÐ remained productive in this copular function in 
Scottish English up to the seventeenth century (see the DSL [http://www.dsl.ac.uk/index.html], s.v. 
worth v.). As I have not dealt in detail with Scottish English, I cannot answer this question in a 
satisfactory fashion myself, although my guess would be that Scottish English was slower in its transition 
to unbounded language use, a transition which is the topic of chapter 4.  
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the only exceptions being (15), and the passive use wrt iscent ‘will be destroyed’, from 
the same manuscript. These restrictions show that (GE)WIERÐ had difficulties in 
maintaining its stress exactly in those environments in which it was preserved the 
longest, namely in its lexicalized function of accompanying wishes and curses such as 
woe worth the day. The example given in (17), hail wurh þu ‘be you safe’ is another 
indication that the casualties of pronunciation difficulties generally fall within the 
lexicalized uses of (GE)WIERÐ: wurh retains its vowel but still shows a confused 
pronunciation of /θ/. In general, then, the manuscript evidence shows that there is 
indeed confusion as to how original /θ/ should be pronounced in (GE)WIERÐ, but this 
confusion does not correlate with the uses of (GE)WIERÐ that were lost first (namely its 
passive and — except for the North — copular uses).15  
 In sum, even though there was an increasing confusion about the pronunciation 
of (unstressed) final /θ/ in Middle English, this confusion cannot adequately account 
for what happened to passive and copular (GE)WIERÐ. On the contrary, in Middle English 
texts in which (GE)WIERÐ was productive in these functions, evidence that possible 
pronunciation issues were circumvented is found in changes in the pronunciation to 
make it more stable or less ambiguous. In thirteenth century texts such as the Middle 
English Genesis and Exodus, (GE)WIERÐ surfaces as the perfectly stable stressed worth, 
thus having acquired the same pronunciation as the adjective worth throughout its 
paradigm, an adjective which survives to this day16 — and similar arguments, putting 
various phonological accounts into perspective, had been given by Klaeber already in 
his 1931 paper (p. 350). Corroborating evidence showing that phonetic erosion 
postdates other, morphosyntactic causes of decay in a similar case of loss in Middle 
English, that of the inseparable prefixes (ge-, a-, be- etc.), can be found in Hiltunen 
(1983) and Petré (2005). In sum, given the nature of the evidence, it seems more likely 
that pronunciation difficulties signal that a process of decay is already on its way due 
to other, more fundamental factors.  
 
2.2.4 OTHER STUDIES ON THE DISAPPEARANCE OF (GE)WIERÐ 
A small number of studies zooms in on various aspects of (GE)WIERÐ other than its 
copular or passive use or its phonological make-up. Recently Green (2009) has newly 
argued for external influence, both from Old Norse and French, as the major cause for 
(GE)WIERÐ’s loss. Green focuses on the Passive Construction, but at the same time 
points out that in general (GE)WIERÐ’s semantics, with its preference for situations with a 
                                               
15
 The precise chronology of the decline of (GE)WIERÐ in its various uses will be discussed in greater detail 
in the chapters to follow.  
16
 Admittedly, the text is not entirely free of confusion, because both the present and the past tense 
surface as worth. Probably to remediate this formal ambiguity, in a couple of cases instead of the past 
tense worth a new weak past tense worthed appears. This phenomenon is not restricted to this 
particular text (see the MED, s.v. worthen, for examples). Still, honomyny between present an past 
tense is no better explanation for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ than phonotactics, because this kind of 
homonymy has proven quite stable in the case of other highly frequent verbs such as put or set.  
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negative impact on the subject (as already pointed out by Kilpiö 1989), was too limited 
and its degree of productivity too low to make it sufficiently entrenched to survive.  
On a different plane, Wischer (2006) draws attention to (GE)WIERÐ and BIÐ as 
potential sources of auxiliaries of the future in Old English. She assumes that lexical 
verbs can only turn into auxiliaries if they appear in constructions containing another 
verbal element, preferably a non-finite form of the verb. Four such potential source 
lexemes are identified for Old English, namely WILL, SHALL, BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ. Wischer 
argues that, unlike WILL and SHALL, BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ mainly occured in construction 
types unsuitable for a reanalysis as general future constructions, namely the Copular 
Construction and the Passive/Perfect Participial Construction. The first of these does 
not contain a verbal element, and while the second one does, it is unsuitable due to its 
limitation to passive meaning. Its active counterpart, with a present participle, also 
occurs — see (20) and (21) — but it is comparatively rare and with (GE)WIERÐ almost 
nonexistent (in contrast to Old High German).  
 
(20) Swa bið ðis eorðlice lif oft yðgiende swa swa sæ.  
so is this earthly life oft fluctuating so as sea 
‘So this earthly life often fluctuates like the sea.’ (c894. CP: 52.409.35) 
(21) Be ðæm eac cwæð Dryhten ðurh Essaias ðone witgan: ðinra  
about that also said Lord through Isaiah the prophet: your:GEN.PL 
synna ne weorðe ic gemunende, ac gemun ðu hiora.  
sin:GEN.PL NEG become:IND.PRS I remembering but remember:IMP.2S you them.GEN 
‘About this the Lord also said through the prophet Isaiah: I will not re-
member your sins, but do remember them yourself.’ (c894. CP: 53.413.20) 
 
Wischer further mentions that these constructions also had semantic limitations that 
made them less suitable, since “Most of the beon-examples, [...] and even quite a 
number of the weorðan-constructions rather [than conveying a future sense, P.P.] 
convey a sense of general truth” (Wischer 2006: 170), as is the case in (20) (research 
on this kind of use of BIÐ is discussed in detail in section 2.2). Finally, as regards 
(GE)WIERÐ, Wischer adds that its frequency in the present tense in Old English is 
probably too low anyhow to make it a real competitor to will or shall, an unfavourable 
situation which is strengthened by its further decrease in late Middle English. Most 
interestingly for my purpose, Wischer draws attention to a situation of competition 
which affects (GE)WIERÐ only in the present tense. Even if she does not explicitly link this 
situation to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ, it nevertheless differentiates the history of (GE)WIERÐ in 
the present tense from the past tense, and such a split will prove crucial in my own 
analysis of the loss of (GE)WIERÐ.  
 
2.2.5 EVALUATION 
Summarizing the results of all the early studies Mustanoja (1960: 615-619) cautiously 
concluded that the loss of (GE)WIERÐ was probably the complex result of many factors, 
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both internal (syntactic and phonological) and external (French, Latin and Old Norse 
might all have played a part). The studies that have been conducted since do not 
warrant a stronger conclusion. In particular, with the exception of Lutz (1991), none of 
these studies seem able to account for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in all of its uses. 
Significantly, in their account they all in one way or another appeal to the occurrence of 
competition in one form or another between (GE)WIERÐ and a Verb (mostly WESEÞ/IS/BIÐ) 
that eventually ousted (GE)WIERÐ completely. The observation that none of these 
accounts has been enitrely successful motivates my own analysis to take a radically 
different stance, in which competition will have to be moved to second place in the 
rankings of explanatory principles.  
 
 
2.3 Studies on the distribution of BIÐ and IS 
2.3.1 SYNCHRONIC ANALYSIS OF OLD ENGLISH 
Next to research on Passive Constructions and the loss of (GE)WIERÐ, a second major 
line of research examines the distribution between BIÐ and IS. The first major study, 
that of Jost (1909), concludes on the basis of a detailed investigation of the Cura 
Pastoralis and Beowulf that IS is used in ‘concrete’ sentences, expressing really existing 
things or situations, whereas BIÐ is used in ‘abstract’ sentences, expressing a general 
concept in which spatial and temporal delimitations are abstracted from. His views are 
confirmed in a follow-up study by Exter (1911), which examines the Old English 
translations of Boethius’ Consolation of philosophy and Augustine’s Soliloquies. Jost 
admits, however, that things are more complicated (see also Thomas 1912). First, from 
a purely temporal point of view BIÐ often is used in the expression of a future situation. 
Second, he also makes some further adjustments to make his rule work for the Cura 
Pastoralis. In this text, BIÐ is used in abstract sentences most consistently when one of 
the following three contexts applies:  
(i) The subject of BIÐ is a person, as in (22)  
 
(22) Yfle preostas bioþ folces hryre.  
Evil priests are people:GEN horror 
‘Evil priests are the horror of the people.’ (c894. CP: 2.31) 
 
(ii) BIÐ occurs in a hypothetical sentence, as in (23) 
 
(23) Gif ðonne ægðer bið unwis, ðonne is to geðencanne hwæt Crisð self 
If then either is unwise then is to consider what Christ self 
 cuæð 
says 
‘If then either of them is unwise, then one should consider what Christ self 
says.’ (c894. CP: 1.29) 
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(iii) BIÐ combines with time adverbs, especially oft ‘often’.  
 
If none of these contexts is present, it can occur in concrete sentences, and then 
with future, present-future, or iterative force.  
 
In view of all these amendments, it is not surprising that Campbell (1959: 350f.) 
criticized Jost’s distinction between abstract and concrete as being vague and ad hoc. 
Campbell proposed the following refinement, which is basically adopted by Mitchell 
(1985: 256-263): IS refers to a present state “provided its continuance is not especially 
regarded” (Campbell 1959: 351), whereas BIÐ is used to express an “invariable fact”, a 
future event, or an “iterative extension into the future”. Visser (1970: 672-674), in 
offering a slight variant on this view, considered BIÐ to be essentially a future copula, 
which was also used in generic statements and iteratives.  
The best analysis available on the distinction and distribution of IS and BIÐ in OE 
is that by Kilpiö (1993; see also Kilpiö 1989). It was also his research that served as the 
basis for the lemma beon in the DOE (2008 [1991]). Kilpiö’s analysis is based on a 
detailed and exhaustive study of the various copulas in the indicative present in the 
Helsinki Corpus. He focuses on the indicative, because in this mood the functional 
difference between the two is most clearly visible. He also excludes the subjunctive 
from his account on the basis that its distribution is entirely dialect-driven in Old 
English (in agreement with Campbell 1959: 351). The following is a summary of his 
findings, largely based on the lemma in the DOE.17  
A first tendency — Kilpiö prefers to speak of tendencies rather than (semantic or 
functional) distinctions — observed in the DOE and in Kilpiö (1993) is that BIÐ rather 
than IS is used with future reference, as in (24) and (25), where future reference is 
reinforced by various time adverbials (underlined), and in (27), without an 
accompanying time adverbial. (25) and its Latin source (26) also illustrate that BIÐ is the 
preferred form to render a Latin future.  
 
(24) On þæm æfteran dæge biþ gehyred mycel stefn on heofenum 
On the following day is heard great sound in heavens 
 fyrdweorodes getrymnesse.  
army:GEN arraying:GEN 
‘On the following day a great sound of the preparation of armies shall be 
heard in the skies.’ (971xc1010. HomS 26 [BlHom 7]: 91.169) 
(25) Gefultuma me fæste; ðonne beo ic fægere hal.  
help me quickly; then be I fully safe 
‘Help me quickly; then I will be fully secure.’ (c1030(?c950). PPs: 118.117) 
                                               
17
 I have illustrated his generalizations with examples from LEON-alfa (specifically (24)-(28), (31) and 
(34)). Only examples (29), (30) and (32)-(33) are taken directly from the DOE (with my translations 
added).  
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(26) Adjuva me, et salvus ero.  
help me and saved be:IND.PRS.3SG 
‘Help me and I will be saved.’ (c1030(c405). PPs [Latin]: 118.117) 
 
By contrast, IS is “frequently used with temporal adverbials linking the state or 
action to the present moment or situation” (DOE, s.v. beon, E.1.b.), such as nu ‘now’ in 
(27). Another typical instance of the use of IS, without a time adverbial, but where the 
statement also obtains at the time of the utterance, has been given in (3) 
 
(27) Se ælmihtiga scyppend hæfð gehealden sumne gecorenne. þyssere 
the almighty creator has held some chosen this:DAT 
leode  to cyninge. and se bið ðe swa leof swa nu is se oðer.  
people:DAT to king and he be you:DAT as dear as now is the other 
‘The Almighty creator has kept someone chosen, as a king to this people. 
And he will be as dear to you as the other king is now.’ (a1020(c995). 
ÆCHom II, 10: 87.223) 
 
Second, BIÐ rather than IS is used in generic sentences, which can for now briefly 
be characterized as sentences that make general statements about a kind or class as a 
whole. Both in Old English and in Present-Day English, the third person plural subject 
is often used in such generic statements to refer to all members of a certain kind (as in 
(22), (28)), but other persons also occur with similar effect (such as the third person 
singular in (4), (20) and (29)). As these examples show, many of the generic sentences 
(in Old English) are evaluative or morally coloured. They are, as such, sometimes 
referred to as ‘gnomic presents’, a term derived from Ancient Greek grammars (see 
e.g. Goodwin 1893: 53).  
 
(28) Wið stede & for gebinde, heortes hær beoð swiðe gode 
against strangury and for constipation hart:GEN hair.PL are:IND.3PL very good 
 mid to smeocanne wifmannum.  
with to smoke women:DAT 
‘Against strangury and constipation, hairs of the hart are very good for 
women to fumigate with.’ (c1025. Med 1.1 [de Vriend]: 3.16) 
(29)  Saturnus cwæð: nieht bið wedera ðiestrost, ned bið wyrda 
Saturnus said night is weather:GEN.PL darkest need is fortune:GEN.PL 
heardost, sorg bið swarost byrðen, slæp bið deaðe gelicost. 
hardest sorrow is heaviest burden sleep is death:DAT likest 
‘Saturnus said: night is the darkest of weathers, need is the hardest of 
fortunes, sorrow is the heaviest burden, sleep is most like death.’ (a1000. 
MSol: 312) 
 
Third, BIÐ rather than IS is used when a state or action is presented as iterative 
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(30) or durative (31). Once again, the presence of either of these aspects is sometimes 
made clear by the presence of certain time adverbials.  
 
(30) Him on gomum bið godes oft gemynd. 
them in throats is good:GEN often consideration 
‘Often there is a consideration of good on their [= the saints] lips.’ 
(c1030(c970). PPs: 149.6) 
(31)  Þonne hangaþ þær eac swiþe mycel leohtfæt, þæt bið a dæges 
then hangs there also very great lightvessel that is always day:GEN 
& nihtes byrnende.  
and night:GEN burning 
‘Moreover, there also hangs a large lamp, which is always burning, day & 
night.’ (971xc1010. HomS 46 [BlHom 11]: 127.214) 
 
Finally, a fourth tendency implies that BIÐ rather than IS is used as the Auxiliary of 
the Actional Passive, as in (32) — the actional quality of the construction is confirmed 
by the synthetic Actional Passive in the Latin source given in (33) (statal would be 
conceptum est), whereas IS is mostly used for a statal passive, as in (34).  
 
(32) Ðurh ða earan ða word bioð onfangen, & on ðæm mode hie beoð 
through the ears the words are received and in the mind they are 
 acennedu ðurh ðæt ondgiet.  
understood through the intellect 
‘Words are received through the ears, and in the mind they are understood 
through the intellect.’ (c894. CP: 15.97.2) 
(33) Quia dum per aurem sermo concipitur, cogitatio in mente 
Because while through ear speech receive:PASS.IND.PRS.3S, reflection in mind 
 generatur.  
produce:PASS.IND.PRS.3S 
‘Because while through the ear the speech is received, reflection is 
produced in the mind.’ ((a604). GREG.MAG. Reg.past.: 2.4.92) 
(34) Æfter þisum wæron witodlice deman on þam ylcan earde [...], swa swa hit 
after this:DAT were indeed judges in that same country like as it 
 awriten ys on Liber Iudicum.  
written is in Liber Iudicum 
‘After this [= Joshua’s time] it is known that there were in the land certain 
judges [...], as it is/stands written in the Book of Judges.’ (c1075. ÆLet 4 
[SigeweardZ]: 422) 
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2.3.2 THE CELTIC HYPOTHESIS 
Next to the language-internal analysis by Kilpiö and his predecessors, some studies 
have focused on the part played by language contact with Celtic in the emergence or 
conservation of the generic semantics of BIÐ. I will briefly discuss the most recent 
studies in this field, those of Schumacher (2007), Lutz (2009), and Wischer (in press). 
References to previous research can be found in these studies, the most important one 
of which is probably Keller (1925).  
That Celtic had some part in the way BIÐ and IS behaved distributionally in Old 
English goes without saying, it would seem. As is well known, Insular Celtic shows a 
distinction between a non-habitual and a habitual copula. The Proto-Celtic etymon of 
the non-habitual copula is *(e)s-, which is ultimately from PIE *h1es-, the etymon of 
OE IS as well; that of the habitual copula is *bhṷii ̯e/o-, itself from PIE *bhuh2-, the 
etymon of BIÐ. The functional distinction between the two is attested from the earliest 
known documents up to the present day (see Schumacher 2007). Examples (35) and 
(36) are taken from Middle-Welsh, but a similar situation is found already in pre-tenth 
century Old-Irish.  
 
(35) Stauell gyndylan ys tywyll heno.  
hall Cynddyl is dark tonight 
‘Cynddylan's hall, it is dark tonight.’ (c1400(a900). R 1044.44) 
(36) Bit amlwc marchawc.  
is clearly.visible horseman 
‘A horseman is usually clearly visible.’ (c1400(a900). R 1030.11) 
 
While there is no conclusive evidence that the same distinction existed in Continental 
Celtic, the scarce evidence there is does not contradict such a hypothesis either, and it 
is generally assumed that the distinction derives from Proto-Celtic. 
Schumacher (2007) argues that the development of an habitual sense in Celtic 
out of the original sense of PIE *bhuh2-, which he assumes meant ‘become’, is an 
exceptional semantic development cross-linguistically, and he argues that it is 
therefore unlikely that Celtic and West Germanic went through such similar 
developments independently. He further remarks that the aspect of *bhṷii ̯e/o- in 
Celtic, which is traditionally called habitual, could easily be reformulated as habitual-
generic (a name given to this kind of multi-use aspect by Dahl 1985: 99), and that 
many Celtic examples can be interpreted as being generic rather than habitual.  
Taking into account the evidence from the other West Germanic languages as 
well, Schumacher argues that the contact with Celtic needs to be divided in two 
phases. In a first, undocumented, phase, all West Germanic languages borrowed the 
distinction between habitual and non-habitual from Celtic. Schumacher finds evidence 
for this hypothesis in (non-Old English) texts from Old-High German and Old-Saxon. 
In both these languages, the copular paradigm is a contaminated one. Contamination 
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here means that a form takes on characteristics of another form, resulting in a mixed 
form. For example, Old High German bim ‘(I) am’ is probably a contamination of 
Germanic *im (belonging to the descendants of PIE *h1es-) and Germanic *biu 
(belonging to PIE *bhuh2-). Something similar holds for the second person singular bist 
in Old Saxon and Old High German, and for the first and second plural birum and birut 
in Old High German. These instances of contamination indicate that both forms must 
have existed, and that West Germanic must have had two separate paradigms for both 
verbs the way Old English still has them centuries later (Schumacher 2007: 194). Going 
one step further, Schumacher then argues that the distinction between non-generic 
and generic in OE may have been common to these separate paradigms in West 
Germanic, and that they themselves were a wholesale borrowing from Celtic in 
prehistory (2007: 197-198). In a second phase, when the Germanic and Celtic people 
settled down, the distinction was lost from West Germanic languages other than 
English, but was maintained in Old English, because in England Celtic-Germanic 
contact remained intense throughout.18  
Wischer (in press), fully accepting Schumacher’s account, also draws attention to 
certain other features of Old English. First she points out that, based on data from the 
Helsinki Corpus, the distinction between IS for the present and BIÐ for the future proves 
common to all dialects of Old English. A careful reading of her text, though, makes it 
clear that she is far less committed to the pervasiveness of the distinction between IS 
for specific and BIÐ for generic statements. For instance, she notes that any kind of 
distinction is hard or even impossible to discern between syndon/seondon and beoð in 
(37) — a text that with Anglian characteristics showing through in the standardized 
late West Saxon language (in press).  
 
(37) þonne syndon oþere ealond suð from brixonte on þon beoð men buton 
then are other islands south from Brixonte in which are men without 
 heafdum. þa habbað on hyra breostum heora eagan & muð. Hy 
heads. Those have in their chests their eyes and mouth they 
 seondon eahta fota lange & eahta fota brade. ðar beoð dracan cende, 
are eight feet long and eight feet broad there are dragons born 
 þa beoð on lenge hundteontiges fotmæla lange & fiftiges. Hy beoð 
who are in length hundred:GEN feet:GEN long and fifty:GEN they are 
 greate swa stænene sweras micle.  
great as stone pillars great 
‘Then there are other islands south of the Brixonte in which there are men 
without heads. They have their eyes and mouth in their chests. They are 
eight feet tall and eight feet wide. There dragons are born which are 150 
feet long. They are as big as stone pillars.’ (c1000. Marv [Vit A.15]: 15.1-
                                               
18
  Note, in this respect, that contamination of the paradigms is generally absent (though some instances 
of beom do occur).  
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16.2 [HC]) 
 
Second, she points out that Old English is the only West Germanic language that has 
BIÐ in the subjunctive (beo), imperative (beo) and infinitive (beon). These forms do not 
occur in the texts from Northumbria though, where only forms of IS (subjunctive sie) 
and WESEÐ (infinitive wesa or wosa) occur. The closest similarity between the Celtic and 
the Old English situation therefore seems to exist in the south.  
This idea is further elaborated in Lutz (2009), who gives circumstantial historical 
and lexical evidence (from Old English words for slave deriving from wealh(-) ‘Briton’) 
to further back up the idea that a Celtic substratum, which was particularly strong in 
the south, was responsible for the dual paradigm in Old English. Her paper also 
mentions that the similarity between Celtic and Old English is even bigger than 
Schumacher hints at in that Celtic also uses cognates of BIÐ for the expression of the 
future.  
 
2.3.3 DISTRIBUTION OF IS AND BIÐ IN MIDDLE ENGLISH 
Concerning the distribution of IS and BIÐ Middle English has received far less attention 
than Old English, and research has mainly focused on dialect distribution and 
morphological changes. In this respect, Forsström (1948) made the following 
observations. From the earliest Middle English texts onwards, BIÐ is no longer a 
frequent form in the indicative present singular. If it is still used, it usually expresses 
future. The situation for the indicative present plural is somewhat more complicated. In 
the South, the normal form is beoð, in the North people use aren and in the Midlands, 
the predominating form is ben (the form itself being originally subjunctive). The 
separate paradigm of BIÐ thus seems to have been lost first in the North. Only during 
the fifteenth century does plural BIÐ decline too and does plural ARE propagate through 
all regions, possibly as a consequence of the emerging process of standardization 
(Kilpiö 1997).  
Recently, a more analytic account of the early Middle English situation has been 
carried out by Laing (in press), who distinguishes four systems for the expression of 
futurity.  
Type 1: Southerly mixed. This type has forms of IS for the present indicative 
singular and BIÐ (i.e. beoð) for the present indicative plural. The subjunctive is 
expressed by BIÐ (be(o), be(o)n). BIÐ is also found to express the future, more 
commonly in the singular than in the plural. Example (38) is from a text placed by 
Laing in northwest Worcestershire.  
 
(38) Gif god bið his ifulsta ne bið his mehte noƟher forsegen. 
if god is his helper NEG is his might nowhere despised 
‘If God is/shall be his helper his might nowhere shall be despised.’ 
(a1225(OE). Lamb.Hom.VA [Lamb 487]: 113 [LAEME]) 
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In general, this type seems to be a continuation of the Old English situation, not only 
as far as the expression of future goes, but possibly also with regard to generic 
expressions, although Laing has not systematically analysed non-future occurrences of 
BIÐ. The major difference seems to be that beoð is now the default form in the 
indicative present plural, also in non-generic contexts.  
Type 2: Southerly discrete. This type has IS for the present indicative singular and 
BIÐ (be(o)þ) for the plural. The subjunctive is expressed by BIÐ. The indicative singular 
of BIÐ is reserved for expressing future sense. The indicative plural be(o)þ can also be 
used this way, which makes the system defective. Recourse may then be had to the 
periphrastic future [shall Inf], as has been done in (39) — from north Worcestershire.  
 
(39) Hwuch schendlac. & hwuch sorhe bið þer hwenne alle þe leaues schulen 
beon towarpled. 
‘What ignominy and what sorrow shall be there when all the leaves shall be 
scattered.’ (a1300. Ancr. (Cai 234/120) [LAEME]) 
 
Type 3: Midland system. This type has IS for the present indicative singular, 
leaving BIÐ (also spelt as bes) available to express future sense. The subjunctive 
singular is be(o) (or less common si(e), se, from IS). Present indicative plural is from IS 
(sinden) and/or are (arn, are), the subjunctive plural is be(o)n. The indicative plural 
be(o)þ is reserved for the plural future sense. Example (36) is from south Cheshire.  
 
(40) Þis is a sƟiðe dredliche Ɵord to Ɵepman & to Ɵimmen [þat] sƟiðe 
this is a very dreadly word to men and to women who very 
 sone scheaƟen ham to hƟase Ɵile. ȝe arn bitacnet þe vnƟrihene 
soon show them to whoever wants you are symbolized the uncovered 
 put. þ[at] is oƟre feire neb oƟre hƟite sƟire. oƟre lihte ehe. oƟre honde 
pit that is your fair face your white neck you light eye your hands 
 ȝif ȝe ham scheaƟen. ȝet beoð oƟre Ɵordes put. bote ho beon þe 
if you them show yet are your words pit but they are the 
 betere biset. 
better put 
‘This is a very dreadful saying to men and to women who are quick to show 
themselves to whoever desires so. You are a symbol of the uncovered pit: 
that is, your fair face, your white neck, your bright eye, your hands, if you 
show them. Even your words will be a pit unless they be better directed.’ 
(a1250. Ancr. [Tit D.18]: 7.6 [LAEME]) 
 
Type 4: Northern system. Text languages of this type are confined to the 
northern counties. They have for the present indicative singular forms of IS and for the 
plural are (er, ar) and is (es), for the subjunctive singular and plural BIÐ (be). The 
indicative forms of BIÐ (bes) are available to express futurity and are the same for 
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singular and plural. While in (41), a fragment from Yorkshire East Riding, the future is 
generally expressed by the periphrastic construction [sal Inf] ‘shall Inf’, bes still 
expresses the future synthetically in the last line of the fragment.  
 
(41) Mani wenis þat er vnwis / Þat tat fleis hal suld neuer ris 
many think that are unwise that the flesh whole shoud never rise 
Nou I sal te resun rede / And out of mistrouning you lede 
now I shall the reason read and out of misbelieveing you lead 
Wit ye wel it es na rihtt / For-to mistroun in godes miht [...] 
know you well it is not right to misbelieve in god’s might 
Sua halli sal tai risin þar / Þaim sal noht want an hefdis har 
so wholly shall they rise there them shall not want a head’s hair 
Ne noht a nail of fot or hand / Þohqueþir we sal wnderstand 
nor not a nail of foot or hand however we shall understand 
Þat nail and har þat hauis ben schorn / Bes noth al quar þai war biforn 
that nail and hair that have been shorn is not al where they were before 
‘Many who are unwise think that the whole flesh should never rise. Now I 
shall teach you reason, and lead you out of misbelief. Know well that it is 
not right to misbelieve in God’s power. [...] So completely shall they rise 
there, they shall not lack a head’s hair, nor a nail of foot or hand. However, 
we must understand that nail and hair that have been shorn shall be not all 
where they were before.’ (a1400 Cursor (Phys-E) [LAEME, which dates the 
text C14a1]) 
 
2.3.4 EVALUATION 
While in all three areas relevant to the separate paradigms of IS and BIÐ important 
insights have been gained in previous studies, obvious gaps remain. Although Kilpiö’s 
analysis of Old English is fairly accurate, his methods are questionable, as he did not 
fully take into account context and, in the case of translations, Latin source texts in 
assigning semantic values to the various instances of IS and BIÐ in his corpus. A more 
systematic analysis might possibly reveal more stringent distributional rules than the 
tendencies proposed by Kilpiö. The Celtic hypothesis, too, needs to be investigated in 
more detail. Too little attention has gone to the situation in other Indo-European 
languages, which often also have copular paradigms containing forms from both PIE 
stems *h1es- and *bhuh2-. Paying attention to these other PIE languages might throw 
light on the likelihood that the OE distinction is the result (also) of a language-internal 
development rather than (only) a direct borrowing from Celtic. With regard to the 
decline of the separate paradigms in Middle English, the possible role of semantics and 
function in the developments found in Middle English has not yet been analysed. None 
of the studies available give a detailed account of how the distinction between specific 
IS and generic BIÐ was lost, nor how the future sense of BIÐ was gradually replaced by 
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the periphrastic future construction [shall BIÐ-Inf] ‘shall be’. Finally, two questions have 
not been examined on any level of detail at all, although they are formulated as a 
stimulus for further work in Laing (in press). These are (i) What part does the present 
tense of (GE)WIERÐ, which was also used to express the future, play in the story of the 
futurity of BIÐ in Old and Middle English? (ii) How does the rise of the analytic future 
construction [shall Inf] interact with the various systems we find in early Middle 
English? All these questions, and more, will be tackled in chapter 5, which concerns the 
present tense of IS, BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ. I will now turn to the methodological chapter 3, 
followed by a chapter on the past tense of (GE)WIERÐ and WESEÐ (chapter 4).  
  
  
  
 
 
Chapter 3: Theory and method  
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In this third chapter, all necessary instruments for the actual analysis of the following 
chapters will be laid out. I first present the theoretical assumptions underlying the 
dissertation, and, second, give an overview of the corpus used (LEON-alfa) and the 
extraction methods for retrieving data from this corpus.  
The theoretical framework used for this study, that of construction grammar, is 
discussed in the two first sections (3.2 and 3.3). Each section focuses on one of two 
different motivations underlying this choice of framework. First this study wants to 
account for (the changes in) the distribution of the lexemes at issue in a principled 
way. Section 3.2 outlines some of the main principles in construction grammar in 
relation to the valency patterns of verbs. Construction grammar provides an effective 
model for explaining the relationship between verbs and complements by assuming 
argument structure constructions that exist partly independently from these verbs (see 
especially Goldberg 1995, 2006) (section 3.2.1). Section 3.2.2 delineates the major 
argument structure constructions (Copular, Passive) in which the lexemes at issue 
appear by means of the conceptual apparatus of this constructionist framework. 
Section 3.2.3 zooms in on a related, typological model that was developed by Stassen 
(1997), and which will turn out to be helpful in interpreting the collocational profile 
and semantics of the lexemes. The two foundational stones of this model are THE 
CONCEPTUAL SPACE OF INTRANSITIVE PREDICATION and the concept of TIME STABILITY. Postulating 
a conceptual space of intransitive predication allows to treat the various argument 
structure constructions outlined in section 3.2.2 as belonging to a single 
constructional network. Time stability relates to the compatibility of copulas with types 
of subject complement.  
The second motivation for a constructionist framework comprises the specific 
diachronic application of construction grammar. Specifically (section 3.3) construction 
grammar provides the means for establishing the role of the context in which lexemes 
like (GE)WIERÐ, IS and BIÐ occur in an account of their disappearance or merger. Not only 
will a constructionist approach prove very effective for determining this role, the 
particular case studies carried out in this study will also contribute to our 
understanding of the interaction between verbs and constructions other than argument 
structure constructions. (Such constructions will be referred to as ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSTRUCTIONS.) This interaction has not been sufficiently covered by constructionist 
research, which has mainly focused on synchronic and typological data (section 3.3.1). 
Section 3.3.2 formulates the hypothesis that a lexeme is typically associated with a 
prototypical constructional environment that is highly specific to it, and which can be 
said to correlate to its prototypical semantics. If such an environment exists, it 
becomes likely that changes in this prototypical environment have a greater impact on 
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the lexeme’s use than competition in a peripheral area where it overlaps in use with 
another lexeme. Section 3.3.3 zooms in on the relevance of distinguishing 
constructions from lexically licensed valency patterns (LEXICAL RULES). Traditional studies 
that are (implicitly or explicitly) based on the idea that the lexeme, which in this view 
licenses one or more valency patterns, is the basic unit of analysis, run the risk of 
unnecessarily distinguishing between various senses of a lexeme by limiting 
themselves to only one of its uses (in the present case mostly the passive use), even 
when meaning can be shown to remain largely constant over the various uses of that 
lexeme. A constructional approach can avoid such multiplication of lexeme senses and 
shows why certain changes affect the lexeme’s semantics in all of its uses at the same 
time. Section 3.3.4, finally, points out the distinction between past and present tense. 
Past and present tense tend to represent different genres, typically narrative and non-
narrative genres, respectively. Moreover, the concept of genre itself can be translated 
within a constructionist framework as a number of constructions that form a coherent 
subset of the grammar as a whole. As such, this subset constitutes an environment in 
which lexemes may be used. To the extent that past and present tense represent 
different constructional environments, it is important to distinguish between them in 
the present analysis.  
Following this overview of construction grammar theory, section 3.4 outlines the 
corpus methodology that was used. After a brief introductory section, section 3.4.2 
draws attention to the fact that the corpus data of previous studies were too much 
skewed towards certain dialects and towards the literary canon. Section 3.4.3 discusses 
the alternative used for the present study, a newly compiled corpus called Leuven 
English Old to New (LEON), meant to provide a more balanced basis for my own 
analysis. Section 3.4 concludes with a brief overview of how data samples were 
extracted from this corpus.  
 
 
3.2 Theoretical framework 
3.2.1 (RADICAL) CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR 
The theoretical framework used throughout this study is that of construction grammar. 
Specifically, I will make use of the notational conventions of Radical Construction 
Grammar (Croft 2001). However, my observations and claims are also largely in 
accordance with other constructionist frameworks.19 (Radical) Construction Grammar 
assumes that constructions are the basic units of linguistic analysis (Croft 2001: 45-
47, 362). Constructions are “learned pairings of form with semantic or discourse 
function” (Goldberg 2006: 5). They may be atomic (i.e. consisting of a single slot, e.g., 
a single word or affix) or complex (consisting of more than one slot, a word order 
                                               
19
 In particular with Goldbergian construction grammar (1995, 2006). Much of what is said is also 
compatible with other functionalist theories, notably with Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1991) or 
recent versions of LFG (e.g., Bresnan 2001).  
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pattern, an idiom). A further assumption of (Radical) Construction Grammar is that 
constructions are taxonomically “related in a hierarchic system with several levels of 
schematicity” (Traugott 2007: 525; see also Croft 2001: 25-26), ranging from 
substantive (a fixed idiom like beats me), to schematic. Schematic constructions are 
cognitive schemas formed on the basis of semantic and syntactic similarities (see, e.g., 
Taylor 1999: 35) between utterances, so that a particular slot in the construction is no 
longer associated with a single lexeme (an example would be a (morpho)syntactic 
pattern such as the English Interrogative Clause, with fronted verb and changed 
intonation). In between these two poles all kinds of gradations of partially substantive 
constructions exist (such as the Way-construction, e.g. elbow your way through the 
crowd). Constructions are also language-specific rather than universal, and the specific 
properties of constructions expressing similar conceptual content may to a greater or 
lesser extent vary across languages. This language-specific status is captured in 
Radical Construction Grammar by the use of capitals to refer to linguistic categories 
and constructions (Copula instead of copula).  
Importantly, the basic character of constructions implies that syntactic categories 
— such as copulas, nouns, and verbs — “are derivative from the constructions that 
define them” (Croft 2000a: 85). In this respect, the model of Construction Grammar 
radically departs from generative theories of grammar, which postulate the existence 
of universal, innate syntactic categories such as that of copula. According to generative 
models, this category is present in every language. It also has the same function in 
every language, namely that of linking a subject to a non-verbal subject complement. 
It is also semantically empty, and is not related to other, lexical verbs. This is 
formulated in a fairly radical way in Chomsky (1957): “there is never any reason for 
incorporating “be” into the class of verbs”, but has been maintained in many later 
versions of generative grammar (see e.g. Freidin 2007: 345-346). Construction 
Grammar rejects this kind of discrete linguistic universals. According to Construction 
Grammar, there are no verbs that are ‘inherent’ to a syntactic category such as that of 
copulas, and which are categorically different from other verbs. Instead, verbs are 
considered copulas only in a derived way, i.e., when they appear in certain language-
specific constructions which pair a particular form with a particular meaning. 
Importantly, verbs used in a copular construction are still the same verbs if used in a 
different construction, such as the Existential one (e.g., There are ghosts), or the 
Passive Participial Construction (e.g., He was hit by a car). Such a view allows for a 
unified account of ‘Semi-copulas’ like become, turn and more typical copulas like is. 
All of these assume the syntactic role of Copula if they fill the slot ([Cop]) in the 
schematic Copular Construction [Sbj Cop SbjComp], much like the verbs give, tell, 
show, offer each instantiate the Ditransitive Construction (see Croft 2003).  
Finally, while the copular status of a certain lexeme depends on its occurrence in 
a certain construction, it should be kept in mind that this construction in turn is a 
schematization of actual utterances consisting of tokens of lexemes. As such the 
construction’s existence is also dependent on the occurrence of these lexemes. This, 
however, does not contradict the primacy of constructions, as these lexemes 
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themselves are also constructions, with a meaning and form that schematizes over 
their actual instantiations.  
 
3.2.2 DELINEATING THE DIFFERENT ARGUMENT STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTIONS 
3.2.2.1 Introduction and general definition of Copular Construction 
With the basic assumptions of Radical Construction Grammar in mind, I will now 
formulate more detailed definitions of all the argument structure constructions in 
which the lexemes at issue are used. By argument structure construction I mean those 
constructions that define the argument structure of the clause in which 
IS/BIÐ/WESEÐ/(GE)WIERÐ/... are used as the main verb. These are mainly the group of 
(English) Copular (and Passive) Constructions and three related constructions, the 
Locational Construction, the Existential Construction and the Happen Construction.  
The Copular Construction, like any other construction, is a combination of form 
and meaning. Its form can be summarily represented as [XNOM YINTRV ZNOM]. Each of the 
slots X, Y and Z is obligatory. X is a slot with nominal morphology, specifically a 
Nominative case suffix. Y can be filled by certain Intransitive Verbs.20 Z is a slot 
specified by either a preposition or a Nominative case suffix on an Adjective, Nominal 
or Participial. On the meaning side, the construction contains a non-verbal predicate 
consisting of a Subject Complement (the filler of the Z-slot) of a non-agentive, non-
volitional and definite Subject (the filler of the X-slot), to which tense and aspect is 
added through the verbal slot filler in Y (see also Petré & Cuyckens 2009).  
The Copular Construction describes a state or a change of state. The verb used 
as Copula generally has only one profiled participant in its semantic frame (also if used 
in non-copular constructions), or, in traditional terminology, can be used 
intransitively.21 For instance, even if the construction X turned Z (e.g., the milk turned 
sour) can be semantically related to A turned X Z (e.g., the heat turned the milk sour), 
the causer (in the example, the heat) is not a profiled participant. Verbs that generally 
show these characteristics and therefore can potentially be used in Copular 
Constructions are verbs of position (for example stand), of motion (becuman ‘arrive’), 
or of growing (weaxan ‘grow’). Next to intransitive verbs certain originally non-verbal 
elements, such as demonstrative pronouns, may also develop copular functions. 
Indeed, it is possible that IS goes back to such a pronominal origin — more on this in 
section 5.2.2.2.  
The Copula’s main function in the construction is that of adding aspect, mood 
and tense to a non-verbal predicate, each of which can be fairly rich in its semantic 
content. In the example the milk turned sour, turn adds the aspectual semantics of 
‘sudden transition into a new state’, which includes, but is semantically richer than the 
                                               
20
 Intransitive Verb, here, is a convenient label for a Verb that is predominantly or exclusively used in a 
predicate construction that involves only one participant. It is not an independent syntactic category. 
The same holds for other syntactic categories that recur throughout this study, such as NP or AdjP.  
21
 This also holds for get, whose copular use is to be seen as an extension of an intransitive use in which 
get means ‘arrive at some place’, rather than as an extension of the ‘have’-sense (see Fleischer 2006).  
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mere addition of perfectivity, i.e., the aspectual value that expresses completion of a 
process or change of state. In adding to the semantic content of the predicate, the 
Copula co-constitutes the predicate with the Subject Complement. Yet the Copula 
remains semantically subsidiary to the Subject Complement, which is the predicate 
nucleus and receives focus. The subsidiary status of the Copula can be tested by 
applying sentence negation (cf. Goldberg 2006: 130), which invariably negates the 
focal syntactic role. As such, in (42), what is negated is the end state of being rich, not 
the process leading to this end state.  
 
(42)  Druncen wyrhta ne wyrð he na welig. 
drunken worker NEG becomes he not rich 
 ‘A drunken worker does not become rich.’ (c1075. ChrodR 1: 60.6)  
 
In sum, the Copular Construction can be represented as in (43), following Croft’s 
representational conventions (2001: 18).  
 
(43)  
  
 
 
 
 
 
In the rest of this study, I represent constructions such as (43) as follows: [[NPNOM IntrV 
XPNOM] [Sbj<-agent;-volition> Cop<+aspect> SbjComp<+focus>]]. In this 
representation, the formal part of the construction is enclosed in the first set of square 
brackets, and the semantic part in the second set. I will also leave out, rather freely, 
any information that is irrelevant at a particular point in the discussion.  
 
3.2.2.2 Nominal, Adjectival and Identifying Constructions 
The most frequent subtypes of the schematic Copular Construction are the Adjectival 
Copular Construction [[NP IntrV AdjP] [Sbj Cop SbjComp]], as in (40)-(41), and the 
Nominal Copular Construction [[NP IntrV NP] [Sbj Cop SbjComp]], as in (42)-(43). This 
holds not only for English, but also cross-linguistically. The reason is that Adjectival 
and Nominal Subject Complements, typically referring to properties and objects 
respectively, usually lack mood, tense and aspect markers which are needed to ground 
the predicate — i.e., position it in time with regard to the speech act participants (see 
e.g. Croft 2001: 86-102).  
 
(44) Your baby is adorable.  
(45) His daughter Mary became insane. (Google) 
(46) He is a teacher.  
(47) She became a writer.  
Sbj<-agent;-volition> Cop<+aspect> SbjComp<+focus>
Act of predication
            NP
NOM
      IntrV        XP
NOM
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Both of these constructions can occur with copulas that either denote a change of state 
(become, turn) or not (be, remain).  
 The Nominal Copular Construction needs to be distinguished from what I call 
the Identifying Construction, as illustrated by the classical example (originally from 
Frege’s work on semantics) in (48).  
 
(48) The Morning Star is the Evening Star.  
 
The Identifying Construction differs from the Nominal Copular Construction in that, 
instead of an act of classification, an act of identification is performed. Some gram-
mars, like Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 266), do regard the Identifying Construction as 
copular, and distinguish between ascriptive copular constructions (including Nominal 
and Adjectival Copular Constructions) and specifying copular constructions (here called 
Identifying Constructions). The basis for viewing Identifying Constructions as Copular 
Constructions is the observation that they often are not distinguishable formally and 
that even semantically a clause can often be interpreted both ways, as for instance in 
(49), where his sister might have an identifying/specifying function (the victim is 
identified with the only sister X has), or a copular/ascriptive one (if the victim was one 
of his sisters, no identification is involved).  
 
(49) The victim was his sister. (Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 266) 
 
In my own analysis, I follow Stassen (1997; and see section 3.2.3 below) in keeping 
Identifying Constructions apart, and I have systematically treated possibly ambiguous 
sentences as belonging to only one category on the basis of the available context and 
common sense. The main reason for this approach is that this distinction between 
Nominal Copular and Identifying Constructions constitutes an important difference in 
the distribution between IS, which is used in Identifying Constructions in OE, and BIÐ, 
which is not. This distinction, it will be argued in chapter 5, is important to understand 
the nature of the process of merger of IS and BIÐ in Middle English.  
 
3.2.2.4 Participial Constructions 
Next to Adjectival and Nominal Copular Constructions, another very frequent 
construction that is closely related to the Adjectival Copular Construction is the Passive 
Participial Construction ([[NP IntrV PstPtcp] [Sbj Cop|Aux SbjComp|Pass]]) (e.g., The 
vase was broken).22 While this construction is usually simply referred to as the passive 
construction, I add Participial to cover the two possible functions of the participle, the 
adjectival one ([Cop SbjComp]) and the verbal, passive one ([Aux Pass]) (see also 
Huddleston 1984: 324; Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 79, 541; Toyota 2008). These two 
                                               
22
 Closely related to this construction is the Perfect Participial Construction ([NP IntrV PstPtcp] [Sbj Cop| 
Aux SbjComp|Prf], as in he is/has come. This will be briefly discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.2.4.1-3.  
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functions are not exclusive and can be combined, which results in a fairly complex 
cline from most adjectival to most verbal. For the present purpose it is sufficient to 
distinguish between purely adjectival uses, mixed uses and purely verbal uses.  
The first type contains a purely adjectival Participle and will be referred to as the 
Adjectival Passive. It is really a subtype of the Copular Adjectival Construction and 
expresses a property of the Subject.23 A causer or agent is not evoked if a Participial 
Construction is used in this fashion. The Participles themselves can take modifiers that 
are typical of their status of Adjective, as in (50), and they can co-occur with an 
Adjectival Subject Complement, as in (51). Note though that the Participle still behaves 
slightly differently from a regular Adjective, for instance by taking modifiers specific to 
Participles such as well in (51).  
 
(50) His sleep is very broken anyway. (Google)  
(51) After all his job is secure and well paid. (Google) 
 
The second type will be referred to as the Resultative Passive. The adjectival and 
verbal properties of the Participle are combined in this type, which expresses the 
(adjectival) result of a previous (verbal) event, as in (52). Unlike with the purely 
adjectival use, a causer or intermediate agent is evoked (but not in principle a personal 
agent). This causer or intermediate agent can be made explicit through a PP.  
 
(52) At first her anchor was broken through the force of the gale. (Google)  
 
The Adjectival and Resultative Passives share with the Adjectival Copular 
Construction the fact that they express intransitive situations, in which a state, which 
can be the result from some previous action, is predicated of a non-agent. Because 
they are overall very similar, they cannot always be clearly distinguished. Therefore, no 
rigorous classifcation of them has been attempted in this dissertation. It is important 
though to clarify how the distinction between these two types looks like conceptually 
to come to a better understanding of the existing literature on Old and Middle English 
Passives. In current grammatical theory, the distinction between Adjectival and 
Resultative Passives is often referred to as the distinction between statal and Actional 
Passives (e.g., Kilpiö 1989). However, in the follow-up studies of Frary (1929), the 
distinction she draws between the use of (GE)WEARÐ and the use of WÆS is sometimes 
referred to as one between actional and statal as well (Kurtz 1931, Klingebiel 1937). 
The criteria for distinguishing between adjectival and resultative passives and those for 
distinguishing between the Fraryian statal and Actional Passives are not identical, 
however. Specifically, all adjectival passives are also Fraryian statal passives and all 
                                               
23
 Terminology in the domain of the Passive can be confusing. Besides the (not always very well defined) 
distinction statal versus Actional Passive, Huddleston (1971: 97-104) further distinguishes between 
these passives from non-dynamic (states or relations) and from dynamic (actions or processes) verbs 
(see also Kilpiö 1989: 23; Petré & Cuyckens 2009).  
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Fraryian Actional Passives are also resultatives. Some Fraryian statal passives, however, 
are not adjectival but resultative instead. This holds in particular for instances in a past 
before past context (pluperfects), the type of passive in which Old English WÆS was 
argued to be preferred over (GE)WEARÐ by Frary (1929: 17, and see already Klaeber 
1923: 188). An instance of this use is given in (53).  
 
(53) & raðe þæs þe him cristne bec cuþe wæron þurh ænne 
and soon the:GEN that him Christian books made-known were through one 
 þara apostola geongrena, Quadratus wæs haten, he forbead 
the:GEN.PL apostle:GEN.PL younger:GEN.PL Quadratus was called he forbade 
 ofer ealne his onwald þæt mon nanum cristenum men ne 
over al his realm that man no:DAT.PL Christian:DAT.PL men NEG 
 abulge.  
annoy:SBJV.3SG 
‘And soon after the Christian books had been made known to him through 
one of the disciples of the apostles, Quadratus was his name, he forbade 
over his entire realm to annoy Christian men.’ (c925(c891). Or 6: 
11.140.10) 
 
The resultative character of cuþe ‘made known (causative)’ in (53) is made clear by the 
presence of a causer ænne þara apostola geongrena ‘one of the disciples of the 
apostles’. It is not possible to add a modifier such as very in a clause like (53), and this 
shows it is not purely adjectival. Overall, the Passive Participial Construction in (53) is 
entirely parallel to (52) in its combination of adjectival and verbal properties. The 
distinction between (52) and (53), then, does not lie in a different function of the 
Passive Participial Construction, as claimed by Frary, but in the time reference and 
narrative function of the clause in which the Passive Participial Construction occurs 
each time. (52) is a main clause with a foregrounded action in the narration of a past 
event. In (53), on the other hand, the Passive Participial Construction occurs in a 
subordinate clause that provides backgrounded information about a past event 
preceding the main event (also in the past) expressed by the main clause. As it turns 
out, the locus of the semantic distinction between actional and statal passives 
therefore does not lie within the boundaries of the verbal construction itself, and this 
suggests the distinction actional-statal is really not about the passive at all, but about 
the constructional environment of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS. The importance of this 
conclusion will become clear in chapter 4.24  
                                               
24
 The assignment of the distinction between foregrounded and backgrounded in the early literature to 
a distinction inherent to the Passive Participial Construction and the subsumption of this distinction 
under the categories actional and statal has been a source of confusion. For example, Kisbye (1971) 
equates the actional type as defined by Frary (1929) with the resultative type as defined here, and does 
not observe the distinction between them. Kilpiö (1989) uses the term actional as a synonym for what I 
call the resultative type, and his use of the term is therefore different from the way it is used by Frary. 
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Finally, the third type does not refer to the result of a previous event but to the 
event itself and could be referred to as the verbal passive. The construction is no 
longer intransitive: the Subject is no longer merely a non-agent, but is the patient of a 
transitive event, whose personal agent is also always evoked by the context (if not 
necessarily expressed). If the personal agent is expressed, it is realized as the object of 
a PP introduced by a grammaticalized preposition (in Present-Day English by), as in 
(54).  
 
(54) The house was ransacked by gang-members. (Toyota 2008: 12) 
 
Was in this use is no longer primarily copular, but has become an Auxiliary of a 
periphrastic verb form, much like the passival suffixes with -r in the Latin synthetic 
passive (e.g. amo ‘I love’ versus amor ‘I am (being) loved’). Again, the third and second 
types are often not clearly distinguished. Diachronic (Mustanoja 1960: 440, Toyota 
2008; and, with regard to Perfect Participles, McFadden & Alexiadou 2006) and cross-
linguistic (Haspelmath 1992) studies show that the purely verbal use is a later 
development out of a more adjectival one (the chronology of types one and two is less 
clear). That Participles originally had adjectival functions, predicating of a Subject the 
result of an event, is seen from the fact that they largely share their morphology with 
Adjectives throughout Old English. Similar to predicative Adjectives, predicative 
Participles generally agree in case and number with the Subject, as is illustrated by the 
two instances in (55). They only rarely agree in gender with the Subject, but this is true 
also for predicative Adjectives (Mitchell 1985: 16-21).25  
 
(55) And þa Iudeas wæron ofslagene þam  fulostan  deaðe  and  heora 
And the Jews  were  killed:NOM.PL  the:INS  foulest:INS death:INS and  their 
 naman  syndon  adylegode  ofer ealre  eorðan.  
names:NOM.PL are destroyed:NOM.PL over whole earth 
‘And the Jews were killed with the foulest death and their names are erased 
over the whole earth.’ (c1075. VSal 1 [Cross]: 30.4) 
 
The formal association between Participles and Adjectives may indicate that the Passive 
Participial Construction was restricted to the first two types in Old English, the 
Adjectival and Resultative Passive. Arguments that the third type, the Verbal Passive, 
had indeed not yet substantially differentiated itself from the Resultative Passive in Old 
English and that it only really started grammaticalizing in Middle English are given in 
section 4.2.4.5.  
 
 
                                               
25
 By contrast, both attributive Adjectives and attributive Participles also agree in gender with the Noun 
they modify, which is further evidence that Participles were originally Adjectival.  
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3.2.2.5 Prepositional Copular Construction and related Constructions 
Less frequent than either the Adjectival Copular Construction, Nominal Copular 
Construction or Passive Participial Construction, but still common, is the Prepositional 
Copular Construction, in which the Subject Complement is introduced by a preposition. 
Characteristic of this construction is its relation to three other constructions that fall 
outside the domain of Copular Constructions in the strict sense. These are the 
Locational Construction, which has two participants instead of only one (as is required 
in the case of a Copular Construction), and the Existential and Happen Constructions, 
which do not have a Subject Complement. They are each discussed in turn.  
 The Prepositional Copular Construction expresses an act of predication very 
similar to the Nominal Copular Construction, and also serves to assign the Subject to a 
certain class of entities or objects. Unlike the Nominal Copular Construction, the 
Prepositional Copular Construction is (in English) only found with copulas denoting a 
change of state.26 The construction is illustrated by (56)-(57).  
 
(56) The frog turned into a handsome prince. (Google)  
(57) A mustard seed grew into a bushy tree. (Google) 
 
Similar to what is the case for the Nominal Copular Construction, I consider the only 
participant of the predication to be the Subject. Arguably, a class of entities might be 
treated as a participant in its own right, with the referential status of an 
epistemological concept. However, from an ontological point of view, this concept is 
still instantiated by the Subject itself. In (57), the mustard seed and the bushy tree 
resulting from it are to be treated as one and the same entity. This is perhaps less 
clear for (56), but it is assumed that the handsome prince is still the frog, only having 
undergone a radical metamorphosis.  
To be distinguished from the one-participant Prepositional Copular Construction 
is the two-participant Locational Construction, which features an intransitive verb and 
a PP (or adverb) whose Prepositional Object refers to a second participant besides the 
Subject, namely a location, as in (58)-(61).27  
 
(58)  I am in the kitchen.  
(59)  He stood on the edge of the field and the woods. (Google) 
(60) The Washington Monument stands behind the White House. (Google) 
(61) They arrived at the airport.  
 
The Locational Construction is not copular according to the definition given in section 
                                               
26
 Some exceptions occuring in Old and Middle English are discussed in section 4.2.9. 
27
 A more specific subtype of this construction is the Noncausative Path Resultative (as identified by 
Goldberg & Jackendoff 2004: 540), in which the verb specifies the manner of motion (e.g. the ball rolled 
down the hill). This more specific construction will be relevant for the discussion of the copularization of 
WEAXEÞ ‘grow’ in chapter 6.  
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3.2.2.1, because it has two participants (the Subject and a Locational Complement), 
and because human Subjects appearing in this construction are in control of the 
situation or action predicated of them. Yet, as will be explained shortly, it also shows 
functional and formal similarities to the Prepositional Copular Construction. For this 
reason, this construction is in some studies considered to belong the group of Copular 
Constructions, but then only if the verbal slot is filled by a verb that is considered by 
these studies to be semantically empty, and is then a copula by virtue of its linking 
function (see e.g. Pustet 2003: 33). In general, the locative semantics of the Locational 
Construction as a whole seems to have influenced some conceptions of what makes a 
Copular Construction. For instance, Stassen (1997: 15) refers to the localistic 
interpretation of the concept of predication. According to this interpretation, events, 
properties and classes are considered ‘places’ where the (referent of the) subject 
comes to be situated, and which are thus treated as a sort of metaphorical extension 
of the Locational Construction.28  
Unlike the definition used in these typological accounts, my definition of Copular 
Construction does not only rely on the linking function of a verb, but also takes as 
distinctive criteria of the Copular Construction the number of participants involved 
(one), the non-volitionality of the only participant (if human) and the place of focus in 
the predicate. Taking these additional criteria into account, the group of Copular 
Constructions and the Locational Construction still appear to be similar in certain 
respects, but are clearly distinct in others. A first similarity of the Location to the 
Subject Complement is that the Location is in focus. This is shown clearly in (62), 
where the implication of the negation of standing on the edge, namely that he stood 
somewhere else, is made explicit by the last part of the clause.  
 
(62)  He didn't stand on the edge, in the corners, or on the outside of the field 
but he stood in the middle of the field. (Google)  
 
Second, they are formally similar, in that both show the presence of NP, IntrV, and a PP 
(which specifies the Subject’s circumstances). These similarities are not very 
surprising, as Prepositional Copular Constructions probably develop out of Locational 
Constructions. This is also argued by Stassen (1997: 94-95), and will be treated in 
detail for BECUMEÞ in chapter 6.  
The Locational Construction is not only closely related to the Prepositional 
Copular Construction, it is also closely related to the Existential Construction, as in 
(63), and to the Happen Construction, as in (64). Like the Locational Construction, 
these often contain a PP designating a location, as in the examples below. However, 
they differ from the Locational Construction in that this PP belongs to the background 
                                               
28
 Similarly, Davidse (2006, section 6.2.2) includes the Locational Construction (to which she refers as 
predicative circumstantial clauses) in the group of copular constructions on functional grounds: they all 
express relational processes, i.e. they relate an instance (the subject) to a schema (a class, a property or 
a location).  
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and is not in focus (see e.g., Davidse 1999: 231-33).  
 
(63) In London there are a lot of restaurants. (Google) 
(64) Some very powerful earthquakes occurred along the New Madrid fault in 
the Mississippi Valley in 1811-1812. (Google) 
 
Unlike behind the White House in (60), the PP in London does not belong to the 
predicate nucleus, and it is not negated by sentence negation: In London there aren’t a 
lot of restaurants still makes a statement about London, not about some other city. 
Instead of predicating the quality of being located somewhere of the Subject, the 
Existential and Happen Constructions are about the (quantified) instantiation of an 
entity or event. Specifically, one or more instances of a certain entity are introduced to 
the addressee as existing or occurring. The unmarked verb of both the Locational and 
the Existential Constructions in Present-Day English is be, as in (58) and (63) respect-
ively. The two types of constructions are constructionally distinguished as follows. The 
informational status of the Subject in the Existential/Happen Construction is generally 
addressee-new whereas that of the Locational Construction is generally addressee-
old.29 Generally, the addressee-new status is signaled by an indefinite determiner, 
such as a lot in (63) and some in (64), but under certain restricted conditions definite 
Subjects may occur as well. A detailed survey of what types of Subject are possible can 
be found in Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 1396-1401). Existential Constructions are 
further differentiated from Locational Constructions by the presence of the marker 
there and the quantifier that modifies the Subject, and Happen Constructions make use 
of lexical verbs that do not normally have any copular uses.  
The characteristics of the Existential/Happen Construction of Present-Day 
English also largely, though not entirely, apply to the equivalent constructions in Old 
and Middle English. Similar to PDE, the verbs IS, BIÐ and WESEÞ could be used for the 
expression of both location and existence. Similar to THERE in PDE, Old English ÞÆR 
sometimes had primarily the function of filling the first position of an Existential 
Construction. On those occasions it has lost most of its locational referential meaning, 
and its presence may be explained as a compensation strategy for the expected 
Subject, which is put in final position because it is addressee-new. However, only after 
Middle English did the presence of THERE in the Existential Construction become 
obligatory. When ÞÆR occurs, moreover, it more often preserves its original locative 
function (being stressed and in focus). Sometimes it is unclear which of these two 
functions it has in a particular sentence (see Mitchell 1985: 623-626), though most of 
the time an Existential Construction can still be distinguished from a Locational 
Construction by the addressee-new status of the Subject. Thus, (65), where poc ‘ulster’ 
is introduced for the first time in the discourse, is existential, but (66) is locational.30  
                                               
29
 This does not hold for a subtype of the Existential Construction called the Absolute Existential 
Construction, and in which the Subject is addressee-old (e.g. God is).  
30
 Note that poc could in principle also refer to ‘the ulster’, as there is no grammaticalized system of 
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(65) Gif poc sy on eagan, nim <mearhsapan> & hinde meoluc, mæng 
if pock be in eye(s) take marrow-soap and hind:GEN milk mingle 
 tosomne & swingc. 
together and whip 
‘If there is a pock on the eye(s), take marrow-soap, and hind’s milk, mingle 
together, and whip.’ (c1010. Med 3 [Grattan-Singer]: 32.1)  
(66) Þonne neadþearf sy & se ufera dæl þæs lichoman on ænigum sare 
when need be & the upper part the:GEN body:GEN in any pain 
 oððe on earfeþum geswince, wrið on þone andwlitan. Gyf hyt sy 
or in trouble suffer:SBJV.3SG wrap on the face if it be 
 on þam neoðran dæle, wrið on þa wambe.  
on the lower part wrap on the belly 
‘Whenever there is need and the upper part of the body suffers in any pain 
or labour, wrap on the face. If it is on the lower part, wrap on the belly.’ 
(c1025. Med 1.1 [de Vriend]: 2.1) 
 
The situation in the case of the Copulas of change WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ is somewhat more 
complicated. It appears that there is at least a tendency to reserve prefixless WIERÐ for 
Locational Constructions, and prefixed GEWIERÐ for Happen Constructions, but this is 
certainly not a rule, and some cases remain ambiguous.  
 
3.2.2.6 Summary 
The following constructions have been discussed in this section: various types of 
Copular Constructions (Nominal, Adjectival and Prepositional), Participial 
Constructions, Locational Constructions and Existential/Happen Constructions. As 
appears from the many relations between these constructions — Participial 
Constructions inherit many characteristics from Adjectival Copular Constructions, 
Prepositional Copular Constructions from Locational Constructions — all these 
constructions are part of a single but complex constructional network. The next 
section discusses why and how they are connected to each other in this way.  
 
 
                                                                                                                                         
definite vs. indefinite articles in Old English. However, real ambiguity between addressee-new and 
addressee-old status is very rare, and ambiguity at clausal level can almost always be resolved by taking 
the broader context into account. In general, it is probably more accurate to think of the Locational and 
Existential/Happen Construction as two extremes of a cline, with certain ambiguous cases situated in 
between. For the sake of avoiding unnecessary complexity in my analysis, I have treated them as 
dichotomous and have, when met with a difficult case, always made a decision in favour of one of them 
on the basis of the larger context.  
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3.2.3 THE CONCEPTUAL SPACE OF INTRANSITIVE PREDICATION 
3.2.3.1 Introduction 
This section explains how the Copuar and related Constructions as delineated in 
section 3.2.2 are (nearly) all language-specific realizations of a universal domain of 
one-participant predication, or what is called in typology the CONCEPTUAL SPACE OF 
INTRANSITIVE PREDICATION. Section 3.2.3.2 introduces the characterization of the 
conceptual space of intransitive predication as proposed by Stassen (1997). The 
assumption that such a conceptual space lies at the basis of language-specific 
constructions allows to make sense of why precisely the English Copular, Passive 
Participial, Locational and Existential Constructions share much of their form. A central 
concept for understanding how they relate to each other is that of TIME STABILITY. 
Stassen introduces this concept to explain how the semantics of the predicate nucleus 
accounts for the choice of construction. The predicate nucleus can range from highly 
time-stable (nouns that refer to stable entitities) to highly time-unstable (verbs that 
refer to events). The more time-stable the predicate nucleus is, the higher is the 
chance that it is expressed by means of a copular construction. Stassen does not make 
use of the concept of time stability to further clarify the role of the copula itself in this 
construction, because he limits himself to ‘semantically empty’ copulas. In section 
3.2.3.3 I show that this concept also has scope over the copular lexemes themselves, 
and that it is basically a composite value.  
 
3.2.3.2 Stassen’s model of the conceptual space of intransitive predication 
A defining characteristic of Copular Constructions as delineated in section 3.2.2.1 is 
that they only have one profiled participant. This characteristic they share with most 
other constructions discussed in that section, excepting certain types of Passive Partic-
ipial Constructions in which the agent is also profiled, and the Locational Construction 
(if one accepts a location to be a participant). For this reason, these Constructions may 
be considered to belong to a more general domain of ONE-PARTICIPANT PREDICATION 
(Stassen 1997: 9-11). One-participant, or intransitive predication is basically an act of 
classification whereby an entity (expressed as the Subject) is judged to instantiate an 
event or property, or to be an object belonging to a certain class of objects. In formal 
logic, this is expressed by means of one-place predicates such as A(x), or “there is an 
x for which A obtains” (Stassen 1997: 12). While the various constructions that to-
gether encode all possible instances of intransitive predication are language-specific, 
they map onto (or stake out part of) a conceptual domain of intransitive predication 
that is language-independent, or universal. In Croftian terms, this universal structure 
is metaphorically represented by the concept of conceptual space (CS), which has 
different regions (also called conceptual spaces) equivalent to different sorts of 
functions or functional domains (Croft 2001: 92-98). The subregions of CS onto which 
Copular Constructions are mapped constitute a specific subgroup of semantic maps 
within the CS of intransitive predication. A semantic map is thus a map of language-
specific categories onto the relevant conceptual space (cf. Croft 2001: 94).  
Stassen (1997) proposes a model of the conceptual space of intransitive 
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predication, according to which it contains four semantic predicate categories: event 
predicates, property-concept predicates, object predicates, and locational predicates 
(Stassen 1997: 578).31 These predicate types each time refer to the predicate nucleus. 
This means that, if a Copular Construction is involved, the semantic contribution of the 
copula is excluded in the classifying process, because, under Stassen’s assumption, 
the copula does not contribute any semantics. Event predicates, in this view, refer to 
the predication of a property of the Subject that emerges within a spatiotemporal 
region. In other words, events involve changes of state of the Subject. Property 
predicates refer to the predication of a property that is already present in the Subject 
(no change of state). Similarly, object predication subsumes the Subject under a class 
of objects, and locational predication locates the Subject in space. Note that this class-
ification becomes slightly problematic once copulas of change like (GE)WIERÐ or BECUMEÞ 
are included in the analysis. He became angry is clearly an instance of event predicat-
ion. Yet following Stassen’s classification, for which only the predicate nucleus counts, 
it is an instance of property predication. In the rest of this study I will stick to this way 
of classifying the various Copular Constructions at stake, of course without losing 
sight of the central import of the semantic distinctions between the various Copulas.  
All of the Constructions discussed in section 3.2.2 can be related to one of these 
predicate categories. A detailed overview of how the various constructions fit in these 
categories is provided in the next section. It should be noted here that in one respect 
my view of the conceptual space of intransitive predication differs from Stassen’s 
model. Stassen includes locational predicates within the domain of intransitive 
predication, whereas my definition of them as two-participant constructions (section 
3.2.25) places them outside this space. Stassen’s inclusion of locational predication is 
based on the assumption that locations are not participants in the situation. Such a 
view is more explicitly justified in functional studies on transitivity such as the one by 
Hopper & Thompson (1980). In this study (in)transitivity is convincingly argued to be a 
cline instead of a discrete opposition. According to this view a location is not a 
prototypical participant because it does not participate in any kind of energy exchange 
with the Subject (see also Davidse 2006). Hence the Locational Construction is more 
intransitive than it is transitive. While I agree with this, I still consider locations to be 
participants in their own right, since they are external to the Subject. On this basis I 
decided to distinguish them from Copular Constructions whose Subject Complements 
refer to properties that are internal to the Subject. Making this distinction will prove 
particularly useful in accounting for the copularization process of BECUMEÞ in chapter 6.  
In addition to containing four predicate types, Stassen’s conceptual space of 
intransitive predication consists of two dimensions, as represented in Figure 3.1. The 
slightly awkward position of locations in Stassen’s model also appears from this two-
                                               
31
 Object predicates are termed “class-membership predicates” by Stassen. He also uses the term  
“semantic map” rather than conceptual space to refer to the language-independent domain of 
intransitive predication. However, I use Croft’s equivalent term of “conceptual space” instead to avoid 
confusion with Croft’s use of “semantic map”, which differs from Stassen’s.  
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dimensional structure. The horizontal axis represents a cline on which the predicate 
categories are positioned from less to more specified in concrete space. However, the 
only predicate type positioned on the right (more concrete) side of this axis is precisely 
that of location, and considering — as I do — locational predication as not really 
belonging to the domain of intransitive predication would render this axis redundant. 
Either way, the axis is of little importance. More important is the vertical axis, which 
represents the time stability of the predicates. Event predicates (E) and locational 
predicates (L) are considered least time stable, property predicates (P) are situated at 
an intermediate level, and object predicates (O) are most time stable. In addition, a 
region for identificational expressions (ID) is positioned below the region in CS for 
object predicates. Including this region is justified given the fact that ID Constructions 
are a typical diachronic source for Nominal Copular Constructions (see Stassen 1997: 
110-120). Moreover, as was pointed out in section 3.2.2, the two are often not 
distinguishable on formal grounds. However, semantically the expression of 
identification is not an instance of predication. It is expressed in formal logic as x = y, 
and can be paraphrased as follows: “A given entity X can be designated not only by the 
referring expression A, but also by the referring expression B” (Stassen 1997: 12).32  
Figure 3.1. Conceptual space of intransitive predication (Stassen 1997) 
 
Within this model, E, L, P and O are considered coherent (sub)regions of the 
conceptual space of intransitive predication. Across languages, each of the four types 
of intransitive predication can be encoded by means of a variety of different 
constructions. Independent intransitive verbs expressing events constitute the 
unmarked type of intransitive predicate, both semantically — predication is typically 
about events — and formally — no additional morphological markers are used besides 
                                               
32
 This view differs somewhat from the one adhered to, for instance, by Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 
266) as mentioned in section 3.2.2 (see also Davidse 2006). The difference is mostly terminological 
though, as Huddleston & Pullum also distinguish the two by assigning semantic roles to the Subject and 
Complement in their specifying copular clauses (namely variable and value) that differ from those found 
in ascriptive copular clauses (theme and property).  
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the finite verb (Croft 2001: 89). Copular Constructions are marked types of intransitive 
predication, in which the non-verbal Subject Complement is supported by a Copula.  
 
3.2.3.3 The concept of time stability 
The various types of Copular Constructions introduced cover equivalent positions in 
conceptual space. According to Stassen’s model, then, they also contain predicates 
that vary in time stability, as follows.  
(i) It goes without saying that the Locational Construction occupies position L in 
this conceptual space. According to the model, then, predicates expressed by 
Locational Constructions are highly time unstable. In Present-Day English, this obtains 
for predicates that involve an animate subject, as in (67) (Stassen 1997: 128, 580).  
 
(67) “I'm in the backyard!” she yelled sweetly. (Google) 
 
(ii) The intransitive predication of EVENTS does not normally involve a Copular 
Construction. In the majority of the world’s languages, events are realized through a 
verbal strategy, namely as independent elements with verbal morphology. This is also 
the case in PDE, as is illustrated in (68).  
 
(68) He falls.  
 
Like locational predicates, events generally rate low on the time stability scale: once 
the event has taken place, it does not exist anymore.  
(iii) The intransitive predication of PROPERTIES, cross-linguistically, does not seem 
to have a typical constructional strategy of its own. Here, PDE borrows the copular 
strategy from object predication.  
 
(69) He is angry.  
 
Property predicates are the most variable category in terms of time stability, ranging 
from very time unstable (angry, afraid, euphoric) to very time stable (wooden, female). 
Stassen observes in his sample that very time stable properties often are expressed by 
a Copular Construction that originates as a means for Object Predication. Conversely 
the highly time unstable human propensity properties and physical properties are 
often expressed by intransitive verbs instead of a copular construction. Some rare 
archaic examples in English of this phenomenon are ail ‘be ill’, grieve ‘be sad’, rejoice 
‘be(come) glad’, or thirsten ‘be(come) thirsty’. Indeed, in many languages, if any 
property concept category is expressed by morphological verbs at all, then it is that of 
human propensity (Stassen 1997: 169). Given the importance of time stability in 
accounting for the various encodings of properties, typologists have made various 
classifications of properties along this axis. As will be seen below, applying such a 
classification can also help determine the semantics of the copular verbs themselves. 
The classification I will use for this purpose is basically that of Stassen (1997: 168), 
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given below in (68), with examples from Old English. The only difference with Stassen’s 
classification is my addition of a category ‘cognitive’, which has been, given the 
transitory and unstable nature of our memories and other brain capacities, is ranked 
together with the category of physical properties.  
 
(70) LEAST TIME-STABLE 
(A) Human propensity (milde ‘merciful’, forht ‘afraid’, bliðe ‘joyful’, sæne 
‘hesitant’, wrað ‘angry’, yrre ‘angry’) 
(B) Physical and cognitive (physical: earm ‘poor’, wearm ‘warm’, drige ‘dry’, 
dead ‘dead’; cognitive: cuð ‘known’, open ‘public, open’, orgyte ‘manifest’) 
(C) Dimension (lang ‘long’, scyrtra ‘shorter’, brad ‘wide’) 
(D) Color (read ‘red’, deorc ‘dark’) 
(E) Age (geong ‘young’, eald ‘old’, XIIwintre ‘twelve years old’) 
(F) Form (seonuwealt ‘round ’) 
(G) Value (god ‘good’, yfel ‘evil’, ænote ‘useless’, weorðe ‘worthy’, dysig 
‘foolish’) 
(H) Material (treowen ‘wooden’) 
(I) Gender (not expressed by means of an AdjP in OE) 
MOST TIME-STABLE 
 
On the basis of these categories, Stassen then proposes the following hierarchical 
structuring of the semantic domain of properties.  
 
(71) Hum. Prop. / Physical / Dimension / Value / Material 
   Knowledge-r. Colour  Age  Gender 
       Form  
 
This hierarchy, or one that is not very different, is also largely supported by the Old 
English Constructions used for the expression of these property categories. All Old 
English constructions are limited to some of the classes only, and these are always 
members of the same cluster or of an adjacent cluster of the hierarchy in (71). The 
group of Adjectival Subject Complements is the most versatile in Old English. The only 
class of properties it never expresses is gender. The second most versatile class is that 
of Subject Complements made up of a Nominal in the Genitive, whose uses reach up to 
the right end of the scale, being used to express gender, as in (72). The only class 
Genitival Subject Complements do not seem to be used for is that of Human Propensity 
(see Mitchell 1985: 542-545; his list of possible uses does not include that of 
expressing a human propensity).  
 
(72) God ana wat, cyning ælmihtig, hu his gecynde bið, wifhades þe 
god only knows king almighty how his gender is womanhood:GEN or 
 weres.  
manhood:GEN 
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‘God alone knows, king almighty, what its [= the Phoenix’] gender is, 
female or male.’ (c1000. Phoen: 355) 
 
Third, Weak Verbs of Class II can express human propensities (forhtian ‘be(come) 
afraid’, sargian ‘be(come) sad’), physical properties (heardian ‘become hard’, colian 
‘grow cold, be cold’, ablindian ‘become blind’), properties related to dimension 
(ascortian ‘become short’), colour (hwitian ‘become white’, ageolwan ‘become yellow’) 
and age (ealdian ‘grow old’). However, properties of value, form, material or gender do 
not occur within this class of verbs. Adjectival Participles, finally, commonly express 
human propensities (afyrhted ‘afraid’, abolgen ‘angry’), and sometimes properties 
from the cognitive, knowledge-related domain (cuð ‘known’), but rarely properties 
from the other classes (unless, of course, in the case of participles from Weak Verbs of 
Class II).  
This last category, that of Adjectival Participles (and the constructions containing 
them, i.e. Participial Constructions), requires a more detailed discussion, in particular 
as regards their relationship with regular Adjectives. Generally speaking, Participial 
Constructions are ordered on a cline between event and property predicates. To the 
extent that the Participle refers to the event encoded by its verbal root, its time 
stability is low: once the event has taken place, it is no longer there. To the extent that 
it is adjectival, it refers to a property pertaining to the Subject (more specifically the 
property that is the effect or the result of the verbal event), and in this respect it has 
some stability over time, as long as the effect lasts. Either one of these qualities can be 
emphasized. If the verbal, eventive quality is emphasized, the construction is a kind of 
Passive Construction (which is basically a transitive construction), as in (73). If the 
adjectival quality of expressing a property is emphasized, the construction is basically 
copular (intransitive) and the Participle then shares much with a predicative Adjective 
that is low in time stability (such as one expressing an emotion), as in (74).  
 
(73) At 9am, while walking to work, John was hit by a car.  
(74) Mary was very frightened while the storm lasted.  
 
(iv) In English and in most other Indo-European languages, the intransitive 
predication of OBJECTS is encoded by means of IS and its cognates:  
 
(75) Chris is a man, not a woman. (Google) 
(76) And this is a pear tree in the middle of the goose pen. (Google) 
 
Object predication is generally time stable. Both the predicates in (75) or (76) are 
not normally subject to change.  
Cross-linguistically, the intransitive predication of objects commonly uses a zero 
strategy, as for instance in the Russian sentence in (77).  
 
(77) Moskva gorod.  
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Moskou city 
‘Moskou is a city.’ (Stassen 1997: 147) 
 
Alternatively a copular item is used which has its origin in a non-verbal discourse-
marking element that developed verbal characteristics in identity statements (Stassen 
1997: 100). Object predicates are generally highly time stable: class membership does 
not usually change overnight. This explains their relationship with identity statements: 
being identical to something else does not normally change at all. Possibly, a non-
verbal element lies at the origin of IS too. This hypothesis has been put forward by 
Shields (1978; 1992: 53-56). He argues that the copular item IS originally marked the 
ID Construction in (early) PIE in general, and is the result of the verbalization of an 
(early) PIE demonstrative pronoun *(e)s, used when two identical entities were put in 
apposition (as in John, that guy over there).33 Whichever the origin of IS and its 
cognates is, they are often found in ID Constructions (as in (78)), next to their use in 
Nominal (and Adjectival) Copular Constructions, both in PDE and in most other Indo-
European languages. 
 
(78) John is that guy over there.  
 
(v) The encoding of ID Constructions is discussed under (iv).  
 
It may be concluded from this overview that Stassen’s model vizualizes in an elegant 
way the importance of the concept of time stability of the predicate in the 
determination of the construction type. Unmarked event predicates, which are low in 
time stability, are encoded through intransitive Verbs simply because Verbs by their 
very nature refer to events. Similarly, unmarked object predication is encoded through 
Nouns, because Nouns typically refer to objects (which are stable over time). Unlike 
Verbs, Nouns in some languages need to be supported by a linking verb, whenever 
that language requires a predication to be grounded in terms of tense and/or aspect 
and whenever tense and aspect cannot be grammatically expressed through Nouns.  
 
3.2.3.3 Composite time stability 
In spite of its merit, Stassen’s model of time stability is incomplete in that it says 
nothing about the part played by the linking verb or copula itself, nor on the part 
played by the context at large. Particularly important for this study is the semantic 
contribution of the Copula to time stability. (The contribution of other contextual 
feature will be discussed when appropriate.) Indeed, once a linking verb is present in 
                                               
33
 The hypothesis that IS derives from a pronoun is unusual and does not reflect common Indo-European 
thinking (which derives is from a PIE verb h1es-). Still it is arguably superior to this traditional etymology, 
as it has a greater explanatory value, accounting for the preference of is for third person singular 
present contexts found in a variety of Indo-European languages. The hypothetical pronominal origin of IS 
will be discussed in somewhat more detail in chapter 5, section 5.2.2.2.  
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the construction, the time stability value is no longer solely dependent on the Subject 
Complement, but also on the aspectual value of the linking verb itself. Essentially, time 
stability is therefore a composite value, and needs to be broken down into its 
component parts.  
Stassen did not observe the composite nature of time stability because he limited 
himself, in line with tradition (see Chomsky’s claim that be is not a verb in section 
3.2.1), to a lexical delineation of the category of copulas, only considering such items 
as copulas that are claimed to be ‘semantically empty’. Stassen shares this limitation 
with most typological studies on copulas, in which copulas are very often seen as an 
atomic word class, that can be defined universally without fully taking into account 
language-specific distributions (see e.g. Hengeveld 1992: 32-33). A clear example of 
this approach is the typological study on copulas by Pustet (2003), who gives the 
following definition of copula: “A copula is a linguistic element which co-occurs with 
certain lexemes34 in certain languages when they function as predicate nucleus. A 
copula does not add any semantic content to the predicate phrase it is contained in” 
(2003: 5).  
Obviously, the restriction made by these typological studies to semantically 
empty elements leaves uninvestigated a no man’s land of verbs that are clearly not 
semantically empty and also occur in Copular Constructions, such as some of those 
central to this study, notably (GE)WIERÐ, and many others in English, like become (a 
teacher), turn (pale), grow (old), stay (cool). Including these verbs into the account 
immediately reveals the composite nature of the time stability of a predicate. While 
(79) provides a typical instance of a Nominal Copular Construction that encodes an 
object predicate that is prima facie invariable due to the presence of the object a happy 
man, (80) shows that the interpretation of this situation as invariable also depends on 
the linking verb itself.  
 
(79) He is a happy man 
(80) He has become a happy man  
 
What this means is simply that there is no such thing as a semantically empty Copula 
in English. IS is not semantically empty because it adds (lexically, not by means of 
morphology) the aspectual value of atemporality or stativity (see also Maienborn 2007). 
In a similar fashion other Copulas can also be distinguished on the basis of the lexical 
aspect they add to the predication (see Hewson & Bubenik 1997 for more information 
on lexical aspect, or what they call inherent aspect). For instance, was in (81) adds 
durativity, while got in (82) encodes a punctual change.  
 
(81) He was scared (the whole movie long).  
                                               
34
 What I call subject complements – obviously the predicate nucleus can also be longer than a single 
lexeme.  
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(82) He got scared (*the whole movie long).  
 
Rather than being universally semantically empty, the only way in which the 
stative Copula IS has a privileged status is that it can be said to be the least marked 
option in filling the Copular slot of a Copular Construction. Compared to the other 
copulas, IS is less marked because it is more frequent, and possibly also formally, as it 
is the lightest copula phonetically. IS is also semantically the least marked Copula, 
because the prototypical function of a Copular Construction is to classify a specific 
instance, and temporal situatedness is normally irrelevant in such an act of 
classification. As such, a sentence like (79) is expected to occur more frequently than 
(80) in a natural language and a simple search in Google confirms that this is not 
merely true, but that the difference in frequency is huge.  
 
3.2.3.4 Conclusion 
Typological studies such as the one carried out by Stassen have made clear that the 
introduction of the notion of time stability as a determinant in the conceptual space of 
intransitive predication is useful to explain the presence or absence of a linking verb or 
copula. As a rule, these studies were limited to the most unmarked copulas only, which 
they claimed were semantically empty. The examination of copular uses of other verbs 
showed that the concept of time stability also reveals something on the semantics of 
copulas themselves. When a copula is present time stability is a composite value and is 
the result of the interaction between the lexical aspect of the copula and the inherent 
properties of the subject complement. Hence a stative copula such as IS will typically 
occur with subject complements that also have some inherent component of stability 
over time. This may seem a fairly trivial observation, but it will prove very useful when 
attempting to recover the semantics of the English Copulas in older stages of the 
language.  
 
 
3.3 Diachronic application of the theoretical framework 
3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the following sections I take as a starting point the constructional framework set out 
in section 3.2, and reframe some traditional key concepts of diachronic linguistics 
against the background of this theory. While Construction Grammar so far has mainly 
been used to analyse synchronic or typological data, it proves to be a fruitful 
undertaking to combine Construction Grammar and diachrony into a form of 
DIACHRONIC CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR. As a theory of its own, diachronic construction 
grammar is brand-new and in the middle of developing (Hilpert & Kemmer 2005; 
Kemmer & Hilpert 2006; Noël 2007; Traugott 2007, 2008; Petré & Cuyckens 2008b; 
Trousdale 2008a, 2008b). My research is the first comprehensive attempt to explain 
the loss ((GE)WIERÐ) or merger (IS and BIÐ) of function words within this framework (see 
already Petré & Cuyckens 2009, Petré in press). Diachronic construction grammar is 
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intended to be wider in scope than other major construction-oriented theories on 
language change, notably grammaticalization theory (see Noël 2007). As is well known, 
grammaticalization theory typically focuses on the development of grammatical 
functions in constructions where at least one lexical item remains constant across 
constructional instances (Traugott 2003: 645).35 These grammaticalizing constructions 
are thus (partially) lexically specific or (partially) substantive (cf. Croft 2001: 15-17). A 
representative example of grammaticalization is the development of grammatical 
meanings related to future time reference in the going to-Construction. Diachronic 
construction grammar includes the development of partially substantive constructions, 
and therefore incorporates instances of grammaticalization in its analysis (as well as 
instances of lexicalization for that matter), but it also comprises within its scope the 
diachronic development of fully schematic constructions, i.e., constructions in which 
each slot is open to more than one lexical item.36  
Typical instances of schematic constructions are sentence structure templates. 
Slots in sentence constructions are always open to more than one lexical item. 
Importantly, the number and properties of the slots occurring in such sentence 
constructions may differ between sentence types. Narrative sentences for instance 
have different constructional properties from those used in essay writing, in that they 
require — on top of a subject-, verb- (and object-)slot, grammatical means to express 
sequences of events. This can be achieved, for instance, by a structural slot open to 
adverbials of time (as On Monday they married. The next day, they drove to Italy on 
honeymoon). An example of diachronic constructional change involving sentence 
constructions might be the disappearance of the slot for time adverbials and the 
compensatory addition of certain temporal or aspectual distinctions in the verbal slot. 
In line with this broader perspective of a diachronic construction grammar, my 
research appeals both to changes of (partially) substantive constructions, such as the 
rise of the future construction [shall Inf], and changes at the schematic level, among 
which changes in narrative sentence constructions, notably the loss of verb-second 
syntax. Crucially, it will be shown how various constructions interact with the function 
words at issue, and how, therefore, diachronic construction grammar opens new 
perspectives on the loss or merger of function words. For example, previous research 
has noticed that (GE)WIERÐ often co-occurred with certain other words, notably time 
                                               
35
 Note that the attention in grammaticalization research to constructions rather than to lexical items or 
morphemes is of a relatively recent date; see also Bybee (2003: 602-603); Himmelmann (2004: 31).  
36
 It has been argued that changes in schematic constructions are ultimately also instances of 
grammaticalization (or lexicalization) processes (Trousdale 2008b, and see Noël (2007). This is a moot 
point, and an explicit reply in favour of the independent status of constructional change has been made 
by Hilpert (2009). Whatever the case be, in the traditional grammaticalization literature fully schematic 
constructions so far have only received marginal attention. Since the delineation of the concepts of 
grammaticalization and lexicalization is not a central issue of my research, I will not generally make 
decisions as to whether or not the various constructional changes discussed in this study are instances 
of grammaticalization or lexicalization. Even so, my analyses might still indirectly contribute to the 
discussion.  
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adverbs such as þa ‘then’, or intensifiers like swiðe ‘very’. These associations so far 
have been accounted for as a consequence of the compatibility of the lexical semantics 
of these items. In chapter 4 I will show that (GE)WIERÐ also often co-occurred with verb-
second syntax. This association can no longer be explained through lexical semantics 
alone. Construction grammar provides the conceptual apparatus to account in a 
principled way for these various associations, and can explain how they were crucial 
factors in the dissapearance of (GE)WIERÐ. Similarly, a constructionist account will also 
prove to be effective in the case of the merger of IS and BIÐ and the copularization 
process of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ.  
I will now consider in more detail how a constructional approach can improve on 
the results of previous studies. Specifically, in section 3.3.2 I discuss the concept of 
competition and prototypicality from a constructional perspective. From this discussion 
it will become clear that the presence of competition is arguably not sufficient to 
explain the loss of (GE)WIERÐ or the merger of IS and BIÐ. Attention is drawn to the 
importance of prototypical uses of each of these verbs, in which they do not compete 
with one another, and to the way in which these prototypical uses are defined by the 
constructions with which each verb is associated. These constructions are not 
restricted to the argument structure constructions these lexemes occur in, but also 
comprise what I will call the constructional environment of these lexemes, the set of 
constructions other than argument structure constructions. Section 3.3.3 highlights 
the importance of distinguishing the lexical licensing view on argument structure from 
the constructional view. The first view has the drawback of unnecessary positing a 
separate sense for each argument structure a lexeme can occur in. Therefore the 
second, constructional, view is needed, to provide a clear picture on the unity of the 
lexeme, and consequently on its prototypical semantics, which were argued to be of 
primary importance in accounting for its history. Section 3.3.4, finally, draws attention 
to the distinction between past and present tense as correlating to a distinction 
between various macro-constructional environments. Given the previously established 
importance of constructional environments, it is concluded that past and present tense 
are best treated separately.  
 
3.3.2 THE CONCEPTS OF COMPETITION (PERIPHERY) AND PROTOTYPICALITY (CORE) 
In this section I explain the most important methodological assumptions related to the 
concepts of competition, prototypicality and constructional environment, which 
underlie much of the analysis in chapters 4 and 5. While overlap between function 
words is found everywhere, the prototypical semantics or function of two competing 
items may still remain clearly distinct (Geeraerts 2000: 88-9), and this may help 
explain their existing side-by-side. My own approach, then, is almost opposite to most 
previous studies and examines the possibility that it is prototypicality and not 
competition, or functional overlap, which primarily explains why one form ousts 
another. Crucially, partly as a consequence of their non-referring, functional nature, 
the prototypicality of function words is primarily determined by the constructions they 
are most exclusively associated with. When a certain lexeme’s constructional 
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environment changes in some way or another, this automatically has an impact on the 
prototypical function of this lexeme, with its possible loss or merger as a consequence. 
Even if the result is replacement of a first lexeme by another one, and some degree of 
competition is needed to account for this other lexeme taking over the functions of the 
first, the overall impact of competition may still be only secondary. 
 Before I turn to the constructional part of this section, I first discuss the 
concepts of competiton and prototypicality. A recurrent shortcoming of the existing 
literature on Old and Middle English Copulas and Passive Auxiliaries is that it generally 
lacks a principled view on the relationship between these two concepts.  
First, in the literature on IS and BIÐ, Kilpiö’s synchronic semantic contrast between 
Old English IS and BIÐ makes use of the notion of ‘tendency’ (Kilpiö 1993, DOE 2008). 
Thus his classification is apparently not categorical, and a certain amount of overlap in 
use is claimed to be present — nevertheless, semantic distinctions remain clearly 
perceivable. This is exactly the kind of situation that falls within the range of prototype 
theory. By contrast, the synchronic distribution of IS and BIÐ in Middle English is only 
analysed from the perspective of dialectal variation (Forsström 1948, Kilpiö 1997). The 
development from Old to Middle English is never really accounted for since the link 
between the language-internal analysis of Old English and the variational analysis of 
Middle English remains unexplored. A principled view on the nature of competition and 
prototypicality, and the relationship between them, may provide the necessary means 
for explaining this development from a language-internal point of view.  
Admittedly, competition has received a central place in the literature on (GE)WIERÐ. 
However, the concept itself is ill-defined. The definition I will put forward here is based 
on a classical definition of interspecific competition (i.e., competition between species) 
from evolutionary biology. In drawing this parallel with evolutionary biology, this study 
also fits in into the increasing evidence in support for an evolutionary approach to 
language change, as for example expounded in Croft (2000). The original definition is 
as follows: “Interspecific competition [...] is a form of competition in which individuals 
of different species vie for the same resource in an ecosystem (e.g. food or living 
space)” (Wikipedia, s.v. interspecific competition; the information is based on 
Townsend et al. 2003, chapter 6). In linguistic terms this might be reformulated as: 
“Competition between function words is a form of competition in which two function 
words vie for being selected in instantiations (in utterances) of a function which they 
both can adequately fulfill”.  
The linguistic literature on competition in the case of (GE)WIERÐ is generally in 
agreement with this definition. More problematic are the factors considered relevant 
for the outcome of competition. The two factors usually mentioned are frequency — a 
more frequent item takes over a less frequent one — or expressivity — a more 
expressive member takes over a less expressive one.  
The factor of expressivity, as was described in section 2.1.2, is mentioned by 
Biese (1932, 1952) in the context of the copular use of (GE)WIERÐ, which allegedly was 
taken over by more expressive copulas such as BECUMEÞ or WEAXEÞ. However, as Biese 
admits himself (1952: 10), he did not find a clear direct correlation between the 
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disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ and the appearance of copulas like BECUMEÞ or WEAXEÞ.  
The factor of frequency has been appealed to in many studies on the passive use 
(GE)WIERÐ, in which it was argued that (GE)WIERÐ was lost due to its (existing or 
developing) overlap and competition with the far more frequent WESEÐ/IS/BIÐ-cluster. 
Indeed, Mitchell (1985) argued that competition was common in the passive use of 
WIERÐ, with examples such as the seemingly synonymous uses of wearð and wæs in (8), 
here repeated as (83).  
 
(83) (Annal 651) Her Oswine kyning wæs ofslægen [...] (Annal 654) Her 
 here Oswine king was slain here 
 Onna cyning wearþ ofslægen.  
Onna king got slain 
‘In 651 King Oswine was slain [...] In 654 King Onna was slain.’ (c891. 
ChronA: 651 & 654) 
 
The problem with this frequency account is that frequency as a monolithic figure 
in which all uses of a lexeme are lumped together may hide more important frequency 
characteristics of specific areas of use. No doubt overlap between function words is 
found everywhere. However, the semantics of two competing items may still remain 
clearly distinct in those areas where they do not overlap. In general, as long as these 
areas remain sufficiently discernable and sufficiently frequent, the two items that 
compete in their periphery may continue to exist side-by-side indefinitely. Moreover, 
the distinct semantics of non-overlapping uses may also throw light on much of the 
overlapping uses, where these semantics may still be present, even though they are 
not recoverable from the immediate context. The persistence of some distinct 
semantic features of (GE)WIERÐ even in the areas where it competes with the 
WESEÐ/IS/BIÐ-cluster has occasionally been mentioned in passing in some of the 
existing literature. For instance, this persistence may be the underlying reason for the 
preference shown by passive (GE)WIERÐ for both negatively connoted situations (like 
dying, getting slain, angry etc.) and sudden changes (as noted by Kilpiö 1989: 85), or it 
might throw light on the remarkable co-occurrence of passive (GE)WIERÐ and þa ‘then’ 
(Frary 1929: 35, Müller 2009).  
If it can be demonstrated that in most uses of a function word such as (GE)WIERÐ 
distinct semantic features are still present and that its overlap with another function 
word such as WÆS is overall a less central, or even peripheral phenomenon, competition 
will no longer provide the adequate model to explain the loss of this function word. 
Assuming that this is indeed the case — evidence will be given in chapter 4 — the loss 
of (GE)WIERÐ can arguably be better explained by taking into account its distinct 
semantics. Similarly, the merger of BIÐ and IS might also profit from a close look at the 
way in which they differ.  
The role of the semantic distinctions between various lexemes competing in a 
certain area can further be highlighted by the application of prototype theory to 
semantics. According to this approach (called the psychological view on prototypes in 
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Geeraerts 1988, 1997) a lexeme’s prototypical semantics is not a discrete unit sep-
arated from its other lexical nodes. Meaning typically consists of a bundle of features, 
and a prototypical sense is a sense that has more such features (or more salient ones) 
than a less-prototypical one. As explained in detail in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & 
Bakema 1994, such a view on meaning is similar to prototypicality as found in the 
extra-linguistic world (and in the case of referring words, the two may overlap). A 
robin, for instance, is perceived as a prototypical bird precisely because it has many 
features that are definitional for birdhood. A robin can fly, has wings, feathers, a beak, 
and is born from eggs. Conversely, a kiwi is not so prototypical a bird, because it has 
far fewer of these features: it only has a beak and is born from eggs.  
In the case of a lexeme’s semantics the prototype can be defined as the central 
reference point of a network of senses, i.e. the point to which all semantic extensions 
in some way refer (cf. Rice 1996: 140-142). Extensions are semantically less central 
because they have fewer features. They are created when some of the available 
features are isolated or somehow modified but they remain through these features 
directly or indirectly (in the case of extensions of extensions) related to the more 
central or prototypical uses. The prototype thus functions as a kind of glue by which all 
uses can stick together, and which make a certain lexeme polysemous rather than 
homonymous. Polysemy will not turn into homonymy as long as the extensions can be 
interpreted in an economical way in a single semantic schema. To the extent that the 
prototype is central, it is natural to assume that this prototype and its features will play 
an important part in the history of this lexeme. The uses of a certain lexeme that will 
have the greatest impact on its history may be those that instantiate its prototypical 
semantics best.  
To examine the part played by more and less prototypical senses or uses, it is 
crucial to determine the semantic outlines of a lexeme’s prototype. In view of the 
longstanding debate in the literature on the various semantic distinctions between 
either (GE)WIERÐ and WESEÐ or BIÐ, IS and WESEÐ, this will probably not be an easy task. An 
important reason why it is hard to distinguish the prototypical semantics, or functions, 
of these lexemes is that they are all function words, which do not refer to an 
extralinguistic entity. In that respect they are radically different from a word such as 
bird, whose prototypical sense is related to what kind of bird is perceived as 
prototypical in the extra-linguistic world. On a more abstract level (GE)WIERÐ perhaps 
can be argued to refer to an extra-linguistic event, but such reference is so fuzzy that 
it is not very helpful. It is even harder to see how the other verbs do so. 
At this point, constructions come into play. The only way to deal with this 
fuzziness and to bring to the fore the prototypical semantic (or functional) features of 
function words is by a language-internal analysis of the constructions in their 
environment. A prototypical instantiation of a function word would then be an instance 
that is embedded in, or collocates with those constructions that are most typical of this 
function word. A detailed analysis of the constructions in which a lexeme occurs might 
therefore throw light on what are its more and less prototypical uses, and to what 
extent these have contributed to that lexeme’s history. An example of how this might 
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work was hinted at in the previous section, where attention was drawn to the 
composite nature of time stability in Copular Constructions. The fact that the 
unmarked copula IS often co-occurs with object predicates perhaps did not come as a 
great surprise, given their shared semantic component of stativity. If generalized, 
however, this kind of correlation can be an interesting heuristic to uncover more of the 
semantics of the verb. In other words, it is assumed that the semantics of the Subject 
Complements and that of the Copula predict each other to a certain extent. Copulas 
that express a punctual change such as (GE)WIERÐ or GET can be expected to occur 
relatively more frequently than does stative IS with intrinsically time-unstable Subject 
Complements such as emotions (angry, happy) or physical states such as sick or 
healthy. A collocational analysis of Subject Complements of the various Old and Middle 
English Copulas under examination can therefore impart certain information on the 
prototypical semantics of these verbs. And analyses of the relation between a lexeme 
and other constructions than argument structure constructions may provide yet 
additional information. As will be seen in the next chapters, these analyses will confirm 
that considerable semantic distinctions exist between the copulas throughout their 
uses, and this makes competition a less obvious candidate for explaining for instance 
the loss of (GE)WIERÐ.  
Returning to the notion of frequency, it is important to further clarify this notion 
when defining prototypicality and distinctiveness in terms of constructional 
environment. In order to make the central, prototypical uses of a function word 
recoverable synchronically, the constructions which define these prototypical uses 
need to occur with some frequency. This is because of the cognitive principle of 
entrenchment, which was first formulated by Langacker as follows:37 
 
It is also important to recognize that automatization is a matter of degree. In 
distinguishing notationally between units and nonunits, I imply neither a sharp 
dichotomy nor homogeneity among the structures in either group. Linguistic 
structures are more realistically conceived as falling along a continuous scale 
of entrenchment in cognitive organization. Every use of a structure has a 
positive impact on its degree of entrenchment, whereas extended periods of 
disuse have a negative impact. (Langacker 1987: 59) 
 
The more frequent constructions are, the more entrenched they become in the minds 
of language users. A certain lexeme’s degree of distinctiveness will thus be dependent 
on the degree with which it is entrenched in those constructions that define its 
prototypical functions and semantics. The more entrenched the lexeme is in these 
constructions, the more it will stick to them, like a cognitive chunk (e.g., parts of 
idiomatic expressions), and the less independent the lexeme will become.  
Putting it differently, it can be argued that the vaguer the meaning of a word, the 
                                               
37
 Similar positions with regard to entrenchment are also found in Bybee (2003) and in evolutionary 
linguistic approaches such as that of Haspelmath (1999), Croft (2000b). 
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more (the establishment of) its function or semantics will depend on the constructions 
in which it occurs, particularly on those to which it sticks most closely. These need not 
be, but often are those in which the lexeme occurs most frequently overall. More 
accurately, it concerns those constructions that set off the word most clearly against 
other words with similar functions. This implies that frequency of co-occurrence is 
important, but also the significance of this frequency as compared to co-occurrence 
with other function words, or what can also be called saliency or strength of 
association. Various methods exist to measure this kind of strength of association. 
When only one variable is at stake, a very accurate method to measure associational 
strengths is the Fisher-Exact test. This test has the advantage over more traditional 
measures such as the t-test that it does not require any particular sample-size and 
also gives reliable results with smaller samples that can be expected to be found in 
diachronic data. I will make frequent use of the Fisher-Exact test throughout chapters 
4 and 5. In chapter 4, a more advanced method, based on the Fisher-Exact test, is 
used to measure strengths of association when many more variables are at stake. This 
method is called distinctive collexeme analysis and has been developed by Gries & 
Stefanowitsch (2004). It is is particularly suitable to investigate the differences between 
two near-equivalent constructions. In the definition of Gries & Stefanowitsch, 
distinctive collexeme analysis is “the analysis of alternating pairs of constructions and 
their relative preferences for words that can (or should be able to) occur in both of 
them” (Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004: 101).38 These relative preferences, or what I have 
called strengths of association, are further referred to as COLLOSTRUCTIONAL STRENGTHS.  
While high frequencies have been evoked in explaining stability of function 
words or morphemes (e.g. Bybee 2003), a high collostructional strength between a 
frequent function word and (parts of) its constructional environment can overrule this 
stability principle. This is specifically the case if certain constructions belonging to its 
constructional environment are gradually lost from the language, a phenomenon that 
has been so far largely ignored in the literature. This is precisely what I will argue 
happened to (GE)WEARÐ, which will be shown to have been strongly associated with 
verb-second syntax and certain time adverbs (together making up the Old English 
SYSTEM OF BOUNDEDNESS), phenomena that were all but lost by the end of the fourteenth 
century. When it can be shown that changes in a lexeme’s constructional environment 
have a crucial impact on the frequency of this lexeme, the role of competition may 
prove to be of secondary importance only. This hypothesis, in fact, is not different 
from what is found in recent models of evolutionary biology, which emphasize that 
changes in the environment may pre-empt the eventual outcome of competition 
between species, leading to the extinction of one species before competition could 
lead to a similar outcome. Townsend et al. (2003: 201) put this as follows: “A realistic 
view of interspecific competition must acknowledge that it often proceeds not in 
                                               
38
 The method differs from a distinctive collocate analysis (Church et al. 1991), in that it focuses on 
words or phrases (here called collexemes) appearing in particular slots in the constructions under 
analysis rather than charting all words within a given span.  
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isolation, but under the influence of, and within the constraints of, a patchy, 
impermanent or unpredictable world”.  
In sum, an important hypothesis for which evidence will be adduced throughout 
my analyses is that the distribution of two or more function words may remain stable 
indefinitely, as long as their constructional environment clearly differentiates their 
prototypical functions from one another. Under these conditions, they may still 
compete with one another, but such competition will be limited to their periphery and 
as such will only have a very limited impact. However, when the constructional 
environment of one of these function words changes, this may lead to erosion of the 
function word’s prototypical functions. This may have two consequences. The function 
word may decrease in use in an absolute sort of way, because it gradually disappears 
together with that constructional environment. In addition, because its prototypical 
function is weakened, the existing competition, which had so far been in the balance, 
may change to the advantage of the other function word, whose constructional 
environment did not change (or not so drastically). Or, as is the case in merger, a new 
kind of distributional principle may emerge, restoring the balanced situation and 
reducing competition again to its original proportion, or even eliminating it altogether. 
In either case, competition would not be the primary mechanism of change, but would 
be conditioned by a more general change in the lexeme’s constructional environment.  
3.3.3 CONSTRUCTIONS VERSUS LEXICAL RULES 
The previous section dealt with the two related concepts of competition and 
prototypicality. It was argued that in order to attain to a proper analysis of the process 
of competition between certain lexemes, it is essential to look at all uses of those 
lexemes, and to establish the distinctive semantic features of each of these lexemes on 
the basis of their entrenchment in a specific constructional environment. In this section 
I will elaborate on a second, related issue, namely that of lexical rules versus 
constructions.  
The distinction between lexical rules and constructions is of some importance for 
correctly determining the prototypical functions of the lexemes at issue, and it is 
particularly illuminating in the case of (GE)WIERÐ. An important reason why previous 
studies have not adequately established the semantic features specific to (GE)WIERÐ has 
been their limitation to an analysis of this verb in either its passive or its copular 
function, and the implicit treatment of the Passive Auxiliary (GE)WIERÐ, the Copula 
(GE)WIERÐ and the Intransitive Verb (GE)WIERÐ as three different verbs or at least involving 
three different senses of the same verb. This kind of limitation, while probably being to 
a large extent merely the result of practical considerations, is also a consequence of 
the theoretical assumption that the argument structure of a clause is dependent on the 
valency pattern licensed by the main verb of that clause. This assumption is commonly 
referred to as the lexical rule model. This model assumes that the rules for building up 
argument structures are each time stored as part of the cognitive structure of a 
lexeme.  
Construction grammar provides a different approach to argument structure, 
especially in its original Goldbergian appearance (Goldberg 1995, Goldberg 2006), 
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which particularly concentrated on providing a more economic alternative to this 
lexical rule model. One of the main arguments for an alternative theory was the 
occurrence of utterances like the by now famous sneeze-example, shown in (84) 
(originally given in Goldberg 1995: 9).  
 
(84) He sneezed the napkin off the table.  
 
While sneeze is a showcase-example of an intransitive verb, at first glance it seems to 
be used transitively in (84). Instead of positing a very unlikely intransitive sense for 
sneeze, Goldberg formulated the constructional alternative, according to which 
constructions can influence the valency patterns of verbs. In this model sneeze RECEIVES 
a transitive reading when used in the caused motion construction rather than licensing 
such a transitive pattern itself. Assuming a construction at work provides an elegant 
way to account for such a sentence, because it is no longer necessary to postulate a 
very implausible transitive sense for the verb sneeze. Not only are cases like these the 
clearest illustrations of the independent status of constructions, they also warn against 
the risk of the multiplication of senses in a lexical rule model.  
Note that Croft (2003) points out, and rightly so, that there is not really a 
dichotomy between the two approaches, but that they both contribute to the actual 
linguistic situation, in which often certain (classes of) verbs are highly associated with 
certain constructions. Constructions like these Croft calls verb-class-specific or verb-
specific constructions. This type also seems to be the relevant type of construction 
when dealing with Copular and Passive constructions, whose instantiations to a very 
high degree contain only a small class of (highly grammaticalized) verbs. Nevertheless 
it is important to step aside from this relation of mutual dependency for a moment to 
get a good view of the unitary sense of the lexemes under consideration.  
With regard to the case of (GE)WIERÐ, it turns out that well worked out foundations 
are generally missing for assuming the presence of significantly different meanings 
across various argument structure constructions. A closer look at the data clearly 
shows that treating passive, copular, and other instances of (GE)WIERÐ as separate 
nodes of a polysemous (GE)WIERÐ is not justified. Instead, it appears that most if not all 
of the instances of (GE)WIERÐ share a generalized sense of ‘transition from one state 
into another state’, roughly the sense of Present-Day Dutch or German. Most of the 
time assuming such a sense in all of these constructions results in a contextually 
logical translation. In spite of the difficulties met in determining the semantics of WIERÐ 
in many of its passive instances, in some instances at least the idea of change of state 
is clearly present. This is for example the case in the contrastive sentences (6) and (7) 
given in the second chapter, where belocene wurdon in (7) indicated that the doors 
changed their status from being open to being closed at that particular point in time, 
whereas wæron ... belocene in (6) means ‘were in a closed state’. They are here 
repeated as (85) and (86).  
 
(85) Gehwa wundrað hu se hælend become into his apostolum. & 
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everybody wonders how the saviour become:SBJV.PST into his apostles & 
wæron þeahhwæðere þa dura belocene.  
were yet the doors closed 
‘Everybody wonders how the Saviour got by his apostles, and yet the doors 
were closed.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 16: 308.27) 
(86) Hi urnon on æfnunge ut of ðissere byrig, mid ðam ðe ða 
they ran in evening out of this city at time-point that the 
burhgata belocene wurdon.  
city-gates closed became 
‘They ran out of this city in the evening, just as the city-gates were (being) 
closed.’ (c1005. Josh: 2.5) 
 
A contrastive near-minimal pair of the intransitive use of WÆS versus (GE)WEARÐ — which 
is often neglected in the literature — is given in (87) and (88). Similar pairs can easily 
be found for WÆS versus (GE)WEARÐ in all other argument structure constructions as well.  
 
(87) Þa wearð ceald weder, stearc storma gelac 
then arose cold weather strong storm:GEN.PL commotion 
‘Then cold weather arose, the strong play of storms.’ (?a960. Met: 26:28) 
(88) Hit wæs ceald weder & micel cyle on þa tid þe ure Hælend 
it was cold weather and much chill in the time that our Saviour 
 þrowode.  
suffered 
‘There was cold weather and great coldness during the time that our 
Saviour suffered.’ (c1005. HomS 19 [Schaefer]: 116) 
 
Note that the possible general transitional sense of (GE)WIERÐ does not necessarily 
coincide with the prototypical sense of (GE)WIERÐ. Rather, it is to be seen as a constant 
feature that associates all different uses with each other and, presumably, is derivative 
of a semantically richer, prototypical sense, which — as will be seen — contains, 
among other things, the connotations of negativity and suddennes mentioned earlier. 
A detailed analysis of the semantic difference between past tense (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
will be the subject of the second section of chapter 4, and a similar analysis of the 
present tense will be given in the second section of chapter 5.  
If the semantics of change of state indeed proves to be pervasive throughout all 
uses of (GE)WIERÐ, a separate treatment of passive, copular and intransitive 
constructions involving (GE)WIERÐ is not justified, and neither is a separate treatment of 
WIERÐ versus GEWIERÐ. Something similar might be argued for the other lexemes too. 
Instead, (GE)WIERÐ has to be treated as a single lexeme, and mechanisms have to be 
looked for that had an effect on all its uses in all its argument structure constructions. 
Specifically, it will be seen that environmental constructions other than argument 
structure constructions are instrumental in the changes these lexemes undergo. 
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Phenomena like inverted clausal constructions, time adverbials (in particular þa ‘then’) 
or the analytic future with [shall Inf] are found in co-occurrence with all types of 
argument structure constructions, and will be seen to interact with the core semantics 
of the lexemes at issue whatever the argument structure construction they appear in.  
3.3.4 THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PAST TENSE AND PRESENT TENSE USES 
The emphasis expressed in the preceding section was on a single core meaning of all 
verbs under examination. In this section this view is slightly adjusted by drawing 
attention to a major split in the constructional environment of the lexemes WÆS, 
(GE)WIERÐ, BIÐ AND IS. The conclusion will be that two different macro-constructional 
environments have to be distinguished, namely narrative and non-narrative, and that 
these two environments largely correlate to past and present tense. For WÆS, IS and BIÐ, 
which are only used in one of these tenses, this does not really change anything. For 
(GE)WIERÐ, it implies that this lexeme may have a considerably different function in the 
past and the present tense, and that the disappearance of this lexeme should be 
analysed separately for each of these tenses.  
The distinction between past and present tense at regular intervals reoccurs in 
the existing literature, but has not yet been treated in a systematic way. Frary for 
example splits up the past and present tenses in some parts of her discussion (1929: 
15, footnote 2), but does never relate this distinction to the loss of (GE)WIERÐ. 
Zieglschmid (1930) is the only diachronic study that explicitly argues for the impact of 
the present tense verb BIÐ on the loss of present tense (GE)WIERÐ, but he remains silent 
on the contrast with the past tense. Strikingly, most studies on passive (GE)WIERÐ and 
WESEÞ tend to almost exclusively cite past tense examples. As such, they are restricted 
to an analysis of the competition of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in the past tense, but this fact 
has gone largely unnoticed. By contrast, Kilpiö’s synchronic study does make the 
distinction between past and present tense (1989: 13), but the distinction is only made 
to facilitate his discussion of the double paradigm of IS and BIÐ, which has no 
equivalent in the past. A theoretical explanation for why there is no double paradigm 
in the past is not contemplated. Recently, Wischer (2006) has discussed the emergence 
of the periphrastic future in English with will/shall + infinitive, and the concomitant 
loss of WIERÐ as a marker of future tense, which is, naturally, confined to its present 
tense instances.39  
That a fundamental account of a possible distinction between the past and 
present tense is desirable is shown by the different frequency histories of (GE)WIERÐ in 
these tenses. Before any detailed study on the lexemes at issue appeared, 
Wandschneider (1887: 7) — in a paper discussing the syntax of Piers the Plowman, and 
not about (GE)WIERÐ at all — pointed out that the past tense use is lost earlier than the 
present tense use. This fact is mentioned occasionally in later studies, without fully 
                                               
39
 Interestingly, the MED fairly consistently distinguishes between sense of worthen that are found in 
both past and present tense, and those senses related to future time that are found in the present tense 
only. 
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taking in its importance. The difference between the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the present 
and in the past is confirmed by the frequency figures in Table 3.1. This table compares 
the tense distribution of the instances of (GE)WIERÐ in early ME and in late ME. The 
figures are based on all the occurrences of (GE)WIERÐ in LEON-alfa — for which see 
section 3.4 —, complemented for the latter period with additional texts from ICAMET 
2004 and with complementary citations from the online MED, s.vv. worthen and 
iworthen and from the online OED, s.vv. worth, v.2 and i-worth. Scottish or Irish English 
texts have been disregarded in the compilation of this table (and elsewhere). The 
situation in these dialects differs considerably and their discussion falls outside the 
scope of this study.  
  1151-1350 1351-1500 
Present indicative 221 (33%) 50 (45%) 
Infinitive 167 (25%) 32 (29%) 
Past indicative 228 (34%) 20 (18%) 
Past participle 58 (9%) 7 (6%) 
Total 674 (100%) 110 (100%) 
Table 3.1. Past and present tense of (GE)WIERÐ 
 
Table 3.1 clearly shows that the past tense (consisting of the past indicative and past 
participle) of (GE)WIERÐ fell into disuse more quickly than did the present tense. In early 
ME, (GE)WIERÐ was still distributed evenly between past and present tense, whereas in 
late ME the present tense is about three times as frequent as the past. The loss of 
(GE)WEARÐ (the past tense uses), moreover, is fairly evenly spread among its functions, 
and passive, copular and intransitive uses were all lost roughly about the end of the 
fourteenth century. The last productive attestations of (GE)WEARÐ both with a participle 
and in its copular use are found in John of Trevisa’s Higden, a southern text which the 
MED dates to a1387. An example of the latter is given in (89), and of the former in 
(90).40  
 
(89)  Kyng Edredus werþ sore seek.  
‘King Edred became very sick.’ ((a1387). Trev. Higd. [StJ-C H.1]: 6.457) 
(90) A purske<r>vere in kuttinge of purses werþ i-cli3t in his hondes.  
a purse-cutter in cutting of purses became clutched in his hands 
                                               
40
 According to the OED, the last instance of past tense WEARÐ postdates Trevisa’s texts by about a 
century, and is found in Caxton’s Reynard. The example reads Thus worden my teeth all bloody (1481. 
Caxton, Reynard [OD col.] (Caxton) xvi. (Arb.): 34; see online OED [2nd edition 1989], s.v. worthen). This 
instance, however, can almost certainly be disregarded as being a calque from Dutch. Muller & Logeman 
1892 (44, l-li) clearly demonstrate the presence of various Dutch words left untranslated in the English 
version. The spelling worden suggests that this is what happened in this case too, since it is identical to 
the Dutch version, which reads Aldus so worden mijn tanden bloedich. In addition, even if Caxton 
recognized the verb, he might have taken it to be a present tense, which would be, even despite the 
past tense context, perfectly possible since worden was the common spelling for the present in Dutch – 
the past would normally have been werden. 
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‘A cutpurse, while cutting purses, got clutched in his hands.’ ((a1387). 
Trev. Higd. [StJ-C H.1]: 8.181) 
 
The different behaviour of past and present tense can be explained as 
consequence of the different degree to which they correlate to certain genres. Past 
tense in written language is frequently used for the narration of a series of events, that 
is, for story-telling. The association between past tense and ‘narrative action’ has been 
shown to be statistically significant (Biber 1991: 108). Present tense is only rarely used 
for this purpose, and is used mainly in genres such as instruction or exposition. It is 
only to be expected that, when the communicative goals of past and present tense 
differ so widely, the mechanisms that have an impact on their use will differ as well.  
Importantly, recent psycholinguistic studies (Carroll & von Stutterheim 2003, 
Carroll & Lambert 2003 & Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 2004) argue that 
grammatical form is not a separate system which is independent of meaning, but 
incorporates a system of meanings which may in a given language be prominent in the 
linguistic encoding of genres such as the narrative genre (2004: 185). Depending on 
the availability of certain grammaticalized constructions, some languages, like German 
and Dutch, show a strong preference for bounded construal of narratives, i.e., they 
construe narrative as a series of completed events, while other languages such as 
Present-Day English or Arabic, more easily make use of unbounded construal. In other 
words, narrative can be decomposed into a set of interrelated constructions. More 
generally, genre can be seen as a macro-constructional environment in which a large 
number of lexemes and constructions interact in a structured and regular way. If two 
macro-constructional environments, then, strongly correlate with past tense and 
present tense respectively, the different frequency histories of different tenses of a 
particular function word may be the consequence of different developments of these 
macro-constructional environments. Together with the different pace with which 
(GE)WIERÐ is lost in the past and the present tense, these are sufficient reasons to make 
the past-present distinction a major organisational principle of the rest of this 
dissertation.  
 
 
3.4 Methodological considerations: corpus compilation and data extraction 
3.4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the previous sections, I have made use of my own corpus data to 
exemplify certain theoretical concepts and claims. This section, then, serves the 
purpose of describing this corpus. In section 3.4.2 I first set out the different views on 
the major problem of dialectal discrepancy met when analysing developments that 
involve the transition from Old to Middle English. Generally, two different views exist, 
one of resignation (‘the problem of dialectal discrepancy cannot be solved’) and one of 
ignorance (‘we act as if there is no such problem’). I argue that both these views are 
based on a misperception of the textual situation, and that it is actually feasible to 
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compile a corpus which makes a comparison between Old and Middle English possible. 
My attempt at compiling such a corpus and the principles adhered to during this 
procedure are explained in section 3.4.3. Finally, section 3.4.4 outlines how the actual 
data were delineated and extracted from that corpus, and explains the referencing 
system used to identify examples derived from these data.  
 
3.4.2 PHILOLOGISTS VERSUS LINGUISTS AND THE NEED FOR A SOLUTION 
In general, two approaches exist in research involving the Old as well as the Middle 
English period, each taking a different position on problems that arise when comparing 
these two stages of the language. The first approach is mainly philological and 
descriptive in nature. Its position with respect to any problems involved in comparing 
Old and Middle English is basically one of RESIGNATION. The second approach is that of 
theoretical linguistics, which is concerned with mechanisms of language change such 
as grammaticalization or lexicalization. In this approach, problems of comparison are 
more often than not IGNORED. Either one of these positions is, in essence, undesirable. 
In this section, I first discuss what underlies these positions, and I then explain how 
either of these undesirable positions may be avoided.  
First, in philological research on English, it is commonly accepted that a wide gap 
exists between Old and Middle English (see, for instance, Milroy 1992: 167; Toon 
1992: 434-435). Old English manuscripts are predominantly preserved in the southern 
West Saxon dialect. The earliest Middle English texts (from the period 1151-1250), 
however, are almost exclusively written in a Midland dialect (most of them in a dialect 
from the West Midlands), which, if anything, is rather a continuation of the Anglian 
(Mercian) dialect of Old English. The usual conclusion drawn from this observation is 
one of resignation: Old English and Middle English data should not be compared, 
because they derive from two widely differing dialects.  
By contrast, in more theoretically oriented linguistic studies, the problem is often 
largely ignored, and comparisons between Old and Middle English are readily made — 
a point also discussed at length in Lass (1994: 1-5). The main argument given in 
defence of this strategy is that the data are so scarce that the best one can do is to 
make use of all of them. Indeed, if the language items one is doing research on are 
fairly low or even average in frequency, ignoring the dialectal discrepancies may well 
be the only option.  
It cannot be denied that the dialectical differences discerned by philological 
studies constitute a problem. In the case of low-frequency words, this problem may be 
insurmountable to a certain extent, giving linguists no other option than to use all of 
the material available and run the risk of concluding that an internal change took place 
when really a dialectal shift occurred. If high-frequency items, such as the function 
words under examination in this dissertation, are involved, however, the problem must 
not be overrated and can be surmounted by making use of a corpus that uses a wider 
range of texts than is commonly done. Indeed, while the gap between Old and Middle 
English may be an important reason why previous studies failed to trace the internal 
development of a verb such as (GE)WIERÐ in detail and mostly fell back on external 
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influence in their explanation, the real reason why a language-internal explanation was 
unattainable arguably resides in their choice of corpus. The hesitancy of early 
philological studies in comparing Old and Middle English is to a considerable extent a 
consequence of the nature of the texts that are used in these studies. Mostly, they limit 
themselves to the texts from the literary canon as defined in the nineteenth century, 
when many manuscripts still lay unedited in some library or archive. For Old English, 
these are mainly the works of Alfred and his entourage, the numerous works of Ælfric, 
the West Saxon Gospels or the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. For early Middle English, the 
canon consisted mostly of the Ormulum, Layamon’s Brut, and the Ancrene Wisse 
together with other works from the so-called AB dialect. By making use almost 
exclusively of this received body of texts, the differences between Old and Middle 
English were considerably magnified, because the Old English texts included in it are in 
effect almost exclusively West Saxon, and most of the Middle English texts originate in 
the West Midlands (with the exception of the Ormulum, which is from the East 
Midlands). Unfortunately, this literary canon to a great extent also constitutes the basis 
for more recent corpora such as the YCOE or the PPCME2.  
To some extent, because the texts from the literary canon are some of the 
longest texts that have come down to us, they will inevitably make up a considerable 
part of any corpus. Still, the nature of all the manuscript evidence taken together is so 
diverse and complicated that it would be overly simplistic to treat Old and Middle 
English as representatives of two as it were unrelated dialects, and a considerable 
amount of continuity can be perceived. On this basis, it becomes possible to compile a 
more representative corpus.41  
 
3.4.3 LEON: A NEW CORPUS FOR RESEARCH ON THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH 
In the previous section the two major views on the relation between Old and Middle 
English and how to deal with it were contrasted and it was shown that neither the 
resignation of the first view nor the ignorance of the second are unavoidable. Instead, 
a more representative corpus should, in principle, be possible. This conclusion has 
inspired me to start a project, which is still ongoing, of compiling such a more 
representative corpus. This corpus is named LEON (Leuven English Old to New). The 
‘New’ in the name refers the fact that its intended scope is the entire documented 
history of English, not just Old and Middle English, but at present corpus compilation 
has focused on these two periods. For this study, a first version of this corpus was 
used, to which I will refer as LEON-alfa. In this section, I will explain the methods used 
in the compilation of LEON-alfa and provide an overview of the corpus.  
 First, I collected the following existing corpora and additional texts: For the Old 
English period, the York Parsed Corpus of Old English (YCOE), consisting of prose 
texts, and the York-Penn Parsed Corpus of Old English poetry (YPC). The verse texts 
                                               
41
 In fact, the Helsinki Corpus provided a first attempt to compile such a corpus, but not only this corpus 
is rather small, certain biases, such as an overrepresentation of Ælfric, remain present.  
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were collected, bearing in mind that they are almost never purely West Saxon, and thus 
added to the dialectal representativity of the Old English data. To this were added a 
number of texts to contribute further to the non-West Saxon share of the corpus: the 
Paris Psalter (PPs) and Meters of Boethius (Met), those parts of the F-manuscript of the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle which were written after 1051, and which are representative for 
the Kentish dialect of the scribe, as well as fragment H of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 
This last fragmentary text contains the first instance of BECUMEÞ in a Nominal Copular 
Construction, and as such provides important additional information on the 
chronology of the copularization of BECUMEÞ. For the Middle English period, I took as a 
basis the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English (PPCME2), and added to this 
most texts found exclusively in the Helsinki Corpus (mainly verse). Besides the texts 
provided by these two corpora, I also included the following: the first half of The 
Middle English Genesis and Exodus, which provides important fourteenth century 
evidence of the use of (GE)WIERÐ; the Winteney manuscript of the Benedictine Rule, 
which is a twelfth-century modernization of an Old English text, and which is a rare 
example of the southern dialect in early Middle English; various smaller poems, to 
diversify the genre and dialect distribution (two of them are also southern) of early 
Middle English.  
 Given this collection of material, certain texts from the YCOE were eliminated 
from the corpus. For the earliest Old English periods (everything pre-dating 950), all 
the material was used, because not so very much survived. For the periods 951-1050 
and 1051-1150, which are of central importance for most of the analyses, I took all 
texts that exhibit non-West Saxon characteristics, and added to these certain West 
Saxon texts to achieve a better balance in terms of genre (e.g. a selection of Ælfric’ 
Catholic Homilies) and size. Also included were those West Saxon texts that originate 
in the otherwise poorly attested period 1051-1150, as they provide important 
additional evidence for the latest stages of the Old English language.  
Tables 3.2 through 3.8 give a summary list of all texts thus included in the 
corpus, presented separately for each period. These tables provide information on 
period, size and dialect of each text, and also mention the source (corpus, edition or 
online source) from which that text was taken.42 As regards size, it gives both the 
number of words including fragments in foreign languages (mainly Latin) and the 
number of words excluding those fragments. In giving frequencies, this second index 
of text size is used throughout, because the number of words contained in foreign 
fragments sometimes add up to a significant proportion of the entire text, in this way 
distorting frequency histories (e.g., more than 6% of the Ancrene Riwle is written in 
Latin).  
  
                                               
42
 For an explanation as regards the column HC Period, see http://icame.uib.no/hc/ (accessed 27 July 
2010).  
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The improvement in terms of comparability between Old and Middle English that 
is achieved by compiling the corpus in this way can be illustrated by means of the 
frequency history of (GE)WIERÐ. Figure 3.2 compares the frequency history of this 
lexeme obtained by using YCOE next to PPCME2 to that obtained from LEON-alfa.  
 
 
Figure 3.2. (GE)WIERÐ, frequencies per million words (pmw) 
 
The frequency history of (GE)WIERÐ based on the combination of YCOE and PPCME2 is 
arguably highly unrealistic. if it signalled a real development within a homogeneous 
dialect group, (GE)WIERÐ would have steadily increased during Old English — which is 
possible —, and then all of a sudden, from the start of Middle English, would have 
drastically decreased, from 3,317 occurrences pmw in 1051-1150 to 1,375 pmw, i.e. 
less than half, in 1151-1250. Such a sudden fall in frequency of a high-frequency 
function word seems unlikely, and is obviously the result on an overrepresentation of 
West Saxon from a limited number of genres (mostly Saint’s lives and Homilies) in the 
Old English material.  
Arguably, the frequency history provided by my own corpus is more realistic, 
even if the plunge in (GE)WIERÐ’s frequency in early Middle English is still fairly 
pronounced. Nor has the increase towards a peak in late Old English disappeared. 
Usually, this peak has been interpreted as signalling an increase of the use of (GE)WIERÐ 
in late Old English. The corpus indeed suggests that (GE)WIERÐ became increasingly 
more frequent as an auxiliary of the passive in late West Saxon. However, in general 
this increase may also reflect to a certain extent a genuine increase of (GE)WIERÐ 
throughout various English dialects. Indicative for this is the unusually high incidence 
of (GE)WIERÐ in the works of Wulfstan II (see e.g. Wikipedia, s.v. Wulfstan II), quite a few 
of which, despite being written in standardized West Saxon, were probably written 
while he resided in York as an archbishop. At least this implies that (GE)WIERÐ in all its 
forms was part of the common wordstock of Wulfstan’s Northumbrian audience. 
Another indication that (GE)WIERÐ was fairly frequent in the North (and in fact that the 
0
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absence of a cognate in Old Norse is an unlikely factor in the disappearance of 
(GE)WIERÐ) is the high frequency in the early Middle English Ormulum (?c1200), which 
was written by Orm (a Danish name), probably in Bourne, Southwest Lincolnshire, a 
region in the heart of the Old English Danelaw (Johannesson 2005).43 To a certain 
extent the peak is also due to the inclusion of a large part of Gregory’s Dialogues, 
which is a late West Saxon copy (c1075) of an Alfredian text (originally written at the 
end of the ninth century), itself a mixture of West Saxon and Anglian, but whose 
inclusion is inevitable in the period 1051-1150, given the scarcity of data for this 
period.  
In general, the less drastic switch between Old and Middle English, and the 
diversified nature of the frequency evidence in various dialects and types of texts, still 
strongly suggest that LEON-alfa is at least somewhat more representative than the 
combination of YCOE and PPCME2. Finally, it should be noted that this corpus, as it is 
used for most of the frequency calculations in this dissertation, has meanwhile been 
superseded by a more recent version of LEON (LEON-beta). LEON-beta incorporates 
texts from additional editions and databases (such as LAEME). A detailed overview of 
LEON-beta was presented at the Modern and Middle English Corpus Linguistics 
Conference in 2009 (see Petré 2009). Unfortunately, it was not possible to use LEON-
beta for most of the analysis, which was by then already at an advanced stage, but 
additional data have been retrieved from this version of the corpus for the analysis of 
chapter 6.  
 
3.4.4 DELINEATION AND EXTRACTION OF THE DATA 
In this section I give a brief overview of how I delimited and extracted my data from the 
corpus described in the previous section. First I explain how I conceptually delineated 
the lexemes under consideration (section 3.4.4.1), and then (3.4.4.2) I give an overview 
of the actual methods used to extract the data. Section 3.4.4.3 concludes with a brief 
note on the system of referencing I use throughout this dissertation to refer to 
examples from the corpus.  
 
3.4.4.1 Conceptual delineation of the data 
Conceptually, the data are subsumed under seven lexemes, called IS, BIÐ, WÆS, WIERÐ 
and GEWIERÐ, BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ. For the delineation of the first three, IS, BIÐ, and WÆS, 
which are defective verbs with complex histories, I briefly discuss (under (i)-(iv)) the 
four Indo-European roots that lie at their origin, and motivate the decision to subsume 
                                               
43
 Admittedly, the high frequency of (GE)WIERÐ in this text is also partially due to the repetitive character 
and the frequent use of two biblical idioms, the first of them patterned after the phrase Godd warrþ 
mann ‘God became man [i.e. through Christ’s birth]’ (39 occurrences versus only one in the rest of the 
Middle English corpus), the second patterned after ȝho wass wurrþenn wiþþ childe ‘She [i.e. Mary or 
Elizabeth] became pregnant’ (17 occurrences versus two elsewhere). All in all, however, the use of 
(GE)WIERÐ in Ormulum is too diversified to do away with as merely due to archaic imitation of older 
biblical passages in the vernacular.  
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the first two under the single lexeme IS. The form and meaning of the etymons related 
to these lexemes is based on Picket et al. (2000) and Rix & Kümmel (2001). The 
remaining four lexemes each make up an independent fully inflected verb of their own, 
and no decisions had therefore to be made concerning the subsumption of different 
roots under one lexeme. They are briefly discussed under (v)-(viii).  
(i) *h1es- ‘is’, the etymon of IS. Its original verbal sense might well have been 
simply that of an equation sign ‘=’ (see section 5.2.2.2). The reflexes of this root in 
Old English (in standardized West Saxon form) are as follows: Indicative present 
singular 1 eom, 3 is; plural 123 sind(on) — and perhaps singular 2 eart, and plural 123 
earon (but see (ii)); subjunctive present singular sie; plural sien. Of these, only eom (as 
am) and is (and earon as are) remain in Present-Day English. Neither non-finite nor 
past tense forms occur.  
(ii) *h1er- ‘move, stand up’. In the present account, reflexes of this root, 
specifically singular 2 eart and plural 123 earon, have been regarded as part of the 
paradigm of IS, as any semantic distinction with IS-forms seems to have been lost by 
the time of Old English, and the distribution between plural sindon and earon is largely 
dialectal in nature, sindon being the default form most of the time, with earon 
appearing in some Northumbrian and East Anglian texts (see Campbell 1959).  
(iii) *bhuh2- (< *bhṷeh2-) ‘grow’, the etymon of BIÐ. Its Old English reflexes are (in 
standardized West Saxon): Indicative present singular 1 beo, 2 bist, 3bið, plural 123 
beoð; subjunctive present singular 123 beo, plural 123 beon; infinitive beon (the past 
and present participle are only found from early ME onwards). Still found in Present-
Day English are subjunctive be, and the non-finite forms be, been, being. There are no 
past tense forms for this verb in Old English.  
(iv) *wes- ‘dwell’. Unlike (i)-(iii) this root does have a full paradigm in Old 
English. However, past forms by far outnumber present forms, which are only sparsely 
attested, and largely restricted to Northumbrian and, to a lesser extent, Mercian (most 
of them are imperatives, subjunctives and infinitives; for an overview, see Wischer 
2008). After OE, only a few relics of this verb in other forms than the past are recorded 
(for example, wassail is a fossilized form of wes hal ‘be healthy’). Because of their 
relative infrequency in the relevant periods, their present and non-finite forms are not 
systematically discussed in the rest of this study. In Present-Day English, the past 
tense of be is still the exclusive domain of this root, with was and were as its forms. 
The West Saxon forms of the past tense are: indicative singular 13 wæs, 2 wære plural 
wæron; subjunctive singular 123 wære, plural 123 wæren) 
(v) WIERÐ ‘become, turn into’. The following is a full list of the most frequent 
forms of this lexeme in standardized West Saxon: indicative present: singular 1 
weorðe, singular 2 weorðest, singular 3 wierð (late wyrð)|weorðeð, plural 123 
weorðað|wurðað; indicative past: singular 13 wearð, singular 2 wurde, plural 123 
wurdon; subjunctive present: singular 123 weorðe, plural 123 weorðen; subjunctive 
past: singular 123 wurde, plural 123 wurden; infinitive: weorðan; past participle: 
worden; present participle weorðende.  
(v) GEWIERÐ ‘happen; become, turn into’. The forms of this verb are the same as 
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those of WIERÐ with the addition of the prefix GE-. In general, the functions of the 
prefixed and the prefixless variants are very similar, and the two are generally not 
distinguished from each other in this dissertation, but instead jointly referred to as 
(GE)WIERÐ.  
(vi) BECUMEÞ: The standardized West Saxon paradigm of this verb is: singular 1 
becume, singular 2 becymst, singular 3 becumeð|becymð, plural 123 becumað; 
indicative past: singular 13 bec(w)om, singular 2 bec(w)ome, plural 123 bec(w)omon; 
subjunctive present: singular 123 becume, plural 123 becumen; subjunctive past: 
singular 123 bec(w)ome, plural 123 bec(w)omen; infinitive: becuman; past participle: 
becomen; present participle becumende. The subsumption of various orthographic 
realizations under this lexeme has mostly been unproblematic. However, there is one 
type of spelling that is ambiguous, and which involves the particle ON, as in (91).  
 
(91) Bædon swiðe unlædlicre bene, swa him syþþan eall unlædlic  
bade very miserable prayer so them afterwards all unfortunate 
 on becwom.  
on befell 
‘They bade a very miserable prayer, therefore to them afterwards wholly 
unfortunate things happened.’ (c970. HomS 24 [ScraggVerc 1]: 190) 
 
Depending on whether this on has to be regarded as a separable prefix or as a 
postpostion governing the pronoun him, sentences like the one in (91) contain an 
instance of either BECUMEÞ or ONBECUMEÞ. Because most of the orthographic realizations 
of this pattern seem to separate ON from BECUMEÞ, and because they all occur with 
pronominal objects, which always have their governing apposition realized as a 
postposition, it has been decided to regard all of these (also those where ON is 
attached to BECUMEÞ orthographically) as instances of BECUMEÞ.  
(vii) WEAXEÞ ‘grow’. The standardized West Saxon paradigm of this verb is: 
singular 1 weaxe, singular 2 wihst|weaxst, singular 3 wiexþ|weaxeþ, plural 123 
weaxað; indicative past: singular 13 weox, singular 2 weoxe, plural 123 weoxon; 
subjunctive present: singular 123 weaxe, plural 123 weaxen; subjunctive past: singular 
123 weoxe, plural 123 weoxen; infinitive: weaxan; past participle: geweaxen; present 
participle weaxende. Forms of the prefixed variants GEWEAXEÞ and AWEAXEÞ, which are 
semantically and functionally near-synonyms of WEAXEÞ, have also been subsumed 
under this lexeme.  
 
3.4.4.2 Extraction of the data 
With the verb roots to be examined defined and subsumed under the five lexemes IS, 
BIÐ, WÆS, WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ, it is possible to do actual data extraction. A significant 
additional hurdle in this process is found in the actual orthographic manifestation of 
these roots in Old English. Old and Middle English spelling is notoriously chaotic, and 
even more so in the case of the high-frequency verbs at issue. This made the process 
of extraction a fairly complicated matter, and I will therefore not go into the details of 
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every single search string that was used to extract the data, but will restrict myself to 
illustrating the most important methods I used in order to extract all the relevant data 
from LEON-alfa and additional material.  
The concordancing program I used for querying, filtering and sampling is 
Abundantia Verborum (Speelman 1997). In addition I sometimes made use of small 
scripts written in Perl (version 5.8.8) to retrieve additional data or perform some clean-
up operations in Abundantia files. The extraction of data proceeded somewhat 
differently for the texts taken from the parsed corpora and those taken from other 
corpora and text editions. The parsed corpora YCOE, PPCME2 and YPC all have a 
separate tag _BE for the forms of the verbs IS, BIÐ, WESEÐ and (GE)WIERÐ. This made it 
fairly easy to extract these verbs from the corpus texts derived from these corpora. 
Some fairly simple regular expressions were used for isolating each lexeme from the 
other ones (such as ‘b.*’ for BIÐ). In the PPCME2 (GE)WIERÐ is not treated as a Copula but 
instead as an ordinary verb. The basic regular expression that was used for finding 
(GE)WIERÐ in this corpus was ‘g?[iye]?-?w\+?[aeyuio]\+?[aeyuio]?r\+?[dt].*_V.+’ (entered 
as a word node in Abundantia Verborum). This expression was also run on the YCOE-
files as it turned out that a number of instances of (GE)WIERÐ were erroneously tagged 
_V. For the verbs BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ similar regular expressions were used (‘b[iye] 
[- ]?c[wu]?\+?[aeyuio]\+?[aeyuio]?m.*_V.+’ and ‘(g?[eyi][wvu]\+?[aeyuio]\+?[aeyuio]?x.* 
_V.*)|(g?[eyi][wvu]\+?[aeyuio]\+?[aeyuio]?[kc]s.*_V.*)’ respectively). For the non-parsed 
corpora, basically the same regular expressions (and additional ones for BIÐ, IS & WESEÞ) 
were used with the exclusion of the tag (i.e. everything from the underscore onwards). 
All the results were then (mostly) manually filtered for spurious hits. For example, 
various instances of the verb iworthien ‘honour’ were filtered out, all instances of his 
and is, which could both be forms of the Pronoun his or of the Copula is, were 
checked, and many more filtering activities were carried out.  
Besides the observations extracted by means of these broad queries, more 
specific queries were formulated to include even more exotic spellings as listed in the 
DOE, MED and OED. Finally, to make sure not a single form was overlooked, a list of all 
tokens occuring in the entire corpus was made and was manually examined for 
possible spellings that I might have overlooked. The results were again manually 
filtered for junk.44  
By way of illustration, Table 3.9 provides a list of all spellings found for two of 
the most variedly spelt lexemes, namely WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ. This list, consisting of all in 
all 265 different orthographic realizations, includes all spellings of WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ 
found through one or more of the above procedures in the basic corpus as well as in 
any additional data that have been looked into.45 The distinctions between lower and 
upper case and between <Ɵ> (wynn) and <w> have been disregarded. A glance at this 
                                               
44
 For tables providing the frequencies of all lexemes under investigation for each text, see 
https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0050685/2010_Copular_and_related_constructions,_frequencies.  
45
 In reality, there are probably even more spellings, but since most texts in the corpus are based on 
editions rather than facsimiles, some anomalous spellings have probably been lost in the emendations.  
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table will immediately make it clear that the compilation of the proper data set for all 
function words under consideration was a highly complicated task, but I am confident 
that the margin of error eventually remaining in my data set is negligible.  
 
ȝeweorðe gewurðaþ iwurden wharrþ wurðæ 
ȝeworden gewurðð iwurðen wierð wurðæp 
ȝewordene gewurde i-wurðen wiorð wurðæþ 
ȝewurð gewurðe iwurðest wiorðað wurdan 
ȝewurðe gewurðeð i-wurðest wiorðan wurðan 
ȝewurþe gewurden iwurði wiorðe wurðaþ 
geo weorþeð gewurðen iwurþe wiorðeð wurððeð 
geuærð gewurdon iwurþen wiorðest wurde 
geuarð gewurþe uerden wirð wurðe 
geuorða gewyrð uuard woorþ wurdeð 
geuorden gewyrðan uueorthae word wurðeð 
geuordeno gewyrðe uuiurthit worð wurðede 
geuorðes gewyrðeð wærd worde wurðeden 
gewarð gewyrþan wærð worðe wurden 
gewarden iverþ war worden wurðen 
geweard iwærd ward worðen wurðest 
gewearð iwærð warð wordene wurðoð 
gewearþ i-wærð warrþ worðes wurdon 
geweorðað iwærðen wart wordis wurðon 
geweorðam iward warth wordon wurdun 
geweorðan iwarð warþ worst wurh 
geweorðe i-warð weard wort wurrdenn 
geweorðeð iwarðe wearð worth wurrþ 
geweorðest iwearð wearþ worþ wurrþe 
geweorðeþ iwearþ weorð worþe wurrþenn 
geweordon iweorden weorðað worthe wurrþeþþ 
geweorþ iwerað weorðam worþe wurstu 
geweorþan iwerd weorðan worthed wurten 
geweorþaþ iwerð weorðaþ worþen wurþ 
geweorþe i-werð weorðe worthen wurth 
geweorþeð iwerðe weorðeð worþest wurþe 
geweorþeþ iwereþit weorðen worþeþ wurthed 
gewiorðan iworðe weorðesð worþid wurthen 
gewiorðaþ iworden weorðest worthin wurthen 
gewiorðeð iworðen weorðeþ worthine wyrð 
gewirð iwordene weorpe worthing wyrðað 
gewirðe iwordon weorþað worthis wyrðan 
geworða i-worth weorþað worthit wyrde 
geworðas iworþe weorþæn worthyd wyrðe 
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geworden i-worþe weorþan worthyn wyrðeð 
gewordenan iworþen weorþaþ wourthit wyrden 
gewordene iwrað weorþe wrht wyrðen 
gewordenre iwræð weorþeð wrð wyrdon 
gewordenu iwrð weorþeþ wrðe wyrst 
gewordenum iwrt weorþon wrðen wyrþ 
geworðes iwurð werð wroþe wyrþan 
gewordne iwurðæn werde wrt y-worþ 
geworþan iwurðæst wert wrþ yworþe 
gewurð iwurðæþ werþ wrþan yworthe 
gewurðað iwurðan werth wrþe y-worþe 
gewurðæ iwurðe werþe wurd y-worþen 
gewurdan i-wurðe werthit wurð yworþþe 
gewurðan iwurdeð wharð wurðað y-wourthe 
Table 3.9. Attested spellings of WIERÐ and GEWIERÐ 
 
Many of the more exotic spellings are found in Cotton Caligula A.IX, the manuscript of 
Layamon’s Brut. From this manuscript for example derive the peculiar spellings in (92) 
and (93) (more exotic spellings from a variety of manuscripts have been given in 
section 2.2.3). In (92), wrht might easily be confused with worht, past tense of werken 
‘work, make’, and iwerað in (93) contains the peculiar sequence <era>, which is either 
a scribal error for <ear>, or contains a very unusual epenthetic vowel <a>.  
 
(92) Ich shal mid one bare worde Do tat ti speche wrht forworte.  
I shal with one bare word do that your speech becomes destroyed 
‘I shall with a single word make that your speech shall be destroyed’ 
(c1275(?a1216). Owl & N. [Clg A.9]: 547–8 [LAEME]) 
(93) Þus iwerað Brennes. sæht whit his broðer.  
thus got Brennes reconciled with his brother 
‘In this way Brennes got reconciled with his brother.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. 
Brut [Clg A.9]: 2550) 
 
 A final operation that was carried out, and which is important to keep in mind, 
concerns the extremely frequent lexemes BIÐ, IS and WESEÞ , which are on average ten 
times as frequent as (GE)WIERÐ and several times more still than BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ. 
After full concordances had been acquired for all the lexemes, for these very frequent 
ones a random sample of 10% of their occurrences was compiled. This random sample 
lies at the basis of almost all the frequencies given throughout the dissertation, since it 
would have been far to unwieldy to analyse each and everyone of the occurrences in 
the full sample. However, full sample analyses have been carried out of certain 
variables, if they were too poorly attested in the 10% sample (this is mentioned each 
time at the appropriate place).  
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3.4.4.3 Note on the system of referencing 
A full list of bibliographical information on the texts that occur in the numbered 
examples in this dissertation is provided in an Appendix. In providing references for 
these examples I have generally applied the following system. For examples from texts 
that are included in the Dictionary of Old English Corpus, I have used the short title 
and page and line references provided by the DOEC (and which are ultimately based on 
the system of Healy & Venezky (1980)). To this are added manuscript dates, usually 
taken from Ker (1957) — datings deriving from other sources are provided in the 
Appendix. Sometimes, presumed datings of originals have been added to these in 
brackets too, which are then generally based on the editions used as the sources for 
the digital corpus. For Middle English texts, I have adopted the referencing system of 
the MED, which has for each text a unique stencil, consisting of manuscript date (and 
date of original in brackets), abbreviation of the text and page and/or line numbers.46 
In general I have adopted the MED stencil as it stands, though sometimes manuscript 
dates have been updated on the basis of more recent editions (as noted in the 
Appendix). Some texts are both included in the DOE and the MED; in this case I only 
provide one reference, usually that of the MED. Occasionally a stencil had to be created 
from scratch when the text is not included in either the OED or the MED. For other 
languages than English, the references have been adopted from the studies and 
dictionaries from which those examples were taken, except for Latin, where the short 
title system of the DOE has been used.  
  
                                               
46
 See the MED hyperbibliography (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/h/hyperbib/ [accessed 28 July 2010]) for a 
full bibliography of editions to which the stencils refer.  
  
 
 
Chapter 4: The past tense 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I discuss the fate of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS up to roughly 1500. More 
specifically, an account is provided for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ and the retention of WÆS, 
which gradually replaced (GE)WEARÐ in a number of functions.  
On one account, the loss of (GE)WEARÐ can be attributed to the notions of 
competition and subsequent take-over. To that purpose, I will first examine the 
distribution of the two past tense verbs (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS over various argument 
structure constructions (section 4.2). This analysis will first show that throughout the 
Old and Middle English period, in a number of cases their semantics was distinct and 
there was no competition. Specifically (GE)WEARÐ was generally preferred to express 
foregrounded events, while WÆS was primarily used to express either backgrounded 
events or states. Second it will become clear that in an increasing number of cases the 
two verbs were interchangeable and there was competition. Interchangeability occurred 
especially in highly time-unstable predicate constructions. These time-unstable 
constructions are the Happen Construction, the Passive and Perfect Participial 
Construction and the Adjectival Copular Construction with Subject Complements 
expressing human propensities and physical properties. Certain realizations of 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in these constructions will be seen to become increasingly similar 
and therefore interchangeable. Such interchangeability automatically brings with it 
competition, because each time one of the two verbs is selected by a language user for 
use in one of these construction, this prevents the instantiation of the other. 
Importantly, both verbs had their own characteristics that might motivate their 
selection. WÆS was more frequent, and therefore quantitatively more salient, which 
made it cognitively more accessible, but (GE)WEARÐ had higher expressive power in 
these constructions, and was therefore more salient, and more accessible, from a 
semantic point of view. The conclusion will be that, while competition between the two 
verbs very likely facilitated take-over, it does not sufficiently explain what happened to 
(GE)WEARÐ when it was still semantically distinct, nor does it account for the fact that it 
was WÆS which was retained in certain cases rather than (GE)WEARÐ.  
On a different account, the loss of (GE)WEARÐ can be attributed to the breakdown 
of its prototypical constructional environment. In section 4.3 I will provide such an 
account and argue why it has greater explanatory value, in that it can explain not only 
why (GE)WEARÐ was lost through competition with WÆS, but also why it was lost in those 
domains where it was not in competition with WÆS. Specifically, the loss of (GE)WEARÐ 
will be related to a series of changes in its constructional environment, i.e. in those 
constructions other than the argument structure constructions in which the verb is 
used. Important changes are the loss of the time adverb þa, the decrease of time 
adverbs in general and the loss of the verb-second construction (inversion). It is 
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hypothesized that all these changes are interrelated and can be interpreted as the 
breakdown of a system of bounded language use in the course of Middle English. The 
correlation between the loss of (GE)WEARÐ and these changes is shown to be statistically 
significant. It can be concluded that the fate of (GE)WEARÐ is clearly tied up with these 
various grammatical changes, and that they very likely all form part of a transition 
from strictly bounded language use in Old English to a mixture of bounded and 
unbounded language use in Middle English.  
 
 
4.2 Distribution and competition of WEARÐ, GEWEARÐ and WÆS 
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section presents a detailed overview of the argument structure constructions in 
which WEARÐ, GEWEARÐ and WÆS occur, what their semantic and formal properties are in 
these constructions, and with what frequency they occur. As was already done in the 
introductory chapters 1-3, prefixless WEARÐ and prefixed GEWEARÐ are treated together 
and collectively referred to as (GE)WEARÐ. This is justified because they are largely found 
in the same type of constructions, and are in general equally affected by diachronic 
changes in these constructions. Uses that are specifc to only one of them will be 
discussed at their appropriate places.47  
The main aim of section 4.2 is to examine the role played by competition 
between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in (GE)WEARÐ’s dissapearance from each of the argument 
structure constructions that have been defined in section 3.2.2. From this examination, 
it will become clear that competition between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS did occur to a limited 
extent in early Old English, but that it was not sufficient to tip the balance in either 
direction. However, in late Old English competition increased in some argument 
structure constructions, with WÆS generally being the most successful competitor. At 
                                               
47
 Put briefly, the prefix seems to have had the following functions throughout Old and Middle English 
prose – in verse texts, the use of the prefix is freer, as it is sometimes employed for metrical purposes. 
(i) The main function in Old and Middle English is that of marking the Past Participle. In my entire data 
sample there is only one instance of the Past Participle that is not prefixed; (ii) The second main 
function, especially visible in early Old English, is that of marking the Happen Construction, although it is 
not obligatory in all of its instances. Its presence seems to be strongest in the impersonal realizations of 
this construction, and in the Strike/Agree Constructions. This is in line with Klaeber’s more general view, 
who related the variation between prefixed and prefixless forms to a varying degree of abstractness of 
the Subject, sentences with indefinite, unreferring or zero Subjects preferring the prefixed form, others 
the prefixless form (see Klaeber 1919). In Old English prose texts, these two tendencies account for most 
occurrences of ge-, although sometimes the prefix occurs in other constructions (e.g. the Adjectival 
Copular Construction), especially if the Latin source has a variant of the expression factus est, which is 
nearly always translated with the prefixed form (what exactly this correlation with this Latin expression 
implies is less clear); (iii) In Middle English, the prefix (whose function had been unclear for a long time) 
was sometimes assigned new functions. This is most clearly the case in Layamon’s Brut, where it had 
become a simple marker of past tense. In general, a detailed study of the alternation between GEWEARÐ 
and WEARÐ may lead to interesting new insights on prefixation in Old English. For my present purpose of 
explaining the loss of both verbs, the distinction between WEARÐ and GEWEARÐ is of no importance.  
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the same time, it will also become clear that this process of competition cannot explain 
what happened to (GE)WEARÐ whenever it was not competing with WÆS, nor why it was 
WÆS which was retained.  
I start with a frequency overview of the various types of argument structure 
constructions that are discussed in this section (section 4.2.2). From this overview, it 
will become clear that (GE)WEARÐ does not disappear in all of them at the same pace. 
Then again, these frequency histories are not totally unrelated. Instead, they suggest 
that the factor of composite time (un)stability plays an important part in determining 
which constructions fall out first. As was seen in section 3.2.3.3, composite time 
stability is the degree of time stability that results from combining Copular or Passive 
Verb with Subject Complement, and, possibly, other contextual items. Specifically, 
(GE)WEARÐ seems to be lost first in argument structure constructions that are associated 
with low composite time stability.  
This idea, then, is pursued into the sections to follow on the use of (GE)WEARÐ and 
WÆS in the different argument structure constructions. Specifically, the constructions 
are grouped into two groups which significantly differ in terms of composite time 
stability. A first group consists of constructions that lack a time-stable Subject 
Complement but often contain contextual features of change or time-unstable Subject 
Complements. These elements may blur the semantic distinction between (GE)WEARÐ 
and WÆS, which may lead to increased competition between them. The constructions 
belonging to this first group are the Happen/Existential Construction (section 4.2.3), 
the Passive and Perfect Participial Constructions (4.2.4), the Present Participial 
Construction (4.2.5) and those Adjectival Copular Constructions with time-unstable 
Subject Complements (4.2.6). In a second group of constructions the degree of time 
stability is to a higher extent dependent only on the Verb ((GE)WEARÐ or WÆS), while the 
Complement itself refers to typically time-stable properties or entities. As a result, 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS retain their full lexical weight, and competition does not generally 
occur. The constructions contained in this second group are the Adjectival Copular 
Constructions with time stable Subject Complements (also discussed in 4.2.6), the 
Nominal Copular Construction (4.2.7), Locational Construction (4.2.8), and 
Prepositional Copular Construction (4.2.9). The overview is completed with a brief 
discussion of the Identifying Construction (4.2.10) and some miscellaneous uses of 
WÆS not found with (GE)WEARÐ (4.2.11).  
The analysis in this section comprises both a further exploration of the 
prototypical semantics of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS, by which they are distinguished from 
each other, and the establishment of the areas of overlap between them. From this 
analysis it becomes clear that at their prototypical core, (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS remain 
clearly distinct but that, at the same time, they are interchangeable in certain 
constructions if the context more or less neutralizes their lexical difference. This is 
specifically the case in the first group, where the event-like nature of elements other 
than the Verb make the entire clause eventive irrespective whether (GE)WEARÐ or WÆS is 
used. Even in these constructions, their distinctive semantics to some extent persists 
in collocations where the two verbs have so far been considered synonymous. At the 
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same time it will be seen that the degree of interchangeability between the two does 
seem to increase in late Old English.  
The general conclusion (section 4.2.12) will be that, while there is indeed an 
increase in the degree of interchangeability and competition between (GE)WEARÐ and 
WÆS, the concept of competition fails to explain why the stable situation of early Old 
English disappears and why (GE)WEARÐ was not retained in those constructions in which 
it did not substantially overlap with WÆS. Importantly, then, the results of this analysis 
strongly suggest that an encompassing account for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ might be 
found, not in a competition account, but in an account based on the impact of changes 
in (GE)WEARÐ’s constructional environment, which are related to the expression of 
narrative events in general, a lead whose implications will be fleshed out in section 4.3.  
 
4.2.2 FREQUENCY OVERVIEW OF ARGUMENT STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTIONS WITH (GE)WEARÐ AND WÆS 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 provide the frequency history of the argument structure 
constructions with (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in LEON-alfa (minor categories only occuring 
with WÆS have been omitted for reasons of clarity). The most obvious difference 
between the two verbs lies in their frequencies. On average, WÆS is about ten times 
more frequent than (GE)WEARÐ, though there are considerable differences depending on 
period and construction type. The most reliable and probably most significant trend 
shown by these figures is the following: after late Old English (GE)WEARÐ starts to 
decrease. Importantly, it does so at a higher pace in the Happen Construction and 
Passive Participial Construction, two constructions that belong to the group of 
constructions in which the presence of a time-unstable Subject Complement and other 
parts of the context often contribute to an overall change-of-state sense. As will be 
seen, this overall sense may render intransparent the lexical semantic contribution of 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS, and consequently the distinction between them. All in all, this 
observation is strongly suggestive for competition being an important factor in this 
process of loss. In combination with the very high frequency of WÆS, an explanation in 
terms of loss because of a more frequent competitor seems to be inevitable. In the 
following sections I will work out how far such an explanation can lead and where it 
falls short.  
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Figure 4.1. (GE)WEARÐ, frequencies pmw of argument structure constructions  
 
 
Figure 4.2. WÆS, frequencies pmw of argument structure constructions 
 
Besides the observation that the pace of (GE)WEARÐ’s loss in these constructions 
differed according to the frequencies in Figure 4.1, most other trends that Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 suggest to have occurred should be treated with the utmost care. Specifically, 
the following distortions should be kept in mind when trying to interpret them.  
(i) The frequencies are normalized per million words. While this is practically the 
only way to compare absolute frequencies between periods, this normalization 
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procedure has two drawbacks. First the gradual increase of analytic constructions in 
Middle English implies that the ratio verbs/total number of words possibly changes 
over time. Ideally therefore, normalized frequencies should be calculated per X verbs 
instead of per X words. This calculation procedure was used, e.g., in Petré & Cuyckens 
(2008b), but in the present study it was not an option due to the untagged nature of a 
large part of LEON-alfa.  
(ii) Second, and more important, the subcorpora for each period differ 
considerably in terms of genre, and this has an impact on the frequency of past tense 
versus present tense. In particular the period 1151-1250 contains mostly homilies and 
religious treatises, which predominantly contain present tense forms. Narratives, which 
contain most of the past tense instances, are unfortunately underrepresented. The 
opposite is true for the period 1051-1150, which contains a lot of narratives but only 
few homiletic texts. The enormous decrease of most constructions and in particular 
the Passive Participial Construction between 1051-1150 and 1151-1250 is therefore 
probably partly the effect of an inbalance in genre and tense between these periods. 
The presence of this distortion is corroborated by a similar decrease of WÆS between 
these two periods for no obvious reason.48  
(iii) The dramatic plunge of (GE)WIERÐ has sometimes led scholars to assume that 
the difference between Old English and Middle English was simply a matter of a dialect 
shift, from a West Saxon dialect to a Midland dialect (for more details, see section 
3.4.2). Even after taking into account the distortion caused by genre inbalance 
explained in (ii), there is indeed some evidence that especially the Passive Participial 
Construction was more frequent in West Saxon than in the other dialects. Then again, 
the possible higher frequency of (GE)WEARÐ should not be overrated. The difficulty of 
clearly locating many texts that are written in some form of standardized late West 
Saxon, the possibility of Latin influence in non-West Saxon prose texts, which are 
mostly glosses (e.g., the Lindisfarne and Rusworth glosses of the Gospels) or literal 
translations (many homilies in the Vercelli and the Blickling manuscripts), and the 
general scarcity of non-West Saxon late material makes it awkward to draw too strong 
conclusions about the frequency of occurrence of this construction in non-West Saxon 
dialects (see Klaeber 1923, Zieglschmidt 1929, Mustanoja 1960, Kilpiö 1989 for 
different views on these factors). For example, the relative commonness of the Passive 
Participial Construction in the Ormulum, a twelfth century text written in the East 
Midland dialect by someone who was likely a son of a Dane and an English(wo)man 
(Johannesson 2005), shows that it is dangerous to conclude that the frequent use of 
                                               
48
 The all-genre nature of the corpus may seem surprising, given the claim that the loss of (GE)WEARÐ is 
related to the loss of certain narrative patterns. The reason is that the typical OE narrative syntactic 
patterns occur fairly consistently not only with (GE)WEARÐ but also with WÆS when it expresses a change 
of state and thus progress in the narrative. Limiting myself to narrative texts would clearly make it 
harder to see in what way (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS differ. Yet it is the loss of (GE)WEARÐ as a past tense verb in 
general that is at stake, not its loss in narratives only. By looking at all the data, it becomes clear that 
WÆS occured far more frequently in precisely those syntactic patterns that became generalized in the 
past tense and also replaced the typical OE narrative syntactic patterns that were being lost.  
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(GE)WEARÐ in the Passive Participial Construction is solely a feature of West Saxon. The 
tentative conclusion that can be drawn is that the sharp decrease between Old and 
Middle English in the Passive Participial Construction can probably partly be explained 
through dialect shift, but not entirely. Other constructions, in particular the Happen 
Construction, also sharply decrease, and yet are well attested in non-West Saxon texts 
— the Happen Construction is, for instance, frequent in Bede.  
While these caveats should be kept in mind, the general observation that 
(GE)WEARÐ is lost first in those constructions that have contextual features of change-
of-state seems to be fairly robust. The nature of this trend immediately makes clear 
what is at stake in explaining it. On the one hand the distinction between (GE)WEARÐ and 
WÆS in these kinds of constructions is not always very sharp. This may lead to the 
selection between them not being based any longer on their functional distinction, 
which in effect means that competition emerges. This tendency is therefore suggestive 
of competition having played an important part in the process. On the other hand it is 
precisely (GE)WEARÐ, to the extent that it prototypically means ‘sudden transition into a 
new state’, which realizes its semantics best in these change-of-state constructions. 
From this point of view, the conquest of WÆS in this region where it feels less well at 
home is lacking a plain motivation. Ultimately, this motivation will have to be sought in 
the constructional environment of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS rather than in traditionally cited 
factors such as frequency, or expressivity.  
 
4.2.3 HAPPEN/EXISTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION  
4.2.3.1 Introduction 
The Happen/Existential Construction involves the independent intransitive use of 
(GE)WEARÐ or WÆS. The distinction between the sense of happening or coming into being 
on the one hand and that of existence on the other partly but by no means entirely 
depends on the choice of verb. While WÆS mostly is used in existential predication, it 
also occurs in the predication of an event and in these cases it is very similar to 
(GE)WEARÐ. As will be seen though, it is not likely that (GE)WEARÐ was lost due to 
competition with WÆS. Evidence against such a hypothesis is the predominance of 
GEWEARÐ in a construction meaning ‘it happened that’, a construction in which WÆS was 
lost before GEWEARÐ.  
 
4.2.3.2 (GE)WEARÐ in Happen Constructions 
(GE)WEARÐ, if occurring without complement, implies a change of state throughout, and 
is thus restricted to the Happen Construction. Examples are (94) and (95) (another 
example is (87)).  
 
(94) Æt þara lichoman gewurdon monegu heofonlico wundru.  
at their bodies happened many heavenly wonders 
‘At their bodies have happened many heavenly wonders.’ (c1000. Mart 5 
[Kotzor]: Jy18,A.4) 
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(95) On ðes ilces geares wearð swa micel flod on Sancte Laurentius 
in this same year occurred so great flood on St. Laurence 
 messedæig þet feola tunes & men weorðan adrencte...  
mass-day that many towns and men were drowned 
‘In that same year there was such a great flood on St. Laurence’ Day that 
many towns and men were drowned...’ (a1126. Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: 
an.1125) 
 
A common subtype of this construction is the impersonal construction [(it) GEWEARÐ 
(NPDAT) that X] ‘it happened that’ — note that this construction only occurs with the 
prefixed verb GEWEARÐ.49 It consists of GEWEARÐ complemented by a that-clause expres-
sing what happens (in final position), which in early Old English usually lacks a 
preparatory Subject hit ‘it’ but from late Old English onwards is mostly signaled by it, 
as in (96). The experiencer of the event is optionally expressed as a dative NP.  
 
(96)  Ða gewearð hit on anum dæge þæt hire fostermoder hi het gan 
then happened it on one day that her foster-mother them told go 
 mid oþrum fæmnum on feld, sceap to hawienne.  
with other women in field sheep to watch 
‘Then it happened one day that her foster-mother told her to go with the 
other women into the field to watch the sheep.’ (c1125. LS 14 
[MargaretCCCC 303]: 5.1.45) 
 
The construction is given the label ‘impersonal’ on the basis of the common 
assumption that the syntactic role of the that-clause was not, or at least not originally, 
that of Subject, but instead that of an (Accusative, Genitive or Dative) Complement (see 
e.g. Elmer 1981: 3; Fischer & van der Leek 1983, 1987; Denison 1990). The evidence 
for this assumption is, however, rather shaky for this particular construction (as also 
pointed out by Denison 1990: 114). And even if it holds, the syntactic status of the 
that-clause may very well have changed from Object to Subject at any time, because 
the lack of case endings on that-clauses made their syntactic status inherently unclear. 
The actual timing of such a reassignment to Subjecthood is hard to determine, and is 
of little importance for this study, but the that-clause very likely had become an un-
ambiguous Subject by the beginning of Middle English, when a preparatory subject hit 
had become obligatory. Evidence that the that-clause may still have been something 
else than a postponed heavy (clausal) Subject in early Old English comes from 
sentences such as (97). In (97) the phrase ða sona instepe gefelde ic mec batiende, 
which is assumed to be a complement clause, is not introduced by any nominal form 
                                               
49
 GEWEARÐ is not the only verb used in this construction and is for example surpassed in frequency by 
GELAMP ‘happened’. A detailed discussion of the verbs appearing in this construction is given in Brinton 
(1996: 115ff.). 
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such as þæt at all and as such it violates the common characteristic of a Subject to be 
nominal (additional evidence on the basis of the placement of adverbs of time is given 
in Brinton 1996: 141-142). With (GE)WEARÐ, this construction is only found in Bede. It is 
slightly more common with WÆS — an example is given in (98) —, with which verb it 
occurs, besides in Bede, in the Life of St. Martin in both the Vercelli and in the Blickling 
rendition — manuscripts that both date to c970 but are probably based on a consider-
ably earlier exemplar. All of these texts were originally written by Anglian clergymen. 
The manuscript evidence therefore suggests it is a typically early Anglian feature.  
 
(97)  Ða wæs geworden, þæs ðe he on minre ondwlitan bleow, ða sona 
then was happened after that he in my face blew then soon 
 instepe gefelde ic mec batiende.  
immediately felt I me bettering 
‘Then (it) had happened, after he had blown me in the face, (that) I at once 
felt better.’ (c925. Bede 5: 6.402.33) 
(98) Þa wæs ymbe hwile þa gefylde he his lare lufian  
then was after while then felt he his teaching love 
‘Then (it) happened after a while (that) he then felt to love his teaching.’ 
(c970. LS 17.2 [MartinVerc 18]: 112) 
 
This construction with a clause lacking a conjunction that was completely lost in the 
late tenth century and only the construction with the that-clause was retained. At this 
time WÆS was also lost in the construction with the that-clause, and this suggests that 
at least in this particular case, if competition was involved, GEWEARÐ was the most 
succesful verb of the two.  
 
4.2.3.3 GEWEARÐ in the Strike/Agree Constructions 
Closely related to the Happen Construction featuring GEWEARÐ is a group of 
constructions here referred to, in accordance with their predominant overall meanings, 
as the Strike/Agree Constructions. They are of no great importance for the history of 
past tense (GE)WEARÐ but are briefly presented here because they may add to our 
understanding of the [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X]-construction. Most of these 
constructions are impersonal and, especially in the early texts, clearly lack a 
nominative Subject. To the extent that they are related to the Happen Constructions, 
they also provide circumstantial evidence for the impersonal status of the construction 
[(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X].  
The precise relationship between the construction [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X] and 
the Strike/Agree Constructions is hard to determine, but in early examples such as 
(99), the semantic and formal relationship between the two can still be clearly 
discerned. GEWEARÐ in (99) might perhaps still be translated by ‘happened’, but this 
does not seem entirely appropriate here (see also Klaeber 1919). The overall sense is 
that the experiencer referred to by the accusative pronoun suddenly feels a 
compulsion to go into the cave and relieve nature. People are not entirely into control 
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of bodily functions like these, and this motivates the use of an impersonal construction 
in this particular case.  
 
(99) Ða gewearð hine ðæt he gecierde inn to ðæm scræfe, & wolde 
then happened him:ACC that he turned in to that cave and wanted 
 him ðær gan to feltune.  
him:DAT there go to stool 
‘Then he felt the compulsion to turn and enter the cave, and in there he 
desired to relieve nature.’ (c894. CP: 28.197.14) 
 
(99) is also formally similar to the [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X]-construction, having a 
that-clause expressing an event (that is in a way experienced by the referent of the 
accusative pronoun). In this particular case, this clause might seem to be an 
extraposed Subject, and as such the form of the construction is not conclusive for its 
impersonal status. The literal meaning would then be ‘that he went into the cave etc. 
befell him’ (if he had diarrhoea this might actually be quite appropriate). However, 
other examples show that the that-clause should probably not be analysed like this. In 
(100) for instance Beowulf’s retainers, collectively referred to by the accusative 
pronoun monige, in a flash of wordless understanding of what happened, realize that 
Beowulf must be dead (as it turns out they were wrong). An appropriate rendering in 
this case might be ‘(the thought) struck’ (proposed by Wahlén 1925: 137).  
 
(100) þa ðæs monige gewearð þæt hine seo brimwylf <abroten> hæfde.  
then that:GEN many:ACC.PL befell that him the seawolf destroyed had 
‘Then [it] struck many as if the seawolf had destroyed him.’ (c1000. Beo: 
1594) 
 
Formally, the that-clause in a case like this is clearly not an extraposed Subject, 
because its appearance is signaled by a preparatory Genitive pronoun ðæs ‘of that’. 
(100) thus provides conclusive evidence for the subjectless status of those cases 
meaning ‘strike’, or (personal) ‘feel a compulsion, agree, decide’, and might indicate 
that that-clauses in the [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X]-construction also originally were 
Complements rather than Subjects. Importantly, expressions such as (99) and (100) 
only occur with GEWEARÐ, and seem to form part of a polysemous usage niche of 
GEWEARÐ (and also present tense GEWIERÐ) whose disappearance cannot really be 
accounted for by competition with WÆS. Most of these instances can be accounted for 
by the alternative approach based on clause types in section 4.3. To some extent, their 
obsolesence is also a result of the more general extinction of impersonal 
constructions. This second phenomenon will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 5.  
 
4.2.3.4 WÆS in Existential and Happen Constructions 
WÆS, if occurring without complements, can either express the state of being present 
(existence) or the occurrence of an event (a change of state). It is most frequently used 
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simply to express a state of existence or presence, as in (101) (and in the second 
clause in (121) below, about a conflict between King Henry and his nephew).  
 
(101) Oðer gedwolman wæs se hatte Sabellius. 
other heretic was who was-called Sabellius 
‘Another heretic there was/lived, who was called Sabellius.’ (a1020(c995). 
ÆCHom I, 20: 343.231) 
 
Even so, many clauses with WÆS involve a change of state just like those with (GE)WEARÐ, 
which they seem to approach closely both formally and semantically. Occasionally the 
two are found in similar contexts within the same manuscript, as for instance in the 
Old English Martyrology from Cotton Julius A.X, from which both (94) and (102) are 
taken.  
 
(102) Ond þær wæron siððan on ðære stowe monegu wundor.  
and there were since on that place many miracles 
‘And there have been/occurred after in that place many miracles.’ (c1000. 
Mart 5 [Kotzor]: Ja19, A.20) 
 
After the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ and certain other verbs such as GELIMPAN ‘happen’, 
WÆS becomes the default option in this construction, as in (103), which is 
representative for late Middle English.  
 
(103) And that yere was a grete froste.  
and that year occured a great frost 
‘And that year there was a great frost.’ (c1475. Gregory's Chron. [Eg 1995]) 
 
Importantly, WÆS only occurs in the impersonal construction parallel to [(it) (GE)WEARÐ 
that X] in the earliest Old English texts, particularly in Bede. My sample for WÆS 
contains two instances of this construction, both in its early form, which lacks a that-
clause altogether, an example of which was given above in (98) (for examples with a 
that-clause, see Brinton 1996: 117).  
 
4.2.3.5 Discussion: competition between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
The frequency distributions of the various uses of the two verbs are compared in 
Figure 4.3. The few instances of the Strike/Agree Construction have been subsumed 
under the frequency of the [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X]-construction. The most striking 
feature of this figure are the strong fluctuations in frequency between periods. These 
may not be very significant though, as they are more than likely due to an inbalanced 
distribution of tense in the corpus, with one period containing more texts that 
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predominantly make use of the present tense and another showing the reverse 
behaviour.50 The Figure thus probably does not give a very good picture of the 
frequency history of these verbs, apart from confirming that (GE)WEARÐ was lost during 
the fourteenth century.  
 
 
Figure 4.3. Frequencies pmw of Happen/Existential Constructions  
with (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
 
Yet the frequencies of the various uses can still be safely compared within each 
period. Such a comparison shows that up to and including 1151-1250 both (GE)WEARÐ 
and WÆS were roughly equally frequently used in clauses whose overall meaning is that 
of expressing an event, and which instantiate the Happen Construction. If used in such 
clauses, the two verbs were interchangeable (as was made clear by the comparison of 
(94) and (102)), and therefore competed. While this may seem to suggest that the 
eventual loss of (GE)WEARÐ in this construction was due such competition with WÆS, 
there are several reasons that make this assumption improbable. First it remains 
unclear why WÆS should be retained instead of (GE)WEARÐ. Admittedly, WÆS was overall 
the more frequent verb, so frequency might have played a role. However, in the 
Happen Construction itself WÆS was up to the thirteenth century no more frequent than 
(GE)WEARÐ. And unlike WÆS, (GE)WEARÐ was arguably more expressive in that it uniquely 
expressed change-of-state. For that reason, the verb might as well have claimed this 
function completely, WÆS becoming increasingly restricted to the expression of 
existence. As it turned out, the loss of (GE)WEARÐ was accompanied by the loss of a 
useful contrastive distinction, which was still fairly systematically employed in Old 
English. Indeed, whenever the semantic contrast between existence and coming into 
being needed to be made, WÆS was always used for the former and (GE)WEARÐ for the 
latter, as in the following example.  
 
                                               
50
 See 4.2.2 above and the discussion of the corpus compilation in section 3.  
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
X WÆS 'X lived, 
existed'
X WÆS 'X occurred'
X (GE)WEARÐ
(It) (GE)WEARÐ (that) 
X Ved
(It) WÆS X Ved
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(104) Næron nane gesceafta [...], ne hi ne gewurdon þurh 
NEG:were:IND.3PL none creatures:GEN.PL, nor they not arose through 
 hi sylfe ac hi geworhte God.  
them selves but them created God.  
‘No creatures would have existed [= no change of state] [...], nor did they 
come into being [= change of state] through themselves, but God created 
them.’ (c995. ÆHex: 379) 
 
Second, WÆS only occurs in the [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X]-construction in early Old 
English texts, and does not occur at all in the related impersonal Strike/Agree 
Constructions in which GEWEARÐ was commonly found. So while the available overlap 
enabled WÆS to take over certain uses of (GE)WEARÐ in Middle English, the fact that WÆS 
did not take over the construction [(it) GEWEARÐ (NPDAT) that X] is evidence that 
competition between the two verbs in the Happen/Existence Construction cannot 
explain the disappearance of all the instances of (GE)WEARÐ.  
 
4.2.4 THE PASSIVE AND PERFECT PARTICIPIAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
4.2.4.1 Introduction 
The Passive Participial Construction in the past tense consists of WEARÐ (very rarely 
GEWEARÐ) or WÆS plus the Past Participle of a Transitive Verb. Subtypes of this 
construction (see section 3.2.2.4) are the Adjectival Passive, which is also a subtype of 
the Adjectival Copular Construction, the Resultative Passive, which refers to the result 
of an event, and the Verbal Passive, which refers to the transitive event itself. Present-
Day English examples of each type are provided in (105) — Adjectival Passive —, (106) 
— Resultative Passive — and (107) — Verbal Passive.  
 
(105) His sleep was very broken anyway.  
(106) At first her anchor was broken through the force of the gale.  
(107) The house was ransacked by gang-members.  
 
The Perfect Participial Construction differs from the Passive Participial Construction in 
that it contains the Participle of an Intransitive Verb. The Construction is as a rule 
Resultative.51  
 
(108) The Lord was come.  
 
The following sections will mainly discuss the Passive Participial Construction, because 
the Perfect Participial Construction is very uncommon, and therefore carries little 
                                               
51
 Unambiguous instances of Adjectival uses have not been found, but their existence cannot be 
excluded. The Verbal type, which is transitive, cannot occur with the Perfect Participial Construction 
(where the participle is from an Intransitive Verb).  
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weight in the overall development.  
The interplay between WÆS/(GE)WEARÐ, the Participle and the clausal context in 
Participial Constructions is much more complicated than it is for most of the other 
constructions. This is mostly due to the verbal nature of the Participle itself, whose 
verbal semantics in certain types of passives, namely the Resultative and Verbal 
Passive, seems to blur the distinction between WÆS as referring to a state and (GE)WEARÐ 
as referring to a change-of-state. For this reason Participial Constructions seem the 
ideal locus for loss through competition. Competition is expected to be particularly 
strong, and it is tempting to interpret the huge dropdown in frequency of (GE)WEARÐ as 
shown in Figure 4.1 as the immediate effect of a shift from balanced competition to 
take-over by WÆS. Precisely because competition may have been the rule rather than 
the exception it would have been possible for this shift to occur so suddenly. One 
would still have to account for why (GE)WEARÐ’s drastic decrease precisely occurred in 
the twelfth century after such a long period of stability, but this can possibly be done 
by linking it to the further grammaticalization of the Passive Participial Construction 
into a Verbal Passive.  
Despite the attractiveness of this scenario, it raises certain problems that are, in 
my opinion, insurmountable, if it postulates competition as the sole explanatory factor. 
First I will show in the following analysis of the contrast between WÆS and (GE)WEARÐ in 
the Passive Participial Construction that these verbs tend to stick fairly closely to their 
prototypical semantics in this construction. Specifically, it will become clear that there 
is an important distinction between them that is unrelated to the (Adjectival, 
Resultative or Verbal) characteristics of the Participial Construction itself (i.e. 
[WÆS|(GE)WEARÐ PstPtcp]), but relates to a distinction between foregrounded and 
backgrounded uses of Passive Participial Constructions instead. This distinction is 
closely related to the one between actional and statal passives in earlier studies. 
However, these earlier studies were not sensitive to the fact that actional versus statal 
did not define a distinction between different types of Passive Participial Constructions, 
but instead between different clausal construals. The impliciation is not only that the 
two verbs did not compete as unrestrictedly as it might appear at first, but also that 
the notion of competition itself may not be suited to provide a satisfactory explanation 
for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ in the Passive Participial Construction. Second, while 
competition probably still has to be granted a considerable role, it remains unclear 
even in a competition scenario what motivates the choice of WÆS over (GE)WEARÐ. This 
course of events may possibly be accounted for by appealing to the distinction 
between foregrounded and backgrounded construal instead.  
The structure of this section is as follows. Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3 only serve 
illustrative purposes and provide some typical examples of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in the 
Passive Participial and Perfect Constructions. An elaborate discussion of the functions 
of these verbs in the Passive Participial Construction, in what way they are related to 
their prototypical semantics and how they developed, will follow in section 4.2.4.4. 
Finally, the role of competition will be re-evaluated in light of the findings of that 
section in section 4.2.4.5.  
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4.2.4.2 Examples of (GE)WEARÐ in Participial Constructions  
This section provides some typical illustrations of (GE)WEARÐ in Participial Constructions. 
That they are typical of (GE)WEARÐ will be further argued in section 4.2.4.4, and also, at 
length, in section 4.3. Basically, all three examples below are typical in that (GE)WEARÐ is 
used in the expression of a foregrounded event (expressed in a main clause) within a 
narrative.  
(109) gives an instance of (GE)WEARÐ in the Adjectival Passive. The Adjectival 
status of the Participle gehyrte (from gehyrtan ‘encourage’) is actualized through the 
presence of an adjectival degree modifier swa ‘so’ and through the co-ordination with 
the Adjective cene ‘brave’. (110) contains an example of the Resultative Passive 
(another example was given in (7)). (111) gives a similar example of (GE)WEARÐ in the 
Perfect Participial Construction.  
 
(109) Ac syððan hi wæron gefyllede mid þam halgum gaste. hi 
but after they were filled with the Holy Spirit they 
 wurdon swa gehyrte & swa cene. þæt hi bodedon freolice 
became so ecnouraged and so brave that they proclaimed frankly 
 Godes naman.  
God:GEN name 
‘But after they had been filled with the Holy Spirit, they became so 
encouraged and so brave that they frankly proclaimed God’s name.’ 
(a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 16: 309.69) 
(110) þa wearþ he gefæstnod be þære swiþran handa to þære bære, þæt 
then was he fastened by the right hand to the bier that 
 he hangode to eorþan.  
he hung to earth 
‘Then he was fastened by his right hand to the bier, so that he hung to the 
earth.’ (971xc1010. LS 20 (AssumptMor [BlHom 13]): 151.240) 
(111) And se hreofla, þe hym ær lange on wæs, wearð þa sona nyðer 
and the leprosy that him before long:ADV on was got then soon down 
 afeallen þæt hys lychama wæs swa clæne swa byð geonges cyldes.  
fallen that his body was as clean as is young:GEN child:GEN 
‘And the leprosy, which formerly had been long on him, had then 
immediately fallen off so that his body was as clean as that of a young child 
is.’ (c1085. VSal 1 [Cross]: 33) 
 
4.2.4.3 Examples of WÆS in Participial Constructions 
Similarly, below are some characteristic examples of WÆS. The sentence in (112), which 
contains an Adjectival Passive, expresses a stative property of the Subject, a type of 
meaning for which (GE)WEARÐ was not used. (Another instance of the Adjectival Passive 
was given in (6).) A typical example of WÆS in the Resultative Passive in a main clause is 
given in (113). It is in this type of sentence, which is identical to that of (110) — with 
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(GE)WEARÐ, that competition occurs. A typical example of resultative WÆS in a 
subordinate clause, expressing a backgrounded event, occurred in (114). Another 
typical example of WÆS in a subordinate, backgrounded clause occurred in (109), this 
time an instance of the Perfect Participial Construction.  
 
(112) Þa awrat Pilatus sum gewrit & het on ða rode genæglian 
then wrote Pilate some statement and commanded on the cross nail 
 wiðufan his heafod. Wæs þæron awriten: Iesus Nazarenus rex 
above his head was thereon written Iesus Nazarenus rex 
 Iudeorum.  
Iudeorum 
‘Then wrote Pilate some statement and commanded to nail it on the cross 
above his head. On it was written: Jesus of Nazareth king of the Jews.’ 
(c1010. HomS 24.1 [Scragg]:302) 
(113) Þa æfter lytlum fæce he gesohte Romesbyrig & ferde to Siciliam 
then after little while he visited Rome and traveled to Sicilia 
 þam ealande, & þa þe teoðan gære he wæs his rices 
the island and then the tenth year he was his:GEN kingdom:GEN 
 bereafod mid þæs ælmihtigan Godes dome.  
bereft with the:GEN almighty:GEN God:GEN judgment:DAT 
‘Then after a little while he visited Rome and traveled to the island of 
Sicilia, and then the tenth year he was bereft of his kingdom by the 
judgment of the almighty God.’ (c1075. GD 2 [C]: 14.133.7) 
(114) Biforenn þatt te Laferrd Crist || Wass cumenn her to manne, || Wass all 
before that the Lord Christ was come here to mankind was all 
 þiss middell werelld full || Off sinnes þessterrnesse. 
this middle-earth full of sin:GEN darkness 
‘Before the Lord Christ had come here to mankind, the entire world was full 
of sin’s darkness.’ (?c1200. Orm. (Jun 1). 17803) 
 
4.2.4.4 The distribution of passive (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS and its development 
(i) Introduction. Examples show that (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS can both be used in a purely 
Adjectival Passive and in a Resultative Passive. If used in the Adjectival passive, which 
is also a subtype of the Adjectival Copular Construction, the semantic distinction 
between them is clear and is identical to their other copular uses. (GE)WEARÐ expresses 
a change of state and WÆS an existing state. Given this lexical distinctiveness, 
competition is, at best, marginal, because competition only occurs if two entities 
compete for selection in (nearly) the same function. The question is whether a 
distinction can also be discerned between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS if used in the Resultative 
Passive. In the following paragraphs I will show that the distinction is in fact quite 
strong throughout most of Old English, but wears out in some respects from the 
eleventh century onwards. This process of bleaching, then, can only possibly occur in 
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the Resultative because the contribution of the distinctive lexical semantics of 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS respectively was already blurred by the contextual change-of-state 
features in this type of passive and its clausal environment. The actual instigation of 
this process of bleaching was possibly a more general grammaticalization process of 
the passive. Despite the considerable amount of competition resulting from this 
grammaticalization process and concomitant bleaching, competition cannot account 
for the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ in this construction in its entirety, since many 
instances remain even after (GE)WEARÐ started to decrease in which the two verbs were 
still clearly distinct in their overall function.  
Example pairs such as (110) and (113) give evidence that the functions of 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS were at least on some occasions highly similar, both used in a 
Resultative Passive, which expresses a foregrounded event in the narrative. Yet, 
whenever a semantic contrast was called for, WÆS was invariably used to express a 
state or habit (iterative action) whereas (GE)WEARÐ was always used for a single, non-
iterative action in the past. A classical such contrastive example like this is given in 
(115) below (first mentioned by Frary 1929: 18).  
 
(115) þonne hie frið hæfdon, þonne wæron ealle þa dura betyneda, & 
when they peace had then were all the doors closed and 
 hie leton hiera hrægl ofdune to fotum. Ac þa þa Octauianus se 
they let their clothes down to feet but then when Octavian the 
 casere to rice feng, þa wurdon Ianas dura betyneda, & wearð 
emperor to power took then got Janus doors closed and occurred 
 sibb & friþ ofer ealne middangeard.  
peace and harmony over all middle:earth 
‘Whenever they had peace, then all the doors were/remained closed, and 
they let their clothes down to the feet. But when emperor Octavian 
ascended to the throne, then the doors of Janus were/got closed [= i.e. a 
single action], and peace and harmony came over all the earth.’ 
(c925(c895). Or 3: 5.59.11) 
 
In the first sentence of (115), the Roman habit is described of closing the four doors of 
the Janus-temple whenever there was peace. While wæron ... betyneda may be 
ambiguous here between habitual action (‘got closed whenever’) or state (‘remained 
closed whenever’), the expression is still clearly contrasted to the single closing action 
by Octavian in the second sentence, for which WEARÐ is used. The consistently applied 
division of labour of both verbs in contrastive passages such as (115) clearly shows 
that their lexical semantics were preserved and that the lexical distinction between 
them was not lost when they were used in this type of construction.  
In addition to their contrastive use, (GE)WEARÐ or WÆS seem to differ in more 
subtle ways in the Passive Participial Construction. Two types of functional differences 
are of particular importance in order to account for the data and to assess the role 
played by interchangeability and competition in the history of their use. The first 
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functional difference applies to all uses of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS but has so far only been 
mentioned in studies on the Passive Participial Construction (where it is indeed 
particularly noticeable). Its global relevance is further discussed in section 4.3. The 
second functional difference applies specifically to the Passive Participial Construction, 
and is likely to have gone through a process of bleaching that can perhaps be 
accounted for by assuming that the construction in these uses where bleaching is 
found is becoming more passive and less copular.  
 
(ii) First functional distinction. The first functional characteristic which distinguishes 
(GE)WEARÐ from WÆS consists of (GE)WEARÐ’s preference to appear in the expression of 
foregrounded actions. This tendency has been noted before, and in fact underlies the 
distinction between actional and statal passives as made in earlier studies (Klaeber 
1923, Frary 1929, Kurtz 1931, Klingebiel 1937). However, the precise nature of this 
preference has not yet been properly understood. In chapter 2, Müller was already 
credited for mentioning the significant co-occurrence of (GE)WEARÐ with intensifiers 
such as swiðe ‘very’ or sona ‘soon’, ða ‘then’ (time adverbs that are also referred to as 
intensifiers by Müller). The observation that (GE)WEARÐ often occurs in foregrounded 
parts of the narrative was, however, first made by Klaeber and his pupil Frary, as can 
be seen from the following quotes. The first one is from Klaeber, who formulated it 
with respect to the Passive Participial Construction in Orosius, but it has been adopted 
by other scholars (for example Timmer 1934) as a rule for other Old English texts as 
well. (It has since been criticized primarily by Mitchell (1985: 324), who argued that the 
two verbs were basically interchangeable (see chapter 2, section 2.2.1.).)  
 
Wearð, das naturgemäss eine durch eine Handlung bewirkte Veränderung 
ausdrückt, dient dazu, ein augenfälliges Ereignis, einen Fortschritt der 
Erzählung, ein ‘novum’ zu bezeichnen: wæs konstatiert eine vorliegende 
Tatsache, ohne auf den Werdegang Rücksicht zu nehmen. Temporal gefasst, 
neigt wearð dazu die Vergangenheit zu bezeichnen, wæs die Vorvergangenheit. 
(Klaeber 1923: 188) 
[wearð, which by its nature expresses a change brought about by an action, 
serves to denote a significant event, a step forward in the narrative, something 
‘new’: wæs denotes a state, without regard for how it came into being. From a 
temporal point of view, wearð tends to denote the past, wæs the pluperfect. 
(translation taken from Mitchell 1985: 324, footnote 201)] 
 
The second quote is from Frary:  
 
Approximately four fifths of the instances of wearþ as auxiliary of the passive 
are in main clauses, while more than two thirds of those of wæs in this 
construction are in subordinate clauses. This distribution is probably due 
largely to the fact that wearþ is suited to direct narration, while wæs is natural 
in relative and causal-temporal clauses, which are usually a statement of fact 
or of completed action. (Frary 1929: 17) 
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While the general idea in these quotes is clear, their wording is somewhat unfortunate, 
particularly that of Frary. Frary makes use of the notion of ‘completed action’ with 
reference to WÆS, but the narrative clauses featuring (GE)WEARÐ also usually express 
completed actions. What she means is that WÆS is used to refer to actions that have 
been completed prior to the main action (the pluperfect mentioned by Klaeber52) and 
provide background information to the narrative. The distinction between (GE)WEARÐ as 
a means to express main action versus WÆS as an indicator of background is also what 
underlies the following observation by Frary: “Weorðan occurs about 400 times. The 
perfective idea, especially if ingressive53, is usually intensified by the adverbs ða, sona, 
ferlice, þærrihte, æt nehstan, etc. We find such adverbs as þær, gewunelice, 
dæghwæmlice, æfre coupled with wæs, where customary or continued action is 
expressed, and gefyrn, ær, where a pluperfect sense is implied” (1929: 35).  
 Frary is most explicit on this distinction between foreground and background 
when discussing the early Old English prose data she used (the two passages quoted 
above are both from the chapter on early Old English), but in section 4.3 it will be 
shown that the distinction persists as long as (GE)WEARÐ remains in use, and that it 
applies to other constructions as well.  
 
(iii) Second functional distinction. By contrast, the second characteristic difference 
between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS to be discussed here applies specifically to the 
foregrounded, actional uses of the Passive Participial Construction. A working 
definition of the distinction would be the following: (GE)WEARÐ in Old English is 
preferred for actions involving a high degree of energy exchange by both agent and 
patient, while WÆS is preferred for actions that lack such a high active involvement of 
the agent.  
Frary in her study did not notice the existence of such a second, independent 
difference. Instead, she tried to explain all uses of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS as instantiating 
the foreground-background dichotomy. Against the background of prototype theory, 
which only entered linguistic theorizing at a much later date, it is not hard to see that 
                                               
52
 Note that the term ‘pluperfect’ is a dangerous concept itself. In se, Old English did not have the 
grammatical distinction between simple past, perfect and pluperfect in the verb phrase. Instead, this 
distinction was largely made with the aid of time adverbs. The significance of this will become clear in 
section 4.3.  
53
 Frary’s use of ‘ingressive’ here to refer to the change-of-state semantics of (GE)WEARÐ is a common use 
of this term and is based, in my opinion, on a misconception of the process change-of-state copulas 
refer to. Jespersen (1927: 383) for instance, when he discusses “predicatives of becoming”, states that 
“the underlying notion here is ‘begin to be’”. However, many of his examples make it clear that the 
predominant sense is ‘change into something as a result of a process’, and that no particular stress is 
put on the fact that this change constitutes the initial phase of this new state, unlike with a verb such as 
begin. Zieglschmid (1931: 390), aware of the difference with begin and the like, prefers to call (GE)WEARÐ 
an “ingressive-perfective” verb but this does not really rectify the erroneous use of ingressive. While 
(GE)WEARÐ clearly refers to the transition from one state into another one, it is more accurate to refer to 
(GE)WEARÐ as a change-of-state verb. Hence, I reserve the term ingressive (or inchoative) to refer to 
verbs that focus on the onset of a new state, such as the verb begin.  
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the distinction between foreground and background relates to the prototypical 
functions of these two verbs but needs not be operative on all levels of use. On some 
levels, extensions of the prototype may instantiate different functions instead. Frary, 
however, pretty much in agreement with the general spirit of the times, did not really 
consider this option, and this considerably weakens her overall argumentation and 
analysis of much of the actual data. As a result of her attempt to subsume every single 
instance under the possible foreground-background-distinction, this distinction has 
been severely criticized by Mitchell in his Old English syntax, more on the basis of 
Frary’s interpretation of it than on the basis of a sound corpus study. One problematic 
argumentative line, which has been seized upon by Mitchell to critize the entire 
hypothesis of a rigorous distinction, concerns certain data that can be explained much 
better by assuming that a more local semantic distinction obtained in those cases 
where both (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS expressed foregrounded actions. These data consist of 
the phrases wearð ofslagen versus wæs ofslægen (both translatable as ‘was killed’). 
Frary tries to fit the distribution of these phrases into her more general observations as 
follows: “In many cases the statement with wæs is clearly general and summary, while 
that with wearð is specific and individual” (Frary 1929: 20). The existence of such a 
distinction was then rightly questioned by Mitchell, who illustrated its problematic 
character through examples such as (8), here repeated as (116).  
 
(116) (Annal 651) Her Oswine kyning wæs ofslægen [...] (Annal 654) Her 
 here Oswine king was slain here 
 Onna cyning wearþ ofslægen.  
Onna king got slain 
‘In 651 King Oswine was slain [...] In 654 King Onna was slain.’ (c891. 
ChronA: 651 & 654) 
 
To reinforce the argument, Mitchell also produced a table containing the frequency of 
occurrence of the verb ofslain as a complement of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS. This table is here 
reproduced (in a slightly different layout) as Table 4.1.  
 
(GE)WEARÐ WÆS 
Orosius 55 60 
ChronA 12 20 
ChronE 17 21 
Table 4.1. Auxiliary variation with ofslægen 
 
From these figures Mitchell concluded that any attempt to make a rigorous distinction 
between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS was bound to fail. However, the table merely gives numbers 
without context, and on this occassion it seems that Mitchell did not see the wood for 
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the trees.54 Indeed, even at this level, that of the individual verb, the early sources 
betray a semantic contrast which seems to have worn down only later on in late Old 
English.55  
The occurrence of both verbs in apparently identical contexts in (116) provides a 
good lead to discover what is really determining their distribution. While there are no 
linguistic clues to distinguish between them, examining in more detail what is known 
about the deaths of these two kings through other sources reveals an interesting 
difference. Thus Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica gentis anglorum informs us that Oswine 
was foully (detestanda) murdered (morte interfecit) at Oswiu’s command (Oswiu being 
a rival to the throne) in the house of someone who was trusted by Oswine (cf. BEDA. 
Hist.eccl. 3.14, 256). By contrast, the same source informs us that Onna (or Anna in 
Bede’s spelling) was killed in a fight against Penda, the heathen king of the Mercians. 
So while there are no clues within the immediate linguistic context about the way in 
which (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS differ in these two annals, there was at least a difference in 
the way Oswine and Onna were killed, the first one being caught by surprise and 
murdered, the second one slain in battle.  
Things become really fascinating when it turns out that this distinction or one 
closely similar to it was applied systematically. A scrutinous examination of the death 
cause underlying the collocation (ge)wearð/wæs ofslægen in the earlier part of the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A (up to the entry for the year 955) leads to the remarkable 
conclusion that there was indeed a clear-cut distinction between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
based on the death cause. Whereas (GE)WEARÐ is invariably used when the patient was 
killed in battle WHILE FIGHTING, and the expression is part of the main narrative, WÆS is 
used in all other cases, all (except for the backgrounded ones) involving some form of 
dying without fighting (mostly murder). The distinction is summarized in Table 4.2. 
The evidence for the death cause is taken (if not already available from the context in 
the Chronicle itself) from various sources (both Latin and Old English), which have 
been consulted via the online Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England or PASE (see 
references, online resources), a comprehensive database where all first hand 
infomation on every known individual in Anglo-Saxon England is most conveniently 
put together.56  
 
 
 
                                               
54
  The fault he blamed Visser for (Mitchell 1985: 268).  
55
 In an unpublished paper, Cajot (2006) suggests that (GE)WEARÐ also occurs significantly more often 
with participles from class II weak verbs, as in Hie wurdon þær behorsude ‘they were there deprived of 
their horses’ (c891. ChronA: 885.5). I have not charted the significance of this correlation in my own data 
sample, and I would be interested to see this idea developed in further research.  
56
 Interestingly, the difference is so clearcut that it might be taken as a reliable predictor to infer how 
the four kings were killed whose death cause is otherwise unkown. At least the two instances with 
(GE)WEARÐ (concerning the death of king Oswald in the year 716 and of the earls Burghelm and Muca in 
822) can fairly safely be assumed to have involved fighting.  
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Defenceless While fighting Unclear [In narrative background] 
(GE)WEARÐ OFSLAGEN 0 14 2 0 
WÆS OFSLAGEN 7 3 2 3 
Table 4.2. Death cause underlying V ofslægen in early Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (A) 
 
The situation is very different In late Old English (see Table 4.3). While wæs ofslægen is 
still largely restricted to cases of murder or defenceless death, wearð ofslægen has 
encroached upon the murder domain as well. As a result the semantic distinction 
between them is probably considerably more bleached than it was in early Old English, 
at least from the perspective of a distinction in reference (to two types of death).  
 
Defenceless While fighting Unclear [In narrative background] 
(GE)WEARÐ OFSLAGEN 4* 6 0 0 
WÆS OFSLAGEN 4* 1 0 2 
Table 4.3. Death cause underlying V ofslægen in late Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (A & F) 
*there is one example that has both wæs and wearð; one of these probably was 
intended for deletion but was never deleted 
 
A clear indication that the distinction between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS had bleached is found 
in the late Old English annals for 633 and 642 (from ChronF), provided in (117). Both 
annals are only separated by a couple of lines, and contain (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in 
precisely the same context. The first annal of this pair refers to the cowardly 
murdering of Edwine and has (GE)WEARÐ while the second uses WÆS to refer to Oswald’s 
death at the battlefield of Maserfelth: instead of dying while fighting, Oswald is 
depicted by Bede as having died while praying. Since neither king fell in battle, the use 
of the two verbs here seems to have become merely a matter of stylistic variation.  
 
(117) (Annal 633) Her wearð Eadwine cing ofslagen, [...]  
 here got Edwin king slain 
(Annal 642) Her was Oswald ofslagen Norðhymbra cing.  
 here was Oswald slain Northumbrian:GEN.PL king 
‘In 633 king Edwin was slain. [...] In 642 Oswald, king of the 
Northhumbrians, was slain.’ (c1107. ChronF: 633 & 642) 
 
On the basis of this small corpus study of this single participle, the following 
distinction could be formulated for early Old English, which was lost later on: if both 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS are used in foregrounded clauses expressing a major action of the 
narrative, (GE)WEARÐ is preferred in actions involving high-energy-exchange or 
involvement of both agent AND patient, while WÆS is used when the patient is subjected 
to the action without himself being active. The distinction, however, is bleached and 
probably finally lost altogether during late Old English. This process of bleaching itself 
might be partially accounted for by assuming that certain instances of the Resultative 
Passive were grammaticalizing into a Verbal Passive.  
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(iv) Grammaticalization of the passive. The process of passivization (or 
grammaticalization of the passive into a verbal passive) which can account for the 
bleaching of the semantic distinction between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS can be summarized 
as follows. In Old English grammar, sentences such as (110), (113) or those with 
ofslægen ((116)-(117)) probably all belonged to the Resultative Passive. In fact the Old 
English Resultative Passive was still fairly strongly connected to the Adjectival Passive, 
in which the finite Verb is essentially copular. Both types of passives encoded 
intransitive situations, in which a state, which results from some previous action, is 
predicated of a non-agent. The adjectival nature of the Participles in both passives was 
still present to some extent in the limited conservation of adjectival agreement endings 
on the Participle, as is shown by the nominate plural endings in -e in (118) and (119).  
 
(118) Þa abeah þæt folc fram deofles þeowdome to cristes 
then converted the people from Devil:GEN service:DAT to Christ:GEN 
 biggengum & wæron alysede fram eallum synnum. þurh þæt 
rituals:DAT and were released:NOM.PL from all sins through the 
 halige fulluht. & to Criste gelædde.  
holy baptism and to Christ led 
‘Then the people converted from the service of the Devil to the rituals of 
Christ and were released from all sins through the holy baptism, and led to 
Christ.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 14.1: 292.51) 
(119) Ac heora bendas sona wurdon for-swælede.  
But their fetters:NOM.PL immediately were away-burnt:NOM.PL  
‘And immediately their fetters were burnt away.’ (c1050. ÆLet 4 
[SigeweardZ]: 529) 
 
The copular and adjectival nature of finite Verb and non-finite Participle respectively is 
mostly lost in the Verbal Passives. Probably the Resultative Passive was already on the 
way to extending to the Verbal Passive in Old English, but it would take until Early 
Modern English to really get there. Unlike the Adjectival and Resultative Passives, the 
Verbal Passive can no longer be said to belong to the core of the conceptual space of 
intransitive predication. Instead of encoding intransitive, resultative predication, this 
new Construction comes to express a transitive event involving an agent and a patient. 
As such it is semantically and functionally very closely related to an active transitive 
construction. Contrary to the active construction however, in a Verbal Passive the 
patient is profiled (or topicalized) and the agent deprofiled. 
The extension of the Resultative Passive to the Verbal Passive is gradually 
actualized through a series of three (partly overlapping, partly consecutive) changes in 
the use of the Passive Participial Construction (see Cennamo 2006, who describes a 
similar development for Latin fieri ‘become’ + participle in some early Romance 
dialects). The first change concerns the auxiliarization of the finite Verb, the second 
the development of a grammaticalized PP to express the personal agent, and the third 
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of the extension of the Participle to atelic activity verbs.  
(a) The first change concerns a shift in the syntactic role of the finite verb: 
instead of being a Copular Main Verb connecting a non-agent to an intransitive 
predicate, in those sentences where the emphasis is especially put on the action itself, 
its function shifts into that of an Auxiliary of a periphrastic verbal construction 
(Langacker 1991: 127-147, Denison 1993); in this auxiliarization process, the copulas 
desemanticize, resulting in free variation between them. Such auxiliarization may thus 
perhaps be observed in the loss of the semantic distinction between wearð ofslægen 
and wæs ofslægen discussed above.57  
(b) Second, the various prepositions expressing causer or intermediate agent in 
Old English also gradually came to be used to express the personal agent and started 
to grammaticalize in this function. In OE already, and in early ME, causes or agents 
could be expressed by the addition of a prepositional phrase to either WÆS or (GE)WEARÐ, 
as in (118), or (120).  
 
(120) He wearð eft forraðe gefrefrod þurh þone halgen Neoten.  
He got again quickly cheered through the holy Neot 
‘He [= King Alfred] was again quickly cheered by Saint Neot.’ (c1150. LS 28 
(Neot): 136) 
 
Note that neither example expresses a personal agent directly acting upon the patient. 
(118) is clear in this respect, as the þurh-phrase expresses the cause of the people’s 
release from sins. But in (120) as well the Saint Neot referred to is not a physical 
person who is comforting King Alfred on the spot, bu instead an image appearing in a 
dream to the king. Thus cases like these are still clearly instances of the Resultative 
Passive. Whether or not a regular personal agent was expressed in Old English is a 
matter of some debate (see Mitchell 1985: 322; Kilpiö 1989: 168). In general, there is a 
consensus that most of the attested prepositional phrases involve a cause or an 
intermediate agent. However, there may have been some instances where the personal 
agent is also already expressed. The presence of a personal agent in Old English is 
particularly likely in some cases where the PP is introduced by fram ‘from’, as in (121) 
— with (GE)WEARÐ — and (124) below — with WÆS. In early Middle English of and with 
also occur in this function.  
 
(121) Eall þis geare weas se kyng Heanri on Normandi, for þone unfrið 
all this year was the king Hendry in Normandy for the conflict 
 þet wæs betwenen him & his nefe ðone eorl of Flandres. Oc se 
that was between him and his nephew the earl of Flanders but the 
 eorl wearð gewunded at an gefiht fram anne swein.  
                                               
57
 This is also the stage at which Müller situated the locus of loss of (GE)WEARÐ. However, his hypothesis 
that this involved the extension of (GE)WEARÐ to a durative sense was refuted in section 2.2.2.  
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earl got hurt at a fight from a commoner 
‘All this year king Hendry was in Normandy because of the conflict there 
was between him and his nephew the earl of Flandres. But the earl got hurt 
at a fight by a commoner.’ (?a1160. Peterb.Chron. (LdMisc 636) an.1128: 
50) 
 
However, none of these prepositions seems to have reached the same degree of 
grammaticalization as does PDE by, which developed in this function in the course of 
the fifteenth century (see e.g. Cuyckens 1999). In this respect, they are no decisive 
evidence for the transitivization of the construction of which the Verbal Passive is the 
end-result. Instead, a clear distinction between agentive PPs and adverbial PPs 
denoting sources or pathways (see Kilpiö 1989: 166) could, at that state, not always be 
made. Many agentive phrases are therefore not essentially different from PPs with 
these prepositions as used in other constructions. This is illustrated for þurh used to 
denote the immediate causer of a feeling expressed by means of an Adjectival Copular 
Construction in (122), and for fram denoting the source of a talent (the currency) in 
(123) — note that the by-phrase typical of a PDE long passive is not possible in this 
kind of context.  
 
(122) & he þa lærde his apostolas,him sægde þurh hwæt seo saul 
And he then taught his apostles them told through what the soul 
 eadegust gewurde.  
happiest become:SBJV.PRS.3SG 
‘And he then taught his apostles, told them through what [= how] the soul 
would become most blessed.’ (c971. LS 20 (AssumptMor[BlHom 13]): 
159.394) 
(123) Se þone onfangenan talent fram his hlaforde butan geweaxnysse 
he the received:ADJ talent from his lord without interest 
 ahydde on eorðan.  
hid in earth 
‘He hid the talent he received from his Lord without interest in the earth.’ 
(c1000. LS 23 (MaryofEgypt): 14) 
 
(c) A final development only affects WÆS and involves the status of the participle: 
instead of functioning as a resultative predicate, as in the Resultative Passive, it 
gradually assumes a more verbalized function, as is eventually actualized in the 
extension of the range of participles to atelic verbs designating (ongoing) activities. 
WÆS, though not (GE)WEARÐ, already occasionally occurred with atelic verbs in Old 
English but the construction only starts to become common from the fifteenth century 
onwards. The fact that only WÆS is used in LEON-alfa to express this kind of passive is 
not altogether surprising in view of the closer relationship between an ongoing activity 
and a state — which only WÆS is able to express —, as they both express something 
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that extends over time. An early example is given in (124), where it translates a Latin 
imperfective passive of an atelic root verb.  
 
(124) & þær on þam cnolle wæs se hearg & tempel aseted, in 
and there on that hill was the harrow and temple established in 
 þam of ealdra hæþenra manna þeawe & fram þam 
which of old:GEN.PL heathen:GEN.PL man:GEN.PL habit:DAT and from the 
 dysigum ceorla folce wæs began & weorðod se 
foolish:DAT.SG churl:GEN.PL people:DAT.SG was worshipped and honoured the 
 hæþena god, þe Apollo is genemned.  
heathen god which Apollo is named 
‘And there on that hill was established the harrow and temple, in which out 
of the habit of old heathen men and by the foolish people of free farmers 
was (being) worshipped and honoured the heathen God called Apollo.’ 
(c1075. GD 2 [C]: 8.121.17) 
(125) Vbi uetustissimum fanum fuit, in quo ex antiquorummore 
where oldest temple was in which from old:GEN.PL habit:ABL 
 gentilium ab stulto rusticorum populo apollo  
heathen:GEN.PL from stupid:ABL farmer:GEN.PL people:ABL Apollo 
colebatur. 
worship:IND.IMPF:PASS.3SG 
‘In what place the oldest temple stood, in which out of the habit of old 
heathen men Appolo was worshipped by foolish farmers.’ ((a700). 
GREG.MAG. Dial. 2.8.10) 
 
In this particular case it is not unlikely that the translator was influenced by the Latin 
original in his choice of construction and it cannot be excluded that the occurrence of 
this construction in Old English texts is a Latinism. While this needs to be further 
examined, the scarcity of examples like these at least suggests that the Verbal Passive, 
if it existed in OE, had clearly not yet reached its full usage potential.  
 
4.2.4.6 Discussion: competition between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
In the preceding paragraphs I have discussed two distinctions between (GE)WEARÐ and 
WÆS. The first distinction was related to the preferential use of (GE)WEARÐ in clauses that 
express foregrounded action of the narrative versus WÆS as a marker of backgrounded 
material. The second was related to the degree of energy-exchange or ‘activeness’ of 
both verbs if used in the Actional Passive, and was illustrated through the collocation 
with ofslægen. In early Old English wearð ofslægen invariably expressed death in batt-
le, while wæs ofslægen almost always applied to murder or death without defence. In 
late Old English, however, this distinction was lost. It was then explained how this loss 
may signal a grammaticalization process of certain uses of the Resultative towards the 
Verbal Passive. This process was then treated separately. Besides this process of sem-
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antic bleaching, it also involved the development of a Prepositional Phrase expressing 
a personal agent and the extension of the Passive Participial Construction to include 
atelic activities. While both (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS went through the first two of these de-
velopments, only WÆS shows signs of the third development in Old and Middle English.  
It seems tempting to relate this special behaviour of WÆS to the loss of (GE)WEARÐ. 
One explanation for the success of WÆS could be that its copular and passive uses were 
possibly separately represented in the grammar of Old English speakers, whereas the 
two were closely connected in the case of (GE)WEARÐ. Evidence for this assumption of 
different representations has been given in Petré & Cuyckens (2008a, 2009) and Petré 
(in press). A particularly telling piece of evidence in this respect consists of the 
frequent co-occurrence of (GE)WEARÐ with co-ordinated Adjective and Participle (as in 
(109)). In the sample of (GE)WEARÐ up to 1350, there are 16 instances of adjective-
participle pairs such as the one in (109), or 1.2% of all instances, against not a single 
one in the case of WÆS. A logical explanation for this difference in behaviour might be 
that the presence, through the Copula (GE)WEARÐ, of the component change-of-state in 
the Adjectival Copular Construction makes this Construction semantically very similar 
to a resultative passive, which is also about a change-of-state (the result of a previous 
action).58 The same kind of similarity is absent in the case of WÆS, where the absence 
of the component change-of-state in the Adjectival Copular Construction clearly 
differentiates it from resultative passives where this notion of change is definitely 
present, and this might have led to separate representations of both constructions, on 
the one hand Adjectival Copular Constructions and Adjectival Passives, and on the 
other hand Resultative Passives.59 This situation then might have lowered the threshold 
for WÆS in the Resultative Passive to develop into expressing a Verbal Passive, a 
hypothesis that received full weight in Petré & Cuyckens (2009) and was seen as a 
crucial factor in the loss of (GE)WEARÐ in that paper. The loss of (GE)WEARÐ would then, 
basically, be a consequence of competition with a more flexible WÆS.  
In view of the situation in Old English, it is perhaps to be expected that only WÆS 
eventually develops into Verbal Passives. However, in contrast to what was argued in 
Petré & Cuykens (2009), I would like to argue that this different behaviour with respect 
to various passive constructions can only account for a minor part of the data. Once 
again competition should not receive the central role it has so often been given. The 
main problem with the account of Petré & Cuyckens (2009) is that Verbal Passives are 
exceptional before 1500 and remain overall rare in PDE. The large majority of passives 
                                               
58
 A rather drastic conclusion on the basis of these observations would be that Passive Participial 
Constructions featuring (GE)WEARÐ might well be all instances of the Adjectival Passive, but this is 
unlikely given the frequency of examples that clearly emphasize the action or those that contain a fram-
agent like the one with WÆS in (124), a kind of construction that never occurs with Adjectives (*he 
became angry from him).  
59
 Yet one would still expect purely Adjectival Participles to co-ordinate with regular Adjectives (as in a 
sentence like PDE his job was secure and well paid (see (51)). I have no immediate answer why such 
examples do not turn up in my sample (and one should allow for the possibility that this is merely an 
accidental gap).  
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up to 1500 have a resultative quality, do not express an agent, and therefore most 
likely are to be subsumed under the Resultative Passive. Given this infrequency of the 
Verbal Passive, it remains hard to explain why (GE)WEARÐ should not have continued to 
be used in the Resultative Passive, nor as a Copula in the Adjectival Passive (parallel to 
its use in the Adjectival Copular Construction, which was also lost). Indeed, it is not 
even obvious why it was not (GE)WEARÐ which, in the process of semantic bleaching, 
became generalized in its use in the Resultative Passive at the cost of WÆS when the 
latter extended to the Verbal Passive. In that scenario the two verbs would have come 
again to a stable situation of clear division of labour. It is remarkable in this respect 
that in Table 4.3, which contains the late Old English data of wearð/wæs oflsægen, it is 
wearð which is becoming more general, not WÆS. In actual fact, there is a general 
increase of (GE)WEARÐ in the Passive Participial Construction in the latest Old English 
data shortly before its drastic decrease in early Middle English (see Figure 4.1). That 
WÆS eventually was generalized over all types of passive is therefore not easily 
explained by frequency alone.  
Summarizing, the grammaticalization of the Passive Participial Construction 
further along in the direction of the Verbal Passive may provide a partial, but not a 
complete explanation for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ. It explains why WÆS and (GE)WEARÐ were 
increasingly interchangeable due to the increased degree of semantic bleaching 
brought about by the process of auxiliarization. It does not, however, provide a 
motivation for either verb to prevail in the end. Both verbs have their own strengths. 
Generalizing WÆS was the more economic route from a formal and speaker-oriented 
perspective, as it meant preserving a single form for the entire range of passive 
constructions. However, generalizing (GE)WEARÐ as the exclusive marker of the 
Resultative Passive, and preserving both verbs in their contrastive uses in the 
Adjectival Passive, would have led to a higher degree of meaning-form iconicity (or 
semantic, hearer-oriented economy): one verb for one meaning.  
What then, if not the grammaticalization of the Passive Participial Construction, 
can provide the motivation for the ousting of (GE)WEARÐ out of this construction? At this 
point, it should be considered if the first distinction mentioned in this section may 
explain why WÆS remained in use and (GE)WEARÐ did not — recall that this first 
distinction consisted of a preference of (GE)WEARÐ in the main narrative against a 
preference of WÆS for the narrative background. This consideration, which will be 
answered in the positive, will be taken up again in section 4.3.  
 
4.2.5 THE PRESENT PARTICIPIAL CONSTRUCTION 
4.2.5.1 Introduction 
In addition to the Passive and Perfect Participial Construction, a third type of Participial 
Construction that occurs is the Present Participial Construction. Importantly, the overall 
situation of the Present Participial Construction is very similar to the Existential/ 
Happen Construction and the other Participial Constructions. In all these constructions, 
WÆS occurs side by side to (GE)WEARÐ in expressions that refer to a change-of-state, 
with a certain degree of overlap as a result. The occurrence of WÆS in clauses 
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expressing a change-of-state, however, is no evidence that the verb itself was 
inherently polysemous and had both stative and non-stative semantics. Instead, the 
change-of-state reading in these constructions heavily depended on the participial 
nature of the Subject Complement and/or contextual features such as time adverbs.  
 
4.2.5.2 WEARÐ  
The Present Participial Construction is rare with WEARÐ and non-existent with prefixed 
GEWEARÐ. It only occurs in two late Old English texts, the A version of the Gospel of 
Nichodemus and the Avenging of the Saviour (Vindicta Salvatoris) — both texts are 
written by the same scribe and occur in the same manuscript (University Library 
Cambridge, Ii.2.11). It has only one use, which is sometimes referred to as NARRATIVE 
PROGRESSIVE (Killie 2008: 80), even if progressivity is not really involved. In all five 
examples the construction views an event as a completed whole (bounded) and 
emphasizes the action denoted by the participle. Four of these can be compared with 
the available Latin texts (none of them the direct source) and each time the Latin text 
has a perfect (see Orchard 1996: 118, Cross et al. 1996: 147, 202). Wearð 
geblyssigende in (126) for example is a translation of the Latin perfect exultaverunt 
‘they rejoiced’ in (127). None of the examples has thus any kind of durative (or 
progressive) semantics and the construction is therefore not comparable to the PDE be 
V-ing Construction, but is more like the emphatic use of periphrastic do.  
 
(126) Eall þæt werod þæra halgena þa wearð swyðe geblyssigende.  
all that troop the:GEN.PL saint:GEN.PL then became very rejoicing 
‘Then the entire troop of Saints did much rejoice.’ (c1085. Nic [A]: 18.2.5) 
(127) Omnis multitudo sanctorum plus exultauerunt.  
whole troop saints:gen more rejoiced:PERF:3PL 
‘The entire troop of Saints rejoiced all the more.’ (Cross et al. 1996: 202) 
 
4.2.5.3 WÆS  
The Present Participial Construction with WÆS is considerably more widespread than 
that with WEARÐ and has a number of uses, which are discussed in detail in Killie 
(2008). The most important of these are the narrative progressive (the sole usage 
found with WEARÐ), the STATIVE use, the DURATIVE PROGRESSIVE and the FOCALIZED PROGRESSIVE. 
The distinction between them seems largely dependent on the occurrence of certain 
time adverbs rather than on certain variables of the construction itself. If these are 
absent, they can often not be distinguished.  
An example of a narrative progressive is given in (128). The time adverb butan 
eldenne ‘without hesitating’ makes clear that no duration or progressivity is involved.  
 
(128) Min latteow [...] butan eldenne wæs eft his gong cerrende 
my servant without hesitating was again his walk turning 
 ‘My servant [...], without hesitating, turned around.’ (c925. Bede 5: 
13.430.24) 
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Importantly, this use is almost completely lost after Old English. According to Killie’s 
statistics (2008: 80), it drops from 21% of all instances of the Present Participial 
Construction in Old English to a mere 3% in Middle English.  
In its stative use (2008: 80), the Present Participle Construction is identical to an 
Adjectival Copular Construction, and hence it needs not be discussed separately here.  
The durative progressive expresses that an action is evaluated against a larger 
period of time (which remains indeterminate; see Bertinetto et al. 2000: 527). WÆS in 
such cases can often be translated by ‘keep’. The durative semantics are in line with 
the predominantly stative sense of WÆS in its copular and passive uses. In (129) the 
adverbial clause oþ þæt hie hine ofslægenne hæfdon ‘until they had killed him’ 
indicates that the construction expresses continued action.  
 
(129) Hie alle on þone cyning wærun feohtende oþ þæt hie hine 
they all against the king kept fighting until that they him 
 ofslægenne hæfdon.  
slain had 
‘They all kept fighting against the king until they had killed him.’ (c891. 
ChronA [Bately]: 755.13) 
 
Finally, the focalized progressive expresses the notion of an event viewed as 
ongoing at a single point in time (a focalization point). While this is the main function 
of the construction in Present-Day English, it is extremely rare in Old English and is 
probably an extension of the previous type. It is illustrated in (130).  
 
(130) Mid þi þe he þas þingc wæs sprecende to him silfum, þa 
while he those things was speaking to him self then 
 færinga geseah he sumne fiscere gan.  
suddenly saw he some fishermen go 
‘While he was speaking about those things to himself, suddenly he saw 
some fishermen leave.’ (c1050. ApT: 12.10) 
 
4.2.5.4 Discussion: competition between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
In sum, the only use of the construction that occurs with both (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS is the 
narrative progressive, which construes an event as a whole (bounded), or, in other 
words, a perfective change-of-state. Once again, an explanation for the loss of 
(GE)WEARÐ in this constructions in terms of competition, according to which the more 
frequent WÆS would have replaced (GE)WEARÐ in this use, is compromised by the 
observation (also made by Killie 2008: 80) that the narrative progressive is almost 
entirely lost with both verbs after Old English. An account that can explain why this 
particular use of the Present Participial Construction was lost in its entirety might 
therefore also contribute to an explanation of why (GE)WEARÐ was lost in it. The 
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observation that it is the bounded construal type (the narrative progressive) that was 
lost and the unbounded construal types (all the other uses) were not will turn out to be 
crucial for such an alternative account.  
 
4.2.6 ADJECTIVAL COPULAR CONSTRUCTIONS  
4.2.6.1 Introduction 
This group consists of all constructions that contain some type of (non-participial) 
property predicate.60 The label Adjectival highlights the fact that Adjectival Subject 
Complements are by far the most frequent type of Subject Complement in this 
construction, but other types of Subject Complement are also included. To avoid 
confusion, the construction featuring a regular Adjective will be referred to as the 
Adjectival Copular Construction Proper. Other constructions that belong within the 
group of Adjectival Copular Constructions are the With Child Construction, the 
Comparison Construction, the Genitive Construction and a miscellaneous collection of 
Prepositional Copular Constructions. An outline of these less important constructions 
is briefly presented for the sake of completeness. The majority of the discussion will be 
about the Adjectival Copular Construction Proper, which provides further evidence for 
the prototypical semantics of (GE)WEARÐ, for the systematic but limited nature of the 
overlap with WÆS and for the (im)probability of competition as a cause of loss.  
 
4.2.6.2 Adjectival Copular Construction Proper 
The Adjectival Copular Construction Proper belongs to the top three of the most 
frequent constructions in which (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS occur, the other two being the 
Passive Participial Construction and the Nominal Copular Construction. Particularly 
interesting about this construction is the high sensitivity of the overall interpretation of 
the construction as expressing a change of state or a state to elements other than the 
Verb. First there is the diverse nature of Adjectival Subject Complements, which range 
from expressing prototypically very time-unstable to prototypically very time-stable 
properties. As will be seen, (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS each have a collocational preference that 
differs considerably in terms of the average degree of time stability involved. Second, 
certain contextual items such as time adverbs can further play a role in the 
determination of whether a change of state or a state is expressed. The conclusion that 
can be drawn from this is very similar to that made with respect to the related Passive 
Participial Construction. (GE)WEARÐ almost exclusively occurs with highly time-unstable 
Adjectives (and mostly but not necessarily with time-adverbs) in line with its sense of 
change-of-state. WÆS collocates with the same highly time-unstable Adjectives as 
(GE)WEARÐ but its collocational range is wider. Also, whenever WÆS occurs in change-of-
state contexts involving emotions it is either always accompanied by an adverb of time 
which further contributes to the change of state reading, or WÆS is used because the 
                                               
60
 For this reason the Construction was named the Copular Property Construction in Petré & Cuyckens 
(2009).  
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overall aspect is pluperfect, and the clause does not express a foregrounded event in a 
narrative sequence. All in all, the evidence suggests that WÆS did not necessarily 
express change of state lexically in these instances, but that the other contextual 
information is sufficient to evoke an overall change-of-state meaning. This possible 
persistence of the lexical distinction between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS does not take away 
that the two were in effect competing in their uses with time-unstable Adjectives to 
the extent that their functional distinction was neutralized by this context. While this 
competition might have played a role in the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ, it remains 
unclear why the clearcut meaning-form-correspondence of (GE)WEARÐ did not suffice to 
preserve this verb as the preferred form in contexts of change-of-state.  
 (i) (GE)WEARÐ. Typical examples of (GE)WEARÐ are those in which the semantics of 
the Adjectival Subject Complement typically refers to a passing emotion (131)-(132) or 
to a physical state of limited duration (133). Rarely, (GE)WEARÐ occurs with Adjectives 
expressing more time-stable properties such as (134), where it is about the length (i.e. 
the form) of Abraham’s name. Equally rarely, it is used with Adjectives which, in light 
of the context, refer to a time-stable, lasting attitude or value. An example of this was 
given in (1), and is here repeated as (135). This example is about Adam turning to evil 
(wearð yfel ‘became evil’), and refers to God’s judgment that eating from the apple was 
an evil deed whose evilness cannot be undone (i.e. remains stable over time). In other 
words, evil here refers to a value that is attributed to Adam forever and is therefore 
unlike the attribution of a short-lived emotional state experienced by Adam or of some 
passing behaviour displayed by him.  
 
(131) Ac þa ða Ioseph. undergeat þæt Maria mid cilde wæs. þa wearð 
but then when Joseph noticed that Maria with child was then became 
 he dreorig. 
he agitated 
‘But when Joseph noticed that Maria was pregnant, he became agitated.’ 
(a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 13: 284.87) 
(132) Ghe wente agen and bar ðat child, And abram wurð wið hire milde.  
she went again and bore that child and Abraham became with her mild 
‘She went again and bore that child, and Abraham became kind to her.’ 
(a1325(c1250). Gen.& Ex. [Corp-C 444]: 986) 
(133) Ða wearð he færinga swiþe untrum.  
then became he suddenly very ill 
‘Then he became suddenly very ill.’ (971xc1010. LS 17.1 (MartinMor 
[BlHom 17]): 225.248) 
(134) His name ðo wurð a lettre mor, His wiues lesse ðan it was or, For 
his name then became a letter more his wive:GEN less than it was ere for 
 ðo wurd abram abraham, And sarray sarra bi-cam.  
then became Abram Abraham and Sarai Sara became 
‘His name then became a letter bigger, his wive’s less than it was before, 
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because then Abram became Abraham and Sarai became Sara.’ 
(a1325(c1250). Gen.& Ex. [Corp-C 444]: 995)  
(135) Good wæs se man gesceapen Adam: Ac þurh his agenne cyre 
good was the man created Adam but through his own choice 
 & deofles tihtinge he wearð yfel & eal his ofsprincg.  
and devil:GEN deceit he became evil and all his offspring 
‘The man Adam was created good: But through his own choice and the 
deceit of the Devil he became evil as did all his offspring.’ (a1020(c995). 
ÆCHom I, 18: 322.159) 
 
(ii) WÆS. Unlike (GE)WEARÐ, WÆS occurs with all kinds of Adjectives. A varied set of 
examples is given in (136)-(138): (136) has an Adjectival Subject Complement 
expressing a passing emotion in a pluperfect context, (137) contains three Adjectives 
that describe unchanging qualities of an Indian pagan chief priest (his height, hue and 
colour of his teeth), and (138) an Adjective describing the shape of a house.  
 
(136) þu were ær to ungemætlice unrot, forðam seo unrotnes derað 
you were before too immoderately sad because the sadness hurts 
 ægðer ge moð ge lichaman.  
both and spirit and body 
‘You have been far too sad, for sadness hurts both spirit and body.’ 
(c1150(a900). Solil 1: 49.12) 
(137) Wæs he se bisceop X fota upheah, & eall him wæs se lichoma 
was he se chief_priest 10 feet:GEN tall and all him:DAT was the body 
 sweart buton þæm toþum ða wæron hwite.  
black except the teeth which were white 
‘The chief priest was ten feet tall and his entire body was black, except his 
teeth, which were white.’ (c1000. Alex: 35.1) 
(138) Wæs þæt ilce hus eac hwem dragen, nalas æfter gewunan 
was that same house also corner drawn not-at_all after custom 
 mennisces weorces þæt þa wagas wæron rihte. 
human:GEN work:GEN that the walls were straight 
‘That same house was also shaped slanting, not at all after the custom of 
men’s work where the walls were straight.’ (971xc1010. LS 25 [MichaelMor 
[BlHom 17]]: 207.189) 
 
(iii) Comparison. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the preferences of both verbs for 
various types of Adjectives. A comparison between these figures provides clear 
quantitative evidence that the two verbs differ greatly in their distribution. (GE)WEARÐ 
almost exclusively collocates with highly time-unstable Adjectives, whereas WÆS is 
spread more evenly along the cline.  
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Figure 4.4. (GE)WEARÐ, distribution of types of Adjectival Subject Complement 
 
 
Figure 4.5. WÆS, distribution of types of Adjectival Subject Complement 
 
These figures show that WÆS was clearly wider in range than (GE)WEARÐ. Still WÆS also 
occurs frequently with the same types of Adjectives as (GE)WEARÐ, especially emotions 
and physical states. This overlap correlates to a certain extent with the need to 
distinguish between state and change-of-state, as for instance in (135), where the 
contrast is made between an Adam who WAS good as created (the state in which he was 
delivered by God), and an Adam who BECAME evil after Eve tempted him to eat the 
apple. However, in many cases barely any difference is perceivable at all, as in (139) 
versus (140), from the same manuscript. Another seemingly synonymous pair is (141) 
and (142), both describing the event of dying.  
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(139) Se gerefa wearþ þa swyþe yrre and het hi up ahon and mid 
the prefect became then very angry and commanded her up hang and with 
 kandelum byrnan.  
candles burn  
‘The prefect got very angry then and commanded to hang her up and burn 
her with candles.’ (c1050. LS 16 [MargaretCot.Tib. A.iii]: 17.5) 
(140) Se gerefa wæs þa swiþe yrre and het þa halgan Margaretan on 
the prefect was then very angry and commanded then holy Mary in 
 karcerne betynan.  
prison up-lock 
‘The prefect was very angry then and commanded to lock up St. Mary in 
prison.’ (c1050. LS 16 [MargaretCot.Tib. A.iii]: 6.13) 
(141) And Rodbert eorl of Normandi ferde to Ierusalem & þar wearð dead.  
and Robert earl of Normandy traveled to Jerusalem and there became dead 
‘And Robert earl of Normandy traveled to Jerusalem and there died.’ 
(c1107. ChronF: 1031.3)> 
(142) He wæs ða dead þurh þa iudeiscen.  
he was then dead through the Jewish 
‘He had died then because of the Jews.’ (c1150(c990xc1010). ÆLS 
[Vincent]: 310) 
 
This overlap signals the potential WÆS had to replace (GE)WEARÐ to some extent, and the 
slight increase of emotional and physical properties in the distribution of Adjectives in 
the case of WÆS (see Figure 4.5) is suggestive of such a replacement having taken 
place. It remains puzzling, however, why this development took place (if sheer 
frequency of WÆS is not considered to be sufficient). Moreover, even in these examples 
a distinction between the two might be present, which would indicate that their 
distribution was still functional by late Old English. In the first pair of examples 
perhaps a difference might still be perceived with respect to the degree of anger 
involved. The command following the prefect’s anger in (139), from a passage which 
comes later in the story, is much more harmful to St. Margaret than the one uttered in 
(140). In the second pair as well it might still be possible to see a motivation for the 
choice of verb in each case. (141) describes a past event which forms a main episode 
in a larger narrative (of the chronicle), while the death of Christ in (142) refers back to 
a known past situation to provide background information to an explanation on how 
pure wheat symbolizes Christ.  
Importantly, in (142) wæs dead is accompanied by the time adverb þa ‘then’, 
which is typically used to locate a single event in time, and which therefore makes 
explicit the eventive reading of the clause. In this way, wæs dead can only be 
interpreted as a change of state. There was no need for a similar time adverb in (141), 
as (GE)WEARÐ makes it clear all by itself that a change of state is referred to. The 
presence of contextual features such as these as a kind of precondition for WÆS to 
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receive non-stative readings has also been shown to obtain in the constructions 
discussed previously. What this suggests once more is that the interchangeability of 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS to a high degree depends on the context in which both verbs occur, 
but that their prototypical semantics as such of change-of-state versus state remain 
clearly distinct throughout.  
 
4.2.6.3 With Child Construction 
This idiomatic construction expresses that the Subject becomes or is pregnant by 
means of a Prepositional Subject Complement introduced by the preposition mid ‘with’ 
or with, as in (143).  
 
(143) Ȝho wharrþ þa wiþþ childe swa || All affterr Godess wille; | & 
she became then with child so all after God:GEN will and 
nisste itt nan lifisshe mann || Þatt ȝho wass swa wiþþ childe.  
NEG:knew it no living man that she was so with child 
‘She then became pregnant wholly according to God’s will, and no living 
man knew that she was so pregnant.’ (?c1200. Orm. [Jun 1]: I, 83) 
 
4.2.6.4 Comparison Construction 
in this construction the entity referred to by the Subject is compared to an entity 
referred to by a Prepositional Object in a PP introduced by (variants of) like, so and 
such.  
 
(144) He wið þt ilke feng to hwenden heowes. ant warð swuch as he 
he with that same started to change colour:GEN and became such as he 
 wes vnhwiht of helle.  
was monster from hell 
‘And he at that same moment started to change colour and he became as if 
he was a monster from hell.’ (c1225(?c1200). St.Juliana [Bod 34]: 109) 
 
4.2.6.5 Genitive Construction 
The Genitive in this Construction can be either possessive, descriptive or partitive (see 
DOE 2008, s.v. beon), all of which are properties that are generally stable over time. 
Hence it is not surprising that it is only very rarely found with WEARÐ (my sample 
contains only a single instance). An instance of the descriptive use co-ordinated with a 
regular Adjective is given in (145).  
 
(145) He wæs lytel on his wæstmum & swiðe yfellices hiwes & 
he was small in his growings and very evil:GEN hue:GEN and  
 forsewenlices. 
abject:GEN 
‘He was small in size and of a very poor and abject appearance.’ (c1075. 
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GD 1 [C]:5.45.30) 
 
4.2.6.6 Various 
A few other types of PPs are found with WÆS. No instances occur — probably due to 
coincidence — with (GE)WEARÐ, but some occur with present tense (GE)WIERÐ and 
infinitive (GE)WEORÐAN. The one preposition that occurs regularly is of, which is 
increasingly used as an alternative to the Genitive Construction, as in (146), which 
contains a descriptive of-PP.  
 
(146) Vre lauerdes leste wordes þoa he stech into heouene & leauede 
our lord:GEN last words when he ascended into heaven and left 
 hise leoue freont in uncuðe þeode weren of swote luue & of 
his dear friends in unpleasant country were of sweet love and of 
 sachtnesse.  
kindness 
‘Our Lord’s last words when he ascended to heaven and left his dear 
friends in an unpleasant country were of sweet love and kindness.’ (?c1225. 
Ancr. [Cleo C.6] II: 183) 
 
4.2.6.7 Conclusion 
The evidence for the group of Adjectival Copular Constructions confirms the picture so 
far. (GE)WEARÐ is predominantly used in time-unstable contexts, expressing a sudden 
change-of-state; WÆS can also be used in these contexts, but is the only verb available 
to express stative predicates. This is evidenced in the type of argument structure 
constructions used with both verbs: only WÆS occurs with some frequency with 
descriptive or possessive of-PPs or Genitives, which is expected given their general 
stability over time. Within the Adjectival Copular Construction Proper the distribution 
of the two verbs also greatly differs, with (GE)WEARÐ showing a much stronger 
preference for Subject Complements that typically refer to time-unstable properties 
such as human propensities and physical states. WÆS can also occur with these, and a 
certain degree of interchangeability is therefore present. If used this way the entire 
predicate seems to receive its overall sense of change of state mainly on the basis of 
the presence of these time-unstable Subject Complements, together with other 
features of the context, such as time adverbs. However, WÆS is also very frequently 
used with more time-stable Subject Complements expressing very stative situations. 
On the basis of these different collocational preferences it can be inferred that their 
prototypical semantics are overall clearly distinct in the Adjectival Copular 
Construction.  
 
4.2.7 NOMINAL COPULAR CONSTRUCTION 
In the Nominal Copular Construction (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS are almost in complementary 
distribution, the two verbs showing the typical distinction between change-of-state 
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and state, as illustrated by (147). Very occasionally, WÆS is also used in change-of-
state contexts but in such cases it requires a time adverb to disambiguate its meaning 
(as was the case with the Adjectival Copular Construction).  
 
(147) He wæs on his clærchade biscop on Scesscuns; siððan warð he 
he was in his clerkhood bishop in Soissons afterwards became he 
 munec on Clunni, & siððon prior on þone seolue minstre.  
monk in Cluny and afterwards prior in the same monastery 
‘He was during his clerical office bishop in Soissons; afterwards he became 
monk in Cluny, and after that prior in that same monastery.’ (a1131. 
Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.1127) 
 
Overall, the low degree of interchangeability between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in this 
construction makes a scenario of loss through competition very unlikely. As will be 
seen in chapter 6, the verb that actually replaced (GE)WEARÐ first in this construction 
was BECUMEÞ. As will be discussed more fully in that chapter, copular BECUMEÞ is still 
relatively infrequent as compared to (GE)WEARÐ in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
and its spread therefore cannot fully explain the drastic decrease in frequency of 
(GE)WEARÐ in this construction either.  
 
4.2.8 LOCATIONAL CONSTRUCTION 
4.2.8.1 Introduction 
Similar to the Nominal Copular Construction there is hardly any overlap in use between 
(GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in the Locational Construction. The use of (GE)WEARÐ always involves 
motion or change of state and the use of WÆS hardly ever does. The narrative fragment 
in (148), where transitional WEARÐ in the first clause is contrasted to stative WÆS ‘was 
(present) at X’ in the next, illustrates well this division of labour. 
 
(148) Mid þam þa wearð he sona ofere, nyste he hu. Ða þa he 
with that then got he immediately over NEG-knew he how when then he 
 ofere wæs, þa com him lateow ongean & hyne lædde to anum swyðe 
over was then came him guide against and him led to a very 
 wlitigan felde & swyþe fægeran, mid swetan stence afylled. 
beautiful field and very fair with sweet odour filled 
‘Then, at that moment he at once got across, and he did not know how. 
When he then was at the other side a guide came towards him and led him 
to a very beautiful and fair field, filled with a sweet odour.’ (c1150. Leof: 8) 
 
4.2.8.2 (GE)WEARÐ 
The Locational Construction with (GE)WEARÐ occurs with a variety of prepositions and 
locational adverbials (like ofere in (148)). The most important of these is the 
preposition on. Most instances of on NP (11 out of 15) refer to a metaphorical location 
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and denote that the Subject suddenly, without being (fully) in control, is subject to a 
certain event, as in (149). Occasionally, on is used to introduce a concrete spatial goal, 
a use which can be seen as the source of the metaphorical one. (150) is one of the 
clearest examples of this use in a past-tense context.  
 
(149) Þa Rodbert arcebiscop ðæt geaxode, ða nam he his hors & 
when Robert archbishop that discovered then took he his horse and 
 ferde him to Eadulfesnæsse & wearð him on anum unwræstum 
travelled him to Eadulf’s-naze and got him on a poor 
 scipe.  
ship 
‘When archbishop Robert found out about that, then he took his horse and 
travelled to Eadulf's naze and got on a poor boat.’ (c1107. ChronF: 
1051.17) 
(150) Oferwearp þa werigmod wigena strengest, feþecempa, þæt he 
stumbled then weary-hearted warrior:GEN.PL strongest foot-fighter that he 
 on fylle wearð.  
on fall got 
‘Then the weary-hearted, strongest of warriors, a foot-warrior, stumbled, 
so that he took a fall.’ (c1000. Beo: 1543-4) 
 
The preposition to is only rarely found in the Locational Construction and only occurs 
in combination with prefixed GEWEARÐ. The Subject is generally inanimate and the 
Prepositional Object human, as in (151).61 It is not impossible that the few occurrences 
are in fact instances of the Happen Construction with the to NP encoding the 
experiencer instead of the expected Dative, but it is unclear why such a substitution 
occurred in these particular cases. In general, the preposition to is restricted to its use 
in the Prepositional Copular Construction.  
 
(151) Þa wæs geworden to him sweg.  
then had come to him sound 
‘Then a sound had come to him.’ (971xc1010. HomS 47 [BlHom 12]: 
133.41) 
 
As these few examples already make clear, the instances of the Locational 
                                               
61
 The only possible exception that has a human Subject and can only be understood as involving motion 
towards a place is found in Layamon’s Brut, and it cannot be excluded that, instead of representing 
living language use, the expression here is the erroneous result of the archaic style of this text:  
 
(i)  Þer heo iwurðen to.  
 there they came to 
 ‘To that place they came.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 14750) 
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Construction with (GE)WEARÐ are a heterogenous group. The exact sense of (GE)WEARÐ in 
this construction is therefore hard to determine. Mostly the verb can be rendered by 
GET. While the sense of this verb seems no less vague than that of (GE)WEARÐ, it may be 
observed that most instances of (GE)WEARÐ seem to share with GET that the motion 
through space referred to requires a fair amount of effort or energy on the part of the 
Subject, as in (149), where the ship could only be entered after a wild horse ride. This 
is reminiscent of the semantic component of high energy exchange that seemed to 
distinguish (GE)WEARÐ from WÆS in the Resultative Passive, a tentatively formulated 
distinction which receives some support here from (GE)WEARÐ’s semantics in the 
Locational Construction. Amongst a total of 13 instances involving human Subjects and 
containing concrete locations, (148), where the ease of Leofric’s transportation to the 
other side is mentioned explicitly elsewhere in the text, is the only apparent instance 
where this involvement of effort is absent.  
In later Old English and even more so in Middle English spatial (GE)WEARÐ became 
more and more lexicalized. In this process the verb was more and more restricted to 
ascending motion and became roughly equivalent to MOUNT. This sense is illustrated in 
(152) where it means ‘mount an animal’, and it is probably also present in (148), where 
Robert either had to climb into the boat out of the water or across an ascending gang-
board.  
 
(152) Þa was Eustatius swyðe wrað & wearð upan his horse.  
then was Eustatius very angry and got upon his horse 
‘Then Eustatius was very angry and jumped upon his horse.’ (c1107. 
ChronF: 1050.16) 
 
Later still, it is only preserved in the sense ‘to mount a horse’, the latest example of 
which is found in The history of kyng Boccus and Sydracke — see (153) —, an Early 
Modern English printed version of a late Middle English translation. (Similarly, 
instances of this sense can also be found as late as this in the present tense.)  
 
(153) FOr thy the kyng Boccus anon Toke hors and worthed there vpon 
for that the king Boccus anon took horse and got there upon 
‘Therefore King Boccus immediately took a horse and mounted it’ 
(1537(a1500). Hist. K. Boccus & Sydracke: 167) 
 
4.2.8.3 WÆS 
Just like that with (GE)WEARÐ the Locational Construction with WÆS also occurs with a 
wide variety of prepositions and locational adverbs. The four most frequent are the 
prepositions on, in and at and the adverb there. Of these, on is more frequent in Old 
English and in in Middle English. While on is also common with (GE)WEARÐ, when 
combined with WÆS the construction does not convey motion through space, but a 
sustained position at a certain place, either indefinitely or for an explicitly limited 
period of time — as in (154).  
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(154) Eall þis geare weas se kyng Heanri on Normandi.  
all this year was the king Hendry in Normandy 
‘All this year king Hendry was/stayed in Normandy.’ (?a1160. Peterb.Chron. 
[LdMisc 636] an.1128: 50) 
 
Some instances specify temporal — rather than spatial — location by making use of the 
metaphor TIME IS SPACE, as in (155) (for this metaphor, see e.g. Traugott & Dasher 2002: 
75–78).  
 
(155) Hit was in ane dæie; þat Gurmund mid his duȝeðe. dringes heðene; 
it was on a day that Gurmund with his folk warriors heathen 
 riden a slatinge.  
rode on hunting 
‘It was on a day that Gurmund with his folk — heathen warriors — rode a-
hunting.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut (Clg A.9): 14557) 
 
4.2.8.4 Conclusion 
There are no indications that (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS were interchangeable in the Locational 
Construction at any given time. It cannot of course be excluded that (GE)WEARÐ was lost 
due to competition with other lexemes such as GET. On the clausal level, however, the 
properties of the Locational Construction involving (GE)WEARÐ are no different from the 
other uses of (GE)WEARÐ, and (GE)WEARÐ is found throughout in foregrounded clauses. 
These properties will be discussed in detail in section 4.3, and the loss of its 
productive uses in the Locational Construction also falls within the scope of the 
explanation given there. To this can be added that the lexicalization process it went 
through seems to have conserved it as a separate verb, since it continues to occur in 
the sense ‘mount’ up to the end of the Middle English period and perhaps even 
beyond.  
 
4.2.9 PREPOSITIONAL COPULAR CONSTRUCTION  
The situation found for the Locational Construction is similar to that found for the 
Prepositional Copular Construction. While the construction occurs both with (GE)WEARÐ 
and with WÆS, they have clearly distinct meanings, and therefore there is no reason to 
assume that the two competed with each other.  
(i) (GE)WEARÐ, when used in the Prepositional Copular Construction, invariably 
denotes a change of state and means ‘turn into’. As such, it also always occurs in 
combination with the preposition to, as in (156) — with an inanimate Subject —, and 
(157) — with an animate Subject.62  
                                               
62
 There are five occurrences of this Construction in LEON-alfa with the preposition on, all of which are 
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(156) Ond he <gesenode> II birþena gyrda, ond hie wurdan sona to 
and he blessed two loads:GEN rods:GEN and they turned immediately to 
 þam golde þe man hateð abritsum, þæt is smæte gold.  
the gold that people call abritsum that is refined gold 
‘And he blessed two loads of rods and they turned immediately into that 
gold that is called abritsum, that is refined gold.’ (c1025. Mart 1 [Herzfeld-
Kotzor]: De27, A.1) 
(157) Þurh ða feollon englas of heofonum on helle & to deoflum 
through those fell angels from heavens in hell and into devils 
 gewurdon.  
turned 
‘Because of those things the angels fell from heaven in hell and turned into 
devils.’ (c970. HomS 38 [ScraggVerc 20]: 62.A) 
 
(ii) There are — in Old English only — some instances of [WÆS to NP] in which the 
to NP denotes a class of entities as well. Unlike [(GE)WEARÐ to NP], [WÆS to NP] does not 
imply a change of state but means approximately ‘act/serve as NP’. The construction 
differs also formally from [(GE)WEARÐ to NP] in that the Prepositional Object is generally 
singular, also if the Subject is plural, as in (158).  
 
(158) Þa com se bisceop þærto & se þe him land sealde & þa þe 
then came the bishop thereto and he who him land gave and those who 
 him ær to <gewitnesse> wæron.  
him before to witness were 
‘Then the bishop, he who had given him land and those who had served as 
a witness for him came to that place.’ (1010x1023(?1023). Ch 1460 [Rob 
83]: 18) 
4.2.10 IDENTIFYING CONSTRUCTION 
Recall that the Identifying Construction links two names or labels of the same referent 
by means of a linking verb. Since the construction is, on the whole, nothing more than 
a linguistic variant of a mathematical equation, aspect has no place in it. Identification 
of this kind is in principle eternal, a borderline case of stativity. However, the past 
tense may be used when two names referring to an event or person from the past are 
equated. Given this extremely stative nature, it is not surprising that it is only WÆS 
which occurs in this construction. (159) contains two typical examples.  
 
(159) Ond his wif gelefde mid hine, þære naman wes Candida, ond heora 
                                                                                                                                         
slavish translations of the preposition in in the Latin source – in translations from Latin, there is a 
general tendency to translate in by OE on, and ad by to.  
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and his wife lived with him whose name was Candida and their 
 dohter, þare noma wæs Virgo.  
daughter whose name was Virgo 
‘And his wife lived with him, whose name was Candida, and their daughter, 
whose name was Virgo.’ (c1000. Mart 5 [Kotzor]: Ju2,C.5) 
 
Since (GE)WEARÐ, with its change-of-state semantics, is naturally absent from this 
construction, it falls outside the discussion on competition entirely and is of no further 
importance for the analysis of the past tense (it will play a significant role though in 
the discussion of competition in the present tense involving BIÐ and IS to be analysed in 
chapter 5).  
 
4.2.11 MISCELLANEOUS 
I list here two minor constructions involving WÆS for the sake of completeness. Their 
particular form and meaning are of no further importance for the present analysis. 
They are: (i) the As it were Construction (160), a construction occurring only from 
Middle English onwards, which is related to the Nominal and Adjectival Copular 
Constructions but has certain properties sui generis; (ii) the (very rare) construction 
with to-infinitive that expresses obligation (deontic modality) (161).  
 
(160) Þat fur smot out of þen yre. liȝtinge as it were.  
the fire smote out of the iron lightning as it were:SBJV 
‘That fire smote out of the iron, lightning as it were.’ (c1325(c1300). 
Glo.Chron.A [Clg A.11]: 2954) 
(161) 'Els were I to blame,' said Arthur.  
‘“Else I would be to blame”, said Arthur.’ ((a1470). Malory Wks. [Win-C]: 10) 
 
4.2.12 GENERAL DISCUSSION: WHAT COMPETITION CAN DO VERSUS WHAT IT DOES 
Section 4.2 consisted of a detailed analysis of the semantic and functional properties 
of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in all the different argument structure constructions in which they 
occurred. The analysis has shown that the two verbs were interchangeable to a consid-
erable extent in a first group of constructions, where the clause has an overall sense of 
change-of-state due to the presence of contextual features. However, even in these 
constructions certain functional distinctions between the two verbs have been discern-
ed. Importantly, some of these, such as the preference of (GE)WEARÐ in foregrounded 
clauses, are not immediately related to a particular argument structure construction 
and may be hypothesized to hold across all constructions. Keeping in mind this 
combination of limited interchangeability and potentially encompassing functional 
differences, what does this imply for the hypothesis of loss through competition?  
The considerable degree of interchangeability and the prevalence of WÆS in the 
course of Middle English in a number of argument structure constructions — the 
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Happen Construction, the Adjectival and Resultative Passive, and certain usage areas of 
the Adjectival Copular Construction — seem to provide evidence that WÆS eventually 
out-competed (GE)WEARÐ in these constructions. At the least the availability of a 
functionally similar WÆS in these constructions may explain why (GE)WEARÐ could be 
given up in them without the need of any great compensatory efforts such as the 
development and propagation of new equivalent expressions. Also, the limitation of 
the competition to the semantic field of change of state ruled out the opposite kind of 
development, in which (GE)WEARÐ would have taken over the existential uses of WÆS. 
These conditions ensured that WÆS could extend its use to include many clauses that 
were formerly expressed by (GE)WEARÐ.  
The competition scenario certainly has to offer part of the explanation for the 
rapid decrease of (GE)WEARÐ in this first group of constructions, where (GE)WEARÐ 
dropped in frequency the quickest. Specifically, it can be assumed that, once (GE)WEARÐ 
started falling out of use for some reason, this process was accelarated through the 
availability of a nearly equivalent construction with WÆS. However, a major problem 
that remains is that competition by itself does not provide a sufficient motivation for 
the take-over by WÆS. If a semantic contrast between change-of-state and state was 
needed, both verbs came in very handy. Moreover, it could be argued that (GE)WEARÐ in 
some constructions, such as the Happen Construction or the Resultative Passive is 
arguably the more natural candidate to be generalized, as indeed happened in the 
other West Germanic languages where its cognate became the default auxiliary of the 
passive.  
If not satisfactorily explained by competition between the two verbs in certain 
argument structure constructions, a proper motivation for its loss may perhaps be 
found in (GE)WEARÐ’s more general preferences, especially that for foregrounded 
clauses. As this is not immediately related to a particular argument structure 
construction it may be hypothesized to hold across all constructions and therefore 
have an impact on (GE)WEARÐ in all its uses. What, then, is it about this 
foregroundedness in narrative that causes such a great upheaval. That is precisely the 
topic of the next section.  
 
 
4.3 The loss of the OE system of boundedness and its impact on (GE)WEARÐ63 
4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section I relate the loss of (GE)WEARÐ to the loss of an Old English grammatical 
subsystem that encouraged the expression of narrative by bounded sentence-
constructions. This type of construction represents a situation as reaching its goal or 
endpoint, and serves to mark progress in a narrative (e.g. then he walked over to the 
other side). Instead of this system from Middle English onwards a mixed system 
emerges with differently structured bounded sentence-constructions as well as, 
                                               
63
 This section is a somewhat expanded version of sections 4 and 5 in Petré (in press).  
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increasingly so, unbounded sentence-constructions — which structure events as open-
ended, usually by means of a progressive form (e.g. he was walking). I show how 
(GE)WEARÐ in Old English was strongly associated with the Old English system of 
bounded sentence-constructions — an association with boundedness is not surprising 
given its meaning of ‘(sudden) transition into another state’. In the thirteenth century 
this rigid Old English system starts to break down, as primarily evidenced by the 
disappearance of the time adverbial þa and the loss of verb-second. (GE)WEARÐ, being 
strongly associated with the old way of structuring narrative, decreased too and 
eventually disappeared.  
The concrete structure of this section is as follows. Section 4.3.2 introduces the 
typological distinction between bounded language use, which typically divides up a 
narrative in completed temporal segments, and unbounded language use, which tends 
to express narrative action as ongoing within the frame of a prolonged now, and 
introduces the hypothesis that a crucial link exists between the breakdown of bounded 
language use in English and the loss of (GE)WEARÐ. Section 4.3.3 is devoted to testing 
this hypothesis through a detailed analysis of the distribution of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS, on 
the basis of a corpus specially compiled for this purpose. Unlike WÆS, (GE)WEARÐ prefers 
main clauses, in which the main narrative action is usually represented. Also, (GE)WEARÐ 
co-occurs significantly more often with time adverbials that mark progress in the 
narrative, and whose frequency drastically decreases during Middle English. Finally, 
(GE)WEARÐ is used significantly more often in inverted clause constructions, a type of 
construction that is also typical of the bounded language use of Old English. Together, 
these preferences show that the fate of (GE)WEARÐ is tied up with that of an Old English 
system of boundedness.  
 
4.3.2 BOUNDED AND UNBOUNDED LANGUAGE USE 
4.3.2.1 Introduction 
An important distinction related to the narrative genre, and which will be highly 
relevant for explaining the loss of (GE)WEARÐ, is that between bounded and unbounded 
language use. Basically, bounded language use construes situations with the inclusion 
of their goal or endpoint, and often serves to mark progress in a narrative (e.g. then he 
walked over to the other side). By contrast, unbounded language use construes 
situations as open-ended, often by means of progressive aspect (e.g. he was walking 
about) (Declerck 2007). In recent psycholinguistic studies (Carroll & von Stutterheim 
2003, Carroll & Lambert 2003 & Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 2004), it is argued 
that both types of use are not freely available in a language-independent fashion. 
Grammatical form is not viewed as a separate system which is independent of 
meaning, but as one which incorporates a system of meanings which is treated in a 
given language as prominent in the conceptualisation of states of affairs (2004: 185). 
Cross-linguistic diversity consists less in what is possible to specify than in the relative 
ease with which meanings can be specified. Depending on the availability of certain 
grammaticalized constructions, some languages, like German and Dutch, show a 
strong preference for bounded construal of events, while other languages such as 
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Present-Day English or Arabic, more easily make use of unbounded construal.  
Indeed, speakers of either of these languages, when asked to describe a narrative 
sequence (when watching, for instance, a short animation film), tend to construe this 
sequence very differently. For instance, speakers of German divide the narrative action 
up into a sequence of temporal segments, each requiring an explicit temporal marker, 
like Auf einmal, dann in (162) below. Temporal anchors like these serve to set the topic 
time (or temporal topic). Topic time is the time span about which an assertion is made 
(Klein 1994: 3). By defining topic time, these temporal adverbials co-bound (together 
with markers of perfectivity and/or goals/endpoints) the event described in the clause 
containing them: the action is construed as reaching its endpoint or goal within the 
time span defined by the topic time. These time adverbials also often provide a link to 
the preceding clause, and as such typically fill the first slot in their own clause. At the 
same time they also create a ‘time after’ the bounded event and with this the 
conditions for opening up a new interval on the time line (temporal shift). The effect of 
temporal shift is that a sequence in strict terms is created in which each situation is 
completed before the next one begins.  
 
(162) Shift of topic time  
Auf einmal hört der Lehmann Wasser tropfen  
On sudden hears the clay-man water drop 
und dann gräbt er nach dem Wasser  
and then digs he after the water 
bis der Sand dann unter ihm nachgibt 
until the sand then under him away-gives 
(163) Maintenance of topic time 
The man is hearing the sound of dripping water  
and he is digging for the water  
and the sand is caving in under him  
(von Stutterheim 2002: 25) 
 
In the narrative sequence given in (162), the first event is bounded by auf einmal 
‘suddenly’, which sets a brief interruption of an unexpressed ongoing situation as the 
topic time of the event ‘hear the dripping of water’. The second one is bounded by 
dann ‘then’, which sets as topic time the time span starting after the hearing-event 
and ending with the giving way of the sand. Following these time adverbials, the finite 
verb remains in second position (so-called verb-second syntax), and the subject 
usually follows this finite verb (inversion). This subject defines a second topic, which is 
usually the protagonist that remains constant throughout the narrative action. The 
perspective taken in bounded language use can be compared to a camera looking 
through the eyes of the protagonist, who experiences a narrative action as a series of 
bounded (complete) events. 
By contrast, Present-Day English makes abundant use of unbounded construal in 
describing narrative sequences, as is illustrated in (163) above. Besides sequences 
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such as those of (163), Present-Day English preserves the possibility of construing an 
event as completed or bounded, depending on the viewpoint of the speaker (see Smith 
1997: 92-94, Carrol & Stutterheim 2003: 378). For instance, bounded language use 
remains the normal way of construing first person narratives (where by default the 
speaker is a participant in what happens). However, Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 
(2004) show that the syntax and grammaticalized constructions of Present-Day English 
encourage unbounded language use. Unbounded language use typically makes use of 
a rigid subject-initial syntax, and the subject is the only structural topic available. It is 
usually identified with the most agentive participant (a natural topic) in the event 
expressed in each clause, which is not necessarily always the protagonist. There is no 
structurally required slot for defining topic time, and the events that are 
conceptualized are anchored to a single point in time which is maintained throughout 
the event. Each event is described in unbounded terms by means of progressive aspect 
(hearing, digging, caving in). Topic time implicitly remains the same throughout, and 
the time span covered by the events is either simultaneous with topic time or is 
included in it. In the example given in (163), topic time is not conceptualized at all, but 
rather it is a prolonged now. All the events described are construed as being included 
in this now, and this is achieved by the use of the progressive, which denotes events 
that are ongoing in such a now. The perspective taken in unbounded language use, 
then, can be compared to filming from a bird’s eye view (Carroll, von Stutterheim & 
Nuese 2004: 190).  
In sum, the differences in present tense descriptions are the following. Speakers 
of Present-Day English opt for a progressive form in their descriptions, linking them to 
an implicit topic time. Speakers of German usually construe a narrative action as a 
series of bounded, perfectively construed events, and they may altogether lack an 
expression for the progressive. Instead, they prefer anchoring in time (and space), 
which is normally realized through adverbs like dann filling the first slot of the clause. 
Past tense descriptions less easily give in to unbounded construal strategies, because 
bounded construal is probably more accessible as a consequence of the completed-
ness of the events in reality. Accordingly, German need not change its strategies and 
behaves exactly the same in the past tense. Present-Day English, however, makes use 
of a hybrid system in the retelling of an event: bounded construal is still fairly 
common, but unbounded strategies regularly creep in, for instance by making use of 
inchoative constructions (start Ving) or switching to unbounded progressives in the 
present tense (Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 2004: 204-211). A preference for 
unbounded construal in real-time descriptions therefore also correlates to syntactic 
strategies in retelling past events that are different from default bounded construal.  
 
4.3.2.2 The bounded system of Old English and its breakdown 
Old English was much like modern German. This is evidenced in a number of 
properties, which I will refer to as the BOUNDED SYSTEM OF OLD EENGLISH. First, Old English 
lacks a grammaticalized progressive construction. While Old English already possessed 
the be + Vende construction, the predecessor of the Present-Day English be + Ving 
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construction, only in a minority of its occurrences did it express progressiveness (Killie 
2008). Second, Old English grammar is fine-tuned for the bounded construal of 
events. This is evidenced in its word order rules and its stock of time adverbials to 
establish topic time. The most grammaticalized of these adverbials is þa ‘then 
(particular point in time)’, which (similarly to German dann and Dutch toen) chops up a 
narrative into temporal segments, foregrounding actions within that narrative (it has 
therefore been called an ‘action marker’ by Enkvist 1986). As in German, time adverbs 
are often put in the first position in main clauses, the verb being in second position 
(verb-second syntax) and the subject inverted. In Old English though, most time 
adverbials only trigger inversion if the subject is not a pronoun. The exceptions are þa 
(and þonne, which however mainly has non-narrative functions), which are the only 
two that consistently trigger inversion when in first position, even with pronominal 
subjects (Los 2009: 103, Westergaard 2009: 74).  
 The bounded system of Old English is illustrated by the biblical fragment (from 
the Prodigal Son) in (164) — and note that there are no less than three occurrences of 
(GE)WEARÐ in this fragment.  
 
(164) Ða æfter feawa dagum [...] se gingra sunu [...] ferde wræclice on feorlen 
rice, & forspilde þar his æhta lybbende on his gælsan. Ða he hig hæfde 
ealle amyrrede þa wearð mycel hunger on þam rice & he wearð wædla. [...] 
Þa beþohte he hine & cwæð, Eala, hu fela yrðlinga on mines fæder huse hlaf 
genohne habbað. [...] Ic [...] fare to minum fæder, & ic secge him, Eala 
fæder, [...] do me swa anne of þinum yrðlingum. & he aras þa & com to his 
fæder, & þa gyt þa he wæs feorr his fæder he hyne geseah & wearð mid 
mildheortnesse astyrod.  
‘Then after a few days [...] the younger son [...] travelled abroad to a far 
country, and wasted there his possessions living in his lusts. When he had 
wasted them all, then a great hunger came over the country & he became a 
beggar. [...] Then he considered to himself and said: “Why, how many 
servants in my father’s house have enough bread. [...] I [...] will go to my 
father, and I will tell him: hey father, [...] take me as one of your servants. 
And he arose then and came to his father, and when he was still far from 
him, his father saw him and was stirred by mercy”.’ (c1025. Lk (WSCp): 13-
20) 
 
In (164), a variety of time adverbials (in italics) serves to establish topic time and 
divide the story into segments: ða æfter feawa dagum ‘then after a few days’, ða he hig 
hæfde ealle amyrrede, þa ‘when he had wasted it all, then’ (causing inversion as well), 
etc.  
 Present-Day English lost these time adverbials and verb-second syntax that 
encouraged bounded construal. Instead it has the progressive, which encourages 
unbounded construal. Hence, a transition from one system to the other must have 
occurred somewhere in between. Van Kemenade, Los & Starren, in an ongoing project 
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(started 2008, as described in van Kemenade, Los & Starren 2008) suggest that English 
develops its preference for unbounded construal in Early Modern English. It is at this 
time that both SVO word order and the progressive be Ving construction are 
established, two processes which largely seem to run in parallel (Denison 1993, Killie 
2008). However, there is evidence that the rigid bounded system of Old English had 
largely disappeared already by the end of the fourteenth century. First, the 
transparency between syntax and information structure originally present in the 
system of verb-second starts to break down from 1300 onwards (see van Kemenade & 
Westergaard 2008) — I will return to this in more detail in section 4.3.3.4. Second, 
there is the rapid decrease of the most typical bounding adverb þa and the obligatory 
inversion co-occurring with it. Already in the early Middle English of the thirteenth 
century, þa (realized as tho in ME) is significantly less frequent than in late Old English, 
and in the course of the fourteenth century its use becomes exceptional (van 
Kemenade & Los 2006: 243-244; Westergaard 2009: 93-94, where it is shown how 
main clauses with initial þa (tho)/þonne decrease from about 36% of all main clauses in 
OE to 15% in early ME and 11.3% in late ME).64 
The breakdown of the bounded system of Old English, and its immediate impact 
on (GE)WEARÐ, can be illustrated by comparing the OE Bible fragment in (164) to the ME 
counterpart in (165), as found in the Wyclif Bible.  
 
(165) And not aftir many daies [...] the ȝonger sone wente forth in pilgrymage in 
to a fer cuntre; and there he wastide hise goodis in lyuynge lecherously. 
And aftir that he hadde endid alle thingis, a strong hungre was maad in 
that cuntre, and he bigan to haue nede. [...] And he turnede aȝen to hym 
silf, and seide, Hou many hirid men in my fadir hous han plente of looues 
[...]. Y schal [...] go to my fadir, and Y schal seie to hym, Fadir, [...] make 
me as oon of thin hirid men. And he roos vp, and cam to his fadir. And 
whanne he was ȝit afer, his fadir saiȝ hym, and was stirrid bi mercy. 
((c1384). WBible(1) [Dc 369(2)], Lk 15: 13-20) 
 
Narration in (165) still mainly proceeds by means of bounded construal, but 
bounding adverbials signalling topic time have decreased, and an unbounded 
construction (he bigan to haue nede ‘he began to have need’) has crept in. Importantly, 
the language of (165) illustrates that the highly grammaticalized way of construing 
                                               
64
 Note that the decrease in frequency of þa seems to have taken place first in its clause-internal use, in 
which case it functions, according to van Kemenade & Los (2006) as a focus particle dividing the clause 
in a topic and a focus domain, and not so much as a time adverbial setting topic time. Clear figures for 
the overall frequency history of þa are lacking, however. Most importantly, the collostructional strength 
between wearð and þa in clause-internal position was also very high, and there does not seem to be a 
significant difference between the two þa-s in that respect (on collostructional strength more below). 
Ultimately, I think this kind of focalizing use of a temporal adverb is also a typical part of the bounded 
system (and is indeed also found in Dutch and German). The precise link between the uses is outside the 
scope of this study but is definitely interesting material for further research.  
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bounded events has been lost. Specifically, þa ‘then’ and verb-second syntax are 
entirely absent in this late Middle English version — and so is (GE)WEARÐ.65  
 
4.3.2.3 Development of unbounded constructions in Middle and Early Modern English 
Simultaneously with the breakdown of the bounded system of Old English, a number of 
other, partly existing, partly new constructions become more frequent. First, already 
during Middle English the construction be Vende starts to grammaticalize as an 
unbounded marker of progressiveness. While it is true that the be Ving construction 
became fully grammaticalized in this function only in Early Modern English, in which 
period it also became frequently used to set the topic time maintained throughout the 
description of the events (the framing use of the progressive, as in while they were 
Ving, ...), the recent study by Killie (2008: 80) suggests that this function may have 
been already more fully developed by late Middle English than assumed by van 
Kemenade, Los & Starren (2008). Admittedly, the data in Killie (2008) still contain 
relatively few instances of the focalized use of the be + Vende/ing construction (the 
use in (163); an Old English example was given in (130)). However, this is probably due 
to its primary use in present tense (real-time) descriptions. As stated earlier, it is 
easier to maintain the use of unbounded structures in real-time descriptions (with the 
ongoing now as the topic time) than in retellings of past events. Unfortunately, real-
time descriptions — or more accurately, since we are dealing with written material, 
imitations of such descriptions — are heavily underrepresented in the surviving Middle 
English material.  
Better evidence for the development of unbounded construal already in Middle 
English is found in the changes taking place in what I call the ginnen-class, containing 
the verbs onginnan, aginnan, beginnan, and ginnan. In Old English onginnan (and, less 
frequently, beginnan) with bare infinitive probably did not have an ingressive meaning 
but instead was primarily used as a perfectivizing auxiliary (Los 2000). However, from 
late Old English onwards the ingressive use rapidly gains ground. This holds especially 
for beginnan, which was much more frequent in Middle English than in Old English, 
and which Brinton argues to be ingressive as a rule (see Brinton 1988: 116, 161; Los 
2000: 256). Verbs of the ginnen-class, if used ingressively, focus on the onset of a 
new situation and, by implication, on the ongoing (unbounded) character of that 
situation after it has started. In this respect they differ from (GE)WEARÐ, which focuses 
on the transitional process itself from one state into another one, including the end 
                                               
65
 Interestingly, a look at the frequencies of GOT and BECAME in the written component of the BNC as 
calculated by Leech, Rayson & Wilson (2001) reveals that thes past tense verbs, which are functionally 
very similar to (GE)WEARÐ, are significantly less frequent in Present-Day English than was (GE)WEARÐ in Old 
English. Sepcifcally, GOT has a frequency of 459 occurrences pmw, and BECAME one of 244 pmw, or 
together 703 pmw (see http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/bncfreq/lists/2_3_writtenspoken.txt [7 August 2010]).  
This is much lower than the frequency of (GE)WEARÐ in Old English (-950: 1009 pmw; 951-1050: 1559 
pmw; 1051-1150: 1964 pmw). From a functional point of view, the difference is probably even a lot 
higher, because GOT covers a very wide range of constructions, and is not restricted to Copular and 
Passive Participial Constructions.  
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result.66 Ingressive verbs like begin, now, are frequently found in past tense retellings 
of events as a counterpart to the progressive in present tense descriptions, and their 
use seems to be more frequent in unbounded languages (Carroll, von Stutterheim & 
Nuese 2004: 206). Their increase in Middle English therefore is a clear indication that 
Middle English has a higher preference for unbounded constructions than Old English.  
Occasionally, inchoatives also replace (GE)WEARÐ, thus illustrating in what way the 
loss of (GE)WEARÐ might indeed be related to the grammaticalization of unbounded 
constructions. One example of such a replacement has already been given above in 
(165), where bigan to haue nede ‘began to have need’ has replaced wearð wædla 
‘became a beggar’. A similar difference between Old English (166) — which also 
contains þa — and Middle English (167) — which lacks a bounding time adverb — 
appears in two versions of Exodus.  
 
(166) Þa læfdon hi hit sume oð hit morgen wæs, & hit wearð wyrmum 
then left they it some until it morning was and it became worms:DAT 
 creowyd & hit forrotode.  
crowded and it rotted 
‘Then some men left it until it was morning, and it was crowded by worms 
and rotted.’ (c1075. Exod [Ker]: 16.20) 
(167) But sum therof lafte vnto the morwen, and it biganne to boyle wormes, and 
stonk. 
‘But some of them left until the morning, and it began to spawn worms, 
and stank.’ (a1425(a1382). WBible(1) [Corp-O 4]: Ex.16.20) 
 
The underlying Latin Vulgate source twice has a form of coepio (see e.g. 
Tweedale 1598). Apparently, the OE translators were highly unwilling to translate an 
unbounded inchoative construction with a direct Old English equivalent (some other 
examples can be found in Frary 1929: 44). What this unwillingness shows is how 
strongly grammaticalized bounded construal in Old English was. The occurrence of 
begin in the Middle Englsh version is somewhat less conclusive, since the translation 
may be literal, and a more detailed study of non-translated prose would be necessary 
to shed light on the status of inchoatives in Middle English. But at least it shows that 
Middle English grammar was less averse to the use of inchoative constructions than 
was Old English.  
An even clearer case where (GE)WEARÐ in a bounded construction is gradually 
replaced by a different, unbounded construction, concerns the use of the [(it) GEWEARÐ 
(NPDAT) that X]-construction. A detailed analysis of its function and its loss is given by 
Brinton (1996: 115-180). From her account it becomes clear that the decrease of this 
construction is another instance of a casualty of the breakdown of the bounded system 
                                               
66
 See footnote 53 on page 120 for an explanation why the notion of ingressive/inchoative verb is thus 
better restricted to the ginnen-class.  
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of Old English and the emergence of unbounded alternatives. Specifically, the 
construction is only one member of a group of identical constructions with verbs 
meaning ‘happen’, such as (GE)LAMP, LAMP, GEBYRODE, GESÆLEDE, (GE)TIMODE, WÆS and 
GEWEARÐ itself. All of these occured with considerable frequency in the same 
construction throughout Old English. They continue to occur in early Middle English, 
this time accompanied by a number of new verbs in the construction (which survived 
the other ones), specifically BITIDDE, FELL, BIFELL and HAPPENED. An example with the most 
frequent verb, gelamp, is given in (168).  
 
(168) Ða gelamp hit þæt sum dry hermoines gehaten asende his 
then happened it that some sorcerer Hermogenes called sent his 
 gingran philetum to ðam foresædan apostole.  
younger Philetus to the aforesaid apostle 
‘It then happened that a certain sorcerer named Hermogenes sent his 
disciple Philetus to the aforesaid apostle.’ ((a1020(c995). ÆCHom II, 31-
32: 7) 
 
The function of this construction is to mark an episode boundary, most commonly 
marking the beginning of a new episode (but other kinds of episode boundaries are 
found as well, see Brinton 1996: 125). In addition, “it grounds episodes in the narrative 
temporally and/or causally and guides the reader through the episodic structure of th 
text” (Brinton 1996: 143). Importantly, even if the construction initiates a new episode, 
its topic time is still limited to a single event, the initial one, of that episode.  
From late Middle English onwards this productive construction drastically 
decreased in frequency. By contrast, a new construction which serves a similar 
purpose, the preposed whan-clause, experiences a marked increase in use. Three 
examples of this new construction are given in (169) and (170) (taken from Brinton 
1996: 171).  
 
(169) Whan it was day, He broghte hym to the halle That roreth of the cryyng and 
the soun. 
‘When it was day, he brought him to the hall that roars of crying and noise.’ 
((c1385). Chaucer, CT.Kn. [Manly-Rickert]: A.2881) 
(170) And whan they were com up they saw a poore house, and besyde the 
chapell a litill courtelayge where Nacien the ermyte gadred wortis to hys 
mete, as he whych had tasted none other mete of a grete whyle. And whan 
he saw the arraunte knyghtes he cam to them and salewed them and they 
hym agayne.  
‘And when they had come up, they saw a poor house, and besides the 
chapell a little vegetable garden where Nacien the hermit gathered worts 
for his food, as he had not tasted other food for a great while. And when 
he saw the wandering knights he came to them and saluted them and they 
did so too.’ ((a1470). Malory, Wks. [Win-C]: 16.1.941.1-6) 
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The function of this whan-construction is similar and yet different from the [(it) V 
(NPDAT) that X]-construction. It shares with this construction the function of alerting the 
reader to the beginning of a new narrative unit but is different from it in that it refers 
to a backgrounded event which establishes the temporal frame in which that unit is to 
be understood (see Brinton 1996: 176). this framing function makes it into a kind of 
unbounded construal, as the whan-clause provides the topic time in which the events 
expressed in the following clauses are included rather than presenting a bounded 
event that forms part of the narrative action itself.  
 
4.3.3 (GE)WEARÐ AND BOUNDEDNESS 
4.3.3.1 Introduction 
In the previous section, some illustrations were given of unbounded construal 
gradually appearing in environments and functions where previously a form of 
(ge)wearð in a bounded construction occurred. In this section, extensive quantitative 
evidence will be given in support of the hypothesis that a breakdown of the bounded 
system of OE was instrumental in the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ in all its uses. The 
evidence comes from three different tests. First, I will show that the relative frequency 
of (GE)WEARÐ in main clauses, which more than other clause types serve to mark 
progress in a narrative, is significantly higher than that of WÆS (4.3.3.2). Second, I 
focus on main clauses and test the significance of the association of time adverbials 
such as þa with (GE)WEARÐ as contrasted to their association with WÆS (4.3.3.3). Finally, I 
look at the different distribution of WÆS and (GE)WEARÐ over main clause constructions 
differing in word order (4.3.3.4).  
 
4.3.3.2 Types of clause  
A first observation that links up with OE bounded structures expressing narrative 
action concerns (GE)WEARÐ’s distribution over clause types. Figure 4.6 gives the relative 
frequencies with which (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS occur in main clauses, subordinate clauses 
and adjunct clauses. The figure shows that (GE)WEARÐ not only has a preference for 
main clauses, but that this preference even increases over time, and also that (GE)WEARÐ 
is used increasingly exceptionally in adjunct clauses (the frequency of subordinate 
clauses decreases as well, but their functional complexity makes this tendency harder 
to interpret). These tendencies are the same for copular, passive or intransitive uses 
and can be related to (GE)WEARÐ’s change of state semantics. Adjunct clauses are usual-
ly descriptive in nature, adding background information to a topical NP, as in (171).  
 
(171) They chose his brother Harthacnut, who was a Danish citizen.  
 
As such, they typically do not denote changes of state. By contrast, (past tense) main 
clauses often express events that mark progress in a narrative (they provide 
foregrounded information), and therefore will often be about changes of state.  
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Figure 4.6. Clause types co-occurring with (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
 
(GE)WEARÐ’s preference for main clause constructions thus equals a preference for 
foregrounded events (changes of state) in a narrative. Precisely because of this quality, 
the mere presence of (GE)WEARÐ encourages a correct interpretation of such sentences 
as expressing foregrounded events. Moreover, this preference increased over time so 
as to become an almost exclusive association, and this stands in sharp contrast to the 
idea that the distinction between weorðan and wesan became blurred from late OE 
onwards, and contradicts the hypothesis that (GE)WEARÐ was lost due to the higher 
frequency combined with its increasing degree of semantic similarity to WÆS (as found 
in some form in Wattie 1930, Mitchell 1985, Müller 2009). Quite on the contrary, 
(GE)WEARÐ might as well have taken over the use of WÆS in the expression of events 
(changes of state) in a narrative, instead of being ousted due to its lower frequency. 
This is exactly what seems to have happened in (the bounded languages) German and 
Dutch, where WIRD and WORDT have attained to the status of the exclusive auxiliary of 
the eventive passive, as well as the default copula to express a change of state.  
 
4.3.3.3 (GE)WEARÐ and time adverbials 
The preference of (GE)WEARÐ for main clauses points to its foregrounding function, 
being mainly used in narrative action. In this section I further examine main clauses 
containing (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in order to test to what extent it is typical of (GE)WEARÐ to 
occur with bounding time adverbials in this clause type, as for instance in (172) (and 
many more examples given throughout this chapter). This is done by contrasting the 
behaviour of (GE)WEARÐ to that of WÆS in main clauses and calculating their respective 
associational strengths with various types of time adverbs. A typical instance of WÆS, 
then, is (173), which provides stative background information to the narrative (or for 
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instance (109), (114)).  
 
(172) Heo hine freclice bat. Ða wearð heo sona fram deofle gegripen.  
she him heavily beat. Then got she suddenly from devil seized.  
‘She beat him heavily. Then she was/got suddenly seized by the devil.’ 
(c1025. GD 1 [C]: 4.31.1) 
(173) Her forðferde Cnut cing æt Scieftesbyri, [...] & he was cing ofer eal 
here died Cnut king at Shaftesbury, [...] and he was king over all 
 Englaland welneah XX wintra.  
England welnigh 20 winter:GEN.PL 
‘In this year King Cnut died in Shaftesbury, [...] and he had been king over 
all England almost 20 years.’ (c1107. ChronF: 1036.1) 
 
(172) has a clause-initial time adverbial with inversion, conforming to the 
boundedness template of German. In addition to such clause-initial time adverbials, 
other time adverbials have also been included in the calculations for this section. The 
main reason is that word order in the older stages of English is a much more intricate 
matter than it is in German. First, clause-initial time adverbials other than þa (and 
þonne) do not trigger inversion with pronominal subjects. Second, time adverbials that 
occur in non-clause-initial positions also generally have a bounding function, as in 
(174), even if it is unclear to what extent they topicalize the time span for which the 
assertion holds.  
 
(174) & hie þa wurdon sona blinde. & feollan to eorþan.  
and they then became soon blind and fell to earth 
‘And they then immediately became blind and fell down to the earth.’ 
(c1000(c971). LS 20 (AssumptMor[BlHom 13]): 151.227) 
 
Differences in association strengths to time adverbs between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
can be calculated in a more precise way by means of a distinctive collexeme analysis, 
‘the analysis of alternating pairs of constructions and their relative preferences for 
words that can (or should be able to) occur in both of them’ (Gries and Stefanowitsch 
2004: 101; see section 3.3.2 for a more detailed description). In this particular case, 
the pair of constructions referred to consists of any main clause in which (GE)WEARÐ is 
the finite verb in the past tense and any main clause containing WÆS. Usually with this 
method, all and only tokens belonging to the same word or phrase type constitute a 
collexeme. This works when thousands of observations are available (as for instance in 
Hilpert 2008). With the data I have for (GE)WEARÐ- and WÆS-constructions, amounting to 
about 200 observations per construction per period, it is useful to group more than 
one type of time adverbial into larger semantic categories. Using such collexeme 
categories increases the average frequency of each collostruct (i.e., each construction-
specific collocational pattern), which makes significant semantic distinctions easier to 
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spot. A complete list of categories with some representative members is given in Table 
4.4 (spelling has been regularized).67 The grammaticalized items þa ‘then (single 
occurrence)’ and þonne ‘then (iterative/generic, ‘each time when X, then’)’ have each 
been classed under separate categories (THO and THEN respectively). Also, if a clause 
does not contain any time adverbial at all, the collexeme of (GE)WEARÐ/WÆS in these 
cases is a zero collexeme labelled NoAdverbial.  
 
AFTER_X: after his death, embe ten night ‘after ten nights’, sithen (X V-ed) ‘afterwards, after X 
V-ed [i.e., introducing a subordinate clause of time]’, þæs ‘after’; 
AGAIN: eft, new; 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN: anon, feringe, ferly, forthright, radly, rathe, samnunga, soon, soon so X V-ed 
‘as soon as X V-ed’, thereright;  
ALWAYS: ay ‘always’, day and night, simble ‘always’, on the worlds’ worlds (Latin in seculum 
seculi) ‘in the age(s) of the age(s), in eternity’; 
ERE_X: ere (X V-ed), before, 1118 years ere, erer, the ere, fern ‘long ago’, geo ‘long ago’, far ere 
before ere any world’s time; 
FINALLY: last, at next, at the end, at the last; 
FIRST: erest, first; 
FROM_TIME: from frumth ‘from the beginning’, from the easter tide, of tide ‘from that time’; 
NEVER: never; 
NoAdverbial: [No time adverbial is present]; 
NOW: now, here; 
OFTEN: oft; 
ON_TIME: at a fight, by light day, four nonarum January’s ‘January 4th’, on morrow ‘in the 
morning’, on DAY X, on YEAR X, on her restday ‘on their restday’, here (in chronicle entries), on 
this eld ‘in this age’, this day; 
OTHER: newen ‘recently’, sithlice ‘lately’, not yet, (ever) so longer so X, the longer; 
REPEATEDLY: ylomely ‘repeatedly’, many a sithe ‘many a time’, so oft so X V-ed, in all the seven 
years each day; 
STILL: yet, gen, whether; 
THEN: then, then X V-ed, when X V-ed; 
THO: tho, (tho) tho X V-ed (tho); 
THROUGHOUT_PERIOD: all day, all the winter, long throw, many days, seven years, to life ‘during 
life’, yond the seven nights, 50 days, 5228 winters; 
UNTIL: till|a-that X V-ed ‘until X V-ed’, oth this ‘until this’, till even ‘till the evening’; 
WHILE_X: imong this doom ‘during this judgment’, the while the X V-ed, mid the X V-ed, with 
that X V-ed ‘while X V-ed’; 
WITHIN_X: binnen X ‘within X’, in one tide ‘within one hour’.  
Table 4.4. List of categories of time adverbials 
 
                                               
67
 The category OTHER merges any provisional categories that only had five or fewer members. When 
more than one time adverbial is present, each has been classed separately as long as each one belonged 
to a separate category (e.g., when þa occurred twice in the same sentence it is only counted once).  
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The results of the distinctive collexeme analysis are summarized in Tables 4.5 
through 4.8.68 CollostructionalStrength in these tables represents the strength of 
association between a category of time adverbials and one of the copulas (GE)WEARÐ or 
WÆS. All categories have been included in the Tables that had a CollStr of 1 or more, 
which is equivalent to a significance of p < 0.05. Unfortunately, it is not possible with 
this method to plot the development of the constructional strength of a particular time 
adverb over time, because CollStr is extremely sensitive to the raw frequencies of both 
collostructs for each period examined. The tables can still be compared with regard to 
their relative rankings of time adverbials, and this turns out to be quite revealing.  
 
 
(GE)WEARÐ CollStr WÆS CollStr 
THO 4.73 NoAdverbial 7.38 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN 3.09 STILL 2.63 
AFTER_X 3.08 THEN 2.63 
WITHIN_PERIOD 2.85 FIRST 2.10 
ON_TIME 2.12 THROUGHOUT_PERIOD 1.80 
NEVER 1.90  
NOW 1.90  
(N of collexemes: (GE)WEARÐ = 272; WÆS = 2140) 
Table 4.5. 951-1050 
 
 
(GE)WEARÐ CollStr WÆS CollStr 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN 7.82 NoAdverbial 15.31 
THO 6.51 THROUGHOUT_PERIOD 1.79 
AFTER_X 5.27 ALWAYS 1.73 
ON_TIME 3.20 ERE_X 1.73 
AGAIN 1.69   
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN 7.82   
(N of collexemes: (GE)WEARÐ = 209; WÆS = 960) 
Table 4.6. 1051-1150 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
68
 Because the data of the two alternating pairs should preserve the frequency with which each 
construction occurs in the corpus, I multiplied the data of WÆS (which are based on a 10% sample) by 10, 
so as to get figures for the entire corpus, similar to the data for (GE)WEARÐ (hence the figures in italics in 
the Tables 4.5-4.8). Inevitably such a projection lowers the reliability of the results, but these being so 
clearcut the impact of this effect is negligible.  
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(GE)WEARÐ CollStr WÆS CollStr 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN 7.97 NoAdverbial 8.66 
THO 7.91 THROUGHOUT_PERIOD 3.45 
ON_TIME 4.67 NEVER 2.28 
WITHIN_PERIOD 3.26   
AFTER_X 1.55   
(N of collexemes: (GE)WEARÐ = 164; WÆS = 1820) 
Table 4.7. 1151-1250 
 
(GE)WEARÐ CollStr WÆS CollStr 
THO 7.04 NoAdverbial 2.49 
WHILE_X 1.63 
WITHIN_PERIOD 1.63 
(N of collexemes: (GE)WEARÐ = 44; N of WÆS = 3140) 
Table 4.8. 1251-1350 
 
Many of the examples throughout this chapter illustrate the preferences revealed 
by Tables 4.5-4.8: (GE)WEARÐ occurs with THO in (96)-(97), (99)-(100), (110), (115), 
(126), (131), (133), (134), (139), (143), (149), (151) and (152), with ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN in 
(119), (144), and (156) with the combination of THO and ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN in (166), 
(174), (148) and (156), with AFTER_X in (97), (109) and (147), and with ON_TIME in (95)-
(96). Likewise, WÆS occurs without any time adverbial in (101), (104), (112), (124), 
(137), (138) and (145), with THROUGHOUT_PERIOD in (173), (147) and (154), and with 
ALWAYS in (9). Quite clearly, the tables and the examples show that there is a high 
collostructional strength between (GE)WEARÐ and time adverbials that define temporal 
segments marking progress in the narrative. All time adverbials but one in the column 
for (GE)WEARÐ clearly have this function — the odd one out is never in the period 951-
1051, whose occurrence may be related to a (possibly conflicting) preference for 
(GE)WIERÐ in clauses negating something (see Kilpiö 1989: 65). The collostructional 
strength of (GE)WEARÐ is particularly high with two categories of time adverbials that are 
clearly associated with boundedness. The first of these is THO, which has already been 
introduced as the most typical demarcator of a temporal segment. (175), from an 
Anglian gloss of the Vulgate (given in (177)), once again illustrates how strongly 
(GE)WEARÐ and a bounding time adverbial such as þa evoke each other in OE. Despite it 
being a gloss, and despite the presence of another, partially open-ended time 
adverbial (ex illa hora ‘from that time onwards’), it still adds þa to this clause that uses 
warð as well. By contrast, the version from the Wyclif Bible in (176) — which has 
already been mentioned for its lack of bounded constructions in section 4.3.2 — uses 
neither þa nor warð, but only was.  
 
(175) & hælend […] cweþ dohter, […] geleafa þin þec halne dyde & 
and Saviour said daughter, faith yours you healthy made’ and 
 warð ða hal þæt wif of þære hwile.  
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became then healthy that woman from that time.  
‘And the Saviour said “Daughter, your faith has made you healthy” and then 
that woman became healthy from that time onwards.’ (c950. MtGl (Ru) 9: 
22) 
(176) And Jhesus […] seide, Douytir, […] thi feith hath maad thee saaf. And the 
womman was hool fro that our.  
‘And Jesus [...] said: “Daughter, […] your faith has made you safe.” And the 
woman was healthy from that hour on.’ (a1425(c1395). WBible(2), Mt 9: 22) 
(177) At Iesus [...] dixit “confide filia fides tua te salvam fecit” et 
but Jesus said be_assured daughter faith your you healthy made and 
 salva facta est mulier ex illa hora.  
healthy made is woman from that hour 
‘But Jesus said: “Be assured, daughter, your faith has made you healthy” 
and the woman has been healthy from that hour onwards.’ (Vulgate, Mt 9: 
22) 
 
The second category is ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN. This category contains various time 
adverbials, all of which fit well with the notion of boundedness, as they collapse topic 
time to a single point in time, the functional bottom limit that a bounding construction 
can have. Special mention deserves OE/ME sona/sone ‘suddenly’, the most frequent 
member of this category, and which on top of its temporal semantics has also 
developed a function as a foregrounding or focalizing device. Such a function is also 
found in Dutch and German, which make ample use of similar adverbs (for instance 
plots(eling), ineens, onmiddellijk in Dutch). Interestingly, þa too developed a focal use 
in OE when in clause-internal positions (see van Kemenade & Los 2006), and overall 
there seems to be a strong relation between time adverbs marking narrative progress 
and focalizers in bounded language use (see also footnote 64 on page 155). In 
general, the strong association of (GE)WEARÐ with these two categories of time 
adverbials, even if functioning as focalizers, corroborates the hypothesis that (GE)WEARÐ 
was part and parcel of the bounded system of Old English.  
By contrast, WÆS usually lacks the accompaniment of any time adverbial 
whatever. In those cases it seems to designate an unbounded, imperfective state that 
held at some point in the past and which usually provides backgrounded information. 
Those categories of time adverbial that do collocate with WÆS a significant number of 
times mostly have a function quite different from the foregrounding function of 
marking narrative progress. This holds first for the group of three categories ALWAYS, 
THROUGHOUT_PERIOD and STILL, which all score high in collostructional strength with WÆS, 
and which have in common a component of duration. Most of the instances belonging 
to this group are found in clauses providing backgrounded information, such as the 
clause containing welneah XX wintra ‘almost 20 winters’ given in (169), which gives 
information on how long King Cnut reigned before he died (the main event), and 
which, despite syntactically being a main clause, is clearly subordinate in function. 
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ERE_X as well often collocates with WÆS to provide backgrounded information on a 
situation that either pertained up to the event of the main clause, or for some time in a 
more remote past. The category is particularly frequent in subordinate clauses — 
which are not included in Tables 4.2-4.5 — as for instance in the subordinate clause in 
(178).  
 
(178) Ða wæs se calic eft swa gehal swa he ær wæs. 
then was the chalice again so whole as it ere was 
‘Then the chalice was again as whole as it had been before.’ (c1000. Mart 5 
[Kotzor]: Au7, A.8) 
 
Finally, there are instances of WÆS collocating with time adverbials that do 
normally mark progress in the narrative. This implies that, ultimately, WÆS really was an 
alternative for (GE)WEARÐ in most of its uses, although it still seems possible to discern 
a distinction in emphasis. Thus, the occurrence of þa wæs in (178) might still be 
interpreted as putting emphasis on the state resulting from the action expressed in the 
preceding clause rather than on the process of becoming whole again. Importantly, 
this use of WÆS was relatively infrequent as compared to its other uses, and therefore 
the breakdown of the bounded system did not overall affect the use of WÆS very much, 
unlike its effect on (GE)WEARÐ.  
While collostructional strengths cannot be straightforwardly compared between 
periods with different sample sizes, it is still likely that the association of (GE)WEARÐ 
with the bounding time adverbials, in particular THO and ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN, was probably 
at its strongest during the period 1051-1150. This period has higher values than those 
of its neighbouring periods, even despite having the smallest sample size — values 
tend to increase with greater sample size.69 So not only was (GE)WEARÐ tied up with 
bounding time adverbials throughout its history, there even appears to have been in 
OE a language-internal development towards an ever stronger association of (GE)WEARÐ 
with the bounded system, until the time when it started to break down. Two alternative 
explanations for the difference between 951-1050 and 1051-1150 need to be 
mentioned. First, the period 951-1050 contains more Anglian material, and thus the 
difference might simply be a matter of dialect differences. Second, the period 951-
1050 contains verse material while the sample for 1051-1150 does not. However, both 
these conditions also hold for the period 1151-1250, which still has higher 
collostructional strengths for THO and ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN than 951-1050. Thus, even 
while the bounded system and (GE)WEARÐ’s association with it might have been 
grammaticalized to the highest degree in West Saxon (the dominant dialect in 1051-
1150), the figures provide ample evidence that basically the same conditions held 
across all dialects of English. Significantly, the collostructional strength between 
                                               
69
 The last period 1251-1350 is harder to compare in general, as the number of instances of wearð has 
dropped so drastically.  
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(GE)WEARÐ and bounding time adverbials remains very high when (GE)WEARÐ starts 
disappearing. This again holds especially for THO and ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN. While both of 
these decrease during early and late ME — THO quite drastically (Westergaard 2009), 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN more gradually — their co-occurrence rate with (GE)WEARÐ hardly 
decreases at all (except for ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN in the last period). This is shown in Table 
4.6, which gives the number of occurrences of time adverbials per 1000 instances of 
WÆS/(GE)WEARÐ. A gradual, although less marked decrease also seems to be the fate of 
the time adverbials belonging to the category ON_TIME, which is evidence that all 
adverbials marking narrative progress are affected. By contrast, the frequency of a time 
adverbial typically associated with WÆS such as THROUGHOUT_PERIOD does not 
significantly change. Table 4.9 once more shows how the fate of (GE)WEARÐ is tied up 
with the fate of time adverbials that mark narrative progress.  
 
  951-1050   1051-1150   1151-1250   1251-1350 
  (GE)WEARÐ WÆS   (GE)WEARÐ WÆS   (GE)WEARÐ WÆS   (GE)WEARÐ WÆS 
ALL_OF_A_SUDDEN 77 33 139 31 110 16 25 12 
NoAdverbial 401 575 230 531 470 703 475 696 
ON_TIME 66 33 120 52 79 16 0 12 
THO 294 182 392 219 220 71 375 71 
THROUGHOUT_PERIOD 4 23   5 31   0 49   0 36 
Table 4.9. Frequencies of time adverbials normalized per 1000 past tense indicatives 
 
In sum, given the evidence presented in this section, it is not surprising that, 
when time adverbials of narrative progress drastically decrease in frequency during the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (together with other constructions belonging to the 
bounded system), (GE)WEARÐ is lost with them. 
 
4.3.3.4 (GE)WEARÐ and inversion 
Besides its association with certain types of time adverbials, (GE)WEARÐ also seems to be 
associated with inverted word order, as in (172), here repeated as (179).  
 
(179) Heo hine freclice bat. Ða wearð heo sona fram deofle gegripen.  
she him heavily beat. Then got she suddenly from devil seized 
‘She beat him heavily. Then she was/got suddenly seized by the devil.’ 
(c1025. GD 1 [C]: 4.31.1) 
 
The variable of word order is relevant because verb-second syntax and 
boundedness seem to go hand in hand (as implied in Los 2009: 104-106), while an 
unbounded system is typically subject-initial. While there are many instances of þa or 
other bounding time adverbials that do not cause inversion, the lexeme causing 
inversion is very often one of them, like þa in (179). This overlap may seem to make 
testing (GE)WEARÐ’s association with inverted word order redundant. However, inversion 
constitutes an interesting additional testing variable, because measuring the 
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association between (GE)WEARÐ and inversion gives insight into the global effect of the 
formal side of the bounded system on the loss of (GE)WEARÐ, where the collostructional 
analysis with various time adverbials pins down the most conspicuous semantic 
conspiracy between (GE)WEARÐ and boundedness. Inversion not only occurs with time 
adverbials in first position but also with other items such as spatial (frequently þær 
‘there’) or argumentative (þurh þæt/X ‘through that/X’) adverbs or adverbial 
prepositional phrases. The similarity in bounding function of temporal and spatial 
adverbials is established and further elaborated for German in Carroll and Lambert 
(2003: 169-170). For OE, their function as discourse-anchors has been established by 
Los (2009: 104). Put briefly, spatial adverbials perform a function similar to those of 
time adverbials, which is also partially bounding, in that they define the topic space, 
i.e. the space within whose boundaries a certain assertion holds. Argumentative 
prepositional phrases are less transparently bounding structures, but they arguably 
limit a clause to a certain region in argumentative space. Put differently, all the 
possible fillers of the first position-slot share a function of structuring information, in 
anchoring the clause to the preceding one and, in that way, locating it in time, space or 
argumentative space.  
The close relationship between boundedness and verb-second is further 
corroborated by the fact that the loss of verb-second proceeded simultaneously with 
the loss of time adverbials such as þa and sona. Particularly significant is the 
simultaneity of the loss of verb-second and that of sona, as sona only rarely takes up 
the first position in the clause, which makes it important independent semantic 
evidence. Van Kemenade & Westergaard (in prep.) show that the logic behind the verb-
second system was falling apart after 1300 (at the latest), and that there is evidence 
for both partial overgeneralization of verb-second in contexts where it was not 
previously attested, and for a decrease in use and loss of the information structural 
relevance of verb-second in contexts where it was previously more robust. Specifically 
with regard to þa (and þonne), Fuß & Trips argue that its status as a trigger of verb-
second is lost roughly in the period 1340-1475 (Fuß & Trips 2003, Trips & Fuß 2007). 
In general, careful assessment of the evidence leads to the conclusion that ‘verb-
second was all but defunct by 1500’ (Los 2009: 110, see also Warner 2007).  
 Given the relevance of verb-second and concomitant inversion for a bounded 
system, a strong association of (GE)WEARÐ with verb-second would once again confirm 
its loss as the consequence of the collapse of that system. Table 4.10 gives the 
significance of the different frequencies with which (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS co-occur with 
inverted subjects in main clauses, based on the one-sided Fischer-exact text.70 As 
word order in verse texts tends to be less representative of word order in spoken 
language, only prose texts have been taken into account. As a consequence of this, 
hardly any data are available for the final period 1251-1350, in which prose narratives 
                                               
70
 Los (2009), rightly so, points out that a finer-grained distinction needs to be made between inverted 
subjects and late subjects. Making this distinction, however, would not change the main tenets of the 
data presented here.  
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are very poorly documented. Also left out are those cases where the subject is not 
overtly expressed (either because it is not expressed at all, or because it has 
undergone ellipsis in the second part of a conjunct), as well as verb-first clauses, 
whose loss during late Old English preceded the decrease of (GE)WEARÐ.  
As it turns out, the association of (GE)WEARÐ with inverted word order is highly 
significant throughout, and this is further evidence that its fate is tied up with the 
breakdown of the bounded system of OE.  
 
951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 
(GE)WEARÐ WÆS (GE)WEARÐ WÆS (GE)WEARÐ WÆS (GE)WEARÐ WÆS 
No inversion 61 77 82 66 21 37 0 6 
Inversion 51 36 73 19 25 15 0 0 
P-value 0.012 <0.001 0.006 – 
[Excluded prose] [15] [23] [12] [4] [21] [2] [0] [0] 
Table 4.10. Word order differences between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS-main clause 
constructions in prose 
 
 
4.3.4 SUMMARY  
In this section I have shown that the loss of (GE)WEARÐ is linked to its strong association 
with two interrelated constructions typical of a bounded language system, notably 
those involving time adverbials marking progress in the narrative, and the inversion 
construction (verb-second syntax). This association also implies that (GE)WEARÐ itself is 
mostly used resultatively, i.e., expresses a completed change-of-state, and that there 
are no compelling arguments to believe that (GE)WEARÐ also had stative semantics fit for 
use in unbounded constructions. More thorough research on word order and the 
function of time adverbs such as þa and sona against the background of boundedness 
theory might shed more light on the relationship between time adverbials and their 
position and might lead to refinements of the present analysis. What has clearly been 
established is that an association exists between (GE)WEARÐ, þa and inversion, and that 
it is likely that the loss of these from (GE)WEARÐ’s constructional environment, both core 
parts of the OE system of boundedness, had an immediate impact on the frequency of 
(GE)WEARÐ. At the same time, the likelihood of this impact implies that the decrease of 
(GE)WEARÐ was neither primarily the result of competition with WÆS nor was it dependent 
on changes in the various argument structure constructions in which it was used.  
 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter two different perspectives were analysed and weighed in order to 
provide a comprehensive account for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ. The first perspective looked 
at the differences and areas of overlap between the distribution of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS 
over argument structure constructions, in order to find out how much competition 
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there was between these two verbs. It was concluded that, while the two verbs 
appeared in highly similar contexts from early Old English onwards, they still 
expressed different things most of the time. This is particularly clear in those 
argument structure constructions where there are no additional contextual items 
present that evoke a change-of-state reading. In these constructions, (GE)WEARÐ and 
WÆS were basically in complementary distribution. It was argued that more or less the 
same situation initially existed in the remaining argument structure constructions, 
particularly the Participial and Happen Constructions. However, because in these 
constructions other contextual items, such as the Participle, evoked a change-of-state 
reading, the semantics of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS were less distinctive in them. In late Old 
English, the distinction between them was possibly even lost entirely in these 
constructions. The vaguer the distinction became, the less the choice of one of them 
by the speech community was probably motivated by the contents that needed to be 
expressed, and the more by other factors, such as frequency (as highly frequent items 
are also cognitively more accessible). In general, it might be said that, whenever a 
choice between them had to be made, the two were in competition. In the Participial 
and Happen Constructions, then, this situation may have contributed to the loss of 
(GE)WEARÐ in favour of the more frequent verb WÆS. In other respects, however, 
competition is not a satisfactory explanatory principle. In the other Germanic 
languages, it is the cognate of (GE)WEARÐ which came to be exclusively used in the 
Participial and Happen Constructions, because its semantics was more adapted to their 
function, that of expressing a change of state. Moreover, competition is less likely to 
occur in most other argument structure constructions, where the semantic contrast 
between the two verbs was preserved as long as (GE)WEARÐ remained in use. In sum, 
while competition was present to some extent, its presence was very likely not a 
sufficient cause for the loss of (GE)WEARÐ.  
 The second perspective linked the loss of (GE)WEARÐ to changes in its 
constructional environment beyond the argument structure construction in which it 
was used. This environment was a considerably different one for (GE)WEARÐ than WÆS. 
Specifically (GE)WEARÐ was an essential part of the Old English bounded system, and was 
mainly used to express bounded (complete) events in foregrounded action clauses. 
This system consisted of a number of constructions, two of the most important being 
clausal inversion (verb-second syntax) and an obligatory clausal slot for bounding time 
adverbs, which was most frequently filled by the grammaticalized time adverb þa 
‘then’. When from late Old English onwards clausal inversion gradually disappeared, 
and so did þa, this system broke down. (GE)WEARÐ, being part of the system as well, 
was lost with it.  
What happened, then, can perhaps be metaphorically compared to an imaginary, 
but altogether possible case from evolutionary biology concerning two tree species. 
Originally, the first one’s habitat was at the west of some plain, where it was slightly 
drier. It had adapted itself to this dryness by growing deeper roots. The habitat of the 
second tree was at the east, where it was somewhat wetter. Because of the greater 
availability of water, this tree grew in far greater numbers than the first. Gradually, 
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however, both trees spread over the entire plain, resulting in a central area where they 
mixed. In this area, they competed for the light of the sun, and grew higher than in the 
other areas. The first tree generally did not grow as high as the second one, but 
survived thanks to the seeds from neighbouring trees in the drier area, where it was 
the only one growing. Under these conditions they co-existed for a while, until at some 
point a plague of tree-eating beetles arrived, which exclusively fed on the first tree. 
Consequently, the tree started to die out. It first died out in the area where it mixed 
with the second tree, because it was already weaker there. Sadly, after a while it died 
out entirely. The second tree, which the beetles not even found fit for pigs, continued 
to thrive.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Chapter 5: The present tense 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I present an analysis of the lexemes IS, BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ in the present 
tense. Each of these verbs had an independent status in Old English, with at least a full 
paradigm for the indicative and subjunctive, until IS and BIÐ started to merge from 
1050 onwards, and BIÐ started to oust (GE)WIERÐ roughly a century and a half later. The 
situation in the present tense is considerably more complex because of the presence of 
three verbs instead of two as well as because of the different nature of their 
interaction. Two major developments are discussed in this chapter.  
The first, most important development concerns the merger of the paradigms of 
IS and BIÐ in the indicative and the concomitant increase of the infinitive of BIÐ. 
Basically, this merger is the result of the generalization of the plural of BIÐ (referred to 
as BEOÐ) in the indicative and, concomitantly, the generalization of the singular of 
indicative IS. The relevant developments are discussed in detail in section 5.2. After a 
brief introduction (section 5.2.1), the main hypotheses with regard to the distribution 
of IS and BIÐ are developed. Section 5.2.2 provides an analysis of their distribution in 
Old English. This analysis will make clear that IS and BIÐ had both their own prototypical 
functions, IS being preferred for specific situations related to the present, BIÐ being 
basically a marker of (iteration into) the future, but in a considerable number of less 
prototypical uses their distinction was fuzzy. In section 5.2.3 it is shown how this 
fuzziness constituted a potential locus of change, which was actualized when another 
construction featuring SCEAL ‘must, shall’, namely [SCEAL Inf] grammaticalized into a 
marker of future time, which resulted in the bleaching of the distinictive sense of 
futurity from indicative BIÐ, the loss of the related function of BIÐ as a genericity 
marker, and its generalization over all functions and senses in the plural. Around 
1250, these developments resulted in a single paradigm made up of IS in the indicative 
present and BIÐ in the plural, a situation that lasted more or less up to the early 
fifteenth century, when forms of ARE started to take over from BIÐ in the plural, a shift 
that falls outside the scope of this dissertation. The conclusion (section 5.2.4) of the 
analysis will be that the merger of IS and BIÐ provides a case that is parallel to the loss 
of (GE)WEARÐ in the past tense, in that it likewise involves constructional change 
elsewhere in the system which leads to competition between the two verbs and 
ultimately to the loss of parts of their paradigms. The developments in the present 
tense thus corroborate the hypothesis that the loss of function words is related to 
changes in constructions that are more general than those related to the argument 
structure constructions with which the function word is associated. In addition, it 
offers new information on what kinds of constructional change can lead to loss or 
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merger. Unlike the loss of (GE)WEARÐ, which was the result of the DISAPPEARANCE of a set 
of constructions, collectively referred to as the Old English bounded system, the 
merger of IS and BIÐ can ultimately be linked to the DEVELOPMENT of a grammatical 
construction, namely the analytic future construction [SCEAL Inf].  
 The second development (section 5.3) is concerned with the distribution of 
present tense (GE)WIERÐ as a marker of future time and its subsequent loss. The analysis 
of this second development thus completes the picture of the fate of (GE)WIERÐ. After an 
introduction to the topic (5.3.1), a preliminary analysis of the distributional differences 
between (GE)WIERÐ and BIÐ is provided in section 5.3.2. From this analysis it appears 
that, while both verbs frequently expressed futurity, (GE)WIERÐ has a higher preference 
for specific futures, a preference which can be accounted for in terms of (GE)WIERÐ’s 
semantic component of change-of-state, which was lacking in Old English BIÐ. Section 
5.3.3 discusses the first of the three relevant construction changes, namely the 
grammaticalization of [SCEAL Inf] (which already played an important part in the merger 
of IS and BIÐ). Section 5.3.4, then, discusses how the grammaticalization of (GE)WIERÐ in 
combination with the loss of past tense (GE)WEARÐ — itself a consequence of the larger 
constructional change in the bounded system of Old English — led to the component 
of change-of-state being lost from (GE)WIERÐ, with its near-synonymity with and 
replacement by SCEAL BEON as a consequence. Section 5.3.5, finally, briefly points out 
how the loss of the impersonal construction probably further added to the weakened 
status of (GE)WIERÐ. In general, the evidence provided in section 5.3 further contributes 
to the hypothesis that the loss of function words is to be related to changes of more 
general constructions.  
 
 
5.2 Distribution, competition and merger of IS and BIÐ 
5.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section presents two analyses. The first one is an analysis of the synchronic 
distribution of IS and BIÐ in the ‘classical’ Old English of 951-1050 (section 5.2.2). The 
second analysis (section 5.2.3) provides an account of the merger of IS and BIÐ after 
1050, in which the development of an analytic future construction SCEAL BEON and the 
subsequent semantic erosion of indicative BIÐ are central. Unlike the detailed analysis 
of degree of overlap and competition in the various argument structure constructions 
in the past tense between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS, the present analysis does not discuss all 
these constructions in detail. Instead, it at once focuses on the distinctions that 
permeate all uses of IS and BIÐ and which are most relevant for the subsequent 
discussion on their merger. Distinctions that are limited to certain argument structure 
constructions are only discussed when necessary. Similar to the analysis of the past 
tense, it is shown that IS and BIÐ are mostly distinctive in use, and more so than was 
suggested by previous analyses by Kilpiö (1993, 1997). At the same time, however, a 
certain amount of overlap occurs in their less prototypical uses. Therefore, just as was 
the case in the past tense, the eventual breakdown of their distributional system can 
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best be explained by taking into account another change elsewhere in the grammar 
that had an immediate effect on the use of BIÐ these verbs, namely the rise of the 
analytic future [SCEAL Inf].  
 
5.2.2 OLD ENGLISH: DISTRIBUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS WITH FUZZY BOUNDARIES 
5.2.2.1 Introduction 
This section presents an analysis of the prototypical semantic properties of IS and BIÐ 
and of the synchronic distinction between them in the Old English period of 951-1050. 
The discussion focuses on the relation between the two in the indicative present, 
where the differences between them are clearest. Apart from the indicative, the two 
verbs also have a full paradigm for the subjunctive, but here the distinction between 
the two is very hard to grasp.71 For IS the indicative and subjunctive forms are the only 
forms that occur. By contrast, BIÐ has a full paradigm in the present tense, including 
the imperative and non-finite forms (except for the past and present participles, which 
only show up in the latest Old English texts). Both verbs share the fact that they are 
completely absent from the past tense, where WÆS is used instead. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 
present the attested conjugational forms for respectively IS and BIÐ in their 
standardized late West Saxon form.  
The incomplete nature of the paradigm of IS is not peculiar to English. In fact, in 
most Indo-European languages the paradigm of IS’s cognate is defective, and this is a 
first indication that IS is an atypical verb within the Indo-European verbal system. In 
general, cognates of IS are always found in the present indicative and subjunctive, but 
in other conjugations its presence is less universal (in Latin, for instance, it is lacking 
in the perfect, see e.g. Picket et al. 2000). Old English is a prime example of this 
limited verbal nature of IS since only the indicative and subjunctive present are 
attested.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
71
 The development in the subjunctive can probably not be accounted for as a derivative of the 
developments in the indicative. Specifically, in the subjunctive there is a gradual replacement of 
subjunctive SIE (from IS) by BEO (from BIÐ). This shift has previously been explained as being purely 
dialectical. I believe, however, that sense can be made of it in terms of language-internal changes as 
well. Particularly suggestive in this respect are the developments in conditional clauses. In early Old 
English, they typically use subjunctive sie (gif X sie, þonne Y ‘if X occurs, then Y’). In late Old English, they 
are often replaced by indicative bið, presumably felt to be equivalent because as a typical marker of 
future it shares non-factuality with sie. Finally, in Middle English, after the sense of futurity is lost from 
BIÐ, a gradual replacement by subjunctive beo can be seen, possibly as a reinforcement of the 
component of non-factuality (and later still IS replaces beo once again, the conditional clause thus having 
exhausted all its possible appearances). A more detailed analysis of the subjunctive will, however, have 
to be left for future research.  
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indicative 
1sg eom 
subjunctive 
1-3sg sie 2sg eart 
3sg is 
1-3pl sind(on) 1-3pl sien 
Table 5.1. Paradigm of IS 
 
indicative 
1sg beo 
subjunctive 
1-3sg beo 2sg bist 
3sg biþ 
1-3pl beoþ 1-3pl beon 
Imperative 
2sg beo infinitive  beon 
2pl beoþ inflected infinitive  beonne 
(past participle)  (gebeon) (present participle)  (beonde) 
Table 5.2. Paradigm of BIÐ 
 
In order to clarify how IS and BIÐ were maximally different from each other in Old 
English, the semantic analysis presented in this section takes different perspectives on 
the semantic structure of each verb. In the analysis of IS, the focus will be on the 
conjunctive nature of the three prototypical semantic components SPECIFICITY, PRESENT 
VALIDITY and STATIVITY, which are all equally present in the majority of instances of IS. In 
the analysis of BIÐ, the focus will be on the disjunctive nature of certain prototypical 
semantic components of BIÐ (FUTURITY, GENERICITY, DURATIVITY; two further senses, that of 
ITERATIVITY and ACTIONALITY, will be treated as derived rather than independent). This 
means that, in the case of BIÐ, it is assumed that these components define prototypical 
uses of BIÐ independently. They are still all prototypical, however, in that they clearly 
each time set off BIÐ from IS. However, this does not mean that the semantic structure 
of IS and BIÐ is really different qualitatively. IS may also be defined in terms of 
disjunctive features, such as identification (which separates its use in Identifying 
Constructions from its other uses) versus specific predication. Conversely, it will be 
shown that all uses of BIÐ share some semantic content, in that they all can be related 
to futurity (which is therefore the equivalent of the three components of IS), a finding 
that will be of importance in the account of the merger of IS and BIÐ in the next section. 
The difference in perspective, then, is primarily motivated by a difference in saliency of 
all these semantic features. In the case of IS, all features are roughly equally saliently 
present in all its typical uses, while in BIÐ the shared feature of futurity is arguably 
deprofiled when genericity or durativity are present. In order to understand how IS and 
BIÐ are in nearly-complementary distribution in Old English, it is more effective to 
compare IS from a monosemous perspective to BIÐ from a polysemous one. 
The concrete structure of this section is as follows. Section 5.2.2.2 identifies the 
three most prototypical semantic components of IS, namely specificity, present validity 
and stativity. It then relates these features to a pronominal origin of IS, which has been 
argued by some Indo-European scholars to have originally been a demonstrative 
pronoun similar to deictic that. Such an origin would explain its defectiveness in so 
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many Indo-European languages. Finally, it also shows how these three semantic 
components are related to each other synchronically. Section 5.2.2.3 presents a similar 
analysis of BIÐ, and relates its semantic properties of futurity, iterativity and genericity 
to its etymological meaning ‘grow, become’ and synchronically to one another. Section 
5.2.2.4 presents the frequencies of the usages of IS and BIÐ; it is shown that, despite a 
high degree of distinctiveness between them, there is also a certain amount of 
fuzziness when IS and BIÐ are used in contexts that are not prototypical of either of 
them. It will be concluded (section 5.2.2.5) that, while IS and BIÐ were clearly 
distinguishable in Old English, the overlap between them in less prototypical usages 
constituted a potential locus of competition, instability and change.  
 
5.2.2.2 IS 
It has been shown in Kilpiö’s research (1993, 1997, and see section 2.3.1) that in Old 
English IS, not BIÐ, is the preferred form in clauses with temporal adverbials (such as nu 
‘now’) linking the state or action to the present moment or situation, and that it is also 
the preferred form to express Statal/Adjectival Passives (it is written, the door is 
closed). However, Kilpiö did not offer an explanation of why IS should differ from BIÐ in 
this way. In this section I will provide a partial answer to this question by drawing 
attention to a typical use of IS not discussed by Kilpiö, namely its exclusive appearance 
in Identifying Constructions. I argue that this use constitutes the original use of IS, and 
that IS may originally not have been a verb at all but instead a demonstrative pronoun. I 
then explain how the other tendencies of use noted by Kilpiö can be seen as 
extensions of this identifying use (and together constitute a polysemous network), and 
it is shown that this original use of IS, as well as all its extensions, share the semantic 
components of PRESENT VALIDITY, SPECIFICITY and STATIVITY. Present validity means that 
these uses occur in statements that hold at the time of the utterance, specificity 
implies that their Subject has (normally definite) reference to a spatiotemporal 
individual or particular entity. And stativity implies that they do not express dynamic 
situations, nor is their duration particularly emphasized (while duratives are technically 
also stative, they are treated here as a separate category). The semantic specificity of 
IS, then, is considered to consist of precisely these three semantic components that 
pervade its various uses.  
The use of IS in identifying clauses is an important characteristic typical of IS in 
Old English (and probably also of other Indo-European languages, see e.g. Stifter 
[2006: 119] on Celtic). Not only is this use one of the most frequent ones, identifying 
clauses also clearly display the three semantic components of specificity, stativity and 
present validity, which pervade the use of IS. They are specific in that they typically 
equate two spatiotemporal individuals or particular entities, like ‘the first prayer’ and 
‘sanctificetur nomen tuum’, and ‘that’ (referring to this Latin phrase) and ‘hallowed be 
your name’ in (180). While their validity is in principle indifferent to time (which 
includes, but is wider than present validity), they often may have primarily present 
validity in those cases where they are used to identify an individual arriving at the 
scene or an entity that has just been named (like the prayer in (180)). And they are 
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eminently stative — in fact they constitute the extreme case of stativity that is in 
principle immutable (the meaning of the Latin phrase in (180) will never change).  
 
(180) þæt forme gebed is sanctificetur nomen tuum. Þæt is sy þin nama  
the first prayer is sanctificetur nomen tuum that is be your name 
gehalgod.  
hallowed 
‘The first prayer is “Sanctificetur nomen tuum”, that is “Hallowed be thy 
name”.’ (c1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 19: 327.71-73) 
 
The marked frequency of use in Identifying Constructions is visualized in Figures 5.1 
and 5.2, which give the distribution over argument structure constructions of 
indicative IS and BIÐ respectively, up to 1350. From these Figures it becomes clear that 
IS’s preference for identifying clauses remains strong throughout: on average 23.8% of 
the uses of IS, with 18.9% in 951-1050, are found in identifying clauses. In contrast, on 
average only 5.6% of the uses of BIÐ occur in identifying clauses, and only 2.9% in 951-
1050. This preference of IS for the expression of identity would even be stronger if one 
added to this construction those Passive Participial Constructions involving naming 
verbs (X is called Y) — for their frequencies, see further below in this section.72 
A hypothesis that adequately accounts for the paradigmatic restrictions and the 
particular preferences of IS, in identifying clauses as well as in specific statements 
about the present situation, is the assumption that originally IS was a demonstrative 
pronoun. This hypothesis has been formulated occasionally within Indo-European 
studies (for the first time by Benveniste 1966), but has only been discussed at length 
by Shields (1992) (see also Shields 1978, Hengeveld 1992: 249-50). How IS may 
ultimately have derived from a pronoun can be clarified by means of the following list 
of pseudo-English phrases (taken from Hengeveld 1992: 249).  
 
(181) Charles, my best friend 
(182) Charles, that my best friend 
(183) Charles that my best friend 
 
In (181) two referring Noun Phrases are simply juxtaposed without the intervention of 
a copula. In (182) Charles functions as the theme, which is resumed by the anaphoric 
pronoun that starting the following clause. In (183) the intonational break of (182) has 
been lost and that in effect functions as a copula.  
 
                                               
72
 Note that the Prepositional Copular Construction mentioned in the legend is not really visible in Figure 
5.1, and is indeed extremely rare. In particular, 951-1050 contains 1 instance and 1151-1250 two (it is 
also extremely rare in the case of BIÐ, with which it only occurs once in my data, in 1051-1150).  
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Figure 5.1. IS, distribution over argument structure constructions 
 
 
Figure 5.2. BIÐ, distribution over argument structure constructions 
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While the hypothesis of a pronominal origin of IS is not widely recognized within 
Indo-European studies, it receives support from typological studies on copulas, which 
have shown that such an origin is commonly attested typologically, with as best known 
example Mandarin Chinese. In some English-based Creoles, such as Miskito Coast 
Creole English, this kind of development has occurred in the recent past, which allows 
one to trace the order of development with somewhat more certainty (see Holm 1994, 
McWhorter 2005: 202). At least in this Creole language the pronoun first assumed its 
copular function exclusively in identifying clauses, as in (184). Only in a later stage did 
it extend its use to regular Copular Constructions as well.  
 
 (184) Mi da i anti 
my that his aunt 
‘I am his aunt.’ (Miskito Coast Creole English; Holm 1994: 378) 
 
The hypothesis that IS has a pronominal origin in Indo-European allows for an elegant 
explanation of the tendencies observed in Old English.73 Similar to what happened for 
Miskito Coast Creole English, it can be assumed that at some stage of Indo-European, 
IS extended from identifying clauses to copular constructions. In Old English, Copular 
Constructions involving IS are largely limited to predications that are specific, related to 
the present situation (from the point of view of the participants in that situation), and 
stative. For example in (185) (a repetition of (3)) a Danish coast-guard expresses his 
present feelings about the newly arrived troop of warriors, which constitutes a definite 
and specific spatiotemporal entity. The statement, moreover, has stative aspect: is in 
(185) does not mean that the troop will become friendly, nor that it is friendly for a 
limited amount of time (durative).  
 
(185) Ic þæt gehyre þæt þis is hold weorod frean Scyldinga.  
I that hear that this is true troop lord:DAT Shilding:GEN.PL 
‘I understand that this is a troop friendly to the Lord of the Scyldings.’ 
(c1000. Beo: 291) 
 
It are precisely these predicate types that are semantically most closely related to 
identifying constructions, which are also specific and have present validity. Identifying 
clauses differ from predications such as (185) in that they are generally stative in the 
most absolute sense possible, i.e. their validity never changes, and in that they are 
equations instead of classifications. Yet the boundary between the two is often vague, 
and on that account the extension to Copular Constructions is only a small step. In Old 
                                               
73
 If IS was indeed a pronoun originally, this would also explain (i) why in many Indo-European languages, 
it is predominantly found in the indicative present third person singular (see Stassen 1997: 98f.); (ii) why 
it lacks a past tense in the Germanic languages and is deficient in many other Indo-European languages 
(for instance, it lacks a perfect in Latin, which makes use of the root fu-, a cognate of BIÐ, instead). 
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English as well as Present-Day English, many sentences may in fact be interpreted both 
ways, as for instance the victim is John’s sister, which in an identificational reading 
means that the victim is identified with John’s only sister, and in a copular reading that 
the victim is one of his sisters (no identification is involved) (see section 3.2.2.2 for a 
more detailed discussion). Further indirect evidence for the identifying use of IS as the 
basis for its copular use consists of the rareness of IS in statements about non-specific 
(indefinite) entities, or its use in generic statements. This limited range of IS in Old 
English indicates that the copularization of IS had not yet been completely carried 
through at that time. 
The above analysis of IS in terms of specificity, present validity and stativity, and 
the assumption that these semantic components link to the central status of 
identification also invalidates Mitchell’s criticism on the distinction between IS and BIÐ 
as defined in Campbell (1959). Campbell states that IS “expresses a present state 
provided its continuance is not especially regarded” (Campbell 1959: 260), while one 
of the functions of BIÐ is said to be the expression of “an invariable fact” (ibid.). On the 
basis of Campbell’s definitions, Mitchell argued that the uses of IS in (186) are 
instances of invariable facts, and hence that such facts were not reserved for BIÐ alone.  
 
(186) Soðlice oðer is se fæder. oþer is se sunu oðer is se halga gast ac 
truly other is the Father other is the Son other is the Holy Spirit but 
 þeahhwæþere þæra ðreora is an godcundnyss.  
yet these:GEN.PL three:GEN.PL is one Godhead 
‘Truly one is the Father, another is the Son, and another is the Holy Spirit, 
but yet of these three there is one Godhead.’ (c1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 20: 
336.31) 
 
Following Campbell it is indeed somewhat unclear why IS should occur here, as both 
his descriptions of IS and BIÐ imply stativitiy and present validity. As will be seen, 
however, BIÐ expresses generic statements (as was also already noticed by Kilpiö 1993) 
These do neither have an identifying function nor are they specific, and they are 
arguably not stative but iterative. Their invariability, then, does not lie in the stative 
nature of the predication, but in the unending recurrence of the expressed situation. 
Taking into account the components of specificity/identification versus genericity 
makes it clear why IS is used in (186). The first three instances of this verb are in 
identifying clauses, and the fourth one is about a specific Subject (an godcundnys ‘one 
Godhead’). While they are indeed invariable, their appearance is still sufficiently 
motivated by the semantics of IS if the component of specificity is taken into account.  
Next to identifying clauses and predications of specific Subjects related to the 
present situation, IS is also the preferred form in Statal or Adjectival Passives. This is 
not surprising, as these Passives are in no way different from the copular instances 
with IS, the Participles being fully adjectival and referring to the present result of a 
previous action, as in (187).  
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(187) Ðær is his lichoma bebyrged ond his cirice getimbred oð þysne 
there is his body buried and his church built to this 
 ondweardan dæg.  
present day 
‘There is his body buried and his church built until this present day.’ 
(c1000. Mart 5 [Kotzor]: My12,A.13) 
 
Interestingly, a considerable number of instances of the Passive Participial 
Construction involve a Participle that refers to the naming identity of the Subject: 
(ge)nemned (for an example, see Apollo is genemned at the end of (124)), named, 
(i)cleped, (ge)cweden, all meaning ‘called’. (188) gives an example with cweden. For 
the period 951-1050 as much as 23.1% of all passives with indicative IS belongs to this 
group (or 3.8% of all uses of IS), as compared to only 2.7% with BIÐ (or 0.9% of all uses 
of BIÐ) 
 
(188) Seo þridde ys gecweden Cantica Canticorum. 
the third is called Cantica Canticorum 
‘The third is called Cantica Canticorum.’ (c1075. ÆLet 4 [SigeweardZ]: 500) 
 
The function of these phrases is clearly an identifying one, as is also seen from the fact 
that gecweden could be left out in (188) without changing the meaning. For that 
reason, Halliday (1985: 112-28) for example considers them to be identifying clauses 
(see also Kilpiö 1989: 20). While they are treated in my analysis as Passive Participial 
Constructions on the basis of the formal presence of the participle, it is quite clear that 
they are indeed closely related to the identifying function of IS and provide further 
evidence for the centrality of this function in the semantics of IS.  
In sum, the qualitative analysis of the data in this section has shown that typical 
uses of IS in Old English involve predications that are STATIVE, hold at the PRESENT and 
have SPECIFIC Subjects. Regardless of whether IS has a pronominal origin, the 
hypothesized semantic makeup of IS in terms of these three characteristics enables us 
to see how its various uses (identifying, specific predications related to the present 
situation, statal passive) were consistently interconnected.  
 
5.2.2.3 BIÐ 
In this section I discuss the various uses of BIÐ in Old English and explain how they are 
related as semantic nodes of a polysemous network, whose core sense is argued to be 
that of FUTURE VALIDITY. The infrequency of BIÐ’S use in identifying clauses (see Figure 
5.2) suggests that this verb has its origin elsewhere.74 This is also suggested by the 
functions that are typical of this verb. Kilpiö discerned the following five tendencies of 
                                               
74
 Unless in the case this infrequency would be the consequence of this use being lost from BIÐ prior to 
the earliest written sources.  
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use for BIÐ: BIÐ is used (i) with future reference, (ii) in generic statements (sometimes 
called ‘gnomic presents’), (iii) iterative and (iv) durative statements; (v) in what Kilpiö 
calls Actional Passives. Diachronically all these functions can be related to an original 
sense ‘grow, become’. Synchronically they can all be seen as extensions of a core 
sense of futurity. Each of these perspectives will be discussed in turn.  
 
(a) Diachronic development: From a diachronic point of view, the five usage tendencies 
distinguished by Kilpiö can all be seen as the end results of various grammaticalization 
processes departing from what is commonly assumed to be the original sense of the 
PIE stem *bhuh2-, namely ‘grow’ (Stassen 1997: 98).75 While these diachronic 
developments can only be reconstructed and may be claimed to be of minor relevance 
for a synchronic analysis of the data, they do shed light on the synchronic situation of 
BIÐ as well. First they may contribute to the debate on the extent of Celtic influence. 
Prominent in this debate is the question to what extent the behaviour of BIÐ is the 
consequence of a Celtic substratum. The hypothesis currently dominating the debate is 
that Celtic provided the immediate source for the distinctions seen in BIÐ, and is based 
on the observation that the Celtic languages throughout their history have shown 
distinctions that are very similar to those found for Old English BIÐ (see Schumacher 
2007, Lutz 2009, and the discussion in section 2.3.2). Showing how the functions of 
BIÐ might easily be explained as direct developments from its original sense ‘grow’ may 
put the role of Celtic in a different light. If a direct grammaticalization line can be 
reconstructed, Celtic may have functioned as a conserving factor of these functions 
only (and the distinction between IS and BIÐ), instead of as a direct source.76 Second, 
and more importantly, a diachronic reconstruction of various grammaticalization 
processes can explain why some uses cannot easily be fitted into a single polysemous 
network synchronically, and why this made BIÐ unstable and its distribution prone to 
change.  
The hypothetical starting point, the sense of ‘growth’, is not clearly preserved in 
Old English. Within the Indo-European languages, it is most clearly preserved in 
Ancient Greek, as in (189) (taken from Liddell et al. 1996).  
 
(189) Thamnos ephu tanuphullos elaiês herkeos entos.  
bush grew long-leafed olive:GEN courtyard inside 
‘A long-leafed bush of olive was growing within the court.’ (Odyssey, 
23.190) 
 
                                               
75
 Note that verbs meaning ‘grow’ can also develop copular functions not involving genericity or futurity, 
as is illustrated for WEAXEÞ ‘grows’ in chapter 6.  
76
 Of course, a reconstruction can never prove or disprove a theory. It may still be that the reconstructed 
development only occurred in Celtic and never in Germanic. In that case, the functions of Old English BIÐ 
would be borrowed directly from Celtic. Even so, the diachronic explanation (which would then be 
applicable to Celtic) might still shed light on the synchronic distribution of a ‘celticized’ BIÐ in Old English.  
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In spite of the absence of this sense of growth in Old English, the use of BIÐ in the 
Existential Construction, as in (190), a use which falls outside the typical Old English 
functions of BIÐ, might be considered to be a bleached variant of this original sense, 
meaning ‘occur’.  
 
(190) On ðam londum byð piperes genihtsumnys.  
in those countries is pepper:GEN abundance 
‘In those countries grows/occurs an abundance of pepper’ (c1000. Marv: 
6.5) 
 
The uses typical of Old English BIÐ can be linked to this original growth semantics as 
follows.  
(i) Futurity. The futurate use of BIÐ is very widespread in Old English. An 
illustration is given in (191) (for other examples, see (24)-(27)).  
 
(191) Hio is swiþe god eac on þas wisan wið hwostan & wiþ springe, 
she is very good also in this manner against coughing and against ulcer, 
 do þas wyrte on, he biþ sona hal.  
put this herb on he is soon healthy 
‘The herb is also very good in this manner against coughing and against 
ulcers, apply the herb, the patient will soon be healthy.’ (c925. Lch II (2): 
64.1.2) 
 
The future use of BIÐ is, of course, not fundamentally different from the futurate use of 
the present in general in Germanic. Still, BIÐ’s original ‘growing’ semantics can 
elegantly explain why it was BIÐ rather than IS which was used exclusively to express 
future in Copular and Existential Constructions. By its very nature a process of growth 
involves the expectation of a result, and this makes verbs of growth or of becoming 
likely sources for verbs denoting future (Dahl 2000a; see also Croft 2000b: 127-128). 
The addition of a result, then, makes this future implication explicit, as for instance the 
Property Resultative beautiful does if combined with grow, as in (192).  
 
(192) This pup is growing beautiful and he is very healthy! (Google)  
 
Property Resultatives such as beautiful are in fact likely sources for Subject 
Complements and thus have probably contributed to the development of the copular 
function of BIÐ. Detailed indirect evidence for this hypothesis is discussed in chapter 6, 
which provides an anlysis of the copularization process of a similar verb, WEAXEÞ.  
(ii) Genericity (and iterativity). The second most typical characteristic of BIÐ is its 
use in generic statements, i.e. sentences which make general statements about a kind 
or class as a whole (and see the next section for a fuller definition), as for instance in 
(193) (other examples are (4), (20), (28), (29)).  
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(193) Eadige beoþ þa clænan heortan, forþon þe hie God geseoð.  
blessed are the clean hearts because that they God see 
‘Blessed are the clean-hearted, because they (will) see God.’ (971xc1010. 
HomU 18 (BlHom 1): 13.185) 
 
Similar to what was the case for the futurate use, the generic use of BIÐ is perhaps not 
very surprising given that the present tense can be used generically for most verbs (see 
e.g. Ultan 1978 for the near-universal use of the present in the expression of generic 
statements). Once again though, the assumption that PIE *bhuh2- originally referred to 
growth, or more specifically natural growth, might explain why it is BIÐ, not IS, which 
performs this function. Departing from a sense of natural growth the generic use of BIÐ 
can be reconstructed as follows. Growth, as a natural process, is subject to the eternal 
laws of nature. It is thus about the way things grow, not only this time, but every time. 
Not only does it invoke iteration (and may thus also explain the iterative use of BIÐ), it 
is also a natural process that applies to the kind as a whole. With these qualities verbs 
of growth seem fitting sources for the expression of generic statements.  
Even if the genericity of BIÐ was related to an original sense of growth, this sense 
itself had been lost through semantic bleaching, as only the idea of ‘being, existing’ 
remained in Old English. Again, Ancient Greek phuomai may be called on for more 
direct evidence that a verb of growing sometimes does extend to generic expressions 
in general (i.e. also in tenses other than the present). While phuomai is mainly used as 
a lexical verb (see (190)), it is sometimes used as a Copula too, and in these cases, it 
has the characteristic of genericity also found in BIÐ, meaning ‘naturally be [+ 
AdjP/PPLE]’, as in (194), where the link with naturalness is made explicit by the 
adverbial phusei ‘by nature’.77 The example below is taken from Liddell et al. (1996, 
s.v. phuomai), which does not give information on frequency of occurrence, but this 
kind of copular use was fairly common in Greek.78  
 
(194) Pistous de mê nomize phusei phuesthai anthrôpous.  
faithful:GEN but NEG think:IMP naturally be:INF man:GEN 
‘But do not think of man as naturally being faithful.’ (Xenophon, 
Cyropaedia, 8.7.13) 
 
(iii) Durativity: see below, under the synchronic account.  
(iv) The final tendency distinguished by Kilpiö consists of BIÐ’s preference for 
Actional Passives, i.e. passives that express an event rather than a state (see also Kilpiö 
1989: 57).79 The example he gives in the DOE to illustrate this tendency is the 
                                               
77
 It may be significant that phusei derives from phusis, meaning ‘nature, natural form (of a kind)’, a 
noun that is itself a nominalization based on this verb.  
78
 Toon Van Hal, personal communication. As far as I am aware, no studies exist on the copularization 
process of phuomai.  
79
 In chapter 3, section 3.2.2.4, and throughout chapter 4 I made the distinction between Resultative 
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following:  
 
(195) Ðurh ða earan ða word bioð onfangen, & on ðæm mode hie beoð 
through the ears the words are received and in the mind they are 
 acennedu ðurh ðæt ondgiet.  
understood through the intellect 
‘Words are received through the ears, and in the mind they are understood 
through the intellect.’ (c894. CP: 15.97.2) 
 
The tendency of BIÐ to be used in Actional Passives can again easily be explained by 
assuming that the original sense of BIÐ was that of growth (a process) or, more likely, 
in a somewhat bleached form, that of becoming (a change-of-state). It may be 
assumed that BIÐ preserved this processual or change-of-state semantics in the 
Passive Participial Construction. If such a processual or change-of-state verb — very 
similar to (GE)WIERÐ — is combined with a verbal participle, an actional interpretation of 
the entire construction is the natural result (see also Kilpiö 1989: 59-60).  
 
(b) Synchronic relation: From a synchronic point of view, the functions of BIÐ can also 
be seen as interrelated in a polysemous network. The inference that such a network 
existed synchronically in Old English is important to understand the process of merger 
that occurred afterwards (see section 5.2.3), because this process can only be 
adequately explained if the various senses of BIÐ interacted with each other, and such 
an interaction is unlikely if these senses were independent and not semantically 
related.  
The prototypical sense to which most other senses are related in this network is 
no longer that of growth, which had been lost, but instead is very likely that of 
FUTURITY. The common semantic component that relates this sense of futurity to the 
generic, iterative and durative senses is that of FUTURE VALIDITY. This is obvious for 
generic and habitual statements, which carry the implication that they iteratively 
extend into the future (as already observed by Campbell 1959: 351). Indeed, extension 
into the future in generic uses of BIÐ is often made explicit by the presence of a time 
adverbial such as symble ‘always, as in (196).  
 
(196) Þa ðe ðæs welan gitsiað hie bioð symble wædlan & 
those who the:GEN wealth:GEN covet they are always beggars and 
 iermengas on heora mode.  
wretches in their mind 
                                                                                                                                         
and Verbal Passives. The passive expressed with BIÐ in the present tense seems to be a category 
somewhere in between these two in Old English, and therefore I will stick to Kilpiö’s term of Actional 
Passive (not to be confused with the way this term was used by the early philologists discussed in 
section 2.2.2, where it was more or less used as a synonym of foregroundedness).  
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‘Those who covet after wealth, they will always be beggars and wretches in 
their mind.’ (c1100. Prov 1 [Cox]: 1.48) 
 
The idea that the future sense is the most basic sense of BIÐ in Old English is also the 
view held by Visser (1970: 672-674), who considered BIÐ to be essentially a future 
copula that happened to be also used in generic statements and iteratives. The link 
between futurity and genericity is also well-attested typologically. In an extensive 
study, Ultan shows that morphological or lexical future markers are commonly 
extended to express genericity (1978: 102-103). To a limited degree this is actually 
also the case in Present-Day English, where generic futures are particularly common in 
idiomatic expressions of the type boys will be boys.80  
Indirect evidence that the sense of futurity is defining for BIÐ and that its generic 
use is derivative might be seen in the degree to which these senses are exclusive to BIÐ 
and absent from IS. IS is almost never found with future force in Old English, and 
therefore the contrast future BIÐ-present IS is clearly a very strong one. However, it 
does occasionally occur in generic sentences, as in (197).  
 
(197) Se rica & se þearfa sind him betwynan nydbehefe.  
the rich and the poor are them between needful 
‘The rich one and the poor one are both needful.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 
18: 324.205) 
 
The high frequency of generic BIÐ still suggests that this is the unmarked verb to 
express genericity, but sentences such as (197) illustrate that a speaker of Old English 
may still opt for IS, for instance if they want to emphasize the present relevance of their 
statement rather than the iterativity of generic statements into the future. This would 
not be unfitting in a homiletic text such as the one from which (197) derives, where 
what is said needs to appeal to the audience in as immediate a way as possible.81  
The sense of futurity can also be seen as underlying the other uses of BIÐ. First, 
iterativity naturally also involves extension into the future. In this particular case 
though, no separate explanation is needed, since most examples of the iterative use 
can equally be seen as subtypes of generic or habitual statements. For instance, (30), 
which was the sentence used in the DOE to illustrate BIÐ’S use in iterative statements, 
and which is here repeated as (198), is about Saints in general, and the we in (199) 
                                               
80
 Ultan (1978: 116) also suggests that futurity could derive from various kinds of open-ended 
aspectuals, among which inchoatives and gnomic aspectuals, which share the future-oriented sense of 
being goal-directed (this ties in with Dahl 2000a).  
81
 An additional motivation for the use of is might be the allegorical characteristics of the fragment in 
which this sentence is contained. While Ælfric speaks of ‘the rich one’ and ‘the poor one’, he is actually 
talking about spiritual attitudes rather than material wealth. The fragment is not a prototypical instance 
of allegory though, because the two ‘characters’ are not fully personified (for example, they do not 
receive names).  
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encompasses all mankind.  
 
(198) Him on gomum bið godes oft gemynd. 
them in throats is good:GEN often consideration 
‘Often there is a consideration of good on their [= the saints] lips.’ 
(c1030(c970). PPs: 149.6) 
(199) Us is þonne nedþearf þæt we fæston; forþon þe we beoð oft costode 
Us is then necessary that we fast because that we are oft tempted 
from deofle æfter urum fulwihte  
by devil after our baptism.  
‘It is necessary to us that we fast, because we are often tempted by the 
devil after our baptism.’ (971xc1010. HomS 10 [BlHom 3]: 27) 
 
Non-generic iteratives are very rare prior to 1050. The only possible example in my 
data sample is (200), about a custom of a group of people (and by virtue of this 
indefinite reference to ‘people’ still relatively close to being generic).  
 
(200) Ðonne of ðæm þeodlande þæm þe þær ymbsyndon ða folc þær 
then from the country which that there around-are the people there 
 cumende beoð.  
coming are 
‘Then [= on St. Michael's day] from the country that are [sic] around there 
the peoples are coming there; (971xc1010. LS 25 (MichaelMor [BlHom 17]): 
209.225) 
 
A sense of futurity is also present in the durative use of BIÐ, by virtue of the fact 
that this use refers to a state that extends into the future. Recall that durativity in BIÐ 
has been distinguished from stativity in IS on the basis of the emphasis this aspect 
puts on the duration of the situation, which is usually indicated by the presence of a 
durative time adverb. Many of these time adverbs imply continuation of the situation 
into the future, and BIÐ, if co-occurring with them, may be rendered by a future tense. 
This holds in particular for those instances that co-occur with a time adverbial 
meaning ‘always, ever’, such as simble (as in (201)), a (as in (31)) or æfre.  
 
(201) Us beoð symble þurh þa þegnunga þære halgan fulwihte mid 
us.DAT are always through the services the:GEN holy:GEN baptism:GEN with 
 gastlice <geryne> heofonas opene. 
spiritual mystery heavens open 
‘By spiritual mystery, heaven remain/will be always open for us through the 
services of the holy baptism.’ (c1010. HomS 2 [ScraggVerc 16]: 106) 
 
How futurity or genericity relates to Actional Passives is less clear. Interestingly 
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though, the data reveal certain limitations to BIÐ’S use as a marker of the Actional 
Passive, which may suggest that speakers of Old English to some extent still tried to 
connect this sense to the generic one. Specifically, actional BIÐ is restricted to the third 
person (singular/plural). At least in my sample, the Actional Passive in other persons is 
expressed by IS instead, as in (202) and (203). Note that the Latin original of (203), 
given in (204) has a synthetic passive indicative present afficimur, and that the 
synthetic passive in Latin is imperfective, which implies that it in general closely 
corresponds to an Actional Passive in Old English (see Kilpiö 1989: 4).  
 
 
(202) Se welega bæd Abraham of helle & þus cwæð: onsænd 
the wealthy begged Abraham from hell and thus spoke send 
 Lazarum, þæt he bedyppe þæt ytemeste liþ his fingres in 
Lazarus that he dip the utmost cup his:GEN finger:GEN in 
 wætere & gekele mine tungan, forþon ic eom cwylmed on þisum 
water and cool my tongue because I am tortured in this 
 ligge.  
fire 
‘The rich man begged Abraham from hell and spoke thus: “Send Lazarus, 
that he dips the utmost cup of his fingers in water and cools down my 
tongue, because I am (being) tortured in this fire.”’ (c1075. GDPref 4 [C]: 
30.304.16) 
(203) For þe, drihten, we synd ealne dæg to deaþe gewæhte; we synd to 
for you Lord we are all day to death weakened we are to 
 deaþe getealde swa swa sceap to gesnide.  
death counted just like sheep to slaughter 
‘For you, Lord, we are all day long weakened to death; we are counted to 
death just like sheep to slaughter.’ (c1025. BenR: 7.27.6) 
(204) Propter te morte afficimur tota die: estimati  
Because_of you:ACC death:ABL weakened:IND.PRS.1PL:PASS whole day valued 
sumus ut oues occisionis.  
are:IND.PRS.1PL like sheep:ACC.PL slaughter:GEN 
‘For your sake, we are weakened to death all day long; we are valued like 
sheep for slaughter.’ (BenR: 7) 
 
The restriction of actional BIÐ to the third person, then, might be explained as the 
result of the reanalysis of separate diachronic developments into a coherent synchronic 
network. Indeed, many of the instances of actional BIÐ seem to either have some kind 
of generic, iterative or habitual quality. For instance, (195) is about a typical function 
of the ears as a class, and as such it can be considered to be a generic statement. 
While Passives with BIÐ definitely tend to be generic, this tendency certainly does not 
always hold. Sometimes, the Subject of BIÐ with a participle is specific, as in (205) — a 
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gloss from Latin, which corresponds to a Latin synthetic passive indicative present 
exponitur ‘be exposited’.82  
 
(205) Quorum tamen <vel> scribturarum ordinatio ideo per singula a 
those:GEN.PL yet or writing:GEN.PL order therefore by piece from 
 nobis non exponitur [...] Ðæra huoeðre vel wriottana 
us not exposited:IND.PRS:PASS.3SG these:GEN.PL yet or writing:GEN.PL 
 endebrednisse forðon ðerh suindriga from us ne bið ofsettet. 
order therefore through detail from us NEG is of:set 
‘Therefore, however, the order of the books is not exposited by us in the 
details.’ (c960. JnArgGl [Li]: 5) 
 
In general, therefore, it might be said that wherever an Actional Passive is also generic, 
BIÐ will be chosen. When it is not generic, both BIÐ and IS occur, with BIÐ being preferred 
in third person contexts (as in (205)). BIÐ’S preference for Actional Passives is thus not 
as general as Kilpiö (1989) maintained. His generalization of this tendency is 
understandable though in light of the fact that the texts he studied in detail (Orosius 
and Bede) have far more passives contained in generic expressions than Actional 
Passives predicated of specific subjects.83  
 In sum, the fundamental semantic component of BIÐ is that of future validity. 
This component is shared by the two most frequent senses of BIÐ, that of futurity and 
that of genericity. Iterative uses have been shown to be subcategories of the generic 
component, or, in those rare cases where they are not generic, they are habitual, an 
aspectual category closely related to that of genericity. Actionality of the passive has 
only limited application, and as most BIÐ-passives are generic anyway, it should per-
haps not be considered to be an active semantic node in the synchronic network of BIÐ.  
 
Summarizing, the following semantic characteristics of IS and BIÐ have so far been 
established: IS is typically used for STATIVE predications, whose duration is not 
particularly regarded, of SPECIFIC subjects, which hold at the PRESENT (either because they 
are about the present situation or because their validity is invariable, e.g. in identifying 
clauses). By contrast, BIÐ is used either to express FUTURITY, GENERICITY (including 
iterative and habitual situations) or DURATIVITY of a predication, all of which share the 
semantic component of FUTURE VALIDITY. While these results are largely in line with 
earlier observations of Campbell (1959), Visser (1970), and Kilpiö (1993), they also 
contain some refinements of these earlier analyses. My analysis of IS is the first one to 
take into account the important role played by identifying clauses in the semantics of 
                                               
82
 Clearcut instances are hard to find, however. (205) too might simply be a translational convention 
(synthetic passives are translated by BIÐ).  
83
 This unbalance in fact pervades the Old English corpus in general, and is most likely the effect of genre 
and written language, where real-time descriptions, the setting where Actional Passives in the present 
are most likely to be found, are relatively uncommon, and mostly limited to dialogues in Saints’ lives.  
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IS, and it has considerably qualified Kilpiö’s hypothesis that BIÐ is preferred in Actional 
Passives. In addition, my analysis has shown how the various uses of IS form a 
homogenous polysemous network and those of BIÐ do so as well. 
 
5.2.2.4 The distinction in Old English: quantitative analysis  
In this section I discuss the frequency and consistency with which the typical semantic 
components of respectively IS and BIÐ show up in the Old English period of 951-1050. 
For this purpose I have classified all indicative clauses as displaying or lacking one or 
more of these components. This kind of classification is parallel to that made by Kilpiö 
(1993). However, because my own semantic analysis differs slightly from that of Kilpiö, 
and because some of Kilpiö’s limitations in his analysis potentially distort his figures, it 
seems warranted to redo these calculations based on my own analysis and corpus 
data. As it turns out, my results differ considerably from Kilpiö’s, confirming that his 
imperfective methodology has a distorting effect on the overall picture. The conclusion 
drawn from my own analysis, then, will be that in the ‘classical’ period of 951-1050, 
the distinction between IS and BIÐ was a fairly pronounced one, but that there were also 
a few fuzzy areas where the two overlapped in use.  
An important reason why Kilpiö cautiously used the term tendencies rather than 
distributional rules lies with the quantitative results he obtained in his study. Figure 
5.3 provides an overview of Kilpiö’s counts of the frequency with which IS and BIÐ were 
found in one of their typical uses. The Figure arranges his data in such a way that (i) all 
instances of IS that are specific AND relate to the present (AND are presumably stative, 
though this characteristic is not explicitly mentioned) according to his counts are taken 
together and contrasted with uses of IS that lack one of these characteristics; (ii) all 
instances of BIÐ that either have been counted as referring to the future/ 
iteration/duration into the future OR have been counted as generic are contrasted with 
instances of BIÐ that show neither of these characteristic senses of BIÐ. Note that those 
uses that are not typical of one of the two verbs are not necessarily typical of the other 
verb. The typical senses measured for IS and BIÐ are not mutually exclusive, and in fact 
it will be seen that much of the grey zone consists of predications with non-specific 
Subjects, which are neither specific nor generic, and which belong to the peripheral 
area of overlap where competition may be expected to arise.  
Figure 5.3 shows that, according to Kilpiö, IS is found with its typical semantic 
characteristics in no less than 86.4% of all instances in the Helsinki Corpus (HC). For 
BIÐ, his figures are markedly lower, only amounting to about 56.7%. Respectively 13.6% 
and 43.3% of the instances are less typical, and in this area their uses are expected to 
overlap. According to Kilpiö’s calculations, then, IS is more distinct in its semantic 
characteristics than is BIÐ, for which Kilpiö’s tendencies do not add up to much more 
than half of its entire usage profile. This raises the question to what extent the 
semantic characteristics of futurity or genericity defined for BIÐ are really typical of this 
verb.  
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Figure 5.3. Typical uses of IS and BIÐ according to Kilpiö (1993) 
 
However, Kilpiö’s figures are calculated in an overly conservative way. First, 
instances of BIÐ, if not obviously referring to the future on clause level, have been 
considered futures only if their Latin source is present in HC (which is only the case 
with glosses) and if this source contains a future form of esse; other forms which may 
be interpreted as futures by looking at translational or textual context are not analysed 
as such, and are thus not included in his count. Equally problematic for Kilpiö’s counts 
are his judgments on genericity. Not only does he omit the context from his analysis as 
he did when assigning futurity, his judgments do not seem to be based on a sound 
theoretical definition of genericity. He does refer to Chesterman (1991), but this work 
itself does not really define genericity, and moreover focuses on the noun phrase as 
such, which is not necessarily identical to genericity as applied to entire predications (if 
it is a valid viewpoint at all). For instance, Kilpiö gives the following example as an 
instance of the generic use of IS (and therefore allegedly an atypical instance of IS).  
 
(206) Saga me hwilc treow ys ealra treowa betst. Ic þe secge, þæt 
tell me which tree is all:GEN.PL tree:GEN.PL best. I you tell that 
 ys wintreow.  
is vine 
‘Tell me which tree is the best of all trees. I tell you, it is the vine.’ (c1150. 
Sol I: 40.1).  
 
While the context is indeed about kinds throughout, and Kilpiö’s reasoning 
understandable — in fact, the same reasoning is sometimes made by speakers of Old 
English, as explained below —, the statement is not a generic one. Instead the 
predication containing IS is an instance of an identificational clause. In clauses of this 
type a kind (such as ‘vine’) is treated as a specific entity (with the ontology of 
something like a Platonic idea), with which another kind-entity (‘the best kind of tree’) 
is identified. For the same reason (207) is not a generic statement either.  
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(207) Þanon heo eac uerrucaria genemned is.  
thence she also verrucaria called is 
‘Hence this herb is also called verrucaria.’ (c1025. Lch I [Herb]: 137.3)  
 
As explained in section 5.2.2.2, the idiomatic collocation is genemned ‘is called’ in 
(207) (and variations on this expression) should probably be considered as a complex 
marker of an identificational construction.  
 Given the lack of context-sensitivity and certain problematic classifications in 
Kilpiö’s counts, it is desirable to recount making use of more reliable criteria. First, in 
the assignment of both futurity and genericity the larger context has been taken into 
account beyond the context of the clause. Second, if ambiguities between future and 
present could not be resolved by the context in a text translated from Latin, the 
correspondence with the Latin tense of the source text has been taken into 
consideration (this makes it clear, for instance, that BIÐ refers to the future in examples 
(25) and (226)).84 In order to determine whether an instance of BIÐ is generic or not, I 
have followed the definitions of Behrens and Declerck. Behrens gives the following 
cross-linguistically applicable definition: “a classic generic sentence contains a kind-
referring noun phrase as its topic and a characterizing predicate which expresses a 
time-stable and prototypical (but not necessarily essential) property of the topic” 
(2005: 275). Declerck provides the following definition in his grammar of Present-Day 
English: “Gnomic sentences that predicate a typical characteristic of a kind (species) are 
called GENERIC SENTENCES. E.g. A/The horse is a foor-footed animal. Horses do not eat 
meat. Sentences that predicate a typical characteristic (e.g. a habit) of an individual are 
also often called generic. E.g. Bill’s cat chases bikes” (1991: 55). The habit to include 
habitual expressions in the category of generic sentences is also adopted here (its 
inclusion is negligible though, and only affects a handful of instances).  
Applying these definitions, genericity has been assigned wherever plausible or 
where context tells; in this fashion, virtually all problems of interpretation could be 
eliminated. For example, in isolation, hi beoþ ‘they are’ in (208) is ambiguous in that it 
may refer to a specific group of creatures rather than to a kind. However, the 
preceding context as well as the text genre (a book about wondrous creatures) makes 
it clear this passage is about a kind of creature, and is therefore generic.  
 
(208) & þær beoð kende Homodubii þæt byð twylice. Hi beoþ oð 
and there are born Homodubii that are twofold. They are until 
 ðene nafelan on menniscum gescape & syððan on eoseles 
the navel in human form and after in donkey’s  
gescape.  
                                               
84
 In reality the exact exemplar of the Old English translation is seldom known. Therefore it is still 
possible that some Latin forms do not correspond with those that the Old English translator had in front 
of him, but the numbers of these mismatches are probably not very significant.  
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form 
‘And there are born the Homodubii that are twofold. They have up to the 
navel a human form and for the rest the form of a donkey.’ (c1000. Marv: 
17.3) 
 
Importantly, the above definitions apply to the entire clausal construction; as 
such, they do not merely involve the generic reference of the noun phrase but also the 
characteristics of the predicate, which must be ‘time-stable and prototypical’ (as is 
clearly the case in (208)). On the basis of this specification, a sentence like (209) has 
not been considered generic, because, although the subject is kind-referring, the 
characteristic of being most strongly praised is not prototypical, but peculiar to the 
herbs’ occurrence in a particular region. 
 
(209) Swiðust heo ys gehered on þam muntlandum þe man Cilicia & Pisidia 
nemneð.  
‘It [= the herb hyssop] is most strongly praised in the mountainous 
countries which they call Cilicia and Pisidia.’ (c1025. Lch I [Herb]: 57.1)  
 
Quite clearly, a sentence such as (209) might be a potential locus of confusion between 
IS and BIÐ, but as it stands it is arguably in line with the basic distinction between 
specific IS and generic BIÐ.  
Applying this contextual information and these definitions to the data obtained 
from LEON-alfa results in the relative frequencies of Figure 5.4.  
 
 
Figure 5.4. Typical uses of IS and BIÐ (own data) 
 
As far as IS is concerned, the figures do not significantly differ from those of Kilpiö. By 
contrast, BIÐ comes out as being far more specific in its semantics than was apparent 
from Kilpiö’s analysis. In fact, both verbs seem to be equally strong in their 
preferences. In both cases about 10% of their uses do not fall within their prototypical 
core. Some of these are instances where both the semantic characteristics of BIÐ and IS 
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are in play. For instance, to the extent that definitions are a subtype of identifying 
clauses, it is expected that they use IS, and the phrase that is, equivalent to latin id est, 
is indeed a definitional idiom typical of Old English, as in its occurrence in (206) or 
(180). However, in certain cases BIÐ does occur in definitions. In all these cases, the 
content of the definition is semantically closely related to a generic statement. The 
semantic association with genericity for instance may account for the appearance of BIÐ 
in the first identifying clause of (210), a clause which provides a definition of the 
customs of heathens as a kind of people.  
 
(210) Hæðenscipe byð, þæt man deofolgyld weorðige, þæt is þæt man 
Heathenism is that man idols worship that is that man 
 weorþige hæðene godas & sunnan oððe monan, fyr oððe flod, 
worship heathen gods and son or moon fire or flood 
 wæterwyllas oððe stanas ...  
water:springs or stones 
‘Heathenism is/means, that one worships idols, that is that one worships 
heathen gods and the sun or moon, fire or flood, water springs or stones 
...’ (c1050. LawIICn: 5.1)  
 
Conversely, IS sometimes also intrudes into the domain typical of BIÐ: it was seen in the 
previous section that it occasionally occurs in generic statements (see example (197)).  
Other instances are concerned with non-specific Subjects, which are neither 
specific nor generic. Non-specific Subjects are for instance the type of Subject used in 
Existential Constructions, which refer to the existence of a certain amount of referents 
without specifying them precisely. In the period 951-1050, non-specific Subjects 
usually co-occur with IS, as in (211). BIÐ is predominantly preserved for future 
reference of non-specific Subjects. However, occasionally the future sense is not 
clearly present, particularly in some instances of the Existential Construction. In these 
cases the verb’s meaning is simply ‘occur’, a meaning that is fairly independent from 
its semantics of genericity or futurity — possibly because it was the result of a 
separate development out of its original meaning of ‘grow, occur’. Examples are (190) 
or (212) below — although in (212) it cannot be excluded that the author had a future 
frame in mind.  
 
(211) Sindon wælreowe weras þær on ige. 
are slaughter:fierce men there on island 
There on the island there are bloodthirsty men (c970. Wulf: 6) 
(212) On helle beoþ þeofas, & flyteras, & gitseras [...] 
in hell are thieves and disputers and covetous 
‘In hell there are thieves, and disputers, and greedy people ...’ (971xc1010. 
HomS 17 (BlHom 5): 61.123) 
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In section 5.2.3 it will be seen how this grey zone, even if probably smaller than has so 
far been assumed, provided a potential locus of change. The fulfilment of this potential 
and the actual change, it will be argued, seems to have depended on the occurrence of 
an additional, external change, namely the grammaticalization of the analytic future 
construction.  
 
5.2.2.5 Conclusion 
The above synchronic analysis of the semantics and possible competition of IS and BIÐ 
in the ‘classical’ Old English period 951-1050 provided the following results. First, IS 
typically displayed the semantic components of present validity, specificity and 
stativity, which are restrictions on its use that may be related to its pronominal origin 
and its preference in identifying clauses. By contrast, the pervading semantic 
component of BIÐ was that of future validity. This component is shared by BIÐ’S most 
frequent senses, namely the future and the generic sense, and the less frequent 
iterative and durative senses. Other uses of BIÐ, notably its use in the Existential 
Construction (meaning ‘occur’) and its use in the Actional Passive, do not clearly 
connect to the semantic component of future validity, but may be explained as the 
results of independent diachronic developments. Second, a quantitative analysis of the 
distinctiveness of IS and BIÐ in terms of these semantic components has shown that 
these semantic components showed up in about 90% of their respective uses but that, 
largely because these semantic components do not make the two verbs entirely 
complementary, there was also a grey area of less prototypical uses where either verb 
could be chosen. An important characteristic of the fuzzy area of overlap is that both 
verbs were occasionally used outside their prototypical semantic domain. I will call this 
characteristic the bi-directionality of usage overlap. In this respect the situation of IS 
and BIÐ differs fundamentally from that of (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS. (GE)WEARÐ was never used 
in situations where a change-of-state was lacking. Only WÆS extended into the usage 
domain of (GE)WEARÐ in constructional contexts that evoked a change-of-state 
meaning. In this case, therefore, the usage overlap was only unidirectional, originating 
in extended uses of WÆS. This overlap was not really a consequence of semantic 
fuzziness of the two verbs, whose meaning was relatively straightforward (change-of-
state versus no change-of-state). Instead it was the result of contextual override of the 
stative semantics of WÆS. In the case of IS and BIÐ, on the other hand, the areas of 
overlap are not so much the result of contextual neutralization as the consequence of 
the fact that certain uses, those involving non-specific Subjects, were not really 
covered by the prototypical semantic range of either of these verbs. Unlike WÆS and 
(GE)WEARÐ therefore, their semantics were fuzzy in this area of overlapping usage. This 
fuzziness, then, may be seen as constituting a potential locus of change; its bi-
directionality in turn may explain why the two verbs merged instead of one verb 
ousting the other. I now turn to a detailed analysis of this merging process, or the 
actualization of the potential for change, occurring from 1050 onwards.  
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5.2.3 MERGER OF IS AND BIÐ 
5.2.3.1 Introduction 
The conclusion drawn from the frequency study of the prototypical semantics of IS and 
BIÐ for 951-1050 was that in about a quarter of the uses of BIÐ and IS they were not 
particularly distinctive. In this section it is shown how this fuzzy area became a locus 
of change leading to the merger of IS and BIÐ in late Old English and early Middle 
English, as follows. Until about 1050, semantic subtlety and fuzziness led to relatively 
little confusion between IS and BIÐ, and unexpected choices remain exceptional. 
However, around this period a development in the constructional environment of BIÐ 
started to gain pace, which will be argued to have functioned as a trigger of the sub-
sequent loss of the distinctive semantic features of BIÐ. This development, which took 
place within the grammatical tense system and affected all verbs, not just BIÐ, concerns 
the grammaticalization of the analytic future construction [SCEAL Inf] ‘shall Inf’. This 
process is briefly described in section 5.2.3.2. Section 5.2.3.3, then, describes the 
second major phenomenon occurring in this period, namely the generalization of BEOÐ 
(the plural of BIÐ) to all types of predications. On the basis of manuscripts of the mid-
eleventh century and after, BEOÐ can be seen to have gradually encroached upon the 
domain of IS in the plural and presumably the reverse development occured in the 
singular — the evidence is scanty in sources prior to 1200. Subsequently, section 
5.2.3.4 discusses the relative chronology with which these two developments occurred, 
tentatively concluding that the grammaticalization of the future already had reached a 
somewhat advanced stage at about 1100, about the time when the generalization of 
BEOÐ set off. This relative chronology provides evidence that the possible causality 
between the two changes first worked from the grammaticalization of the analytic 
future to the generalization of BEOÐ. This hypothesis is further elaborated in section 
5.2.3.5, which traces the interaction between the two developments in more detail. 
Basically, what seems to have happened is that the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON 
brought about the loss of the senses of futurity and genericity from BIÐ. As a 
consequence plural BEOÐ, voided of its original semantics, and proportionally more 
frequent than plural SINDON, extended to non-generic uses as well. Importantly, the 
analysis corroborates the idea that changes in the constructional environment of 
function words is crucial for explaining certain developments of these words. An 
important additional conclusion will be that the sweeping shift in the usage of IS and 
BIÐ resulting in their merger indeed probably started with the grammaticalization of the 
analytic future construction [SCEAL Inf], but that the causality between this process and 
the generalization of BEOÐ was not unidirectional. Instead, the two developments are 
argued to have interacted with and reinforced one another, pushing the entire use of IS 
and BIÐ ever more in the direction of eventual outcome, their merger.  
 
5.2.3.2 Grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON 
This section briefly describes the grammaticalization process of SCEAL BEON — itself an 
offshoot of the more general grammaticalization of [SCEAL Inf] — from being used in 
primarily modal contexts to a more bleached use that approaches mere prediction. A 
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more detailed discussion of certain aspects of this process is reserved for section 
5.2.3.5, which describes the interaction between this development and the second 
major development, the generalization of BEOÐ. I restrict myself in this and subsequent 
sections to indicative present SCEAL + infinitive BEON. Subjunctives and past tenses of 
SCEAL in combination with infinitive BEON are excluded, because they do not correlate to 
indicative present uses of BIÐ. The other auxiliary of the future, WILL has also been left 
out of the discussion, because its grammaticalization seems to gain pace only in the 
twelfth century, after the merger of IS and BIÐ was largely completed (see e.g. the 
differences in frequencies between shall and will in Wischer 2008: 134).  
Throughout Old English, most uses of SCEAL, whether or not in combination with 
BEON, are instances of deontic modality, and often involve obligation, as in (213).  
 
(213) Ne sceal he eac beon to georn deadra manna feos.  
NEG must he also be too desirous dead:GEN.PL man:GEN.PL wealth:GEN.SG 
‘And he [= the priest] must not be too desirous of the wealth of dead men.’ 
(971xc1010. HomS 14 (BlHom 4): 43.70) 
 
Already in Old English, however, some instances of [SCEAL Inf] come close to being 
mere markers of futurity (Denison 1993, Wischer 2008). A genuine future tense is 
defined by Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca as “a prediction on the part of the speaker that 
the situation in the proposition, which refers to an event taking place after the moment 
of speech, will hold” (1994: 244). (214) is an early Old English example of SCEAL BEON 
that seems to fulfill this definition. In this sentence, BIÐ and SCEAL BEON are used next to 
each other without any clear semantic difference, both being used in a prediction 
about the future.  
 
(214) Ne bið þes diacon noht longe mid us, ac he sceal beon mid 
NEG is the deacon not long with us but he shall be with 
 Criste. Ond þa æfter feawa dagum ða endode he his lif þurh 
Christ and then after few days then ended he his life through 
 martyrhad for Criste.  
martyrdom for Christ 
‘“This deacon will not be long with us, but he shall be with Christ.” And 
then after few days he ended his life through martyrdom for Christ.’ 
(c1000. Mart 5 [Kotzor]: Se 23, A.5) 
 
Sentence (214) illustrates that already in Old English the analytic construction with 
SCEAL was in competition with indicative present BIÐ (and to a lesser extent the same 
holds probably for WILL, see Wischer 2008: 130).  
From late OE, SCEAL increasingly spread as a marker of the future and gradually 
replaced more and more of the indicative present forms of BIÐ. This process of 
replacement was completed during the fourteenth century (see Wischer 2008). 
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Importantly, it was already well on its way in late Old English. This is shown by the 
frequency comparison between Old English and early Middle English subperiods in 
Table 5.3 (and see Wischer [2008: 135] for frequencies of the analytic future 
construction in general).85 Between the periods 951-1050 and 1051-1150 the share of 
SCEAL BEON as compared to indicative BIÐ considerably increased; this increase is 
primarily manifested through a rise of its modal deontic use (meaning ‘must, be 
bound, ought’), but more and more of these modal uses of SCEAL could be interpreted 
as mainly conveying a future sense (subsumed under the category VAGUE of Table 5.3). 
Pure future uses, which merely predict something, are still rare, but seem to have 
increased as well, although the low absolute numbers make the data not very reliable 
in this regard. In the period 1151-1250 SCEAL BEON witnesses a real explosion in its rise 
as a marker of the future. By this time, the expression of futurity has become the main 
function of SCEAL BEON.86  
 
 
951-1050 1051-1150  1151-1250  
BIÐ 210 (98.59%) 546 (91.92%)  159 (85.03%)  
SCEAL BEON (obligation) 1 (0.47%) 34 (5.72%)
87
  3 (1.60%)  
SCEAL BEON (vague) 1 (0.47%) 9 (1.52%)  5 (2.67%)  
SCEAL BEON (future) 1 (0.47%) 5 (0.84%)  20 (10.70%)  
Total 213 (100%) 594 (100%)  187 (100%)  
Table 5.3. Indicative BIÐ and SCEAL BEON, relative frequencies 
 
The most far-reaching effect of this development on the use of BIÐ was the loss of 
futurity in the indicative present uses of BIÐ. Because these uses made up the majority 
of all uses of BIÐ, it is expected for indicative BIÐ to decrease considerably in frequency. 
This is indeed the case for singular BIÐ, which disappears altogether. The last indicative 
instances of BIÐ expressing future generally are found in predictions that are in some 
way or another stressed, often because they are strongly emotionally coloured. This 
function of BIÐ of putting more emphasis on the message may have persisted into early 
Modern English in some southern dialects (see Wakelin 1986: 36).  
 
(215) J woth þat he bes ded ful raþe.  
                                               
85
 The frequencies for the period 951-1050 and 1151-1250 are based on the 10% sample I use 
throughout my analysis. The period 1051-1150 has been treated differently. Because the sample did not 
yield sufficient results for this period, frequencies in this case are based on a full sample of BIÐ in LEON-
alfa (similar full sample figures would be desirable for 951-1050 and 1151-1250 too, and also for the 
frequencies of Table 5.4 below, but unfortunately time constraints prevented me from carrying out a full 
sample analysis in these cases).  
86
 Interestingly, SCEAL BEON has by then already grammaticalized considerably further than SCEAL plus the 
infinitive of lexical verbs, as can be seen by comparing these figures to those of Wischer 2008.  
87
 The unexpectedly high number of SCEAL functioning as a marker of obligation in this period is largely 
due to the Rule of Chrodegang of Metz. This text, a clear outlier among the texts for this period, contains 
no less than 25 instances of obligational SCEAL, a high frequency which is largely due to the normative, 
rule-like nature of the text (and note that the period 951-1050 does not contain this type of text).  
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‘I know that he will very soon be dead.’ ((c1300). Havelok [LdMisc 108]: 
2006) 
(216) þis wimman bes mike wo! For hire shal men hire louerd slo.  
this woman:OBL is much woe for her shall men her lord slay 
‘There shall be much woe for this woman! Because of her they shall slay her 
lord.’ ((c1300). Havelok [LdMisc 108]: 1744) 
 
The plural of BIÐ, however, i.e. BEOÐ, did not disappear at all. Instead, voided of its 
future semantics, it became generalized as the default present form of the merged 
verb IS/BIÐ.  
 
5.2.3.3 Generalization of plural BEOÐ 
In the previous section it was suggested that the grammaticalization of the analytic 
future construction SCEAL BEON set off somewhere in the period 1051-1150. A second 
change that also occurred during this period (though, as will be seen, slightly later) 
consists of the extension of the range of plural BEOÐ to non-specific and specific 
Subjects outside the Actional Passive and Existential Construction. One of the earliest 
examples is given in (217), a regular early Middle English one in (218).  
 
(217) Manige wise menn ðar wæron gegaderade, ealle to smeagende embe 
many wise men there were gathered all to requesting about 
 Godes cyrcan bote ða beoð innan Cent.  
God:GEN churches compensation which are within Cent 
‘Many wise men were gathered there, all to request compensation about 
those churches of God that are within Cent.’ (c1107. ChronF: 694) 
(218) 3if 3e hit rædeð; 3e <beoð> mine riche men. ich wulle his heued 
if you it advise you are my brave men I will his head 
 of swippen.  
off smite 
‘If you advise it — you are my brave men — I will smite off his head.’ 
(c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 877) 
 
The gradual spread of BEOÐ to non-generic Subjects is represented in Table 5.4 (this 
table excludes those instances of BEOÐ that are used to express a specific situation in 
the future) — note that all non-generic instances found in 951-1050 are either 
Actional Passives, Existential Constructions or duratives. Despite the low absolute 
numbers, which should call for caution, the general tendency is very clear, BEOÐ being 
used increasingly more often in all kinds of non-generic contexts.  
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951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 
Generic 18 (72.0%) 10 (58.8%) 16 (20.0%) 
Non-Specific 6 (24.0%) 5 (29.4%) 14 (17.5%) 
Specific 1 (4.0%) 2 (11.8%) 50 (62.5%) 
Total 25 17 80 
Table 5.4. Spread of BEOÐ to clauses with non-specific and specific Subjects 
 
In general the spread of BEOÐ proceeds at the expense of plural SINDON, which 
gradually disappears. The only possible exception to this tendency is found in the 
Ormulum (c1180), where SINDON is used throughout. The reason for this is unclear, but 
it may be noted that this text is from the North. In the North as well as in the East 
Midlands neither SINDON nor BEOÐ became the standard plural form, but a third form, 
EARON (ARE), instead. This form is attested throughout Old English, for example in the 
late Old English text Chad (from the East Midlands), but for the most part remains 
invisible up to late Middle English. After 1450, mainly due to migration from the North 
to the London area, EARON starts to encroach upon the domain of BEOÐ and eventually 
became the standard form for the plural in English (see Kilpiö 1997). A discussion of 
this later development, however, falls outside the scope of the present analysis.  
By 1250 SINDON was lost in most texts. The two exceptions to this in LEON-alfa 
are Layamon’s Brut (c1275(p1204), southern West-Midlands), and the Bestiary 
(a1300(a1250), East-Midlands). Both of these are copies from exemplars that predate 
1250, and therefore the forms of SINDON most likely merely reflect what is contained in 
these exemplars.88 Among the late manuscripts that still have SINDON, Layamon’s Brut 
is unique in that it may contain some information on how the replacement of SINDON by 
BEOÐ proceeded. Table 5.5 provides a comparison of the distribution of SINDON and BEOÐ 
over first/second versus third person Subjects respectively.  
 
SINDON BEOÐ 
1st or 2nd person 11 73 
3d person 10 156 
P-value 0.05 
Table 5.5. Distribution of plurals over person in Layamon’s Brut 
 
As it turns out, SINDON is used significantly more often with first/second person Sub-
jects. The probability that this is due to chance is only 5%. What this suggests is that 
first and second persons are the ones replaced by BEOÐ the latest. This order of 
replacement is in line with the point of departure of the development. The original 
generic contexts of BEOÐ typically have a third person Subject referring to all members 
of a certain kind. By contrast, the predominance of first and second persons, which 
usually refer to a specific group of people, still reflected the original semantics of 
                                               
88
 Forsström (1948: 61) argues that they are retained for metrical purposes, but this is not the most 
obvious explanation for many of the examples.  
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specificity of SINDON.  
 
5.2.3.4 Relative chronology of the two developments 
A comparison of Tables 5.3 and 5.4 shows that the increase of BEOÐ with specific 
Subjects and the rise of SCEAL BEON as a future marker seem to run largely in parallel, 
both showing a moderate increase in 1051-1150 and a true explosion of instances in 
1151-1250. While the scarcity of data makes it impossible to provide more detailed 
quantitative evidence on the relative chronology and course of these developments, 
there is some manuscript evidence for the period 1051-1150 which suggests that the 
analytic future construction SCEAL BEON had set off on the road to grammatical status 
slightly before non-futurate plural BEOÐ extended to non-generic uses.  
Two manuscripts in particular, written between 1051 and 1100, already show 
evidence of an increased and further grammaticalized use of SCEAL BEON — as compared 
to 951-1050 — but still preserve the restriction of non-futurate plural BEOÐ to generic 
statements. These are Bodleian, Hatton 115 (c1075, containing HomU 15.1) and 
Cambridge University Library Ii. 2.11 (c1085, containing the NicodA and VSal 1 
[Cross])). The clearest example of the advanced stage of SCEAL BEON is found in NicodA. 
Out of thirteen instances referring to the future, four (or 30.7%) are already expressed 
by SCEAL BEON, as in (219) — where scealt beon translates the Latin indicative future eris 
‘you shall be’ — and (220).  
 
(219) Geopena þyne gatu, nu þu scealt beon untrum and unmyhtig and 
open your gates nu you shall be weak and unmighty and 
 myd eallum oferswyþed.  
with all conquered 
‘Open your gates. Now you shall be weak and powerless and utterly 
conquered.’ (c1085. Nic [A]: 21.3.1 [Translation: Cross et al. 1996: 217]) 
(220) And nu æt nextan ic wylle hys deað to ðe gelædan and he sceal 
and now at next I will His death to you bring and he shall 
 beon underþeod ægðer ge me ge þe.  
be subject both and you:DAT and me:DAT 
‘And now at last I will bring His death to you, and He shall be subject both 
to me and to you.’ (c1085. Nic [A]: 20.2.11 [Translation: Cross et al. 1996: 
211]) 
 
In contrast to this evidence of early grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON prior to 1100, 
there is not a single manuscript before 1100 in which plural BEOÐ has extended its 
range to include specific Subjects.  
The erosion of the semantics of BEOÐ, then, occurs fairly soon after 1100. Up to 
well into the thirteenth century, there is considerable variation in the extent to which 
the generic and future semantics of BEOÐ are lost. Importantly, this variation is not in 
any obvious way related to certain dialect areas, suggesting that the shift was taking 
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place throughout the English language as a whole (excepting the areas where, 
presumably, EARON ‘are’ was used). For instance, the scribe of Cotton Domitian A.VIII 
(containing ChronF), a manuscript from Kent, had already lost the distinction to a large 
extent c1107 (see for example (217) above). By contrast, another Kentish manuscript, 
namely Vespasian D.XIV (written c1125 and containing various texts included in LEON-
alfa: Eluc 1, Eluc 2, LS 11 (James), LS 28 (Neot)), Alc) still preserves the distributional 
rules of classical Old English throughout, with BEOÐ being restricted to generic 
(iterative), future, or durative uses, and IS to specific, statements about the present. 
Similar variation can be found in other dialect areas.89  
5.2.3.5 Interaction between the two developments 
In this section I formulate a hypothesis about how the unexpected generalization of 
BEOÐ might be explained as being an effect of the grammaticalization of the analytic 
future SCEAL BEON construction. Basically what seems to have happened is that the 
grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON brought about the loss of the senses of futurity and 
genericity from BIÐ through hyperanalysis (see below). As a consequence plural BEOÐ, 
which was because of its high proportion vis à vis singular BIÐ more salient than plural 
SINDON, extended to non-generic uses as well.  
Initially, SCEAL BEON was used in those future contexts that had a strong sense of 
necessity or commitment on behalf of the speaker, as in (221), where Olibrius, the 
speaker, vouches for Margaret’s safety and well-being if she consents to marry him 
(and see Wischer 2008).  
 
                                               
89
 Significantly, a short text added to CUL Ii. 2.11 in Exeter (the heart of the West Saxon dialect) 
somewhere between 1100 and 1130 provides evidence that semantic erosion of BEOÐ was also found in 
the West Saxon dialect area. In this text the two sentences in (i) and (ii) are found only a few lines apart. 
While (i) uses SINDON as expected, (ii) uses BEOÐ, without any kind of semantic difference whatsoever. 
The scribe might have used a stylistic guideluine, wishing to avoid two occurrences of SINDON closely 
after one another in (ii), but the clear functional distinction that formerly existed seems to have gone.  
 
(i) And ealswa æt ælcum forðfarenum gildan æt ælcum heorðe ænne penig 
and also at each departed guild_brother at each hearth one penny 
 to sawul sceote, hit bonda si hit wif þe on þam gildscipe sindon.  
to soul scot it man be it wife who in the guild are 
‘And also for every departed guild-brother, for every hearth, one penny as mass-
money, (be) it man be hit woman who are in the guild.’ (c1100xc1130. Rec 10.2: 1.8) 
(ii) And ðis sindon heora nama þe beoð on þam gildscipe, Brihtwi, Wlnoð, Ealdwine, 
Leofric, Brihtmær, Alfric, Edmær, Edwine, Algar, Edwi, Wlword, Alword, Edwine, Godwi, 
Osgod, Aðeleoue, Brihtmær, Godric.  
‘And this are their names who are in the guild, Brihtwi, Winoð, Ealdwine, Osgod, 
Aðeleoue, Brihtmær, Godric.’ (c1100xc1130. Rec 10.2: 1.14) 
 
In previous studies it has been argued that in the West Saxon dialect the generic use of BIÐ was at its 
strongest (see e.g. Lutz 2009). While not too much weight should be put on one example only, the text 
provides further evidence that the breakdown of the distinction was not necessarily the result of dialect 
shift or Old Norse influence. 
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(221) And hire scel beon wel mid me þurh hire fægernesse and hire 
and her:DAT shall be well with me through her beauty and her 
 fægre wlite.  
fair face 
‘And she shall be well with me because of her beauty and her fair face.’ 
(c1125. LS 14 [MargaretCCCC 303]: 5.6) 
 
If scel was left out in (221), even while it was still clear that futurity was involved, this 
sense of necessity, of commitment of the speaker, would disappear. On this account, 
specific claims such as (221) differ from generic statements such as (222) or (223).  
 
(222) Sawla beoð undeadlice. 
souls are immortal 
‘Souls are immortal.’ (c1150. Solil 1: 54.6) 
(223) Eadige byð þa gesibsume, for þan þe heo byð Godes bearn geceide.  
blessed are the peaceful for that that they are God:GEN children called 
‘Blessed are the peaceful, because they are called God’s children.’ (c1150. 
Alc [Warn 35]: 109.84) 
 
In essence generic statements like these also contain a semantic component of 
necessity, in that the properties they express are TYPICAL and ESSENTIAL for the Subject, 
and therefore necessarily present. However, the obligatory nature of these properties 
can mostly be pragmatically derived from the generic scope of the Subject itself, and 
this obviates any hypothetical need to use SCEAL in them. In (222) the generic scope of 
sawla is grammatically encoded through its lack of a determiner that would delimit the 
range of souls referred to. In (223) gesibsume has a determiner þa, but the context 
makes it clear that it refers to ‘the peaceful ones’ generically, because there is no 
antecedent for þa — in other words, þa does not refer back to a specific set of people 
mentioned earlier in the text. In general therefore, genericity is encoded not only by 
BIÐ’S sense of ‘iterativity into the future’, but also by the referential properties of the 
Subject and the general context of the clause. For this reason, BIÐ in generic 
statements is initially hardly ever replaced by SCEAL BEON.  
It is precisely the combination of these two phenomena, the grammaticalization 
of SCEAL BEON and the contextual encoding of genericity, which can account for the 
generalization of plural BEOÐ from late Old English onwards. First, the 
grammaticalization of the analytic future construction SCEAL BEON eroded the sense of 
futurity originally present in indicative BIÐ. As a consequence the futurity of BIÐ-clauses 
underwent a process of hyperanalysis. In hyperanalysis, “the listener reanalyses an 
inherent semantic/functional property of a syntactic unit as a contextual property” 
(Croft 2000b: 121). BIÐ remained in use with future force for quite a while, but it may 
be assumed that its future sense was more and more contributed to the context 
instead, as in (224), where the future time reference of the second coming of Christ is 
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made explicit by the temporal Subject Complement on domes dai ‘on Doomsday’.  
 
(224) Ure louerd ihesu cristes tocumes ben tweien openliche: þe fireste 
our Lord Jesus Christ:GEN comings are two certainly the first 
 is gon [...] And þat oðer tocume beð on domes dai. 
is gone and the other coming is on judgment:GEN day 
‘The comings of our Lord Jesus Christ are certainly two: the first is passed 
and the second will be on Doomsday.’ (a1225(?a1200). Trin.Hom. [Trin-C 
B.14.52]: 3) 
 
By the same token, the generic uses of BIÐ probably underwent a similar process of 
hyperanalysis as well, which was possible because the context provided sufficent clues 
to interpret them correctly as being generic (as was shown for (222)-(223) above). The 
general effect of the grammaticalization process of SCEAL BEON was thus that both the 
future sense and the generic sense of indicative BIÐ started to bleach.  
The ultimate result of this wearing out of the typical semantics of BIÐ, then, was 
that there was no obvious semantic distinction left between BIÐ and IS. The loss of the 
exclusive and inherent connection of BIÐ and futurity is even more clearly actualized 
when in early Middle English indicative IS is also occasionally found in clauses that 
make a statement about the future. The earliest examples of this use of IS in my 
sample are from the early thirteenth century translation of Vices and virtues, like the 
one in (225).  
 
(225) Ac ȝit sculen baðe, ðurh ðese ȝewinne, folȝin godes wille; ðanne 
but you.two shall both through this fight follow God:GEN will then 
 is sone pais ouer al ðine londe.  
is soon peace over all your country 
‘But you two shall both, through this fight, follow God’s will; then there will 
soon be peace over all your country.’ (a1225(c1200). Vices & V.(1) [Stw 34]: 
97.27) 
 
There was still one distinction that remained, but this was no longer semantic in 
nature. The two verbs continued to differ in their relative preference for singular or 
plural number. In the ‘classical’ Old English of 951-1050, IS occured proportionally far 
more often in the singular than BIÐ, to a great extent as a consequence of its high 
frequency in identifying clauses in the third person singular. BIÐ on the other hand 
occured proportionally more often in the plural, precisely because of its use in generic 
statements, which typically contain plural Subjects (as in (222) and (223) above, and 
most other examples given earlier in this chapter).90  
                                               
90
 The saliency of plurality in the case of BIÐ might have led Traugott to include these concepts in her 
otherwise rather succinct definition of the function of BIÐ in Old English, according to which IS “is 
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The early replacement of many future uses of BIÐ by SCEAL BEON in combination 
with the preservation of the indicative form in generic statements further contributed 
to the saliency of plural BEOÐ in comparison to plural SINDON. Saliency here means a 
higher relative frequency of these forms as compared to singular BIÐ|IS respectively. At 
a certain point in time, then, the plurality of BEOÐ was felt to be more salient than its 
semantics, and BEOÐ started to spread to non-generic uses too. The introduction of 
these new uses in turn added to the saliency of the plural form of BEOÐ and this 
resulted in a snowball effect whereby semantic erosion and increased frequency of 
plural instances of BIÐ reinforced one another. This effect is shown in Table 5.6, in 
which a Fisher exact test makes clear that the distribution between singular and plural 
for indicative IS and BIÐ becomes increasingly more skewed over time.  
 
951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 
BIÐ IS BIÐ IS BIÐ IS 
Singular 160 271 
 
51 117 
 
52 488 
Plural 50 51 
 
21 18 
 
108 13 
P-value 0.015 0.004 <0.001 
Table 5.6. Singular-plural distribution of indicative IS and BIÐ 
 
In sum, the grammaticalization of the future construction SCEAL BEON triggered the 
reassignment of the future and generic senses of BIÐ to the clausal context through 
hyperanalysis, and this process started off the increased restriction of BIÐ to its plural 
form BEOÐ, which was proportionally more salient than SINDON.  
Simultaneously, the spread of BEOÐ to clauses with specific Subjects and con-
comitant erosion of its generic semantics led to ambiguity as to the use of BEOÐ. This 
ambiguity was apparently sometimes resolved by using SCEAL BEON for the future cases 
instead, and in this way the erosion of the semantics of BEOÐ, being in first instance an 
effect of the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON, itself reinforced this process.  
The need for an unambiguous construction may have risen as follows. For quite a 
while, BEOÐ was still in use with future force besides SCEAL BEON. In the ‘classical’ 
situation confusion between futurate uses and non-futurate uses was not really 
possible, because the only non-futurate uses involved some other typical semantic 
characteristic of BIÐ, like durativity, iterativity, or, indeed, genericity. With the loss of 
these typical semantics in non-futurate uses, it can be assumed that there was an 
increased risk of misinterpretation between non-futurate and futurate uses of BEOÐ. 
While most of the time context would have been enough to disambiguate both uses, 
there might still have been certain instances where ambiguity would not be resolved by 
context. In these cases, SCEAL BEON was the ideal construction for the speaker/writer to 
make themselves clear.  
                                                                                                                                         
favoured for singular situations [...] or situations regarded as eternal, and therefore singular”, while BIÐ 
is preferred for “pluralised situations” (Traugott 1992: 182).  
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The idea that the use of [SCEAL Inf] at least in some thirteenth century texts was 
motivated by a desire to disambiguate between the present or futurate senses of BEOÐ 
has first been suggested by Laing (in press). Her example of this strategy was given as 
(39) in chapter 2. (226) repeats this example, but this time giving its equivalent from 
an earlier manuscript.  
 
(226) Quid confusionis, quid ignominie erit, quando dissipatis 
what confusion what ignominy is:FUT.3SG when scattered:ABL.PL 
 foliis et dispersis universa nudabitur turpitudo. [...] 
leave:ABL.PL and dispersed:ABL.PL all stripped:IND.FUT:PASS.3SG foulness 
 hwuch schendlac, ant hwuch sorhe bið þer ed te dome, hwen 
which ignominy and which sorrow are there at the Judgment when 
 alle þe leaves schule beon towarplet.  
all the leaves shall be scattered 
‘What confusion, what ignominy shall be there when, leaves scattered and 
dispersed, all foulness shall be laid bare [...] What ignominy and what 
sorrow shall be there at the Judgment, when all the leaves shall be 
scattered.’ (c1230(?a1200). Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 165.15) 
 
In (226), the first occurrence of a future in the Latin (erit) is rendered by an indicative 
singular BIÐ, which is, in this text, consistently distinguished from IS with present force. 
The second future context, consisting of nudabitur ‘shall be laid bare’ and an absolute 
ablative, is translated with a plural by the translator. This time he opts for the 
periphrastic form schule beon. BEOÐ has already become the only plural form to 
express present situations in this text, and “using periphrastic schulen beon was 
therefore the only way for the scribe to translate the Latin simple future with an 
English equivalent that was distinctively future in expression” (Laing: in press).  
Occasional evidence for this kind of disambiguating function of SCEAL BEON can 
already be found in texts from the period 1051-1150. A particularly suggestive 
fragment is the one in (227).  
 
(227) Ðeh hit þynce mannen, þæt arlease mænn habben wele on þyssen wurlde, 
heo byð þehhwðere swa swa þa fissces þe habbeð mycele blisse, þonne 
heo gegripeð þæt æs, & ne byð na þaget gewærre þæs angles þe þær inne 
sticað, & heo beswicð to deaðe. Eallswa þa rice mænn for þan estlice meten 
& for þa gode dræncen, heo sculen beon gefyllde mid biternyssen, swa swa 
wæs se rice mann on helle þe þæt godspell gemunð, & for þære fægere 
wifmanna lufen heo sculen drigen brynstanes stænc on helle, & for þære 
scrude fægernysse, heo byð bewæfde mid tale & mid scande.  
‘Although it seems to men, that honourless men have wealth in this world, 
they are yet like fish that have a lot of pleasure when they seize the bait, 
and are not yet aware of the hook that sticks in it, and betrays them to 
death. Just like that the rich men, because of the delicate food and for the 
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good drink, they shall be filled with bitterness, as was the rich man in hell 
which the gospel mentions, and for the love of fair women they shall 
endure the stench of brimstone in hell, and for the fairness of their 
clothing they shall be clothed with slander and with shame.’ (c1125. Eluc 1 
[Warn 45]: 119) 
 
After a series of generic statements on evil men and fish, a series of predictions 
follows. The first of these has sceolen beon, the second sculen in combination with a 
lexical verb (drigen), and the third reverts again to indicative byð (which is in this text a 
deviant spelling of BEOÐ), as the switch in time reference has become obvious by then 
(note that the Latin source has a future for all three forms). 
 
5.2.3.6 Conclusion 
The conclusion on the basis of the evidence presented in this section is that three 
shifts in use, the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON, the erosion of genericity and 
futurity through hyperanalysis, and the generalization of plural BEOÐ and singular IS are 
of importance for the understanding of the merger of IS and BIÐ. Of these, it is the 
grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON, itself an instantiation of a broader development 
affecting the entire verbal system of English, which provided the trigger that set in 
motion a complex machinery comprising all three changes. Specifically, it involved the 
mutual reinforcement of these three changes, like three people holding each other 
when rolling down a hill, jointly speeding up to the point at which stopping is no 
longer possible. What remains in the end is a suppletive paradigm in the indicative, in 
which IS provided the forms for the singular and BIÐ the forms of the plural. 
Importantly, the role of the grammaticalization of the analytic future construction is 
similar to that played by the breakdown of the Old English bounded system in the 
disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ. This parallelism suggests that changes belonging to the 
constructional environment of certain function words may explain why such function 
words are lost or merge, and why this happens at a particular time.  
 
 
5.3 Distribution and competition of BIÐ and WIERÐ and loss of WIERÐ 
5.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section I address the question of what happened to (GE)WIERÐ in the present 
tense. This development is a relatively minor one as compared to the merger of IS and 
BIÐ, and the available data are particularly hard to interpret. For these reasons, the 
analysis is restricted to a more summary discussion of the major developments 
involved. Obviously, the robustness of the use of (GE)WIERÐ received a heavy blow when 
(GE)WEARÐ started to disappear from early Middle English onwards. This in itself may 
seem to be a sufficient explanation for its loss, but the fact that (GE)WIERÐ in the present 
tense was retained for a century after the loss of this verb in the past tense (see 
section 3.3.4) warns against taking for granted that the loss of that present tense was 
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merely the result of its weakened status after the loss of this past tense.91 A close look 
at the data reveals that three developments seem to have been of major importance for 
the eventual loss of (GE)WIERÐ. (i) The first development relates to the distribution of 
(GE)WIERÐ vis-à-vis BIÐ. In section 5.3.2 a brief account is set out of the tendencies 
underlying their distribution in the Old English period of 951-1050. From this it will 
appear that throughout their joint appearance in English the main function of both 
verbs consisted of marking future time. To the extent that they were functionally 
equivalent, they were in competition with one another. However, there is some 
evidence that they were preferred in slightly different types of future, which may 
explain their co-existence up to early Middle English. In Section 5.3.3 it is shown how 
this more or less stable distributional situation changed when SCEAL BEON 
grammaticalized as the unmarked marker of the future, replacing not only BIÐ but 
eventually also (GE)WIERÐ. (ii) The second development, discussed in section 5.3.4, 
concerns the semantic impact of the loss of past tense (GE)WEARÐ on (GE)WIERÐ. As a 
consequence of (GE)WEARÐ, the semantic component of change-of-state was bleached 
in (GE)WIERÐ. This made (GE)WIERÐ less distinctive from SCEAL BEON, by which it was 
subsequently replaced. (iii) Finally, section 5.3.5 briefly addresses the possible role 
played by a third development, namely the loss of the impersonal construction from 
the English language. In early Middle English, about a third of the uses of (GE)WIERÐ 
were impersonals. Hence it is expected that the loss of this construction had an 
immediate impact on the frequency of (GE)WIERÐ. The conclusion will be that an 
explanation of the loss of the function word (GE)WIERÐ once again needs to take into 
account the impact of developments in multiple constructions. This conclusion further 
corroborates the impact of changing constructions in the grammatical system beyond 
the constructional profile of the affected function word itself.  
 
5.3.2 DISTRIBUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS BETWEEN (GE)WIERÐ AND BIÐ 
In general, (GE)WIERÐ shares two functions with BIÐ, namely those of expressing either a 
future or an iterative situation. Neither of these overlapping uses are very surprising 
given that they are both basic functions of the present tense in general. The main 
function of (GE)WIERÐ throughout its use was to express a future situation, as in (228). 
First, roughly in the Old English period, it shares this function with BIÐ, and after that, 
in most of the Middle English period, with SCEAL BEON.  
 
(228) Syððan Ingelde weallað wælniðas, ond him wiflufan æfter 
Afterwards Ingeld:DAT well slaughter:hates and him wife:loves after 
 cearwælmum colran weorðað. 
grief:surges cooler become:IND.3PL 
                                               
91
 It might be noted here that in Present-Day Icelandic VERÐA, the cognate of WIERÐ is still the default 
future auxiliary of the passive, whereas it has become rare in the past (see 
http://mimir.dettifoss.org/mimverb.htm#pvoice).  
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‘Then [= after the oath-breaking] murderous hate will well up in Ingeld, 
and after those surges of grief the love for his wife will become cooler.’ 
(c1000. Beo: 2064-66) 
 
Second, (GE)WIERÐ also shares with BIÐ the possibility to be used in iterative expressions, 
as in (229).  
 
(229) & swa geweorðeþ full oft, þæt þam mode þæs <gehyrendan> 
and so happens very often that the heart:DAT the:GEN hearing:GEN 
 becymeþ twifeald fultum on þam bysenum ura fædera.  
comes twofold support in the examples our:GEN.PL father:GEN.PL 
‘And so it happens very often, that, in the examples of our fathers, twofold 
support comes to the heart of the hearing one.’ (c1075. GDPref 1 [C]: 8.15) 
 
The existing literature does not say very much about a possible distinction 
between the two verbs. Visser (1970) regards the two as synonymous. Frary also 
maintains that a clear distinction between the two is lacking, although she observes 
that (GE)WIERÐ is generally preferred in negative contexts, a preference that was also 
present in its past tense uses. She illustrates this preference with, among others, the 
sentence in (230), where negative (GE)WIERÐ is contrasted with BIÐ in a positive context 
(Frary 1929: 25).  
 
(230) Ðæm scamleasan ne wyrð no gestiered butan micelre tælinge 
the:DAT.PL shameless:DAT.PL NEG is not managed without much blaming 
 & miclum ðrean; Ða scamfæstan beoð oft mid gemetlicre 
and much threatening the shamefast are often with moderate 
 lare gebetrode.  
instruction bettered 
‘The shameless cannot be managed without much blaming and much 
threatening. The modest are often improved with moderate instruction’ 
(c894. CP: 205.22-23) 
 
While the distinction between BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ is indeed a tenuous one, it is possible to 
provide a more in-depth account than did Visser and Frary. In general, it may be as-
sumed that (GE)WIERÐ refers to a change-of-state throughout, while in BIÐ this sense of 
change-of-state, while once present (given its etymological sense of ‘grow, become’), 
had largely disappeared in Old English (see Mitchell 1985: 268). Possibly as a result of 
this underlying semantic distinction, however vague it was, the two seem to have been 
commonly used distinctively. Specifically, (GE)WIERÐ is preferred to express specific 
changes in the future, as in (228) above and (232)-(233) below. By contrast, BIÐ is used 
more often for less specific future situations, and less emphasis is put on the fact that 
the future situation involves a change-of-state from the present one, as in (231).  
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(231) Ure saule, seo biþ geondweard on heofnum.  
our soul she is present in heaven 
‘Our soul, it shall be (?become) present in Heaven.’ (971xc1010. HomU 19 
(BlHom 8): 99.36) 
 
(GE)WIERÐ’s emphasis on a specific change-of-state in the future also shows from 
the fact that, unlike BIÐ, it is only rarely used generically. This is made clear by the 
frequency comparison shown in Figure 5.5, which summarizes the respective uses of 
both verbs for the Old English period 951-1050.  
 
 
Figure 5.5. Uses of (GE)WIERÐ versus BIÐ in 951-1050 
 
Interestingly, the stronger preference of (GE)WIERÐ for specific future situations 
also manifests itself in the frequent combination of (GE)WIERÐ in classical Old English 
with the auxiliary SCEAL, which then still predominantly displayed its strong modal 
meaning of ‘duty, obligation’. In the phrase SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN in particular this sense of 
obligation is most often combined with that of prediction into a sense of 
predestination, as in (232), where Hrothgar, king of the Danes, reminds Beowulf of his 
duty, of his role in society, to protect his people when he returns home.  
 
(232) Ðu scealt to frofre weorþan, eal langtwidig, leodum þinum, 
you shall into comfort turn all longlasting people:DAT.PL your:DAT.PL 
 hæleðum to helpe.  
men:DAT.PL to help 
‘You shall/must turn into a comfort, all longlasting, to your people, a 
support to men.’ (c1000. Beo: 1707-8) 
 
This kind of use of SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN accounts for 31% of all cases in which a form of 
(GE)WIERÐ (finite indicative or infinitive) refers to the future.  
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5.3.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYTIC FUTURE AND ITS IMPACT ON (GE)WIERÐ  
In the previous section it was argued that an unsharp distinction between (GE)WIERÐ and 
BIÐ existed in Old English, which consisted of (GE)WIERÐ’s preference for specific 
changes-of-state in the future versus BIÐ’S preference for specific or less specific 
future states, without a particular emphasis on the change-of-state preceding that 
future state. Corresponding to this distinction was the tendency of (GE)WIERÐ to be used 
with modal SCEAL involving a sense of predestination or inescapability, while BIÐ mainly 
occurred in the indicative present. It is precisely this situation that will work to the 
disadvantage of (GE)WIERÐ when SCEAL began to lose its modal meaning and started to 
spread as a marker of the future.  
As was seen in section 5.2.3.2, indicative BIÐ was gradually replaced by SCEAL BEON 
in the expression of the future, and concomitantly SCEAL gradually lost more and more 
of its modal colouring. This is particularly clear in those instances where SCEAL BEON had 
a disambiguating function. In those cases the function of SCEAL was exclusively that of 
encoding the future time frame of the predication. In general, the original modal 
meaning involving obligation was bleaching fairly rapidly in the SCEAL BEON construction 
from late Old English onwards. By contrast, the modal meaning of SCEAL remains dom-
inant in the pattern SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN, as in the early Middle English example (233).  
 
(233) Ne scalt þu næuer halden; dale of mine lande. ah mine dohtren 
NEG shall you never possess part of my country but my daughters 
 ich wlle delen mine riche; & þu scalt worðen warchen. & 
I want bestow my kingdom and you shall become wretch and 
 wonien in wansiðe.  
live in misery 
‘You shall never possess a part of my country, but to my daughters I will 
bestow my kingdom; and you shall become a wretch, and live in misery.’ 
(c1275. Lay. Brut [Clg. A.IX]: 1542) 
 
By early Middle English, SCEAL BEON had lost so much of its modal force, that it was far 
more generally applicable than SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN. As such, SCEAL BEON connected better 
to the analytical future construction with SCEAL in general, which became from c1300 
onwards the dominating construction for the expression of future time. It is assumed, 
then, that, the more [SCEAL Inf] grammaticalized, the less the idiomatic pattern SCEAL 
(GE)WEORÐAN was used. Eventually, only the construction SCEAL BEON was preserved.  
 This line of argumentation would account for the unusual frequency 
developments of SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN and SCEAL BEON as shown in Table 5.7. At first SCEAL 
(GE)WEORÐAN is proportionally much more frequent than SCEAL BEON. However, this 
changes in 1151-1250 when [SCEAL Inf] is generalized as the default future marker. 
SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN initially also increases in frequency, but then suddenly falls out of 
use in 1251-1350. Assuming that the semantic erosion of SCEAL made the auxiliary less 
fitting to be combined with (GE)WIERÐ may provide an explanation for this otherwise 
rather peculiar development.  
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BIÐ 951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 
SCEAL (all) 2 (5%) 1 (8%) 27 (56%) 29 (85%) 
WILL (all) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (4%) 1 (3%( 
other auxiliary 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%( 
indicative present 38 (95%) 12 (92%) 19 (40%) 3 (9%) 
(GE)WIERÐ 
SCEAL (all) 20 (27%) 6 (40%) 49 (62%) 1 (2%) 
WILL (all) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 
other auxiliary 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6 (8%) 0 (0%) 
indicative present 53 (72%) 9 (60%) 22 (28%) 44 (98%) 
 Table 5.7. BIÐ/WIERÐ in expressions with future reference 
 
5.3.4 THE LOSS OF THE COMPONENT OF CHANGE IN (GE)WIERÐ  
In the previous section it was argued that the use of (GE)WIERÐ, and more specifically the 
use of SCEAL (GE)WEORÐAN, was compromised by the grammaticalization of [SCEAL Inf] as a 
marker of the future. In addition, the independent status of indicative (GE)WIERÐ was 
also undermined from the inside. Specifically, from early Middle English onwards, 
(GE)WIERÐ gradually lost its sense of change-of-state. This process of semantic 
bleaching may be related to the loss of (GE)WEARÐ in the past tense. The idea of 
change-of-state was particularly palpable in the bounded use of past tense narrative, 
where typically each clause containing (GE)WEARÐ marked some progress in the 
narrative. In the future use of present tense (GE)WIERÐ the change-of-state sense was 
more liable to bleaching, since the distinction between a future state and a future 
change-of-state is a vague one — whether one says the weather will become bad in 
the afternoon or the weather will be bad in the afternoon does not make a great deal 
of difference (and see Dahl 2000a). As long as present tense (GE)WIERÐ was linked to 
past tense (GE)WEARÐ, the semantic component of change-of-state remained firmly in 
place, but when (GE)WEARÐ started to disappear the semantics of present tense (GE)WIERÐ 
also started to change.  
 The semantic component of change-of-state is exclusive to (GE)WIERÐ and 
cannot unambiguously be shown to be present in BIÐ. Its presence in (GE)WIERÐ in Old 
English is manifested in its use in the Locational and Prepositional Copular 
Constructions with a telic preposition, typically to, which can in principle only be 
combined with telic verbs denoting a change of location or of state, as in (234) and 
(235) respectively.92  
 
 
                                               
92
 The nature of the obvious relationship that exists between the Locational and the Prepositional 
Copular Constructions is explained by means of the copularization of BECUMEÞ in chapter 6.  
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(234) Swa swa of þære sæ cymð þæt wæter innon ða eorðan, & þær 
just like of the sea comes the water in the earth and there 
 <aferscað>; cymð þonne up æt þæm æwelme, wyrð þonne to 
refreshens comes then up at the water:well moves then into 
 broce, þonne to ea, þonne andlang ea, oð hit wyrð eft to sæ.  
brook then into river then along river until it comes again to sea 
‘Just like that the water comes from the see into the earth, and there 
becomes fresh, comes then up at the well, moves then to the brook, then 
to the river, then along the river, until it again comes to the sea.’ (?a960. 
Bo: 34.86.18) 
(235) Wlitetorht scineð sunna swegle hat; sona gecerreð ismere ænlic on his 
Brilliant shines sun brightly hot soon turns ice-pool unique to its 
 agen gecynd, weorðeð to wætre.  
own kind turns to water  
‘The brilliant sun shines hot in splendour; soon the incomparable ice-pool 
turns to its own kind, changes into water.’ (?a960. Met: 28.59) 
 
As long as the pattern (GE)WIERÐ to X occurs, the semantic difference with BIÐ remains 
linguistically encoded. The pattern continues to be used in early Middle English, as in 
(236).  
 
(236) Hwer-in is hit al meast buten i flesches fulðe? oðer in worldes 
where-in is it all most except in flesh:GEN filth or in world:GEN 
 vanite. þe wurðeð al to sorhe. & to sar on ende?  
vanity which turn all into sorrow and into pain in end 
‘In what lies it [= her comfort] for the most part but in the filth of flesh or 
in the world’s vanity, which will turn all into sorrow and into pain in the 
end? (c1225(?c1200). HMaid. [Bod 34]: 24.392) 
 
However, both the Locational Construction and the Prepositional Copular Construction 
decrease in frequency from the earliest sources, to completely disappear by the end of 
the fourteenth century, as is shown in Table 5.8.  
 
-950951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 1351-1420 
Locational 18 10 14 3 0 0
Prepositional Copular 160 77 56 27 8 0
Total 178 86 69 29 8 0
Table 5.8. Locational and Prepositional Copular Construction with to, frequencies pmw 
 
The decrease observable in Table 5.8 points to an increased degree of 
grammaticalization of (GE)WIERÐ, and a concomitant bleaching of what is commonly 
assumed to be its original meaning ‘turn, move towards’ (see e.g. OED online, s.v. 
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worth, v.1). This process started in Old English already, when (GE)WIERÐ in general was 
not yet decreasing in frequency. After Old English, the loss of (GE)WEARÐ led to (GE)WIERÐ 
becoming increasingly vague between future change-of-state and future state. The 
component of change was lost and the semantics of (GE)WIERÐ became equated with the 
sense of future state. This is illustrated in the fourteenth century emergence of 
(GE)WIERÐ with atelic prepositions such as in in (237), where the prepositional phrase in 
þe lasse bruteine ‘in Brittany’ is the understood complement of (GE)WIERÐ.  
 
(237) Þe brutons þat maximian of þis lond broȝte þo In þe lasse bruteine 
the Britons that Maximian of this land brought then in the little Brittany 
 bileueþ 3ut. & worþ euere mo.  
remain yet and are ever more 
‘The Britons which Maximian from this country brought then are still in 
Brittany, and will be forever.’ (c1325(c1300). Glo.Chron.A [Clg A.11]: 2095) 
 
Once the component of change-of-state had disappeared from present tense (GE)WIERÐ, 
the verb became nearly synonymous to the new pattern SCEAL BEON, with which it 
became increasingly interchangeable, as is seen in the two variants in two different 
manuscripts of the same text in (238).  
 
(238) Þurf tuochinge of seint Agace tumbe þu worst [MS Hrl]/ schalt 
through touching of St. Agace:GEN thumb you become / shall 
 beo [MS Ld] hol anon.  
be healthy immediately 
‘Through the touching of St. Agace’s thumb you will be/shall be healthy at 
once.’ (c1300. SLeg. Lucy [Hrl 2277/Ld]: 33) 
 
Eventually, due to its much higher frequency, SCEAL BEON replaced (GE)WIERÐ as marker of 
future states entirely.  
 
5.3.5 THE LOSS OF THE IMPERSONAL CONSTRUCTION 
Another factor that likely played a role in the disappearance of (GE)WIERÐ is the 
disappearance of the group of impersonal constructions, comprising any construction 
lacking an explicit Subject (Denison 1990). A detailed discussion of impersonal 
constructions falls outside the scope of this dissertation, but the following summary of 
what probably happened further illustrates how the loss of (GE)WIERÐ was influenced by 
yet another change in its constructional environment.  
Initially, the occurrences of the impersonal construction involving (GE)WIERÐ were 
mostly instances of the Happen Construction — as was the case for past tense 
(GE)WEARÐ (see section 4.2.3). An example is (239).  
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(239) Ne sec ðu no þurh lietas hu þe gewurðan scyle.  
NEG seek you not through lots how you:DAT happen shall:SBJV.3SG 
‘Don’t look through lot-casting how it shall go with you.’ (c1100. Prov 1 
[Cox]: 1.30) 
 
In the course of time the frequency of impersonal constructions increased from 
about 17% of the data of 951-1050 to about 30% in 1151-1250. This increase, 
however, was not mainly due to an increase of impersonal Happen Constructions, but 
instead due to the development of other types of impersonal constructions. In 
particular, the impersonal use of (GE)WIERÐ extended to impersonal wishing phrases in 
the subjunctive, in which the verb was copular, as in (240) or (241).  
 
(240) Sel him wurðe for þan.  
well him become:SBJV.3SG for that 
‘May he be well for that.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 31037) 
(241) Þonked wurðe him.  
thanked become:SBJV.3SG him:DAT 
‘May he be thanked.’ (a1225(?a1200). Trin.Hom. [Trin-C B.14.52]: 59) 
 
From the thirteenth century onwards impersonal constructions started to 
disappear. In part they disappeared because they were not in accordance with the 
rigidification of SVO word order. In part it was because of the increased use of the 
transitive (personal) construction, a development that is closely related to the fixation 
of word order (see Trousdale 2008a). This second development for instance was 
responsible for the gradual loss of impersonal phrases with other verbs such as lician 
‘please, like’ in us likes that ‘it pleases us that’, and the concomitant gradual increase 
of equivalent personal phrases like we like that (which also already existed in Old 
English). While ‘personalization’ also occurred with the Happen Constructions involving 
(GE)WIERÐ, in the case of the wishing phrases a personal variant was not available 
initially. The personal variant does occur as an innovation in Layamon’s Brut (see 
(242)), but never got properly started. Probably the propagation of such an innovation 
would have been too much for a verb that was already going into retreat.  
 
(242) Sel þat heo iworðe. 
well that she become:SBJV.3SG 
‘That she may become well.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 2145) 
 
In sum, the loss of the impersonal construction probably considerably 
strengthened the weakening process of (GE)WIERÐ.  
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5.3.6 CONCLUSION 
In this section I briefly outlined the factors at play in the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the present 
tense. Evidence was provided that this loss was the result of the convergence of 
multiple, independent constructional changes. In this respect, the loss of (GE)WIERÐ 
differs from the other developments (loss of (GE)WEARÐ and merger of IS and BIÐ), where 
the various changes occurring were always somehow closely related to one another. 
The interplay of several independent constructions as a source of lexical change will 
further be investigated in chapter 6. In the case of (GE)WIERÐ, the constructions at play 
were shown to be the following. Firstly, the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON 
increasingly replaced both BIÐ and (GE)WIERÐ as marker of the future. Secondly, this 
development was strengthened by the loss of past tense (GE)WEARÐ. This loss had as a 
consequence that the semantic component of change-of-state was bleached in 
(GE)WIERÐ, which made it even less distinctive from SCEAL BEON. Thirdly, the loss of the 
impersonal construction also had a negative impact on the frequency of (GE)WIERÐ, 
whose use in this construction had increased to a considerable amount in early Middle 
English.  
 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Chapter 5 focused on two major developments in the present tense, the merger of IS 
and BIÐ and the loss of (GE)WIERÐ. The account of the merger of IS and BIÐ was prepared 
by a detailed analysis of their distribution in Old English. From this analysis it became 
clear that IS in Old English prototypically collocated with specific Subjects, and 
expressed a stative situation that held in the present. The senses of BIÐ, ranked 
according to their frequency and importance, were shown to be: futurity, genericity, 
iterativity, durativity and (to a limited extent) actionality. This analysis to a 
considerable extent confirmed previous work by Kilpiö (1993, 1997), but also 
amended his analysis in important respects. First it revealed the central role of 
identifying constructions in accounting for the presence of the semantic components 
specific to IS. Second, it reinstated (returning to earlier views, like the one in Visser 
1970) the centrality of the future sense of BIÐ, which was shown to underlie most of its 
other senses (i.e., the generic, durative and iterative ones).  
This synchronic analysis of the distribution of IS and BIÐ formed a firm basis for 
the second part of the analysis, in which the gradual merger of IS and BIÐ was described 
and explained. It was shown how the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON triggered the 
two other changes with a complex interplay between them following. First, the 
increased expression of futurity by means of SCEAL BEON instead of BIÐ brought about 
semantic erosion of the sense of futurity in BIÐ. Second, this erosion led to the 
reassignment of the future sense, and also of the generic sense in the remaining 
indicative uses to the context instead of BIÐ itself (a process called hyperanalysis). 
Third, the loss of a firm semantic distinction between BIÐ and IS led to a reanalysis of 
their distribution, which was guided by the relative saliency of number of each of these 
lexemes, with the generalization of BIÐ in the plural and IS in the singular as a 
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consequence. It was also observed that the role of the grammaticalization of the 
analytic future construction shows some similarities to that played by the breakdown 
of the Old English bounded system in the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ, which 
contributes to the hypothesis that the impact of the constructional environment on 
lexical change is more generally applicable.  
The last section of this chapter provided a description of the distribution of 
(GE)WIERÐ and BIÐ in the present tense in Old English, and an account of the subsequent 
loss of (GE)WIERÐ in Middle English. From the description it appeared that both verbs 
shared the function of expressing futurity. They had, however, their own preferences, 
though they were not as conspicuously distinctive as in the case of IS and BIÐ. (GE)WIERÐ 
tended to be used more often in the expression of specific changes-of-state in the 
future, BIÐ was preferred in more general statements of future states, without a 
particular emphasis on the change leading to that state. The loss of (GE)WIERÐ, then, 
was not so much the result of its competition with BIÐ, which was more or less in the 
balance. Instead, it was the result of the interplay of a number of constructional 
changes: the grammaticalization of the analytic future construction [SCEAL Inf], and the 
concomitant demise of the strongly deontic idiom SCEAL WEORÐAN; the loss of the 
component of change-of-state in (GE)WIERÐ as a consequence of the breakdown of the 
Old English bounded system, and the loss of impersonal constructions. In sum, the 
analysis of the loss of (GE)WIERÐ thus also confirms the broader applicability of the 
concept of change of environmental constructions, together with the findings 
concerning the merger of IS and BIÐ.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Chapter 6: Copularization of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I analyse the copularization process of the two verbs BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ. 
While WÆS/BIÐ/IS replaced (GE)WIERÐ mainly in the Passive Participial and Happen 
Constructions, BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ were the most important successors of (GE)WIERÐ in 
Copular Constructions.93 The copularization process of Old English BECUMEÞ (PDE 
BECOME) involves the development of a sense sense ‘become’ (Þa bi-com his licome 
swiðe feble ‘then became his body very weak’) out of an original sense ‘arrive’ (e.g. Wit 
becoman to ðam walle ‘we arrived at the wall’). The copularization of WEAXEÞ (PDE WAX) 
involves the development of a similar sense ‘become, get’ (Sadok in hert wex wroþ 
‘Sadok in his heart became angry’) out of an original sense ‘grow’ (Weaxeð hraðe 
feldes blostman ‘quickly grow the flowers of the field’).94 Neither of these processes 
have so far been studied in detail in the literature. This is particularly remarkable in the 
case of BECUMEÞ, because this verb (as BECOME) ranks very prominently amongst PDE 
function words. The lack of interest in BECUMEÞ is the more remarkable given the 
numerous studies that have been devoted to its closest competitor in PDE, get (e.g., 
Fleischer 2006 and references therein).  
For a theory of language change, these case studies constitute an interesting 
puzzle, in that they both became generally productive copulas, that is, they could 
combine with a great variety of Subject Complements, in a fairly short period of time. 
General productivity here refers to Barðdal’s concept of syntactic productivity involving 
high type frequency and low semantic coherence (in this case of those Subject 
Complements), as further defined in section 6.2. Specifically, prior to c1150, BECUMEÞ 
was not found as a copula at all, but by 1200, it had become a generally productive 
copula. WEAXEÞ was found in the Noncausative Property Resultative (hie heage weoxon 
‘they grew high’), which is arguably a less grammaticalized version of the Adjectival 
Copular Construction (‘they became high’), but in this case too the range of attested 
Subject Complements for WEAXEÞ increased drastically after about 1300. These sudden 
turns may remind one of Lightfoot’s analysis of the modal auxiliaries (1979, 1999), in 
which their auxiliary status is argued to result from a catastrophic reanalysis of the 
grammar between two generations. This analysis of his has been criticized for its lack 
                                               
93
 Even so, they never quite reached the frequency heights of (GE)WIERÐ, confirming the idea that the loss 
of the Old English bounded system brought with it also a loss of the absolute frequency of copulas of 
change. For details on the situation in PDE, see footnote 63 on page 170.  
94
 The developments of these verbs basically constitute instances of grammaticalization (see, e.g, 
Traugott 2008). However, I have deliberately refrained from using this concept in order not to burden 
the discussion too heavily with theoretical concepts.  
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of accuracy and insufficient use of available data (see e.g. Warner 1983), and linguists 
within the tradition of grammaticalization have emphasized the gradual nature of the 
emergence of the modals (see e.g. Traugott 1989). Yet the two highly usage-based 
case studies presented in this chapter suggest that gradual changes are sometimes 
interrupted by more abrupt leaps. The main goal of this chapter, then, is to show how 
a constructionist and cognitive approach can account for sudden turns such as the 
acquisition of productive copulahood by WEAXEÞ and BECUMEÞ without returning to 
Lightfoot’s view on language change as being catastrophical. In the case of BECUMEÞ 
(discussed in section 6.3), it is argued that its copular status is not the end result of a 
single grammaticalization chain, or what Croft calls a single direct lineage (2000b: 32-
37). Instead, the emergence of copular BECUMEÞ can only be convincingly explained by 
assuming a MULTIPLICITY OF SOURCE CONSTRUCTIONS, a factor of language change that has 
only just started to be examined in a systematic way.95 Specifically, the copularization 
of BECUMEÞ is the consequence of the coincidental convergence of a number of 
constructions which causes the verb to cross a certain THRESHOLD of similarity (formally, 
functionally, and in terms of frequency) to the already existing generally productive 
copula (GE)WIERÐ ‘become’. Once this threshold is crossed, an association is established 
causing certain constructions involving BECUMEÞ to be recategorized as Copular 
Constructions on a par to those involving (GE)WIERÐ. From that point on, BECUMEÞ could 
be used productively as a copula. Unlike BECUMEÞ, WEAXEÞ (section 6.4) was used in the 
Noncausative Property Resultative already in early Old English, which is very similar to 
a copular construction. However, similar to BECUMEÞ, the copularization process of 
WEAXEÞ is facilitated by the presence of a number of other constructions, as well as by 
the availability of (by 1300) two template verbs, (GE)WIERÐ and BECUMEÞ. 
The specific function of this chapter within the broader lay-out of this study is 
that of highlighting certain aspects of the interaction between constructional change 
and lexical change that have only been hinted at in previous chapters. Specifically, it is 
shown how a number of different changes in constructions involving a particular 
function word, if co-occurring, can result in sudden productivity of this function word 
in a construction in which it had not been productive before. As such, the analysis of 
how this proceeds may als contribute to the understanding of some of the 
developments discussed in the previous chapters, as, for example, the disappearance 
of present tense (GE)WIERÐ (briefly discussed in chapter 5, section 5.3) as a consequence 
of the co-occurrence of various constructional changes, among them the 
grammaticalization of [SCEAL Inf] and the loss of the impersonal construction.  
 
 
6.2 Productivity 
A central concept to the analyses of this chapter is that of (syntactic) productivity. 
From a conceptual point of view, I adopt the definition established by Barðdal (2009). 
                                               
95
 The first workshop on mulitiplicity of source constructions takes place at the 43d SLE conference, 
Vilnius, 2-5 September.  
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In her comprehensive account of syntactic productivity, she breaks down the concept 
of productivity into two dimensions, high type frequency and semantic coherence, 
which are inversely related, and which define two types of productivity. “Constructions 
high in type frequency need not show a high degree of semantic coherence in order to 
be productive, while constructions low in type frequency must show a high degree of 
semantic coherence in order to be productive” (2009: 9). As a consequence, there are 
two types of productivity, which I will call GENERAL PRODUCTIVITY and ANALOGICAL 
PRODUCTIVITY respectively. Both types share that they involve extensibility of the 
syntactic construction in question as well as syntactic regularity of the extensions. 
They differ, however, in their degree of generality: syntactic constructions that are 
productive through high type frequency are more general (or more grammaticalized) 
than syntactic constructions that are productive through analogical extension from one 
concept to a semantically related one (Barðdal 2009: 23). While Barðdal treats these 
two types of productivity as poles of a productivity cline (2009: 38), it will be seen that, 
in the case of WEAXEÞ, the shift from analogical productivity to general productivity is an 
abrupt one, suggesting that the cline might comprise one or more threshold rather 
than being smooth all the way down.  
Unlike morphological productivity, type frequency can be applied to more than 
one syntactic slot. The relevant type frequency for the present study of Copular 
Constructions is that related to the Subject Complement slot: John/Mary/X became 
feeble would for example be one type, Mary/John/X became white a second one. 
Alternatively, but this is not the approach taken here, the Copular slot itself could be 
treated in terms of type frequency. In Middle English, for instance, four semantically 
divergent types were found in the copular slot: IS/BIÐ/WÆS ‘be’, (GE)WIERÐ ‘turn’, BECUMEÞ 
‘arrive’, WEAXEÞ ‘grow’, which implies that the copular slot was not productive.  
 
 
6.3 The copularization of BECUMEÞ 
The first verb whose diachronic development I will discuss is BECUMEÞ. Section 6.3.1 
shows that BECUMEÞ, once it was used as a copula about 1150, it was immediately 
highly frequent in this new function, and showed general productivity. Prior to that 
period, BECUMEÞ was already highly frequent, but was exclusively used in a spatial sense 
‘arrive’, and in senses directly derived from it. In section 6.3.2 I argue that this 
seemingly drastic turnaround is the result of the working in tandem of multiple source 
constructions. The first two of these constructions are the Attainment Construction 
(Heo becom to soþum wisdome ‘She attained to true wisdom’) and, based on this, the 
Result Construction (e.g., andetnysse becumeð to hæle ‘confession results in 
salvation), which eventually becomes equivalent to the Prepositional Copular 
Construction. These are discussed in section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2 deals with the part 
played by the Depictive Construction (e.g., he arrived breathless). Section 6.3.3 argues 
that the advanced copularization of BECUMEÞ depended on the existence of the analog 
(GE)WIERÐ ‘become’. Finally, section 6.3.4 discusses the role of Old French in the 
propagation of copular BECUMEÞ.  
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6.3.1 THE PRODUCTIVITY OF COPULAR BECUMEÞ 
Copular BECUMEÞ, as mentioned previously, was generally productive from its first 
appearance onwards, and signs of a gradual increase of productivity are generally 
lacking. Table 6.1, giving normalized frequencies of BECUMEÞ in the Adjectival or 
Nominal Copular Construction, shows that copular BECUMEÞ was highly frequent already 
in 1151-1250, very shortly after its haphazard introduction in texts from about 1125. 
That copular BECUMEÞ meets the conditions of general productivity is shown by Figure 
6.1, which graphically presents a combination of two productivity indices, a 
combination which is called global productivity by Baayen (1992) — note that, because 
of this kind of representation, the periods do not show up from left to right on the 
graph. The Y-axis in this Figure presents the number of types in a fixed sample of 100 
tokens, which is very high throughout, in agreement with the high type frequency 
requirement posited by Barðdal (2009: 9).96 The X-axis provides the productivity rate 
proposed in Baayen & Lieber (1991), which consists of dividing the number of hapax 
legomena (types that occur only once in the sample) by the total amount of tokens. 
Figure 6.1 clearly shows the abrupt switch from the lack of a copular function to a high 
degree of productivity in such a function in 1151-1250, which then remains high 
throughout Middle English.97  
 
750-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 1351-1420 1421-1500 
[BECUMEÞ AdjP|NP] 0 7 165 173 220 70 
Table 6.1. Copular BECUMEÞ, frequencies per million words 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Copular BECUMEÞ, global productivity (Baayen 1992) 
                                               
96
 The sample sizes are fixed because type frequency is not linearly related to size, which makes samples 
of different sizes harder to compare.  
97
 The significant peak for 1251-1350 is probably due to the fact that about a quarter of the sample was 
based on MED-quotations from certain texts instead of the texts themselves as continuous units (which 
tend to be more repetitive), a method to which I was forced due to the lack of existing electronic corpus 
resources.  
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One traditional explanation for this sudden appearance of a highly productive 
copula BECUMEÞ would be the generative account, according to which language change 
is catastrophic, and the result of reinterpreting the adult grammar during first 
language acquisition (see Lightfoot 1979, 1999). However, in the next section I will 
make a case that copular BECUMEÞ did not come out of the blue, but was instead the 
result of the coming together of a variety of factors. Importantly, the analogical model 
found in the already existing copula of change (GE)WIERÐ can explain why BECUMEÞ was 
catapulted into a fully productive copula once it had crossed a certain threshold of 
similarity to this copula.  
 
6.3.2 MULTIPLE SOURCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF COPULAR BECUMEÞ 
6.3.2.1 Developments in the Locational Construction 
From the earliest Old English sources and throughout the entire Old English period, 
BECUMEÞ predominantly means ‘arrive, come to/reach a certain place’. This sense 
continues to be highly frequent (see section 6.3.2.3, Table 6.3) up to the point at 
which copular BECUMEÞ appears and takes over. Moreover, BECUMEÞ in this sense almost 
always appears in the Locational Construction, i.e., the verb is accompanied by a focal 
destination. This holds, for instance, for (243) and (244), and, in general, for 84% of all 
instances of BECUMEÞ in Old English.  
 
(243) Cleopung min to ðe becyme.  
call mine to you come:SBJV.3SG 
‘[May] my call come to you.’ (c825. PsGlA [Kuhn]: 101.1) 
(244) Wit becoman to ðam walle.  
we.two arrived at the wall 
‘We two arrived at the wall.’ (c925. Bede 5: 13.428.32) 
 
While (243) is the earliest attestation found in Old English, (244) illustrates the 
most prototypical use (comprising 76% of the instances of the Locational 
Construction), in which an animate Subject, in control of its own motion and having the 
power to choose its destination, reaches that destination, which is a location in 
concrete space. On the other hand, (243) shows that already from the start inanimate 
Subjects also occurred (24% of the instances of the Locational Construction). Inanimacy 
does not usually affect the sense of BECUMEÞ very much. While the sound of the call in 
(243) is not itself in control over its motion, the caller is, and can still be seen as 
having called on purpose in the direction of a certain location at which the receiver 
(‘you’, i.e. God) is situated.  
 Two more abstract constructions that are extensions of this prototypical use of 
BECUMEÞ ‘arrive’ in the Locational Construction, it will be seen, pave the way for the 
emergence of copular BECUMEÞ: the Attainment Construction and the Result 
Construction. The first of these, the Attainment Construction ([[NP BECUMEÞ to NP] [Sbj 
attain to <state>]]), expresses that a certain Subject attains to or reaches a certain 
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state. This extension is based upon the metaphor REACHING A STATE IS ARRIVING AT A 
LOCATION (see Radden 1996: 435). The metaphor involves the location expressed by the 
prepositional object to shift from a destination in concrete space to an abstract goal 
designating a newly acquired state of the Subject, as in (245)-(247). This type of 
metaphorical use is well-attested in OE, but declines with the emergence of copular 
BECUMEÞ (see Table 6.3).  
 
(245) Se ðonne to halgum hade becymð.  
he then to holy hood comes 
‘He then will come/reach to holiness.’ (c894. CP: 2.31.22) 
(246) Heo soþlice becom to soþum wisdome.  
she truly came to true wisdom 
‘She truly attained to true wisdom.’ (c1025. ÆLS [Thomas]: 351) 
(247) Witodlice se þe hogað to ricetere to becumene, hwæs elles 
surely he who strives to power to come what:GEN else:GEN 
 cepð he, butan hu he mage þeonde misþeon?  
buys he except how he may thriving mis-thrive 
‘Surely he who strives to attain to power, what else does he gain, except 
how he can diminish while thriving?’ (c1075. ChrodR 1: 67.4) 
 
Through conceptual metonymy, the Attainment Construction is linked to the 
Adjectival Copular Construction: those who attain to holiness become holy, those 
attaining to wisdom, wise, and those attaining to power, powerful. While this 
metonymic proximity may have facilitated the copularization process occurring in the 
twelfth century, there is also still a clear cognitive-semantic distinction between them, 
which makes it unlikely that the Attainment Construction is a direct source 
construction for the Adjectival Copular Construction. Radden explains the cognitive 
schema underlying the REACHING A STATE metaphor as follows: “changes of state based 
on this schema are understood as taking a regular course which gradually leads to an 
almost predictable outcome. Ideally, these changes of state are conceptualized as 
entities moving to the end of their paths. Since no transitions to a new state are 
involved, these terminative processes do not, properly speaking, express changes of 
state at all” (1996: 435). What this implies is that the state that is reached is not itself a 
predicated property of the Subject, but that it is construed as a second participant, a 
destination that is reached. This is unlike what happens when a change of state is 
expressed in an Adjectival Copular Construction such as he became holy/wolfish, in 
which the property predicated of the Subject does not constitute a second participant, 
but is part of the participant to which the Subject refers. Given this distinction between 
two- and one-participant-construal, a direct leap from one construction to the other is 
not likely. At best, the conceptual proximity between the two may have made the leap 
to Copular Constructions cognitively more accesible.  
The second extension to be discussed is the Result Construction, illustrated in 
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(248)-(250). This construction, through its eventual development into a Prepositional 
Copular Construction, will function as a pivot in the further development of copular 
BECUMEÞ. The obligatory component parts of the Result Construction are: an inanimate 
Subject, BECUMEÞ, an experiencer in the Dative (underlined in the examples), and a PP 
(introduced by to) expressing a certain state (in regular typeface). In many of the 
examples, BECUMEÞ can still be translated by ‘come to a certain state’, similar to the 
function of the PP in the Attainment Construction. However, most examples translate 
at least equally well as ‘turn into’.  
 
(248) Seo lease wyriung becymð þam rihtwisum. to eadigre bletsunge. 
the empty curse comes the:DAT righteous:DAT to happy blessing 
‘The empty curse turns to the righteous into a happy blessing.’ 
(c1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 36: 495.258) 
(249) Swa þeah ne bescyt se deofol næfre swa yfel geþoht into þam men 
so though NEG shoots the devil never so evil thought into that man 
 þæt hit him to forwyrde becume, gif hit him ne licað.  
that it him to destruction come:SBJV.PRS.3SG if it him NEG pleases 
‘Yet in that way does the devil never inject an evil thought in that man, that 
it would turn to him (in)to destruction, if it does not please him.’ (c1025. 
ÆIntSig: 41.259) 
(250) Gyf hwa þysse wyrte wæstm fæstende þygeð hyt him becymð 
if some this:GEN herb:GEN fruit fasting tastes hit him comes 
 to frecnysse.  
to harm 
‘If someone fasting tastes the fruit of this herb, it will come/turn to him 
(in)to harm.’ (c1025. Lch I [Herb]: 115.2) 
 
The Result Construction is only found in later Old English, from Ælfric’ texts (late 
tenth century) onwards, which suggests that its appearance represents a genuine 
diachronic development within Old English. Rather than being a direct development 
out of the Locational Construction, it can be accounted for as a syntactic blend of the 
Attainment Construction with a third construction, the Happen to Experiencer 
Construction. From the Attainment Construction it inherits a PP that expresses a state 
reached. It is not likely that the Attainment Construction is the source of the other 
component parts: the construction is almost exclusively attested with human Subjects 
(only 2 out of 68 instances in LEON-alfa have an inanimate Subject), and it lacks a 
Dative experiencer. Instead, these component parts are most likely inherited from the 
Happen to Experiencer Construction (a subtype of the Happen Construction), which 
also was around from the earliest OE texts onwards. In this construction, which is 
illustrated in (251) and (252), BECUMEÞ is combined with an inanimate Subject and a 
human (or animate) experiencer in the Dative case, and can be translated by ‘come up-
on, reach (attain), befall, happen to’ — depending on how affected the experiencer is.  
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(251) Hie geðenceað ðara gesælða ðe him ungeendode æfter 
they think the:GEN.PL happiness:GEN.PL REL them:DAT.PL endlessly after 
 ðæm geswincum becuman sculon. 
the:DAT.PL labour:DAT.PL come shall 
‘They think of the happiness (of Heaven) which should endlessly befall 
them after labour.’ (c894. CP: 52.407.27)  
(252) Seo þearlwisnis þæs heardan lifes him ærest of nede becwom for 
the austerity the:GEN hard:GEN life:GEN him first of need came for 
 bote his synna.  
amendment his:GEN.SG sin:GEN.PL 
‘The austerity of hard life came upon him first out of necessity for the 
amendment of his sins.’ (c925. Bede 4: 26.350.1) 
 
The Subject of BECUMEÞ is an event in time, or, more accurately, an abstract state 
which is the consequence of such an event (happiness as a consequence of entering 
Heaven). The extension of BECUMEÞ to Subjects denoting events can be seen either as an 
application of the metaphor EVENTS ARE MOVING OBJECTS, or its more specific variant 
UNCONTROLLED EVENTS ARE EVENTS THAT FALL ON ONE (as for instance in (252), in which case 
‘come upon’ seems a more adequate translation than ‘reach’). If the first metaphor 
applies, the event arrives at the ‘place’ (i.e., the now) at which the experiencer of the 
event is located, in the second case the event (or unexpected state) more directly ‘falls 
on’ the experiencers themselves (see Lakoff 1987; Radden 1991: 18; Traugott & 
Dasher 2002: 75–78). The path of motion in the source domain corresponds to the 
time scale in the target.98  
 Crucially, the Result Construction is the first construction to combine an 
inanimate Subject (as inherited from the Happen to Experiencer Construction) with a PP 
expressing an end state. This co-occurrence of two inanimate entitites potentially 
enables their identification, which would make the construction into an instance of 
one-participant predication. Such an identification indeed seems to have taken place in 
(253), a very late example on the verge of the Middle English period, where BECUMEÞ 
translates the Latin Copula fit (see (254)).  
 
 
                                               
98
 The idea that the Result Construction is a blend of the Attainment Construction and the Happen to 
Experiencer Construction might strike one as unlikely from a semantic point of view. Both the Dative 
experiencer and the PP of the original constructions express some kind of destination, and it seems an 
anomaly to have two destinations at once. However, the preposition to in Old English also had a sense 
‘as’, and in fact, a sentence such as (248) could also be interpreted as ‘the empty curse reaches them as 
a blessing’. Similarly, the Dative experiencer could also be seen as a benefactive, and in that case (248) 
translates ‘the empty curse turns for them into a blessing’. Eventually it seems to be this second 
interpretation that gets hold in the minds of speakers of Old English, but initially the construction 
probably involved a certain degree of functional vagueness, made possible by the polysemous nature of 
both these component parts.  
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(253) Seo andetnysse þæs muðes becumeð þære sawle to hæle. 
the confession the:GEN mouth:GEN comes the:DAT soul:DAT to salvation 
‘The confession of the mouth results/turns for the soul into salvation.’ 
(c1150. Alc [Warn 35]: 322.230) 
(254) Ore autem confessio fit ad salutem 
mouth:ABL but confession turns into salvation  
‘Yet confession through the mouth turns into salvation.’ ((799x800). 
ALCUIN. Virt.vit. 12: 621C) 
 
This process of identification, or the shift from a two-participant construction 
(change of location) to a one-participant construction (change of state) is an instance 
of form-function reanalysis (Croft 2000b: 117-121), whereby the semantic component 
‘location’ is lost from the Prepositional Object, and, by pragmatic inference, the 
Prepositional Object is analysed as coreferential to the Subject. Once this reanalysis 
has taken place, the construction is almost identical to a Prepositional Copular 
Construction, but for the Dative experiencer. Surprisingly, this is still present in (253), 
despite being absent in the Latin.  
A final step towards merger with the Prepositional Copular Construction consists 
of the extension to clauses without such a Dative experiencer. An intermittent stage is 
attested in the construction in (255), in which the experiencer is integrated as a 
possessive pronoun þinre (underlined) into the PP. In very late OE texts, the 
construction finally also appears without any reference to the experiencer, as in (256) 
 
(255) Þas tintrego þe ðu on me bringan hehst to þinre ge<s>cyndnesse 
those tortures which you on me bring calls to your confusion 
 & to þinre forwyrde becumað.99  
and to your destruction come 
‘These tortures which you command to bring over me will turn/result into 
your confusion and into your destruction.’ (c1051. LS 4 (Christoph): 26.19) 
(256) Seo sibb, þe on deofle is, heo becumð to ecere forwyrde.  
the love that in devil is it comes to eternal destruction 
‘The love that is in the devil, it will turn/result into eternal destruction.’ 
(c1150. Alc [Warn 35]: 117.90) 
 
Once the dative experiencer does no longer form part of the Result Construction, 
the construction becomes both functionally and formally equivalent to the existing 
Prepositional Copular Construction featuring (GE)WIERÐ, as in (257).  
 
(257) He ys geworden nu to wealdgengan & þæra sceaðena ealdor.  
he is turned now into thief and the:GEN.PL criminal:GEN.PL leader 
                                               
99
 For the emendation of gecyndesse ‘nation’ to gescyndnesse ‘confusion’, see Pulsiano (2002: 181).  
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‘He has now turned into a thief and a leader of criminals.’ (c1075. ÆLet 4 
[SigeweardZ]: 1107) 
 
On the basis of this identity, the Result Construction was eventually probably 
recategorized as a Prepositional Copular Construction on a par with that featuring 
(GE)WIERÐ, which also enabled it to copy its general productivity. For instance, such a 
recategorization and concomitant association with (GE)WIERÐ may have facilitated the 
extension to human (animate) Subjects, the first instance of which is found c1250 (see 
(258)). Examples such as (258) can no longer possibly be interpreted as the original 
two-participant Result Construction, but has to be read as a one-participant 
construction.  
 
(258) Þii fader bi-com to one childe.  
‘Your father turned into a child.’ (c1250. Seinte marie leuedi [Trin-C 
B.14.39]: 28.14) 
 
More arguments for the hypothesis that BECUMEÞ copied its copular status from 
(GE)WIERÐ will be given in section 6.3.2.3.  
 
6.3.2.2 The Depictive construction 
Whereas the development of the Result Construction eventually leads to its 
constructional identity with, and presumably recategorization as a Prepositional 
Copular Construction, another construction, which remains stable throughout Old 
English, arguably provided a template for the Adjectival Copular Construction (see also 
Hengeveld 1992, chapter 3). More accurately, this construction is a combination of two 
constructions, the first some BECUMEÞ-construction (most are found), the second the 
Depictive Construction. A Present-Day English example of the Depictive Construction 
or ‘current-state’ phrase is given in (259), where breathless expresses the state or 
quality of the Subject at its arrival.  
 
(259) I parked, ran to the station and arrived breathless to the platform. (Google) 
 
Numerous instances are also found in Old English (as in (260)-(261)), of which 
twelve appear in LEON-alfa (for normalized frequencies, see Table 6.3).  
 
(260) He hine inne heht on carcernes cluster belucan. Þa wæs 
He him inside commanded in prison:GEN cell up-shut then was 
 modsefa miclum gedrefed Boetius. Breac longe ær wlencea 
heart much troubled Boetius:GEN enjoyed long before pride 
 under wolcnum; he þy wyrs meahte þolian þa þrage, þa hio swa 
under clouds he the worse might suffer the time when it so 
 þearl becom.  
severe came 
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‘[Theodoric] commanded to shut him up in a prison-cell. Then Boethius’ 
heart was much troubled. Long had he possessed pride under the sky; the 
worse he could endure this painful moment, when it turned up (being) so 
severe.’ (?a960. Met: 1. 75) 
(261) Eft ða se ylca. clypode to criste. Gemun ðu min drihten. þonne 
again then the same said to Christ remember you my lord when 
 ðu mihtig becymst. to ðinum agenum rice. roderes wealdend. 
you mighty become to your own kingdom sky:GEN ruler 
‘Again the same one said to Christ: Remember (me) you, my Lord, when 
you arrive mighty at your own kingdom, ruler of the sky.’ (c1000. ÆCHom 
II, 14.1: 146.253) 
(262) Ferde þa lutigende geond heges & weges, geond wudes & feldes, 
travelled then stealthily across hedges & paths through woods & fields 
 swa þæt he þurh Godes wissunge gesund becom to Æðelingege. 
so that he through God’s guidance safe came to Æðelingege  
‘[King Alfred] travelled stealthily across hedges and paths, through woods 
and fields, so that he through God’s guidance arrived healthy/safe at 
Æðelingege.’ (c1150. LS 28 (Neot): 125) 
 
Depictive Phrases, as they predicate a property of the Subject, are in effect a type 
of Subject Complement. Yet BECUMEÞ is not a Copula if co-occurring with them, because 
the verb does not have a linking function, and the quality designated by the Depictive 
Phrase does not result from the change of location expressed by BECUMEÞ (see Levin & 
Rappaport Hovav 1995: 56, Goldberg & Jackendoff 2004: 536). Instead, a Depictive 
Phrase predicates a property of the Subject that originated in some other way, and 
which can often be related to the path followed by that Subject in its process of 
arriving somewhere. This is obvious in the Present-Day English example (259), in 
which the breathlessness of the speaker is the result of her running mentioned earlier 
on. Similarly, in (260), the property of being ‘so severe’ is predicated of the Subject 
‘painful moment’ on the basis of what it refers to (Boethius’ imprisonment — awaiting 
his execution —, mentioned in the preceding clause), rather than on its ‘arrival’ or 
occurrence as such. That the Depictive Phrases cannot be a complement linked 
through the verb BECUMEÞ is also made clear by the presence of a Locational 
Complement expressing a destination in (261) (‘your own kingdom’) and (262) 
(‘Æðelingege’, an unidentified place name), which requires BECUMEÞ to mean ‘arrive’, 
not ‘become’.100  
                                               
100
 In Petré & Cuyckens 2008 it was argued that (251), (252) and a third instance (ChristB: 26.820) were 
early instances of copular becuman. While incidentally this earlier analysis shows how easy it is to 
misinterpret, and perhaps therefore also to reinterpret, clauses containing Depictives as being copular, 
the Depictive Phrase analysis is clearly superior, for it can account for the presence of the actual 
destinations and is also in line with the absence of the Depictive in the Latin source of a translated text. 
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While BECUMEÞ with a Depictive Phrase thus differs in important respects from a 
Copular Construction, they can be formally identical, as in (260). Also functionally, 
BECUMEÞ plus Depictive can approximate a Copular Construction, when the property 
predicated by the Depictive Phrase only arises after the Subject has arrived. This is the 
case in (261), where Christ can only attain to the status of roderes wealdend ‘ruler of 
the sky’ after he has actually arrived there. While this relation is one of temporal 
sequentiality, a causal link between the arrival and the property may be pragmatically 
inferred, a phenomenon which is common with linguistic items denoting temporal 
posteriority (see e.g. the development of since from ‘after’ to ‘because’ (Hopper & 
Traugott 2003: 82). In this respect, it is striking that many of the earliest instances of 
the Nominal Copular Construction contain the collocation BECUMEÞ man, which could 
mean two things ‘(i) become a vassal; (ii) become human’. Both these senses are 
compatible with a sense of arrival. This is for instance true for the instantiation of the 
first sense in (263) (and (276 below), where becoming a vassal requires coming to the 
king in person. The involvement of arriving at a destination (the king) as a condition 
for vassalhood is also linguistically encoded in the context of these examples, such as 
coman to him ‘came to him’ in the first clause of (263). Similarly, when BECUMEÞ man 
refers to the incarnation of Christ into a human being, as in (264), this scenario too 
involves arrival, this time from God on earth.  
 
(263) Ða Wyliscean kingas coman to him & becoman his menn.  
the Welsh kings came to him and became his men 
‘The Welsh kings came to him [= king Henry I] and became his vassals 
(arrived (being) his vassals).’ (?c1120. ChronH [Plummer]: 1114.20) 
(264) Soð god bicom for ure helpe soð mon.  
true god became for our help true man 
‘True God became, for our aid, a real man.’ (a1225(OE). Lamb.Hom.VA 
[Lamb 487]: 127) 
 
Thus, these early instances of the Nominal Copular Construction could perhaps 
be seen as having developed out of the Depictive Construction through pragmatic 
inference, by which a certain state that is temporally contiguous to an instance of 
arrival is reinterpreted as the result contingent upon this arrival.101  
                                                                                                                                         
For instance, mihtig and roderes wealdend are absent from Ælfric’s source, i.e. Luke 23: 42 (Domine 
memento mei cum veneris in regnum tuum ‘Lord, remember me when you enter into your kingdom’). In 
fact, the Depictive Phrases seem to have been added on these occasions for the sake of alliteration 
(another example is soðfæast in PPs: 57.4). 
101
 That the Depictive Construction is in some way connected to the rise of the Adjectival/Nominal 
Copular Construction is also suggested by the fact that they are mutually exclusive. As appears from 
Table 6.3, Depictive Phrases do not occur any longer once becuman is used as a copula (the only 
instance for the period 1151-1250 comes from St.Juliana [Bod 34], a text which does not have any 
instances of copular BECUMEÞ). 
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While it is thus plausible that the Depictive Construction was one of the providers 
of the surface pattern for the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction with 
BECUMEÞ, it is not very likely that these constructions arose solely on the basis of the 
Depictive Construction. If this were the case, it is not immediately clear why for 
instance CUMEÞ, which is also readily found with Depictive Phrases (see e.g. (265)), did 
not break through as a copula in the same way.  
 
(265) And nu ðu sigefæst come, þu gebæde þe to Criste.  
and now you victorious came you prayed yourself to Christ 
‘And now that you have returned victorious, you prayed to Christ.’ (c1000. 
ÆLS (Agnes): 339) 
 
Second, it is not clear why, if this pattern formed the basis for reanalysis, this 
reanalysis did not take place earlier, as the pattern is apparently found from early Old 
English onwards (example (260) being from the mid-tenth century).  
 
6.3.2.3 Analogy with (GE)WIERÐ 
The two most important constructions discussed so far are the Result Construction and 
the Depictive Construction. The first became formally and functionally identical to the 
Prepositional Copular Construction, the second featured a surface pattern sometimes 
identical to the Adjectival (or Nominal) Copular Construction. While both constructions 
therefore can be seen as a source for the development of copular BECUMEÞ, it was also 
argued that it is unlikely that they are the only sources. In the Depictive Construction, 
the property expressed by the Depictive is not generally contingent on the arrival and 
BECUMEÞ does not function as a linking verb, a situation that remains stable throughout 
Old English. The Result Construction may have developed into a Prepositional Copular 
Construction on its own, but if so, it remains unclear how this accounts for the 
simultaneous appearance of BECUMEÞ in the other Copular Constructions. Generally, it 
remains astonishing that copular BECUMEÞ is so productive immediately after its 
introduction.  
In this section, it will be argued that this sudden productivity was the result of 
the increased similarity which BECUMEÞ developed to the verb (GE)WIERÐ ‘become’ (a 
hypothesis already briefly argued for in Petré & Cuyckens 2008a). An important trigger 
that enabled advanced copularization of BECUMEÞ is thus analogy, or what De Smet 
(2009) calls categorial incursion, or the introduction of a word into a new category, 
which, however, already exists by virtue of other members of that category. In this 
case, the already existing member is (GE)WIERÐ and the Copular Constructions in which 
it was used. These Constructions served as the template for the new uses of BECUMEÞ. 
Moreover, the categorial incursion by which BECUMEÞ became a copula did not occur at 
some random point in time, but after the way was paved by the development of the 
Result Construction.  
Throughout the Old English period, BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ are both used in a 
sense ‘happen, occur’ (BECUMEÞ also has this sense in (251)-(252)), and the occurrence 
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of near-synonymous becymð and gewyrð in conjunction in (266) suggests that 
occasionally a cognitive link between BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ might have been made 
(either in the writer’s or in the hearer’s mind) when this sense was involved.  
 
(266) Gif hwa segð on eornost, and cwyð to anum munte on minum naman 
if some says in earnest and says to a hill in my name 
 þus, far ðu on Godes naman feor ut on sæ, and gif him na ne 
thus go you in God’s name far out on sea and if him:DAT not NEG 
 tweonað þæt he þæs tiða beo, ac gelyfð on heortan, swa 
doubts that he the:GEN granting:GEN be:SBJV.3SG but believes in heart so 
 hwæt swa he gecwyð, hit becymð and gewyrð.  
what so he says hit comes and happens 
‘If somebody speaks in earnest, and speaks thus to a hill in my name: 
“Move you, in God’s name, far out on sea”, and if he does not doubt that he 
has obtained this request, but believes in heart, everything he says, it will 
come/happen and happen.’ (c1000. ÆHom 8: 91) 
 
At this point, however, the similarity between BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ was 
apparently not a sufficient trigger to cause BECUMEÞ starting to extend this similarity by 
copying the copular uses of (GE)WIERÐ.102  
However, this situation changes after BECUMEÞ developed the Result Construction 
and acquired a sense very close to the ‘turn into’-sense also found for (GE)WIERÐ. While 
it is hard to conceive how direct evidence for a newly emerging cognitive link between 
BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ would look like, the data provide ample circumstantial evidence 
that such a link between BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ emerged. For instance, the occurrence 
of (267), with an unexpected animate Subject, can easily be accounted for through the 
existence of a cognitive association with (GE)WIERÐ occurring in such contexts, as in 
(268):  
 
(267) To nane þinge ic eam bycuman, & ic hit nyste; swa swa þat nyten 
to no thing I am come and I hit NEG.knew so as that beast 
 ic eom ȝeworden toȝeanes þe.  
I am become toward you 
‘To nothing I am become, and I did not know it; in such a way that I have 
become a beast towards you.’ (c1225. BenRW: 7.39.7) 
(268) Hwi schulde he forhohien to wurðen to þat þing þat is iwend upon 
why should he disdain to turn into that thing that is formed on 
 him? 
him 
                                               
102
 A factor that prevented further assimilation may be that the senses ‘happen’ and ‘come’ are mostly 
found with the prefixed verb GEWIERÐ, whereas the sense ‘become’ is typical of prefixless WIERÐ.  
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‘Why should he disdain to become/turn into that thing which is formed 
after him?’ (c1225(?c1200). St.Kath. (1) [Einenkel]: 992) 
 
Not only because of the shift from a two-participant situation (treating the 
destination as a second ‘participant’) into a one-participant situation, also because the 
Result Construction increased in frequency (see Table 6.3) towards late Old English, it 
can be assumed that the accessibility of an association with the Prepositional Copular 
Construction (in Table 6.2) was made easier until a certain accessibility threshold was 
reached.  
Admittedly, the raw numbers for the Result Construction in Table 6.3 are small, 
with only nine instances of the Result Construction with BECUMEÞ found in LEON-alfa. 
However, many more examples of the construction can be found elsewhere in the 
Dictionary of Old English Corpus (some of which have been given as examples above), 
whose dating corroborates the idea that this Construction started in late Old English 
and increased in use simultaneously with coming constructionally closer to the one-
participant Copular Construction. Taking the semantic evidence and the increasing 
frequencies together, the increasing similarity between BECUMEÞ TO X ‘come/turn into X’ 
to (GE)WIERÐ TO X, may well have played an important part in the recategorization of the 
Result Construction as a Prepositional Copular Construction.103  
 
 
                                               
103
 Additional evidence that the pattern BECUMEÞ TO X is increasingly associated with WIERÐ TO X is found in 
the occurrence of the collocation becumeþ to lure ‘come to loss, turn into loss’, as in (ii). While in itself 
this collocation could also be explained as a non-copular instance, in which to lure expresses the natural 
endpoint of a certain development – similar to expressions such as come to nought, the phrase to lore is 
except for this instance almost exclusively found in combination with WIERÐ, with which it occurs often 
(9 occurrences in LEON-alfa, e.g. (i)), or, rarely, with BIÐ.  
  
(i) Swa ða hean myhta her in worulde hreosaþ & feallað & to lore wiorð, þysse worulde 
welan wiorð to nahte, & þas eorðlican wuldor wiorð to sorge.  
‘Just like the high powers here in the world crumble and fall and turn to loss, the riches 
of this world will come to nought, and this earthly glory will turn/come into sorrow.’ 
(c970. HomS 40.3 [ScraggVerc 10]: 218) 
(ii) Uniseli is ðet is wið luue to eni eorðlich þing iteied. uor euer bið ðet swete; abouht mid 
twofold of bittre. auh me ne hit under3it nout er þen me hit leose. and to lure hit bi-
kumeð of hwuche half so hit falleð; er me lest wene.  
‘Wretched is he who is tied to any earthly thing, because that sweet thing will ever be 
bought with twice the amount of bitter. But this we do not onderstand before we 
loose it, and to loss it will come from whatever quarter it falls, before we least expect.’ 
(a1250. Lofsong Louerde [Nero A.14]: 215) 
 
Expressions meaning ‘come to nought’ and ‘come to loss’ are common with (GE)WIERÐ ((GE)WIERÐ TO 
NAWIHT ‘come to nought’ occurs 14 times in LEON-alfa, see e.g. (i)), and their co-existence with instances 
in which (GE)WIERÐ clearly means ‘turn into’ might also have helped BECUMEÞ to extend to the one-
participant sense.  
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Additional evidence for the hypothesis that analogy with (GE)WIERÐ was 
instrumental in the copularization of BECUMEÞ comes from chronological considerations. 
Seeing that a clause such as the one in (256) (‘the love, that is in the devil, it will turn 
into eternal destruction’), and which dates from c1150, more or less represents a 
turning point in the development of the sense ‘turn into’, it can be assumed that this 
development, or, in other words, the recategorization of BECUMEÞ in this kind of 
construction as a Copula, was completed in the second half of the twelfth century. Very 
soon afterwards, BECUMEÞ is also found productively in the Adjectival Copular 
Construction, as in (269)-(270), and the Nominal Copular Construction ((271), as well 
as (263), (264), and (276)). It can therefore be assumed that, once the Result 
Construction was recategorized as a Prepositional Copular Construction, the Adjectival 
and Nominal Copular Constructions became available for BECUMEÞ so soon because a 
cognitive connection was made between the newly developed Prepositional Copular 
Construction and the Copular Constructions featuring (GE)WIERÐ.  
 
(269) He becom ȝehyrsum anan to deaþe. 
he became obedient in-one to death 
‘He had become obedient all the way to death.’ (c1225. BenRW: 7.35.28) 
(270) Þa bi-com his licome swiðe feble. 
Then became his body very weak 
‘Then became his body very weak.’ (a1225(OE). Lamb.Hom.VA [Lamb 487]: 
47) 
(271) Seðen hie henen wenden atlai þat lond unwend and bicam waste and 
since they hence went lay that land unused and became waste and 
 was roted oueral, and swo bicam wildernesse.  
was rotted everywhere and so became wilderness 
‘Since they went away the land lay unused and became uncultivated land 
and was rotted everywhere, and so became a wilderness.’ (a1225(?a1200). 
Trin.Hom. [Trin-C B.14.52]: 163) 
 
While the Depictive Construction might have played a part in the emergence of 
the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction featuring BECUMEÞ,104 such a cognitive 
connection between the Prepositional Copular Construction and the newly appearing 
                                               
104
 Arguably, the Depictive Construction is a likely provider of the surface pattern for (269), where to 
deaþe might still be seen as the destination (albeit an abstract state in this case) associated with the 
sense of arrival original to these constructions. That becom here is a copula nevertheless is made clear 
both by the Latin source, in (i), and the Old English version, in (ii), both of which have copulas.  
 
(i) Factus est obediens patri usque ad mortem 
‘He had been obedient to the father all the way to death.’ (BenR: 7) 
(ii) He wearð gehyrsum toþi, þæt he willes deað þrowade. 
‘He had become obedient to the extent that he willfully endured death.’ (c1025. BenR: 7.26.12) 
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Adjectival and Nominal Copular Constructions through the availability of a template 
verb such as (GE)WIERÐ would considerably facilitate the copularization of BECUMEÞ. 
Similarly, analogy with (GE)WIERÐ can be perceived in other early instances too. For 
instance, (253), featuring becoman his men ‘became his vassals’, is possibly directly 
based on (272), and (264), featuring the expression becom soð man ‘become a real 
human being’ on (273) (becom in (269) also replaces an instance of (GE)WIERÐ in the Old 
English source copy, for which see footnote 104).  
 
(272) Se cyng Melcolm to uran cynge com & his man wearð to eallswilcre 
the king Malcolm to our king came and his vassal became to all-such 
 gehyrsumnisse swa he ær his fæder dyde. 
obedience as he ere his father did 
‘The king Malcolm came to our king and became his vassal to just such an 
obedience as he, his father, did before.’ (c1121(1091). ChronE: 1091.35) 
(273) Se ælmihtiga Godes sunu [...] wearð gesewenlic mann. 
the almighty god:GEN son became visible man 
‘The almighty son of God became a visible man.’ (c1020(c995). ÆCHom II, 
1: 4.35) 
 
The clearest indication that BECUMEÞ was indeed perceived as nearly-synonymous 
to (GE)WIERÐ from Early Middle English onwards, and therefore was able to be used with 
the same degree of productivity, is found in (274), which first has an instance of 
copular BECUMEÞ with the Subject Complement fleschliche ‘carnal’, and then repeats this 
Subject Complement with the verb (GE)WIERÐ, almost as if the scribe wanted to indicate 
that BECUMEÞ was copular here, for those readers who did not yet had copular BECUMEÞ in 
their own dialect (and see (134) for a similar example where (GE)WIERÐ and BECUMEÞ are 
in variation).  
 
(274) Þe gastelich lif bigunnen i þe hali gast beoð bicumene al fleschliche, 
the spiritual life begun in the Holy Spirit is become all fleshly 
 al fleschliche iwurðen lahinde, lihte ilatet, ... 
al fleshly become laughing light behaved 
‘The spiritual life begun in the Holy Spirit has become completely carnal, 
become completely carnal: laughing, loosely behaved, ...’ (c1230. Ancr. 
[Corp-C 402]: 58.2) 
 
6.3.2.4 Language contact with French 
Finally, language contact with French, while not being a mechanism or cause of change 
itself, probably helped the new copular function of BECUMEÞ to propagate. Possibly the 
part played by French involved the sociolinguistic factor of prestige, in that people with 
aspirations may have copied what was probably initially just bad English written or 
spoken by Norman French nobility. Some of the first instances of BECUMEÞ man in the 
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sense ‘become a vassal’ are completely parallel to Old French devenir, which is found 
as a copula already in the tenth century.105 This is particularly clear if Layamon’s Brut is 
compared to its source, Wace’s Le Brut. In both works the use of BECUMEÞ and devenir 
respectively is almost exclusively restricted to the idiom ‘become a vassal’. Compare in 
this respect sentence (275) to (276), its Old French source (note that Guthlac is the 
traitors’ leader).  
 
(275) E Gudlac mandé li aveit [...] Ke de Belin s’enor tendreit, 
and Guthlac handed himself had so-that of Belin his’praise gain:SBJV 
 E sis huem liges devendreit.  
and his man liege become:SBJV 
‘And Guthlac had handed himself over [...] so that he would gain the praise 
of Belin, and become his liegeman.’ ((c1155). Wace Roman de Brut: 2580-
4) 
(276) Þeos swiken gunnen ride; [...] to Beline kinge. [...] & his men bicome 
these traitors began ride to Belin king and his men became 
‘These traitors then rode; [...] to Belin King, [...] and became his vassals.’ 
(a1275(?c1200). Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 2728) 
 
However, it is far less likely that BECUMEÞ developed its copular use wholly on the 
basis of French devenir, given the general absence of loan translations of verbs in the 
domain of function words (I do not know of any example). Thus, the Old French model 
of devenir can probably only have been a strengthening factor, not a cause.  
 
6.3.3 SUMMARY 
In the preceding section, I have argued that four independent phenomena were needed 
in order for BECUMEÞ to become a copula. First, the Locational Construction featuring 
BECUMEÞ led to the Result Construction, which eventually was recategorized as a 
Prepositional Copular Construction. Second, there was the availability of the Depictive 
Construction, which was argued to be a provider of the surface pattern also found in 
the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction. Third, (GE)WIERÐ probably provided an 
important analog for BECUMEÞ, occurring frequently in the Prepositional, Adjectival and 
Nominal Copular Construction. It might have helped the Result Construction to take its 
final leap to a Prepositional Copular Construction, and very likely facilitated the spread 
of BECUMEÞ, once this leap was taken, to the Adjectival and Nominal Copular 
Construction. Finally, Old French might have exerted an influence as well, in that it 
                                               
105
 The first copular attestation I am aware of is Quœ donc deveng anatemaz ‘who then becomes a 
condemned one’ (c980. Vie de saint Léger: 124; also ‘devenguz’, line 156; see 
http://www.cnrtl.fr/etymologie/devenir [18.05.2010]). In this text, and in Wace’s Brut, devenir is – 
unlike BECUMEÞ – mostly limited to Nominal Subject Complements, which is another indication that the 
two verbs developed their copular uses independently.   
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provided a stock of set phrases such as devenir homme ‘become vassal’, which might 
have stimulated the use of the newly developed copula BECUMEÞ. Importantly, all these 
factors come together in the twelfth century. This is also the century which witnesses 
the abrupt introduction of a productive Copula BECUMEÞ.  
 
 
6.4 The diachronic development of WEAXEÞ 
Similar to BECUMEÞ, WEAXEÞ too acquired the status of generally productive Copula in a 
relatively short period of time, about the end of the thirteenth century. Unlike BECUMEÞ, 
the copularization of WEAXEÞ is to a certain extent the result of a direct lineage of 
constructions, whose basis is the pattern WEAXEÞ heah ‘grow high’, and extensions of 
that pattern, which are attested already in Old English. While copular WEAXEÞ did not 
evolve as a new construction on the basis of the coming together of a number of 
sources, it will be seen that other constructions besides the WEAXEÞ heah-pattern have 
very likely facilitated the switch to the use of WEAXEÞ as a generally productive copula. 
Whether this switch of WEAXEÞ is also dependent on its association with existing 
generally productive copulas such as (GE)WIERÐ or BECUMEÞ (which also had reached this 
status by then) is less clear. There are some indications pointing in this direction, but a 
definite answer cannot be given at this stage. Also, due to the relative scarcity of data, 
some developments remain slightly more speculative than was the case for BECUMEÞ. In 
general though this second case corroborates the hypothesis that the emergence of 
general productivity in a new syntactic environment or construction, while being 
prepared through a number of gradual processes, may take the appearance of a fairly 
sudden turn after a certain threshold has been crossed.  
Similar to the discussion of BECUMEÞ, I will first address the productivity history of 
copular WEAXEÞ (section 6.4.1), after which I will discuss the various constructions that 
seemed to have prepared the way for a generally productive Copula WEAXEÞ (6.4.2).  
6.4.1 THE PRODUCTIVITY OF WEAXEÞ 
The most conspicuous parallel to BECUMEÞ is the productivity history of WEAXEÞ. In the 
case of BECUMEÞ, its copular use was highly productive right from its first introduction. 
In the case of WEAXEÞ, a resultative use identical in form to the copular one is already 
found from the earliest Old English texts, but there is a huge increase of its 
productivity in the transition from the period 1151-1250 to 1251-1350. Table 6.4 and 
Figure 6.2 give the same calculations as those given for BECUMEÞ in Table 6.1 and Figure 
6.1. In Figure 6.2, the data for the periods 751-1250 are conflated in order to provide 
a better comparison, which is still very poor however, with only 20 tokens found 
throughout these four centuries.  
 
750-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 1351-1420 1421-1500 
[WEAXEÞ AdjP|NP] 8 7 21 157 128 100 
Table 6.4. Productivity of Resultative and Copular WEAXEÞ 
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Figure 6.2. Resultative and Copular WEAXEÞ, global productivity (Baayen 1992) 
 
A comparison between the figures for BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ not only makes it clear 
that the productivity degree of copular WEAXEÞ also suddenly exploded, similar to what 
happened to copular BECUMEÞ, but that the actual productivity rates of both verbs in the 
copular construction after this explosion are very similar as well. 
6.4.2 COPULARIZATION OF WEAXEÞ: DIRECT LINEAGE PLUS FACILITATING CONSTRUCTIONS 
6.4.2.1 Introduction 
In all Old-Germanic languages, WEAXEÞ is primarily used independently, without any 
adjuncts (such as a locational adverbial), as for instance in (277). 
 
(277) Ðonne smolte blæwð suðan and westan wind under wolcnum, 
when softly blows from-south and from-west wind under clouds 
 þonne weaxeð hraðe feldes blostman. 
then grow quickly field:GEN blossoms 
‘When softly from south and west the wind blows below the sky, then soon 
will grow the flowers of the field.’ (?a960. Met: 6.9) 
 
Apart from this literal sense, in which WEAXEÞ refers to the growth of fauna and 
flora, already at this stage the verb had extended to various more abstract types of 
growth, meaning, among other things, ‘increase or expand in size (of inanimate things 
in general, e.g. water)’ or ‘increase (in honour, power, wealth ...)’ (see BT for a detailed 
list of Old English senses, and the and MED for Middle English).  
In addition to these independent uses, in Old and early Middle English five types 
of constructions are associated with WEAXEÞ, which all play a part in the eventual 
emergence of a generally productive copula WEAXEÞ during the second half of the 
thirteenth century. Dictionaries do not usually treat these syntactic patterns in any 
detail. For the present purpose, they are divided in two groups. The first group, 
discussed in section 6.4.2.2, includes two Resultative Constructions in which WEAXEÞ 
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can be used, the Noncausative Property Resultative, where the resultative phrase is an 
AdjP or NP (e.g. the tree waxed high), and the Noncausative Path Resultative, with a PP 
as a resultative phrase (e.g. they waxed to a strong military force). These Resultative 
Constructions, it will be seen, are the direct predecessors of Copular Constructions 
expressing change of state, only they are less grammaticalized. Unlike Copular 
Constructions, Resultative Constructions preserve the semantics of WEAXEÞ to the full 
and, correspondingly, are limited in their degree of productivity, only allowing 
resultative phrases that are semantically contingent upon the event type expressed by 
the verb. The second group, discussed in section 6.4.2.3, consists of three adverbial 
adjuncts that could co-occur with WEAXEÞ, and which have in common that they profile 
the growth process as a whole. The first type of adjunct expresses direction of growth 
(e.g. up), the second the type of growth (e.g. in length), and the third the amount of 
growth (e.g. one el). Within the third type, the idiom more and more was a direct 
source for Adjectival Subject Complements. However, it is argued that all three 
facilitated the leap of WEAXEÞ into productive copulahood.  
 
6.4.2.2 Resultative constructions featuring WEAXEÞ 
(a) The Noncausative Property Resultative, type WEAXEÞ heah ‘grow high’: Throughout 
Old English, WEAXEÞ already occurs in what Goldberg & Jackendoff (2004) call the 
Noncausative Property Resultative, and which can be formalized for WEAXEÞ as [[NP 
WEAXEÞ AdjP][Sbj V<Means: increase> SbjComp<Result>]]. Unlike for example (GE)WIERÐ 
if used in Copular Constructions in Old English, resultative WEAXEÞ at this stage 
preserves its semantics to the full, and up to about 1100 all the Adjectives (and the 
one Noun) that are found in this construction refer to the natural and therefore 
predictable results of the kind of growth which WEAXEÞ in that particular context 
expresses.  
At first the only Adjective found in this construction is heah ‘high’, with three 
instances found in the DOEC, two of which are given in (278) and (279).  
 
(278) Hit on holte hyhst geweaxe.  
it in grove highest grow:SBJV.3SG 
‘In the grove it [= the tree] would grow highest.’ (?a960. Met: 13.51) 
(279) ... hi hige gelicast þam þe on huses þæce heah aweaxeð. 
 they hay:DAT.N like:est the:DAT.N rel on house:GEN roof high grows 
‘(May) they (be) most like hay that on the roof of a house grows high.’ 
(c1030(?c950). PPs: 128.4) 
 
This collocation is probably to be seen as a spontaneous creation that people 
come up with all the time, and which was lexicalized after a while.106 Generally, a 
                                               
106
 When about 3.5 years old my son Torben often used (a variant of) the phrase als ik groot gegroeid 
ben ‘when I am grown big’. This phrase is ungrammatical in my variety of Dutch, which exclusively uses 
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process of growth gives the expectation of a result, and this makes verbs of growth 
likely input verbs for resultative constructions such as the Noncausative Property 
Resultative. From Late Old English onwards, WEAXEÞ is somewhat productive in this 
construction. Specifically, three other Adjectives occur, which can be explained as 
innovations built on the model of WEAXEÞ heah. These are grenu ‘green’, unheorlic 
‘fierce (of the wind)’ (280), manifealdlice ‘manifold’ (281).  
 
(280) Ða cwomþær semninga swiðe micel wind & gebræc, & to þæs 
then came there suddenly very great wind and noise and to that:GEN 
 unheorlic se wind geweox þæt he þara <ura> getelda  
fierce the wind grew that it the:GEN.PL our:GEN.PL tent:GEN.PL 
 monige afylde.  
many:ACC.PL felled 
‘Then came there suddenly a very strong wind and noise and to such a 
degree the wind grew fierce, that it felled many of our tents.’ (c1000. Alex: 
30.3) 
(281) Weaxen hi manifealdlice on eorþan. 
grow.SBJV.3PL they manifold on earth 
‘May they grow manifold on earth.’ (c1025. Gen 48: 16) 
 
The single occurrence in the DOEC of an NP in the Noncausative Property 
Resultative, which features man ‘(grown-up) man’, is probably also such an innovation.  
 
(282) Se hælend crist syððan he to þisum life com. & man wearð 
the Saviour Christ after he to this life came and man was 
 geweaxen.  
grown 
‘[= kind of introductory heading] (About) The Saviour Christ after he came 
to this life [= was born], and had grown a man.’ (c1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 
19: 325.1) 
 
In (270), the resultative expression to þæs ... þæt ‘to such an extent that’ in 
combination with se wind geweox already evokes an increased degree of the wind’s 
fierceness, which is merely made explicit by the adjective unheorlic. Similarly, being 
manifealdlice ‘abundant’ in (281) is the natural result of the growth of a people. In 
constructionist terms, the Noncausative Property Resultative Construction with WEAXEÞ 
is in Old English largely compositional, consisting of the transparent juxtaposition of a 
verb and an adjective, which automatically results in the right interpretation. This 
                                                                                                                                         
worden ‘become’ in such contexts. He also once said groeit klein ‘grow small’, meaning ‘grow to a 
certain size, which is smaller than the size I will have grown by that time’.  
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differentiates it from the Copular Construction, in which the construction itself 
deprofiles the lexical content of the verb (in this case ‘growing’), and profiles the 
aspectual value that is implied by that lexical content, i.e. ‘(gradual) change of state’, 
thus promoting the verb to a regular Copula with general productivity.107  
 
(b) The Noncausative Path Resultative Construction: Closely related to the 
Noncausative Property Resultative is the Noncausative Path Resultative featuring WEAXEÞ 
(and see Goldberg & Jackendoff 2004: 540), which can be formalized as [[NP WEAXEÞ 
PP][Sbj move<means: grow> to/oð <limits of growth>]]. This construction expresses 
the endpoint of the growth process by means of a prepositional phrase, either 
introduced by oð ‘up to’ (283) or by (up) to ‘up to’ (284). 
 
(283) Þæt wæter weox oþ mannes swuran. 
the water grew until man:GEN neck:ACC 
‘The water grew up to the neck of the man.’ (c1000. LS 1.1 [AndrewBright]: 
277) 
(284) þæt wæter weox upp to ðam fenestrum.  
the water grew up to the window 
‘The water grew up to the window.’ (c1010(c890). GDPref and 3 [C]: 
19.220.20) 
 
In this construction WEAXEÞ, similar to a verb of motion, designates the movement 
of the boundaries of the growing entity up to some end location, which is a second 
participant in the event. The construction is a subtype of the Locational Construction, 
in which the verb not only expresses motion towards a goal, but also expresses the 
manner of motion (unlike BECUMEÞ in the Locational Construction).  
While in its literal use two participants are involved (a Subject and a Location), 
the process of growth can also reach an endpoint in time rather than in space. The 
overall meaning then becomes ‘grow up to a certain state, reach a certain state, 
change into’, with the temporal endpoint being this new state, the result of the process 
of growth. When the PP refers to an endpoint in time rather than space, the 
Prepositional Object refers to the same participant as the Subject, and the construction 
comes close to a Prepositional Copular Construction, except that it is at first restricted 
to situations which clearly refer to growth (similar to the Noncausative Property 
Resultative). The earliest OE attestation is given in (285).  
 
 
                                               
107
 While Goldberg & Jackendoff (2004) do not mention the Copular Construction with change of state 
verbs as a separate construction, they do make a distinction between verbs that happen to be used in 
the resultative construction and ‘lexical resultatives’ such as become, which stand out in that they can 
take resultative phrases (i.e. my Subject Complements) that can only occur with these lexical 
resultatives, and concomitantly, that they show a much higher degree of productivity.  
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(285) Þæt folc tymde micelne team on ðam westene and wurdon 
that people produced much offspring in the wilderness and became 
 gewexene. to wige ful strange.  
grown to force very strong 
‘That people produced much offspring in the wilderness and 
grew/developed into a very strong military force.’ (c1005. ÆCHom II, 12.2: 
121.382) 
 
At this stage, the construction is a semantically and formally transparent 
innovation, and shares with the Noncausative Property Resultative that the 
Prepositional Object expresses a natural endpoint of some growth process. Only in the 
course of the thirteenth century the construction seems to have propagated, meeting 
general acceptance among speakers of English. An indication for such timing comes 
from a comparison of (286) with (287), two versions of the same text from two 
different manuscripts from the same dialect area.108 In the version of (286), from a 
manuscript that is generally considered to be a more reliable copy from the exemplar 
than that of (286), the Noncausative Path Resultative is found. The Subject of WEAXEÞ is 
unexpressed and is coreferential with hit appearing earlier on (itself referring to ‘too 
much talking’). In (287), by contrast, WEAXEÞ is intransitive, and an muche flod functions 
as the Subject. Apparently, the scribe of (287) did not fully understand his exemplar 
and interpreted it as well as he could.  
 
(286) From soþ hit slit to fals, ut of god into sum uvel, from meosure into 
unimete, ant of a drope waxeð into a muche flod, þe adrencheð þe sawle. 
‘From true it [= too much talking] slides to false, out of good into some 
evil, from moderation into excess, and from a drop (it) grows into a great 
flood, which drowns the soul.’ (c1230. Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 41.12) 
(287) Of <an> drope waxeð an muche flod.  
‘Out of a drop grows a great flood.’ (?c1225. Ancr. [Cleo C.6] 1, II: 61) 
 
Only after the construction was entrenched in the language community, it 
extends to resultative phrases that are hard to reconcile with the idea of (gradual) 
growth, as in (288). By doing this, it in effect has evolved into a Prepositional Copular 
Construction. This development presumably takes place during the fourteenth century.  
 
(288) He wex to a werwolf wiȝtly þerafter. 
‘He ?grew/turned into a werewolf immediately afterwards.’ (a1375. WPal. 
[KC 13]: 140) 
 
                                               
108
 According to LAEME 2.1, the scribe of (275) is from Shropshire, that of (276) from neighbouring 
Herefordshire.  
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While there are less indications than in the case of BECUMEÞ, the further 
entrenchment of WEAXEÞ in the Prepositional Copular Construction was probably also 
facilitated through analogy with (GE)WIERÐ. Pointing in this direction is the presence of 
the time adverb meaning ‘immediately’ (wiȝtly) in (288). Immediate changes are highly 
typical of the copula of change (GE)WIERÐ (see section 4.3.3.3, Petré in press), but are 
semantically considerably removed from the concept of growth.  
6.4.2.3 Constructions enhancing the extensibility of resultative WEAXEÞ 
In this section I discuss two adjuncts that co-occurred with WEAXEÞ, each of which has a 
semantic potential upon which Subject Complements in the newly emerging Copular 
Construction involving WEAXEÞ could graft. The point of discussing these adjuncts is not 
to prove that they are indispensable for the development of copular WEAXEÞ, but that 
they, together with the further development of the already existing Noncausative 
Property Resultative and the Noncausative Path Resultative, facilitated the introduction 
of a generally productive WEAXEÞ in the Copular Construction.  
 
(a) WEAXEÞ + NP/Adv profiling the amount of growth: While there are various kinds of 
adjuncts that express amount of growth (e.g. the Accusative ane ælne ‘one el’ in (294) 
below expresses a precise amount of growth), one particular adjunct was probably a 
source for the introduction of several comparative Adjectival Resultatives. This is the 
idiom more and more and variations like the longer the more. Originally, this 
expression was clearly adverbial, and referred to the incremental nature of growth, as 
in (289), where mare & mare translates the Latin adverb paulatim ‘gradually, little by 
little’.  
 
(289) Ðæt leoht wæs weaxende mare & mare. 
‘The light was increasing more and more.’ (c925. Bede 5: 13.428.19) 
 
However, in early Middle English examples started to appear which make it clear 
that people sometimes interpreted the phrase more and more adjectivally and with 
reference to the increasing size of the Subject, to be translated ‘greater and greater’. 
For instance, while mare & mare in (290) can still be interpreted adverbially, an 
adjectival reading is also possible.  
 
(290) Aȝeines ȝiscunge is his muchele pouerte þe wox eauer up on him 
against greed is his great poverty that grew ever up in him 
 mare & mare. 
more and more 
‘Against greed stands His great poverty, which ever grew up in him more 
and more|greater and greater.’ (?c1225 Ancr. [Cleo C.6] 1, II: 189) 
 
The adjectival interpretation of mare & mare as ‘greater and greater’ (as perhaps 
in (290)) implies that the pattern WEAXEÞ + adjunct more and more was recategorized 
as an instance of the Noncausative Property Resultative. Such a recategorization was 
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possible because of the prior existence of this Noncausative Property Resultative, and 
was thus based on analogy in the same way that the recategorization of BECUMEÞ to into 
‘turn into’ probably was (no new structure was created). Once this recategorization had 
taken place, the pattern was extended to new comparative Adjectives, which increase 
the range of possible resultative phrases in the Noncausative Property, and sometimes 
show a lower degree of predictability on the basis of the growth process. As a 
consequence, the entire construction draws nearer to a productive Copular 
Construction.  
A first such extension is the appearance of a single more (as in (291)), which 
makes perfect sense in an adjectival reading, especially because it does not profile 
anymore the incremental semantics of the growth process itself in the way more and 
more does.  
 
(291) Sunne is ðes deofles feih ðet he ȝiueð to gauel & to okere 
sin is the:GEN devil:GEN money that he lends at interest and at usury 
 of pine & euer so ðe mon lið lengre in his sunne so ðe gauel 
of torment and ever so the man lies longer in his sin so the interest 
 waxeð more of pine ine purgatorie.  
grows more of torment in purgatory 
‘Sin is the devil’s money which he lends at an interest and at a usury of 
torment, and as the man lies longer in his sin, so the interest of torment in 
purgatory grows ?more/bigger.’ (a1250. Ancr. [Nero A.14]: 147.20) 
 
Interestingly, in both the Cleo C.6 and Corp-C 402 versions of the Ancrene Riwle, 
more is absent. Similar to what was observed for the Noncausative Path Resultative 
Construction, manuscript variation therefore suggests that the construction with 
comparative Adjectival Resultatives was not yet a generally accepted pattern in the 
thirteenth century.  
From clauses such as that in (291) it is only a small step to other Adjectives in 
the comparative. Thus, WEAXEÞ herre ‘grow higher’ in (292), while a plausible extension 
of WEAXEÞ heah ‘grow higher’, may have been facilitated by the adjectival reading of 
more and more. And in (293) the Adjective eldere ‘older’ is found in a clause that 
shows formal similarities to the source comparative pattern in that it contains an 
implicit comparison (the older, the poorer), also present in (293), and in the initial 
pattern more & more. While this adjective is related to the process of growth from a 
small child to an adult, in this context the process is metaphorically extended beyond 
the point where one reaches their full length, and in this way the construction further 
drifts away from the transparency of the Noncausative Property Resultative, heading 
towards the Adjectival Copular Construction.  
 
(292) Þe hulles þe beoþ lahre, [...] he leapeþ over ham, forbereþ ham, ant 
forbuheþ aþet ha waxen herre, from hulles to dunes.  
‘The hills that are lower [= representing vices], [...] he leaps over them, 
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shuns them, and avoids [them] until they grow higher, from hills into 
mountains.’ (c1230(?a1200). Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 194.16) 
(293) Bote swa þu eldere wex; swa þu pourere was. 
But so you older grew so you poorer were 
‘But the older you grew, the poorer you were.’ (a1250. Wooing Lord [Tit 
D.18]: 277) 
 
Strikingly, the period 1151-1250 is also the only period in which we find more 
comparative Adjectives than those few that were already there in the positive (see 
Table 6, which contains raw numbers), suggesting that this path of development added 
significantly to the repertoire of Resultatives available to WEAXEÞ.  
 
750-950 951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 
AdjPs in the positive 2 4 2 2 
AdjPs in the comparative 0 1 0 6 
NPs 0 1 0 2 
Table 6.6. Type of Subject Complement appearing with WEAXEÞ 
 
(b) WEAXEÞ + PP profiling the type of growth: A second type of adjunct consists of a PP 
expressing the type of growth. This adjunct, while not an immediate source 
construction, may still have facilitated the introduction of predicative Adjectives. 
Sentence (294) contains two late Old English examples in which WEAXEÞ is used in its 
literal sense of the growing of plants, the first one profiling ‘length’ as the relevant 
growth type, the second one ‘size’.  
 
(294) Heo [...] hæfden ane ælne iwæxen on lenge & oðre on græte. 
they had one el grown in length and another in size 
‘They [= the three trees] had grown [...] one el in length and another in 
size.’ (c1150. LS 5 [InventCrossNap]: 330) 
 
When WEAXEÞ is used in a more abstract sense of ‘increase’, the type of growth 
expressed can be likewise more abstract, and such types do occur occasionally 
throughout Old English, as in (295), expressing the type of growth in a PP introduced 
by on.109 Abstract types like these might have facilitated the formation of a clause like 
(296), featuring the Adjective healicor ‘more exalted (lit. higher)’.  
 
(295) ... þa þa he mid þam ælmihtigan Gode eallunga weox on 
 then when he with the almighty God completely grew in 
 endebyrdnysse samod & on þeawum godra dæda.  
rank together and in services good:GEN.PL deed:GEN.PL 
                                               
109
 An early example of this abstract use can already be found in the Gothic Bible (Col 1: 10).  
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‘... when he in the company of the almighty God in all respects grew both 
in rank and also in the services of good deeds. (c1025(c890). GD 1 [H]: 
9.67.23.758) 
(296) He wolde þæt <his> lof þe healicor weoxe. 
he wished that his renown the highlier grew:SBJV.PST.3SG 
He wished that his renown would grow more exalted.’ (c970. HomS 10 
[BlHom 3]: 33.130) 
 
Similarly, compare (297) to (298), from the same manuscript. 
 
(297) Þa wæx hit swi<ðe> on land & on gold & on seolfer. 
then grew it much in land and in gold and in silver 
‘Then it [= Peterborough] increased much in land and in gold and in silver.’ 
(c1131. Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.1052) 
(298) On his time wæx þet abbodrice Medeshamstede swiðe rice. 
in his time grew the monastery Medeshamstede very rich 
‘In his time the monastery Medeshamstede grew very rich.’ (c1131. 
Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.656) 
 
When a monastery waxes in gold, the result will be that it is rich. Through a 
metonymic shift from the expression of the growth process itself (increase in gold) to 
that of the endpoint of the growth process, the PP referring to the type of growth 
might also have served as input for Adjectives such as rich or more exalted, whose 
semantics are no longer the predictable result of the process of increase designated by 
WEAXEÞ itself.  
 
6.4.2.4 WEAXEÞ as a productive Copula 
In section 6.4.2.2 early occurences of predicative AdjPs, NPs or PPs were analysed as 
extensions of two types of Resultative Constructions. Most of the early Adjectives are 
probably to be seen as spontaneous extensions of the available Resultatives with heah 
‘high’ and the like. However, by 1250, the availability of these extensions in 
combination with the contribution of the constructions discussed in section 6.4.2.3 
brought WEAXEÞ on the brink of productive copulahood. The real leap to a productive 
Copula was taken during the period 1251-1350, which witnessed an enormous 
expansion of the range of available Adjectival and (to a lesser extent) Nominal Subject 
Complements. Newly attestated phrases in this period include wax cof ‘become bold’ 
(a1300(a1250))110, wax wet ‘grow wet [of wounds]’ (a1300), wax blo ‘become leaden-
                                               
110
 In this particular instance, the context still evokes the idea of growth or increase:  
 
(i) If he [= ðe neddre] cloðed man se, cof he waxeð, For up he rigteð him 
 if he clothed man see bold he grows for up he raises him 
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coloured [of a dead body’s hue]’ (a1300), wax wan ‘grow pale’ (a1300), wax aslept [= 
participle of verb aslepen] ‘fall asleep’ (c1330(?c1300)), wax wood ‘mad’ 
(c1330(?c1300)), wax ashamed (c1350), wax dry (c1350).  
It is assumed that towards the end of the thirteenth century, the pattern WEAXEÞ + 
predicative phrase became so entrenched that an association was established with 
productive Copulas of change such as BECUMEÞ and (GE)WIERÐ, and that this association 
in turn enabled the pattern to explode in productivity in a very short period of time, 
turning WEAXEÞ into a proper Copula. One instance illustrating how WEAXEÞ might have 
been influenced by (GE)WIERÐ was given in (278), which expressed a sudden change, the 
kind of change typical of (GE)WIERÐ. Another indication is the high incidence of WEAXEÞ 
with Subject Complements expressing emotions, another characteristic it shares with 
(GE)WIERÐ (see Petré & Cuyckens 2008a, 2009), and many Subject Complements can be 
found either with (GE)WIERÐ (e.g. (289)) or WEAXEÞ (e.g. (290)).111  
 
(299) Ðo sag iacob laban wurð wroð.  
then saw Jacob Laban got angry 
‘Then Jacob saw that Laban got angry.’ (a1325(c1250). Gen.& Ex. [Corp-C 
444]: 1735) 
(300) Sadok in hert wex wroþ.  
Sadok in heart grew angry 
‘Sadok grew angry in his heart.’ (c1330(?a1300). Guy(2) [Auch]: 426) 
 
As a result of all this coming together of various factors, WEAXEÞ developed into a 
generally productive Copula by 1300 — so in less than half a century —, and could 
freely combine with all kinds of Subject Complements that can no longer be seen as 
the natural endpoints of some sort of increase or growth.  
 
6.4.3 SUMMARY 
The copular uses of WEAXEÞ in the second half of the thirteenth century developed out 
of the Noncausative Property Resultative and Noncausative Path Resultative. Copular 
                                                                                                                                         
 redi to deren.  
 ready to hurt 
‘If he [= the snake] sees a clothed man, he grows bold, as he raises himself up ready to 
hurt.’ (a1300(a1250). Bestiary [Arun 292]: 124) 
111
 A trigger which might have made weaxan replace weorðan in contexts such as these is the theory of 
humorism, according to which there were four essential fluids in a human body, the humors, which 
were seen as increasing and decreasing, and which, if one of them was present in excess, were 
responsible for emotional instability and disease (see Geeraerts & Grondelaers 1995 for the linguistic 
relevance of this theory). While this theory originated in the second century B.C., it probably first 
became popular outside the cyrcle of specialists in the course of the thirteenth century. For instance, 
Gevaert (2007: 262-263) argues that the humorist metaphor ANGER AS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER 
peaks about 1300.  
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Constructions of change of state could thus be seen as grammaticalized versions of 
Resultative Constructions. This development involved a leap in productivity, which was 
probably facilitated by the recategorization of more and more and the extension of this 
pattern, by adjuncts expressing type of growth, which provided semantic input for new 
Subject Complements, as well as by existing Copulas such as (GE)WIERÐ and BECUMEÞ, on 
which WEAXEÞ could graft to become generally productive itself.  
 
 
6.5 Conclusions 
The point of departure for this chapter was the observation that both BECUMEÞ and 
WEAXEÞ, once they were used as copulas, showed general productivity in this function 
from the start. In both cases, a close look at the data showed that this seemingly 
abrupt introduction of their copular function did not appear from nowhere.  
In the case of copular BECUMEÞ, its high degree of productivity right from its 
introduction is probably not to be explained by a single mechanism of language 
change such as, for instance, reanalysis. Instead, the simultaneous occurrence of 
various factors brought about a constellation out of which copular BECUMEÞ emerged, an 
emergence which because of these way-pavers was less catastrophic than it might 
have looked like first. The availability of a great variety of constituents that could serve 
as an input for copular subject complements, such as the PPs in the evolving Locational 
Construction, the AdjPs (and NPs) in the depictive construction, the highly productive 
template provided by (GE)WIERÐ, and some set phrases as well as poor English spoken 
by the Anglo-Norman elite, constituted a varied range of input for the new copular use 
of BECUMEÞ. Importantly, while some factors, e.g. the development of the Result 
Construction and analogy with (GE)WIERÐ, might have been more instrumental than 
others, I hope to have shown that all four were indispensible, and that it is precisely by 
appealing to multiple source constructions and causes that it becomes possible to 
explain why a certain development takes place at a particular time. 
In the case of WEAXEÞ, though it was argued that its introduction in the Copular 
Construction can be seen as the end result of a grammaticalization process out of the 
Noncausative Property Resultative and Noncausative Path Resultative, the abrupt 
increase in productivity of WEAXEÞ shows that this grammaticalization process did not 
proceed gradually and smoothly as might be expected from other case studies on 
grammaticalization (as e.g. Traugott 1989). To account for this abruptness, it was 
argued that the leap into a generally productive Copula was facilitated by the 
recategorization of more and more and the extension of this pattern, as well as by 
adjuncts expressing type of growth, which provided semantic input for new Subject 
Complements. Together, these factors made the resultative constructions featuring 
WEAXEÞ cross a certain threshold in the thirteenth century, after which they suddenly 
extended to a great number of Subject Complements whose semantics was no longer 
predictable on the basis of the growth process — which itself was backgrounded in the 
construction —, with WEAXEÞ becoming a Copula as a result. Finally, it was suggested 
that WEAXEÞ could attain to this status in such a short time because, once this threshold 
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was crossed, WEAXEÞ became sufficiently similar to existing Copulas such as (GE)WIERÐ 
and BECUMEÞ, that it could graft upon these verbs to become generally productive itself. 
In general, this chapter provided evidence for certain factors in language change 
that had not yet received much attention in the existing literature. The case studies 
showed that certain developments can best be explained by appealing to multiple 
source constructions, and also provided evidence for the importance of cognitive 
concepts for language change such as analogy and the availability of analogs 
(templates), thresholds of similarity, and the establishment of a cognitive association 
to the analog once the threshold is crossed, with as a consequence the productive 
introduction in a new construction.  
 
  
  
 
 
Chapter 7: Evaluation of the results 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The general goal of this dissertation was to investigate the interaction between 
constructional change and lexical change of function words. The case study that was 
conducted for this purpose covered the analysis of Copular, Passive and related 
constructions in Old and Middle English. The central research questions that were 
formulated in order to apply this theoretical approach to this case study were the 
following: What are the rules which condition the distribution of IS, BIÐ, (GE)WIERÐ and 
WESEÐ in Old English? How can a constructionist approach explain the decline of 
(GE)WIERÐ, highly frequent in Old English, all but lost by the end of the fourteenth 
century? What is the role played by constructional change in the merger of IS and BIÐ in 
Middle English? How can the abrupt introduction of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ as new Copulas 
in early Middle English be accounted for? In the pursuit for answers to these research 
questions, I have also always tried to let common sense be my guide. Or, in the words 
of an obscure physicist with unwieldy grey hair and a ditto moustache “The whole of 
science is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking”. Let me recapitulate 
here how the analyses in chapters 4 through 6 have contributed to finding those 
answers.  
In section 7.2 I will review the most important achievements of this study on the 
descriptive level. Section 7.2.1 highlights the significance of the corpus that was 
compiled especially for this doctoral project. The next sections briefly summarize its 
specific descriptive results with regard to the distribution and loss of (GE)WIERÐ (7.2.2), 
the distribution and merger of IS and BIÐ (7.2.3), and the copularization of BECUMEÞ and 
WEAXEÞ (7.2.4).  
In section 7.3 I will summarize the most important implications of this 
dissertation for a constructional theory of language change. Specifically, on the basis 
of the results obtained, four claims may be formulated. (i) Environmental 
constructional change impacts on function words (section 7.3.1). This claim 
emphasizes the importance of the possible association of function words to 
constructions at a level different from that of argument structure constructions in 
accounting for lexical change of function words. (ii) Competition is often subordinate 
to environmental change (section 7.3.2). The second claim purports that competition 
caused by overlap in use by itself does not generally constitute an independent cause 
of change, but that it is rather environmental constructional changes that trigger the 
replacement of a certain (form of a) function word by another (form of a) function 
word. (iii) Productivity is sensitive to thresholds (section 7.3.3). Productivity histories 
need not consist of a smooth increase in productivity nor of a catastrophic reanalysis 
between generations into full productivity. Instead full productivity is sometimes 
achieved after certain independent developments caused verbs to cross a threshold 
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value. (iv) A constructional change has multiple sources (section 7.3.4). Certain 
developments in function words can only be adequately explained as resulting from 
the incidental co-occurrence of multiple constructions or changes in constructions.  
I conclude this chapter by pointing out how the results of this dissertation may 
also contribute to general theoretical discussions, such as the viability of a diachronic 
construction grammar, or an evolutionary model of language change (section 7.4).  
 
 
7.2 Descriptive results 
On the descriptive level, I have generally tried to combine the merits of both qualitative 
and quantitative analyses of the data. Throughout I have endeavoured to be both a 
philologist and a theoretical linguist. This section sums up the yields of this approach 
to my case studies.  
 
7.2.1 LEON 
An important yield of the research for this dissertation has been the compilation of 
LEON-alfa. The goal of compiling LEON-alfa was to create a corpus which makes 
comparisons between Old and Middle English subcorpora more reliable, by 
diversifying, to a higher extent than has been done so far, the dialectal make-up of 
both these subcorpora. In this capacity, LEON-alfa has proved a highly useful tool to 
get to a satisfactory answer to the research questions of this dissertation. Meanwhile, a 
newer version of the corpus, LEON-beta, has been compiled (see Petré 2009), and 
LEON 1.0 is upcoming. The observations that were made about the structure of LEON-
alfa during the research of this dissertation have already been partly integrated in 
LEON-beta, and will be pursued in LEON 1.0, for example by providing a greater 
balance in terms of genre between periods. LEON 1.0 will be available soon within the 
University of Leuven, and I hope that it can be made publicly available in some form in 
the future (if copyright issues can be settled), so that the best possible use can be 
made of it in future research on the history of English.  
 
7.2.2 ANALYSIS OF LOSS OF (GE)WIERÐ 
A first goal was to provide a comprehensive description of the synchronic distribution 
of (GE)WIERÐ, WÆS and BIÐ, as well as the developments within these distributions, in 
order to attain to a better understanding of their semantics and function in Old and 
Middle English, and ultimately, to account for the loss of (GE)WIERÐ. To achieve this 
goal, I have provided a complete overview of the argument structure constructions in 
which (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS were used. This has led to a better understanding of how, and 
to what extent, they competed with each other. It has also enhanced our 
understanding of the nature of the association between (GE)WEARÐ with certain other 
constructions, such as þa or inversion, which proved crucial factors in the eventual loss 
of (GE)WEARÐ. In addition, I have analysed the differences usages of (GE)WIERÐ and BIÐ in 
the present tense, the increased use (GE)WIERÐ in impersonal constructions, the loss of 
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the change-of-state semantics from present tense (GE)WIERÐ, and the eventual loss of 
(GE)WIERÐ as a consequence of all these factors.  
 
7.2.3 ANALYSIS OF MERGER OF IS AND BIÐ 
A second goal was to comprehensively describe (the changes in) the distribution of IS 
and BIÐ. To achieve this goal, I first provided an improved account of Kilpiö’s 
distinction between various usage tendencies of these verbs. This analysis revealed the 
central role of identifying constructions in distinguishing the prototypical semantics of 
IS from that of BIÐ, as well as the centrality of the future sense of BIÐ, which was shown 
to underlie most of its other senses (i.e., the generic, durative and iterative ones). This 
synchronic analysis of the distribution of IS and BIÐ formed a firm basis for the second 
part of the description, which described in detail how the two verbs gradually merged 
into a single paradigm in early Middle English. This second part, then, constituted the 
first comprehensive diachronic, language-internal account of this process of merger, 
which had formerly only been studied from the point of view of dialectal variation (e.g., 
Forsström 1948).  
 
7.2.4 ANALYSIS OF COPULARIZATION OF BECUMEÞ AND WEAXEÞ 
The copularization processes of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ, extensively analysed in chapter 6, 
had not been studied in previous work at all. This is especially surprising for BECUMEÞ, 
which plays a prominent role as a Copula of change in PDE. A comprehensive 
description was provided of the distribution of these verbs over various types of 
constructions in Old and Middle English, based on an exhaustive analysis of all the 
available data. Among these were constructions that had not really been noticed so far 
in relation to these two verbs, such as the Result Construction (e.g., andetnysse 
becumeð to hæle ‘confession results in salvation), the Depictive Construction (he 
arrived safe and sound), or the Noncausative Property Resultative (hie heage weoxon 
‘they grew high’). From this analysis it also appeared that both verbs acquired the 
status of productive Copulas in a fairly short period of time of about half a century. 
This leap-like copularization of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ was explained as the result of an 
interaction between lineages of constructions, which belong to two groups: (i) 
argument structure constructions such as the Result Construction, Depictive 
Construction and Noncausative Property Resultative, which gradually changed and 
interacted with each other resulting in an increased similarity to Copular 
Constructions; (ii) constructions involving already existing copulas, notably (GE)WIERÐ, 
which provided a template of general productivity upon which the newly emerging 
copulas could graft.  
 
 
7.3 Theoretical results 
In the following sections I discuss each of the four claims formulated in the 
introduction to this chapter in turn. The first and second of these are mainly based on 
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the results obtained in chapters 4 and 5, the third and fourth on chapter 6. Even while 
not all of them were explicitly discussed in detail in each chapter, I will here also briefly 
explain how all of them can also be extended to most other developments discussed in 
this dissertation, and can possibly be applied to other cases of lexical or morphological 
change.  
 
7.3.1 CLAIM 1: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTIONAL CHANGE IMPACTS ON FUNCTION WORDS 
Claim 1 may be succinctly formulated as follows: non-valency-related, or what has 
been called environmental constructional change is a major factor in the disappear-
ance, merger or grammaticalization of words belonging to the functional lexicon.  
This claim is strongly supported by the analyses in chapter 4 and 5. In chapter 4, 
it was argued that the loss of past tense (GE)WEARÐ was directly related to the demise of 
a certain set of clausal constructions, referred to as the Old English bounded system. 
Specifically, the Old English bounded system is a grammatical subsystem consisting of 
a number of interrelated grammaticalized constructions. The most important of these 
constructions are the clausal slot-construction containing a bounding time adverb, 
mostly þa ‘then’, and clausal inversion (verb-second syntax). This system facilitates 
conceptualizing narrative in Old English as a series of consecutive bounded (complete) 
events. It was argued that (GE)WEARÐ itself was also an important part of this system, as 
evidenced in its strong association with the two (overlapping) constructions that are 
most typical of this system. When these constructions gave way in Middle English, the 
bounded system in its Old English form collapsed entirely, and as a result (GE)WEARÐ 
disappeared with it. Thus, there is strong evidence that the disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ 
was brought about by the disappearance of strongly associated constructions, which 
were different from the argument structure constructions with which (GE)WEARÐ 
occurred.  
Similarly, in chapter 5, it was shown how the merger of IS and BIÐ was possibly set 
in motion by the grammaticalization of the analytic future construction SCEAL BEON. As a 
result of this grammaticalization process, the sense of futurity, and subsequently, that 
of genericity, were lost from BIÐ through hyperanalysis, i.e. the reassignment of the 
future (generic) sense to the context instead (Croft 2000b: 121). This undermined the 
semantic contrast between IS and BIÐ. As a consequence the relative salience of 
respectively singular and plural number of both verbs came to condition a new system 
of distribution. In this new system IS was used for the singular throughout, and BIÐ for 
the plural, regardless of the overall sense involved. The result was the de facto merger 
of IS and BIÐ and the emergence of a single suppletive verb.  
The evidence of chapters 4 and 5 together shows that the impact of 
constructional change on the loss, merger, or possibly the conservation of a lexeme, 
may well be systematic rather than coincidental. The idea that a constructional 
subsystem of a language’s grammar has an impact on its lexicon can probably be 
fruitfully applied to the history of other function words and other languages as well. 
Shifting constructions have already been appealed to by Los (2002) in accounting for 
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the loss of man ‘they’ in Old English, a phenomenon also clearly related to the shift in 
English from a verb-second to an SVO language. Thus, it probably fits into the same 
story as the one presented in chapter 4. Clearly, the loss of this system and the 
development of an alternative relate to many phenomena and would be interesting 
topics for future research.  
Besides phenomena related to the loss of the Old English bounded system, the 
timing of the grammaticalization of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ might also be viewed from this 
perspective. It is probably no coincidence that these verbs developed their copular 
functions at about the same time when (GE)WIERÐ disappeared. While it was shown that 
this factor was certainly not the only one instrumental in the copularization of BECUMEÞ 
and WEAXEÞ, their copularization might still have been delayed if (GE)WIERÐ had not been 
decreasing in frequency. Unlike the account of the loss and merger in chapters 4 and 
5, this particular type of causal or correlative relationship has already been studied 
more extensively. See, for example, the extensive body of literature on the 
replacement of native prefixes by phrasal particles in English, e.g. Hiltunen 1983, 
Brinton 1988, Petré & Cuyckens 2008b), or on the replacement of negation markers 
(known as Jespersen’s cycle) such as West Germanic ne by not in English and niet in 
Dutch or French ne by pas (see, e.g., Breitbarth 2009, and the references therein). 
Arguably, diachronic construction grammar may provide an adequate framework to 
include these kinds of changes as well.  
 
7.3.2 CLAIM 2: COMPETITION IS OFTEN SUBORDINATE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 
The first claim of the importance of environmental constructional change leads to a 
second one: In the loss of a function word, competition is often subordinate to 
environmental change.  
In many studies on the loss of (GE)WIERÐ competition with WÆS has been appealed 
to as a major explanatory principle. This has especially been the case in studies that 
examined the loss of (GE)WIERÐ in the Passive Participial Construction. The main tenet of 
these studies was that WÆS ousted (GE)WIERÐ simply because it was more frequent. 
However, while direct competition for selection in a certain construction may still be 
the main factor in the disappearance of certain function words, at least in this case 
such an account passes by the fact that (GE)WIERÐ and WÆS both thrived in environments 
specific to each of them. Thus the distinction should be made between what 
competition is capable of doing and what it actually does. This is common knowledge 
in biological studies on competition: “A realistic view of interspecific competition must 
acknowledge that it often proceeds not in isolation, but under the influence of, and 
within the constraints of, a patchy, impermanent or unpredictable world” (Townsend et 
al. 2003: 201). In the case of (GE)WIERÐ, I adduced compelling evidence that competition 
only occurred in the margins of (GE)WIERÐ’s struggle for life, and only commenced after 
it was already affected by changes in its own specific environment, the bounded 
system of Old English. In a reprise of the metaphor at the end of chapter 4, the fate of 
(GE)WIERÐ and WÆS may be thus compared to that of two tree species, whose trees 
largely grew in different (i.e. distinct) areas, though some of them also mixed together, 
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competing for the limited resource of sunshine. At one point the least frequent species 
started to die out in the areas where they mixed, and eventually became extinct. 
However, this did not happen because the other out-competed it, but because it was a 
casualty of a beetle plague, which fed on this species and on certain other species 
from its original habitat as well, but left the second tree species in peace.  
The assumption that competition is dependent on broader environmental factors 
is not entirely new. Specifically, it is commonplace in sociolinguistics. For instance, the 
outcome of the competition between ARE and BEOÐ in late Middle English is largely 
determined by the different sociolinguistic context of these words, such as the massive 
migration of people with Scandinavian roots from the northern part of England to 
London (Kilpiö 1997; for a more general discussion on competition between native, 
Scandinavian and French vocabulary, see, e.g., Bator 2006). The challenge posed by 
this dissertation is to apply the idea that competition may be subordinate to changes 
in the environment to language-internal developments. Case studies that merit closer 
examination from this perspective in addition to those discussed in this dissertation 
are, for example, the replacement of prefixes by verbal particles (mentioned in the 
previous section), which was to a great extent dependent on sweeping changes in word 
order, or the competition between various prepositions used to introduce the agent in 
Passive Constructions in Old and Middle English, which had extended to this use from 
considerably different usage niches (see, e.g., the discussion on the situation in Old 
English in Kilpiö 1989: 136-169; some examples were given in section 4.2.4.5). In 
general, the relationship between competition and changes in the constructional 
environment needs to be studied more extensively to determine how general the 
dependency of competition on such changes is, and whether in certain cases 
competition may still be the primary or only cause of lexical change.  
 
7.3.3 CLAIM 3: PRODUCTIVITY IS SENSITIVE TO THRESHOLDS 
The third claim holds that the gradual increase or decrease of (syntactic) productivity 
takes leaps when certain threshold values are reached.  
This claim is mainly based on the analysis of the copularization process of 
BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ carried out in chapter 6. First, BECUMEÞ was shown to have attained 
the status of a fully productive Copula in a short period of time. This spectacular 
entrance of BECUMEÞ in the domain of Copular Constructions, however, was prepared by 
a number of changes that together brought BECUMEÞ at the edge of copulahood. At that 
point, its semantic and functional proximity to existing Copular Constructions 
featuring (GE)WIERÐ can be hypothesized to have been detected by the cognitive 
apparatus of the English speaking community. The few constructs containing BECUMEÞ 
that resembled instances of Copular Constructions the most were reassigned to the 
domain of Copular Constructions. Subsequently, the entire applicational range of these 
Constructions, as already instantiated by (GE)WIERÐ, was copied to BECUMEÞ. (This has 
been called categorial incursion, see De Smet 2009.) Similarly, the Resultative 
Constructions featuring WEAXEÞ at some point had also extended their range to such an 
extent that WEAXEÞ got associated with Copular Constructions, shed its semantics of 
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growth, and attained the status of fully productive Copula as well.  
The concept of productivity thresholds can also be expanded to include other 
developments. For instance, while both the examples of BECUMEÞ and WEAXEÞ are about 
the diffusion and grammaticalization of a function word, hence about expansion, 
productivity thresholds probably occurred in the stories on reduction and loss of 
chapters 4 and 5. For instance, the frequency history of (GE)WEARÐ shows two sharp 
decreases that suggest that a certain threshold value was reached at that point. During 
the twelfth century, its use in the Passive Participial Construction and Happen 
Construction took a deep plunge (see Figure 4.1), while its use in other Constructions 
decreased only little by little. This difference in decreasing pace was explained in 
chapter 4 as a consequence of the higher degree of overlap and potential competition 
between (GE)WEARÐ and WÆS in the Passive Participial and Happen Constructions. 
Apparently, when the bounded environment of (GE)WEARÐ started to become unstable, 
even the slightest decrease of (GE)WEARÐ was enough for WÆS to immediately take over 
almost entirely in these constructions. In the remaining constructions, (GE)WEARÐ 
continued to be used for a while. Then, during the fourteenth century its frequency in 
these constructions took a dive in turn. It is also during this century that the 
breakdown of the bounded system of Old English is more or less completed, and that 
WEAXEÞ breaks through as an alternative Copula. In sum, two thresholds can be 
discerned in the decrease and eventual disappearance of (GE)WEARÐ. A third threshold 
can be detected in the decline of the future use of indicative BIÐ. This use of indicative 
BIÐ seems to have crossed a certain threshold about 1200, when it became quite 
exceptional within a short period of time. All in all, there are several indications that 
threshold values generally play an important role in the productivity history of function 
words.  
 
7.3.4 CLAIM 4: A CONSTRUCTIONAL CHANGE HAS MULTIPLE SOURCES 
The fourth and final claim holds that a constructional change may have more than one 
source. This means that a grammatical construction is not necessarily the end result of 
a single diachronic lineage of constructions, but may be based on a multiplicity of 
source constructions.  
This claim was substantiated by the analyses of chapter 6. Specifically, in the 
copularization of BECUMEÞ it was shown that a number of constructions more or less 
coincidentally converged and caused BECUMEÞ to cross a certain threshold of similarity 
(formally, functionally, and in terms of frequency) to the already existing generally 
productive copula (GE)WIERÐ. Subsequently BECUMEÞ received the status of productive 
Copula itself. The constructions involved in this process were primarily the Result 
Construction (confession becomes/results in salvation), the Depictive Construction, the 
Copular Constructions involving (GE)WIERÐ itself, and in addition the existence of Old 
French devenir in a sense ‘become’. In the case of WEAXEÞ, it was shown that even 
though its copular use may have developed directly out of its resultative uses, certain 
other constructions probably facilitated this development.  
Like the preceding claims, this claim can also be applied more generally. A 
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multiplicity of sources was also met in the demise of (GE)WIERÐ. First this demise had 
different causes in the past and present tense. In addition, a variety of constructional 
changes played a part in its disappearance in the present tense, among them the loss 
of its past tense fellow (GE)WEARÐ, the grammaticalization of the analytic future 
construction SCEAL BEON, and the demise of the impersonal construction. In sum, this 
dissertation provides ample evidence that lexical change, whether involving 
grammaticalization or reduction (lexicalization), is the result of a complex interaction 
between more than one (type of) constructional change.  
 
 
7.4 Conclusion 
This dissertation has served the double purpose of providing the first comprehensive 
account of the distributions of the function words IS, BIÐ, WESEÐ, (GE)WIERÐ, BECUMEÞ, and 
WEAXEÞ, and developments in these distributions, as well as of enhancing our 
understanding of the role of constructions in lexical changes such as loss, merger or 
grammaticalization of function words.  
With regard to the descriptive goals, I am confident to have contributed much to 
our knowledge of what happened to IS, BIÐ, WESEÐ, and (GE)WIERÐ, and, in the case of the 
copularization of BECUMEÞ, to have filled a gap in our knowledge of the development of 
one of the most prominent verbs of Present-Day English. To achieve these goals, I 
have furthermore compiled a corpus that may successfully be used in future research.  
Turning to the achievements at the theoretical level, I have adduced considerable 
evidence throughout this dissertation that constructional change of independent, 
highly grammaticalized constructions interacts with the behaviour of function words, 
and may be ultimately responsible for the loss, merger, grammaticalization or 
lexicalization of these function words. In addition, I have highlighted the importance of 
thresholds in the productivity history of a function word, and of the presence of 
multiple source constructions in adequately accounting for the emergence of a new 
construction. In general I hope to have contributed to a constructionist theory of 
language change and to have shown that diachronic construction grammar is an 
effective model of language change.  
The concept of construction in particular, defined by Goldberg as a “learned 
[pairing] of form with semantic or discourse function” (2006: 5), and which can be of 
any degree of schematicity and length, has proven to be both sufficiently general and 
sufficiently specific to provide an adequate means for explaining how a grammatical 
system such as the Old English bounded system construes events in a different way 
than an unbounded system does, and is liable to complex changes involving both form 
and semantics; how a SCEAL BEON-construction in the twelfth century might differ from a 
SCEAL WEORÐAN-construction; or how a development in the Locational Construction 
might combine with the availability of a Depictive Construction into the emergence of a 
Copula BECUMEÞ.  
Next to construction grammar, I also believe this dissertation may contribute to 
an evolutionary model of language change. A central concept in evolutionary biology is 
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that of competition. This concept is also often used in (historical) linguistics, but has to 
my knowledge never been investigated in detail in more theoretical approaches to 
historical linguistics. In Croft’s evolutionary approach to language change (Croft 2000) 
the term competition is conspicuously absent, even if it is clearly present below the 
surface. Importantly, looking into the phenomenon of competition has mainly resulted 
in downplaying its role, and unearthing the relatively greater importance of what I 
called environmental change, a result which is in line with recent trends in evolutionary 
biology (Townsend et al. 2003).  
 
  
  
 
 
Appendix: list of primary sources cited 
 
 
The list below only contains information on texts that is not found in the bibliography 
of the DOE or the MED. For information on all other texts not found in this list, I refer 
to these two dictionaries. Full bibliographical information on Old English texts included 
in the DOE can be found at http://www.doe.utoronto.ca/st/index.html (only short 
titles are listed there, the dating I add is generally taken from Ker (1957)). Information 
on Middle English texts can be found at http://quod.lib.umich.edu/ h/hyperbib/. For a 
more detailed explanation of the contents and compilation principles of this corpus, 
see chapter 3, section 3.4.3.  
 
English  
a1000. MSol: DOE (Dating from DOE edition, not from Ker) 
a1225(OE). Lamb.Hom.VA (Lamb 487): MED, except for line 113, which is from LAEME 
(see References, Corpora, LAEME 2.1) 
a1250. Ancr. [Tit D.18]: 7.6: LAEME 
a1300. Ancr. (Cai 234/120)): The reference to this text in example (39) is from LAEME 
corpus [file caiusart.tag], which explains the lack of line numbers (see 
References, Corpora) 
a1300. Ancr. (Cai 234/120): LAEME 
a1400 Cursor (Phys-E): LAEME (which dates the text more precisely to C14a1) 
c1000. Marv [Vit A.15]: refers to Cotton Vitellius A.15, the manuscript used by the HC. 
c1000. Marv: refers to the MS. used by the DOE and YCOE, namely Cotton Tiberius B.5.  
c1275(?a1216). Owl & N. [Clg A.9]: LAEME 
1537(a1500). Hist. K. Boccus & Sydracke: 167): Printed edition retrieved from EEBO, 
(STC (2nd ed.), 3186) (accessed 1 December 2009).  
 
Other languages 
LATIN 
(a604). GREG.MAG. Reg.past.: DOE (Dating from Wikipedia) 
(a700). GREG.MAG. Dial.: DOE (Dating from Wikipedia) 
(799x800). ALCUIN. Virt.vit.: DOE (Dating from DOE edition)  
a800(731). BEDA. Hist.eccl.: DOE (Dating from Günter Spitzbart (ed.). 1997. Beda der 
Ehrwürdige. Kirchengeschichte des englischen Volkes. Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft.  
c1030(c405). PPs [Latin]: DOE (Dating from DOE edition)  
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MIDDLE-WELSH 
c1400(a900). R 1030, R 1044. From The Red Book of Hergest. See 
http://image.ox.ac.uk/show?collection=jesus&manuscript=ms111. (20 January, 
2010.) 
OLD FRENCH 
(c1155). Wace Roman de Brut: 2580-4): Arnold, Ivor. 1938. Le Roman de Brut. Paris, 
SATF. 
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